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Introduction .

-lhe Aesthetic Educaiibn Brogram of CEMB4L, Inc.:

.

It was evident in 1967 wheo th(Aesthetic Education Program was being conceivedwing
that the priorities in our.educaaonal.eysteM placed a, :low value-on aesthetic
education as an integral part,of general'educition. There was a group of sub-
jects being taught, suthas music, theatre arts, and dance, whosecentent
could be characterized as aesthetic.. Generally, these were not consideied
"required" subjectst, and they ex' ed for the most part on the periphery of
the general education program. A n er oft arts educatori, however, were com-

.

mitred to developing an aesthetic edu tion program and to incorporating subject
matter with aestheticcontent into th* nstream ora.total school program
which was supposed to provide a general e ucation.for all students.

.\t,
The commitment to the idea of anaesthetic ed;lesation for all students grew cltp
of a series of meetings, developmental conferences, and peminats%reiated.to
research and de'velopment in the arts land_humanitios Which were sponeored by.
the Arts and Humanities Program of the U.S.. Office of BdUcation in the 1960's!

The conference that had the most effect on the development ofd, the Aesthetic-_.
Education Program was "The Seminar in Art Education for esearch and'eUrriculum
Development': held at-PorinsylVania !tate University in 1965 under the direction
of Edward MattiL,1 then held of the Art Education Department of Pennsylvania
Stete University- The purpose of the conference, was to develop'a cluster of
research ideas that-could be used as a basis for a proposal to be submitted to
the OffiCe otEdiication oi tO other agencits for support. One of the recommen-
dations was'that an institute devoted to the systematic study of aesthetic
education betestablished.

,

.

This research and development center was to be designed to encourage research
in the arts and In aesthetic education by supporting investigators to carry
out research determined either by the institute itself or by the researcher.

The research and devel4ment center proposal was not supported by the Office
of Education, but the project director, Manuel Bar'kan, and his colleagues were
asked to submit a proposal which could concern itself with_the_development of
curriculum in aesthetic education directed at general education in the elemen-
taryand secondary schools*rather than at basic research.

The, rts and Humanities Program sponsored another conference to consider the
next step for aesthetic education at the Whitney Museum of American Art. This
included a mix of scholars, educators, philosophers, and, researchers in various -.

fields as well as representatives from the National Office' of Education, the
National Endowment for the Arts, and various universities. The purpose of
this conference was to raise questiOns about, and seek answers to the possibi-
lity Of establishing a curricular program for aesthetic education.

8
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Thek;bitney Museu= Conference wag significant for aesthetic education because'
of cwo major outcomes. First, the participants-pledged their time and effort
to, serve as a reference group. This' was probably Che first tulti-disciplinary.
group to express a commitment to further research and divelop=ent in aesthetic
.d...,...,..o-., etwn 0,CCI-b, Ull t s 04.0:trifling funds from an educational
laboratory 'set, the stage for the eventual housing of the Prograd in the Central
Midwestern Regional Education Laboratory, now CEMREI., Inc.!

,
fi.

.. _
Cm July 1967, CEAREL sponsored a second aesthetic education conference at the
Rhode Island Saool'of Design. y this time a planning document which outlined
the progiar for curricula= devel ptent.in aesthetic education had been de/eloped
by Loofa Caapman and Manuel Bafkan. The purpose of the conference was to review

' this plan And:to take suggestions for its revision-

The.participantsenddried the proposal's, concept of an aesthetic education Rro:-
gra= that emphasized curriculum development within thZ context of general
education, The planning report also proposed a design for curriculum dei,elop-
ment in aesthetic education and suggested an initial plan for organizing major
tasks and functions for sticca a program. It divided rhe.workinto two phases.

2

Phase 1, under the ditection'of Manuel Barkan, was the developMent of the
theoretical base.end rationale, and the major result was the publication of
Guidelines: Ctrriculum Development for Aesthetic Education bv.Barkan, Chapman,
and Kern. This phase was supported by funds/from The Ohio State University,
the Arts and Humanities Program of the Office of Educatil, and CEMREL, Inc.

In 1969 a joint report was presented by Manuel Barkan and Stanley Madeja to
tile conference in New York City. That report outlined the plans fort-the actual
development of Phase II of the Aesthetic Education Program. The major thrust
of this phase was to be the design and development of curricular resource
materials which embodied the concepts outlined in the Guidelines. Stanley
Madeja was selected to head that phase of the project which is now the CEMREL
Aesthetic Education Program.

In designing the Program, it was recognized. that 'getting aesthetic education
accepted into the general education program woulebe a difficult task. A
number of things would have'to be done to provide the general educational
audience with an understanding of the iMportancd of aesthetic dducation to
general education.

The lack of public understanding of wNet thd arts were all about and about the
necessity for aesthetic content in the public,schools resulted in,a lack of
support for 'these, concerns from school boards, administrators, teachers, and
parents. Art educators were not able to.articulate the rationale for these
content areas in a way whiCh justified their existence within the generaledu-
cation program. If aesthetic education was-to beincorporated into the generaS
program, justifications for its inclusion would have to be articulated.

In addition, the arts disciplines (music, theater, Visual arts, dance, and
film) lacked generali ability to other areas of the curriculum in the schools.

.Arts educators agreed that there were many connectors or links to social

9
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studies, mathematics, science, or physical eduCation that could be designed
and applied to the aesthetics -of these areas. However, most_arts programs,
bahen examined, were foUndto be very insular and self-protecting. In most
cases there was no effort to relate the arts among themselves as disciplines,
let alone relate them to other areas of study. They tended to-be ...apart" from
the general education program. This separateness would have.to be remedied if
a high priority was to be given'to aesthetic education.

.A majority of the arts programs existing in the schools iri the early 196d's
wire related-to outcomes that apply to the training of the professional
artists, not to the student who isarying to obtain a:general education in
the arts. A progra designed for training artists in any one of the arts is
much different fro= a general education prOgram in the arts. Nevertheless,
goals which are more applicable to professiohal schools of music, art, and
theatre were applied to arts programs at the high school aiTa elementary school
level. The goals for a comprehensive program which includes all the arts and4
relates.and defines aesthetic content in other disciplines are such broader
and are generalizable to every student. It was these goals which would have
to be stressed in order to get an aesthetic education program accepted.

mother critical need was to develop a resource of instructional materials
c:Thich could be used by arts teachers'and/or classroom teachers.. It was' a sad
commentary on the arts.that there were few if any materials. available which
could be introduced into the classroom without major adaptationsby the
teacher. This was not the c se in science; mathematics, language arts, or
social studies. The need fo 'materials to advance curriculum efforts in
general arts programs was critical if the concept of in aesthetic education,
program for all students was to be realized.

The CE5REL Aesthetic Education Program has addressed itself to these problems
and has provided teacher eduCation and curriculum materials, and curriculum
designs; which together constitute a resource to help schools develop a
generalized course of study for all students using all the arts.

10
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Aesthetic Education: A Conception for.
_' Curriculum Development

When a fundamental change is proposed in the educational program, in this case
the introduction of aesthetic education as' a major concern of general educa-.,
tion, it is necessary to begin at t beginning with a conception of aesthetic
education and some discuslIon is content.

The development of the precise conception of aesthetic education was elusiVe.
Aesthetic concepts by their very nature are not defined in very preciSeteims,
and they generally allow for contradictory points of view.. Morris Weitz com-
ments on this:

Aesthetic education, as a concept, differs from aesthetic and edtieo.,..
tion or, for .that matter, from theater or drama.,in one important
respect: it has no history. 'Instead it was introduced, not-too long

3.

ago, as a 'term to fill a certain need, to cover and correct a.certain
deficiency which its inventors felt was threatening the whole of the
early educational.development of the child: And what was (and is)
this need? The lack of recoglition of the importance of the arts '
and all of their potential in the normal education of the child. The
term was coined with the -deep conviction that this gap must be .-

bridged, the need fulfilled; the commitment to'the importarice of art ,

and the aesthetid as an integral rather than marginal constituent, of
early education which was to be heard and shared by all.

- .

Thus, I suggest, the wayto understhld what aesthetic echication is.'
is not to define it but to state its great goal: the enhancement of
the full growth of the child in which the aesthetic - -as open a that ,'
term iswould achieve at least an equal status with the inte lectual.4:,

. .

Weitz' definition of aesthetic education deals with the concept as a'.unctional
or exemplary process. However, in a'curriculum development efforOas large as
was the CEIVEL Aesthetic Education Program, this position did not suffice. ".

Therefore, aR attempt was made 'to find some consensus among thec4ists as to
the nature of the aesthetic experience and how it would apply to_learning.
The consensus was that the aesthetic experience is one that is valued:intrin-
sically and which can be valued, for itself. Involvement inan aesthetic ,

experience, whether it is in terms o.f listening, looking, performing, o*
producing, carries with it the desire to sustain and feel the full import of
that moment for its own sake. It is that ability to perceive the integral
relationship between the form and content of the experience which categorizes
'the.aesthetic. The way in.which the individual perceives the object or the
experience becomes an essentia,1 characteristic of the aesthetic point of view
and distinguishes these experiences from other methods of perception and from
other valUes. Aesthetic experiences are varied in their intensity, ,and this
variety is related to the quality of the'object or event which provides them.
re phase "aesthetic education" from this perspective means that we are dealing
with teaching for the aesthetic and that we have combined the two words,
"aesthetic" and "education," to allow Tor consideration of the nature of
aesthetic experiende and aesthetic value in instructional programs.

ti
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To clarify further the- concept of aesthetic education, it is* ale° helpful_to
distinguish between aesthetiveducaiion and the'tudy of aesthetics as a branch
of philosophy, which has traditionally been an area of concentration in the
universities. Aesthetics --the philosophy of aesthetic phenotena--draws its
coqtent from the philobaphic4.1 literature. The instrgctional approach at the
university revel has placed aesthetics, no matter hasAminteutionally, almost
exclusively into an academic category' that does not directly]pelate to the
"enhancement of theiSull growth of the child."

Aesthetic education.should not be considered as a discipIine'in itself as is,
art or music. Instead if can be considered in,a broader context as an area
of study Which enceMpasses7all the arts., As such, aesthetic education encom
'passes the fuWscope.of aesthetic ph amena. These phenomena iaclude.the '

aesthetic experience fitselii the pro ess by which we produce an astfletic
product?, the object'or'event and the-historicaland cultural tradition within'
which it is produced. As arearea of'stu4y, aeSthetic education deals with
content more thematically, With broader concepts and topics,..and it uses the
various arts disciplines as examples7'rather than apprqaching them chronologi
cally or historically.,:

;
In summary, precise definitioA are not characteristic of aesthetic concerns,
but there are sole consi'ants'whichcanhelp to define aesthetic education for
general instruction. .

1. Aesthetic edudation is concerned withthe introduction.of aesthetic
value's into instruction and the development, of aesthetic perception
or aesthetic ways of. perceiving and knawing.

f

2. ,The aesthetic experience is valued intrinsically (valued Lox itself)
and the ability to perceive the form and content of ..the experience
becomes' characteristic of.azsthetic perceptions.

3. Thearts are carriers of aesthetic content aid are the most appro
priate exemplars to study and experience. -Iv

4. Aesthetic qualities exist in all phenomena and aesthetic education
will help the student identify, describe, analyze, and value these.
qualities through the development of a total critical language whiCh
uses not only.verbalization but all the sense modalities foiexpres

. sion and,communication: \
0
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The Aesthetic Education Curriculum

CE4REL's Aesthetic Education Program saw itselfin 'the role of a'Avvider of
resources at a national level rather than in e prestriptive_rOle. As a cone-

, quence the Aesthetic Education Program made decisions not only in light of the
argu=ents posed by theorists but also in light of the social and educational
responsibilities dictated by its constituency and by its goal's. The method
of curriculum development arrd the model for the development of resources
employed by Cp4REL were based both on theory an On practical needs. Curriculum
development was accompliShed through the effort of a consortium of talent
drawn from many academic areas.

The Aesthetic Education Program is based on a model which has been used by
other curriculum development projects within the laboratory's programs and
whidh is adapted fromtheE. In the original design of the model for the devel-,

opment of an desthetic education curriculum, a logical entry point. was a review
of cul-riculun theory to see if there was any agreement about where to start
the process. Although there was no consensus on whereto begin curriculum
development, there was agreement on the referents, for building a curriculum.
SiMPly stated, these ;eferents are'ehe individual or the learners, the society,
and the discipline. Curriculum' theorists do not, however, agree upon the
relative importance of each referent to the curriculum. This disagreement:
was outlined in an early poSition paper by Madeja and Kelly.5 For instance,
Ralph Tyler writes that-_the objectives for any curriculum should be 'derived
equally from studies of the learner, studies of contemporary society, and
from the subject specialists.8 Arthur King and John'Brownell state that.the
ffia priority-should be given to subject matter specialists, to the discipline.'
Society and the learner, they protest, tell only what a man is and not what he
might be. The disciplines are not just accumulations of information but rather
ways of knowing and pie, therefore, progressive in nature. Equally logical
arguments have been made by Franklin Bobbitt8 for the society and Harold Rugg'
for the learner as the rime factor in curriculum development.

Although each positi
on one referent did
conclusion the Prog
theorists was that
three referents: the
which cones first fa

was supported by very powerful arguments, the emphasis
not exclude consideration of the others. The only obvious

could draw from the various arguments of the curriculum
rriculum development should begin with decisions about the
student, the discipline, and the society. Arguments about
1 into they chicken and the egg (category.

consequently, the 'stfarting point for curriculum development by the Aesthetic
Education Program was in part determined by the respon§ibility of the laboratory
to the school systems throughout the United Stateb. Becausethe United
States is a diversified nation, schools are very different from one another in
their politicel, 'educational, and social make-up. As a,consequencp, it would
be 'difficult to build a national curriculum that was founded on the soueel or
learner referent. A discipline, however, is relatively unaffected by ethnic
background, geographical location, and community values. It seemed that the

1.3 .4



principal referent'or:starting point for a program with n ational commitments
should be the discipline. :of aesthetic educationhis means the arts. With
the-discipline as a-starting point, the society and the learner become the
constraints that dictate the alternatives.

4

It should be made clear that even though the discipline is chosen as the
starting point for curriculum development it does not follow tlRat the curri-
culum becomes highly cognitive. On the contrary, the very nature of disciplines
in the arts and aesthetics precludes this from happening. The statement of
the general goal of the Aesthetic Education PrOgram emphasizes this fact:

Aesthetic experience is aaexperience which is valued intrinsically
and aesthetic education should provide opportunities for aesthetic
experience, and opportunities to build the skills and knowledge nec-
essary for significant aesthetic encounters. It follows, therefore,-
that the general goal fdr aesthetic education is to increase the
student's capacities to experience aesthetic qualities (values) in
man -made, and natural objects and vents in this environment.'°

Then the content'in the disciplines becomes the principal referent of the
curriculum, the task of the developer is to adapt the content to the learner.
The learner defines the level and strategy for instruction, and the society
(in most cases, the, community) Provides the value structure in which the
curriculum operates. A great diversity of opinions and values exists among
school systems, and within an aesthetic education program development of
curriculum designs to fit every school setting is impossible. However, a -

national laboratory can define the content and develop materials which suggest
gtade levels and strategies for instruction, even,though it cannot anticipate
the Value decisions of each community nor determine what will be taught in
their schools. It_is at this level that the curriculum model operates.

Sources of Content.for Aesth- etic Education
The attempt to establish aesthetic content as an integral -part ofall education
has brought about the necessity of defining the source or sources of content
fac'aesthetic education from which programs can be designed. The philosophy 2.

of aesthetics is the ultiMate source of concepts and content for general educa-
tion programs, in aesthelic.edtcatione Aesthetics can act as an umbrella under
whiCh, concepts and ideas are developed, However, to use this as the Sore basis
for the content of the arts program would be difficult, if slot impossible,
especially when the 'developer is Laced with applying philosophical aesthetics
to learning materials for -very young children.,

The content base provi#d by the arts disciplines themselves is a viable and t
necessary addition to hat drawn from philosophy. Study 'of dance, film,
literature, Music, theatre; and the visual arts and the-methods by which they
are organized, the aesthetic experiences they provide, and the distinctive
processes involved in the creation and analysis .of works of art are all impor-
tant content areas for aesthetic education. The whole art,work.is a major
content source for the aesthetic education curriculum, 'for ft is the:most
dire t example of aesthetic phenomena. The context in which the work exists
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and is valuaill provide the philosophical dim' ion of the content base.
The work.of art serves as-an exemplar of asstheti phenomena. Earkan, Chapman,
and Kern outline, this point of view in Guidelines: curriculum Development for
Aesthetic Education, where they analyze t1 struciu're of the arts disciplines
as a source of content for aesthetic education.12 _ is idea has been expanded
further in the work of Ecker,12 who used the behavior of artists in each of
the art forms as behavior models for aesthetic educati such as the architect,
the designer, the choreographer, and the critic,

Assuming that the arts disciplines are the sources for c tent in education,
the next step must be to' find the way in which these exemplars can -be chosen
and organized to provide theoostsmeaningfui instructional program. =here. are
and have been many attempts to show: how the arts areinterrelated, and recent
writings focus on ha..; these interrelationships can be generalized to demonstrate
similarities and differences across the arts. There is littledisagreement
that this is a workable context for'organizing some content areas in the arts.
But it cannot be considered sufficient for the complete arts program.

Interrelationships and commonalities in the arts do exist,- but at s conceptual
level. When the concepts are similar across the arts, they can be explored
through each art form. This is significant and useful in an interdisciplinary
approach to the arts: However, even if the commonality approach is applicable
inIcertain instances when related to elements of the art forms, it loses sub-
stance when the obvious examples are exhausted. Light, sound, time, motion,
and space are related, to most art forms, but it is evident that more specific
elements, such as texture, or color, even if labeled the same in two 'di4erent
art forms, are not identical. Texture in music', related specifically to\tone
corer, is quite different from texture in the visual arts, which is related to
surface and kinesthetic qualities.

So it seems that designing an aesthetic education program based solely on the
interrelationships in the arts would have been conceptually dangerous. The \

disciplines. exist as-singular modes because of distinctly different content, 4
They do relate to one-another in certain' instances in spite of the unique
natures and characteristics of each, but a forced synthesis of the arts into
an'area of study called-aesthetic education is artificial and implies that all
things in the arts are interrelated. This is clearly erroneous.

Shotild, then, the decision be to pursue each of the arts singly as the sole
content base for arts programs? This seems equally difficult to justify
conceptually in the light of the actual interrelationships which are concep-
tually sound.

The solution to the problem of interrelationships and singularities of the arts
for the Aesthetic Education Program was to combine two approaches: regard the
arts disciplines as phenomena existing separately but sometimes best explained
in terms of their unique qualities and other times by their interrelationships,
and assume that there are concepts, found in philosophical aesthetics whi'ch can
be used as organizers for the general content base for an aesthetic education

15



program. The interrelatedness of the arts or even the /uxtaposition of unlike
disciplines can be presented on the `basis of` such existing art forms as the
happening, the film, the theatre performance or the environmental sculpture,
all of which deal with a natural synthesis of Tracteristics of two or more
of the disciplines.13

.

Designing the- Curriculum in Aesthetic Education
The design of the curriculum for an aesthetic education program could have
teen varied according to the particular setting but, however it was designed,
the following questions. had to be answered: Where would aesthetic education
be taught within the general education program? What were the long range goals? .
How would it be organized?

Placement of Aesthetic Education Within the Elementary Curriculum
One pressing practical consideration Was to determine where,the content for
aesthetic education would be taught. How would it fit into the context of the
school, day or year? The dilemma of finding time for teaching what is considered
a new or low priority subject area had to be resolved before effective curriculum
planning could begin to take place. An analysis of the existing curriculum had
tc be ;cede an an entry point for aesthetic education determined very early in
the. Nanning rocess. The following are possible entry points; there are
'certainly others which would be applicable boa particular situation: .

The most direct way of inserting aesthetic content into the curriculum is to
treat it as anarea"of study. The area of study concept for aesthetic educa-
tion means that an allotted tire slot is given over to aesthetic education on _

a daily schedule. Ala the arts--music, art, dance, drama, film, and literature--
are biought together to provide an arts component for the general education
curriculum. A similar organization pattern is currently used for teaching
social studies, the sciences, or language arts. In the simplest' tens, the
area of study concept means that approximately one-sixth of a _regular teaching
day would be devoted to_aesthetic education.

*Nor

4 secone.method of inserting the content into the curriculum again uses aesthetic
education as an area of study, but in this instance the aesttic Content is
also defined within other areas of study. In each designated area of study,
units are added which can be described as the aesthetics of language, the aes-
thetics of science, and/or the aesthetics of mathetatics.

The third method is to design a separate course for each arts discipline plus
_discrete units within the other disciplines to make up the total program. This
program differs from the first option in that the aesthetic content retides in
each.att discipline that is taught throughout the school week. Each art course
is designed to reach a broad range of students, not just the talented few.
Separate courses in art, dance, music, theater, literature, and filr-making are
offered as part of a total general education prograM. Occasionally, interdis-
ciplinary units labeled "aesthetic education" would be organized around con-
cepts which are common to more than one art form. This method has the disad-
vantage of consuming more of the school'.day and does not fit as well within
the organization of most elementary curricula.

...A A',.
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A fourth option of aesthetic edUcation treats the content as a part of other
disciplines: the aesthetics of language, the aesthetics of science, the aes-
thetics of the art's, the aesthetics of mathematics. Units are taught within
the context of existing stibSeets and no separate time slot is allotted for
aesthetic education.

Whin each option there are positive and negative points, and each school will
have to make the decision as to what is possible within a given setting. How-
ever, it is important to note that early discussion concerning where aesthetic
education will fit into g given school situation is necessary to determine the
structure of the curriculum, as the option choSen will eventually influence
the amount of material which can be combined within a given grade level.

There is one note of caution to be sounded in deteriining where aesthetic edu-
cation will be taught. We believe there is valid content within the aesthetic
education program itself and that it cannot be submerged in other disciplines
without losing its integrity. Therefore, although we encourage die idea that
aesthetic content can permeate other areas of.srudy, such as'science and
nathemaricg, there still is something unique in aesthetic concepts that is
lost ihen they do not have their own identity in the curriculum. If they are
submerged and even uniritentiogally subverted, the instructional ,program may
lose the essence of what aesthetic education is all about and the unique
qualities of.the aesthetic experience will be lost, to the detriment of the
educational goals of an aesthetic education program. The same aesthetic
criteria that are applied to any phenomenon must be applied to the aesthetic 1
education curriculum, as in this instance the curriculum is,the.phenomenon gnd
must exemplify the aesthetic qualities it purports to teach. A non-aesthetic #i
curriculum cannot be used to teach aesthetic educations It is a contradiction.

How then can a program be structured to reflect these.means for introducing
. aesthe4r content into the generalfeducation program? The optimum organiza-

tional strategy is to have a defined area of study, nave it "aestheticeduca-
tion," and include all the arts.as sources of:aesthetic concepts (film, litera-
ture, dance, music, the visualearts, and theater arts) for the elementary
school. At the junior and senior high levels, the program can be opened out
into exploration'of the individual arts disciplines in more depth. In addl.-
('ion, content areas that can be identified as aesthetic can be inserted within
non-arts disciplines, and interdisciplinary approaches to the-arts can be
developed at both the elementary and high,tichool

The'Gbals,of an Aesthetic Education Program
Goals for aesthetic education have been discusged briefly earlier in this
article where-they were related to the goals of-general education.

The linkage between the goals for aesthetic eduCation and the overall educa-
tional goals of a school system is very important as it provides the brOdest
possible base of justification for it and reinforces the idea that the program
is one of general, not specialized, education.
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The goals for an aesthetic education curriculum at the elementary school level
can be stated as broad general goals for aesthetic education as an area of
study.

a. To demonstrate to the student that all phenomena in our environment
have aesthetic qualities and to heighten his or her capacity for
recognizing, Analyzing, and experiencing these-qtalities.

b. To demonstrate-to the student haw the arts contribute to the aesthetic
condition of our environment.

c. To assist the student in discovering similarities and differences
among the arty and, by these means, to enhance responses to aesthetic
qualities in eadh:of the artg:demonstrate that all the arts are
potential sourc9z-of aesthetic eleriences.

d. To involve the student in various dels of behavior which are aes-
thetic in nature, such as the creative or critical process.

e. To introduce the student to ao-wide range of views about aesthetic
qualities so that he or she develops his or her on criteria and
Ability for making aesthetic ludgmente,

f. To demonstrate the importance of aesthetic values to the indiVld ual
and to society.

g. To make aesthetic values relevant to the student's own life style.

These goals are also applicable to a secondary program but need to be made more
specific in their application to different course offerings or subject areas .

at that level.

The Program Design for the Elementary School

The general goals of an aesthetic education program plus the materials which
are to be developedto express the form the foundation of a curriculum -in
aesthEtiF education. However, in the past, a "take all or none" attitude
toward curriculum componentshas allowed an isolated item of irrelevant or
offensive content to preclude iiplementatidt of the entire unit. This has
been one cf the-major proliems with the implementation of innovative curricula:
Large-scale curriculum development programs use an elaborately sequenced system
allowing for few, if any, alternatives outside the basic system for the student.
or school.. The challenge has beento develop a flexible system of instruction
one which forMs a curriculum consistent with the general goals of aesthetic
education but which also allows for options to meet situational goals or com-
munity values in a specific school setting. Variations within an individual
'curriculum should be considered analogous to alternative paths that all con-

. verge on a single place. A program can be designed out of the available
resources sd that the'instructional objectiyes for each student are reinforced.

18
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The actual selection of content for the curriculum is a bit mode difficult and
co=plex than merely determining the placement of the content within the school
curriculum. Selection of content becomes a philosophical and academic question
and, unfortunately, will include some arbitrary choices. We have explained
that the content for aesthetic education cones from two sources: fro= the philo-
sophy of aesthetics and from the disciplines of the arts. From philosophical
aesthetics we draw the broad overlying concepts that can help to organize the
'curriculum around larger ideas. From the arts we draw the substance. for the
concepts, what might be teed the examples, which are explainable to the user
group. Very early in the Aesthetic Education Program we defined a number of
key concepts that could be used to determine the content relative to philosophi-
cal aesthetics and to the arts. Within the curriculum materials developed by
this program there is a sequence of concepts which relates to the developmental
levels of students or to grade level. However, this sequencing does not consti-
tute a comprehensive curriculum as additionlil concepts are to be added and
integrated into the existing na;erial.

In general, the content for aesthetic education is drawn from a variety of
resources and subject areas that relate to the arts and to philosophical
aesthetics. These will include aesthetic philosophy, the history and develop -
rent of the arts, the art forms themselves, the artists and performers, ihe
critic and critical language. In a comprehensive program utilizing all of
the arts it is envisioned that the community with its cultural resources will
be an integral part'of the total 'program. This implies that artists, arts,
and cultural,institutions and organizations, and the co==unity itself will
become sources of content for aesthetic education. The criteria for what
topics from these content areas shall be taught hark back to the question of
who sets the values for the schools. We can all agree on some overlying con-
cepts such as.rall things have aesthetic qualities,," but the arguments over
curriculum planning will-be phrased in terns of what will be used as, an example
to teach this concept.

Curriculum content for aesthetic educationtis really the knowledge of and
methods for knowing about aesthetic phenomena. In short, the"tontent becomes
the concepts, skills, and experiences which are defined as necessary to reach
the overall goals of the program. AS discussed earlier, the arts play a major
role are the exemplars of aesthetic phenomena. Therefore, they become the sub-
stantive base to exemplify concepts in aesthetic education or in aesthetic '
philosophy. The learner in this case does not change the nature of the concept:
his level of development, his faculties, both mental and physical, and his past
experiences influence the method of designing the-curriculum that teaches th
concept.

This speaki to one problearin'overall curriculum design for the schools. That
is, in most curriculum conflicts in the school the majority of the arguments
are over the exemplars, i.e., the choice of content, when the choice runs
counter to local attitudes or values, rather than about the truth or falsity
of the concept or skills involved.. For example, no one can deny that Picasso
painted "Overrate," the mural that describes the destruction .of atown during
the Spanish Civil War. One could question, in terms of a local value system,
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the appropriateness of showing this work of art to elementary students: the
argument can be made that beciUse the painting exemplifies violence and condemns
an for his inhirmAnity, it is inappropriate for young children.- The question

here is a question of value, and a school, teacher, 'and community must deter-
mine the answer based on their-situation. "Guernica" exists and Picasso
painted it--this does not change.

The process of content selection becomes logical when it relates simply to the
historical development df a discipline. The process becomes more arbitrary
when the selections are to be used for aesthetic education and thg appropriate-
ness of the examples becomes the ground where the curriculum battle is waged.

The Aesthetic Education Program organized its content around six major areas:

Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Aesthetics

in the Physical World
and Arts Elements
and the Creative Process
and the Artist
and-the Culture
and the Environment

Outcomes and concepts for the student were defined fol- each of these centers
of attention WhiCh outlined the content to be taught. A description of,the
centers of attention and the outcomes for each z7.given in part one of this
report under The Development of Materials for theElementar7 School.

In sItIrrery, the design of the program in aesthetic education at the elementary
level will provide a vertical development by level to the sixth grade (sea
Diagrams 1 and 2). The content is drawn from the philosophy of aesthetics
for the broader concepts and from the arts as well as community resources for
exemplars of 'these concepts. The horizontal linkag( to other subject areas.
will* e accomplished by identifying aesthetic content applicable to other
areas of study. By this meal& the aesthetic content is related to other parts
of the curriculum providing the necessary interdisciplinary linkages and a
comprehensive general aesthetic education for all students.

20
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CENTERS "7..,,c /47ENT I C)N

11.0.1Pf r3Sk K- 3

Aesthetics In the Physical World r Aesthefiegylig Arts Elements Aesthetics and the Creative Process

Introduction to Light K & 1'

introduction to Motion K & 1
.Introduction to Sound K & 1

Introduction to Space K & 1

0

- .

Outcomes

The student is familiar with the physical
properties of light motion sound,
and space.

The student is aware of the aesthetic
....Qualities of light, motion. sound.

and space.

The student engages in aesthetic en-
counters with light, motion. sound.
and space_

.

Texture K & 1

Part & Whole K & 1

Tone Color 1

Dramatic Contfict 1

.
Any/11171 -Meter 2

Setting and Environment 2

Non-verbal Comfnuntcalion a

Shape 2 *.

Shape Retations.hips 2

Shapes and Patterns 2

Movement 3

Outcomes

The student is able to describe the
part/who;e -etalticnr,=ip of elements in
the physic& poratry Oentifying the
element% of each art form and their
tulationahip to the whoie wo

.,-

e...

The student. given a work of art, is able
to lc:feral and describe the elements
which are domirant within the work:

The student begins to develop a critical
language for describing works of art and
the eriviroritneriL .

t

1.

maiq Patterns into S^rjrns 1

Exarrunkig Point of View 2 .

Perceiving Sound Word Pattern, 2

Relating Sound & Movement 2

Creating with Sounos aro images 2

Analyzing Characterization t 2

Creating Ward Pictures 3

Constructing Dramatic Rot 3

Creating Characterization 3

Arranging Soundl with Magnetic

Tapes 3

Forming with Movement 3

Outcomes

The student organizes his own method.
or structure. for compteting a whole
work of his own design.

The student can describe and anat)20
the aesthetic decisions he, used in

. completing the whole work.

The student transforms Me elements into
whole works in a number of arts dis- ,
tiplines and, therefore. can cont'sst
the methods. or structures. of the
individual disciplines.

-
The student is able to criticize, using
his own aesthetic criteria. his own- work

eyitithat of his peers.

A

'The number or "K following the package title! indlc .

the -grade level at whicli the package was tested.

D I AG??.AM
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CENTERS OF ATT ENT I ON

NTE RMED ATE GRADES 4 -7

Aesthetics and the Artist Aesthetics and the Culture Aesthetics and the Environment

Actor 4 & 5'

Vsual Artist 4 & 5 ,
Cnbreographer 4a 5

Writer Poets Storyte:lers if-4

Playwrights 4 & 5 '

Composer 4 i!..5

ArcInxiscl 4 a .5

Fil.rrimaiier 4 & 5

Critcai Auctience 4 & 5

. .

.

Outcomes _

The student understands that artists
are individuals involved with everyday
human concerns as weft as with
artistic conce!ns -
Tha student par. is.es. ana4zes. and
iescnoes the process that artists
use in creating a work of art

The student engages in activities
similar to those artists use ip
creating works of art

iii
The student developes a critical,
language for both describing and
resoonding to works of art

. -

Guttural Aesthetics Where" S & 6

Cultural Aesthetics Wrr,'" S & 6

The 1.--dividuat Aestnetics and

the Culture S & 6

Values Aesthetics and the

Culture S 4 6

Aesthetics and the Culture

How/ S & 6/

Aesthetics and Our Culture 5 & 6

.

.

.

Outcomes

The student is aware that the need
to tte expressive is xtentifsable .n
cultures

The student earns that the aes-
thetics of his 'cuiture influences
his'individuai expression and is a
resource for it

The student can describe and analyze
the similarities and differences of
artistic modes and forms across
cultures ,

The student understands that cultures
have aesthetic values and that
what is valued as aesthetic in one
putture may or May riot be considered

tiaesthetic in another. ..

.

.

.

An Aesthetic Fie. Id Trip 6 & 7

tena,linary Environments 6 & 7. -,

Aesthetics of Personal and

I- Public Spaces 6 & 7
.

- Around and Through the

Environment 6 & 7

Envitoriments of Me Future 6 & 7

Aesthetic of Techovlogy 6 a 7

Aesthetics of Me Arts in the

Environment 6 & 7

4

.
.

.

Outcomes
The student anaiyzes. Fudges. and wallres
his environment for its aesthetic
properties He makes informed-aesthetic

' judgments about problems which affect
the oeneral human condition

The student manes decisions relating
functionaft and aesthetic considerations
in the environment. -..

.

The student iSaware that aesthetic , ..

considerations play a major rote in the
affectrireotiality of his environment.

The student critically analyzes the .

aesthetic corichtionof theenvironnient

e
Oretabon of a quality env

student demonstrates his inter-
itonment by

organizing art elernentsand environ-
mental componenti .

'The numbers following the package htl
grade levels for which the matenals ae
tides refer to Sets of materials in the de
stage and are hence subject to change

?ndir.ate the
fanned Alt'
°mental

D I AGRAM .
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1. Edward Mattil, A Seminar in Art Education for Resear4 and Curriculum
Development, USUE Project NOV-002, (Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania, 1966).

2. CEMREL, Inc., is a private, non-profit corporation, supported in part
as an educational laboratory by fumnr.fT616 the National Institute of
Education, Department of Education, Health and Welfare. CEMREL's
Aesthetic Education Program is a long-range curriculum development pro-
gram for students, K-12, and is based on a series of curriculum materials
that deal with all of he arts. The pfogram is marketed nommercially
as The Five Sense Store.

3. Manuel Harken, Laura H. Chapman and Evan 'J. Kern,, Guidelines: Curriculum
Development for Aesthetic Education (St,. Louis, Ma., CEMREL, Inc.,.197Q).

4. Morris Weitz, "So, what Is Aesthetic Education?", Report of the Aesthetic
Education Center (American Theatre Association Convention and CEMREL,
Inc., 1971) p.-53, 97.

5. For a complete review of the rationale for this decision see Stanley.S.
Madeja, and Harry T. Kelley, "A Curriculum Develbpment Model for
Aesthetic Education," The Journal of Aesthetic Education, Vol- 4, No. 2,
April 1970, pp, 53-63.

_ .

; .

6. Rai Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction (Chicago,
'" "Unive sit of Chicago Press, 19v) iv, 3 -28.

.
.,- % ..

. .

'7. ArthurT. King, J.rt and John A. Brownell, The Curriculum and ,the
Disciplines of'Reipwledge: A Theory of Curricaum-Practice (New York, John
Wily and Sons, Int".I966) 'P. 2/.

8 Franklin Bobbitt, How to Make a Curriculum (Dlew York, Houghton Mifflin
Co.) 1924. ,

9, Harold Rugg,.and Ann Schumaker, The Child- Centered School: An Approach
. . of- the Nest Education (New York, 'World Book Co.) 1928, p. 60. .

1
. , u . .

-1-
10. Barkan, et.. al.',Guidilines (St. Louis, MO., CEMREL, Inc., 1970) p. 9.1

. .

11. 'Ibid._ pp. 86-90.'

12. DalvaleEcker, Defining Behavioral Objectives for Aesthetic Education (St.'
Louis, CEMREL, Inc. 1969) pp. 5 -9..

13. Sep Stanley S. Madeja, "Aesthetic Education: An Area of Study," '(Art
Education, Nov. 1971), 'fOr further discussion of this.
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Summary Statement: Aesthetics in the physical World Series (Grades. K-1)
.

Objectives: To identify majoK cdneepts, approaches to study,

objectives, and 31ternate solutions to the problems:
of analysis and selection of curriculum content fox.
aesthetic education applicable to .the overall Concept

.Aesthetics and the Physical World for grades K-1. To
implement the developmenp, trial teaching, and revision
of units of instruction in this area by preparation df
five multi-media sets of materials.

Description: 't

. cf

Instructional units
--. in tbis Series k.

incliade: ;Introduction to Light K "E, 1 -

5 --..
Introduction to 'Sound K Er.'

Introduction to MotiorriK & 1 4

,`- Introduction to Space .,,:K. &1

.
.. ..

Outcomes: The student, is familiar with the physical proeerties
of light, motion, Sound, and space.

Light, sound, motion, and e are fundamentals that
underlie aesthetic-phenom and eichof these is
explored.in a .separate, setiqmaterials. Activities
in the materials encouragt ifudents to become involved'
in such things as creating their own7spces or examinfng
the function of kight-and vision by eperiencing them
in playground games. Instructional units in_this group!
provide an introduction to and.a unification of the . '

aesthetic dimension of the arts and the-environment.,-

The student is aware of the aesthetic 4Ualities of
light, motion, sound, and space.

The §ludentengages in aesthetiC encounte Aft'
light, motion, sound; and space.

.

Status Report: As, of November 30, 1975, four i nstructional units will
be completed.

The following information descrfbes.eachjnstructional nnii in mare detail.

e ,

I
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NLE PRODUCT: INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

AkVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEHREL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

,-Stanley S. Madeja, 'Program Director
Nadine J.Mayersv Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, -Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Rene David Hichel- Trapaga, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

One of the Aesthetics ift the Physical World series of Five Sense
Store pakages, this package introduces students to light as a basic
phenomenon In the environment, one which can contribute to aesthetic
experiences either naturally or through the expression of an artist.
The purpose of Introduction to Light is to introduce kindergarten and
primary-grade students to light as a phenomenon, both natural and
artificial, which enages them to see. The students will.learn about
the physical ptoperties of lightintensity; direction, and color--and
how these properties, affect the appearance of things and our feelings
about them. Various experiences will acquaint them with the relation-
ships between light and seeing, hearing and touching. The phenomenon
of shadow till also be investigated. The students will learn that
light and shadow can be used to communicate.ideas and feelings. They
will find, too, that light with its properties has aesthetic potential--
it affects-our emotions and artists use it in their work. Finally,
Introduction to Light provides students with opportunities to use light
creatively in .exploring this aesthetic potential. w.

Sample LessOn
.

(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 12: Creating a Light Environment

General Description: Students work with basic properties of*
light in creating an environment of their own choosing.

4

Procedure: ,Explain to the students what is going to happen.
Discuss with theri; the fact that all of you together are going
to create a house or a Alice with cardboal.d boxes, and that
it will be a house that uses light to make it interesting.

!
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Get one of your largest boxes and show it tothe students.
Place it with the open side down in front of them. Ask they
to imagine how it must look inside at this momentlight?
dark? how dark? scary? happy2- Now suggest to them that
each box is going to be like a room in a house. Ask what
should be done to get light into the rooms. (Cut windows,
doors.)

"If we want a little light, how many windows should.
we make? How big should they be?
"What. if we want a lot of light?
"What if we wanted to feel scary?- "Happy ?"

Dependiog.on.the number and age of your students, assign one
box to two or more students. Provide they with a crayon or
marker to indicate where windows will go and give each group,
or child a specific assignment:

"Will you sake a room that is very brighr, and happy?
"Would you make one that has light coming in from only

/ one side?

"And you, one that has light coming froni.three Sides?
\

"And you, one that has only red and blue light coming In ?"

' Let the students work at marking where each opening will go. Then
if they are very young you will have to make the openings foi them
in order to dvoid,accIdents.

As your students are working, pointCbutsthat people who design-
real buildings:-architedtsthink about the amount of light
needed in those buildings, just as they are doing. For example,
architects know it's nice to have a kitchen that's sunlit.and
cheery; so they will try to put as many windows aL possible in,
a kitchen they design. On the other hand, architects -also' know.
that a movie theatre can have no outside light; so' they try to

V-design a windowless building that can be lit by artificial light
alone and still seem pleasant.

'

You might want tojoin some of the boxes together by making
doors, and keep others separate to specify different light
conditions. Students may wish to decorate.their boxes on the
outside with paints and On the inside with things they like or
that might go with the particular lighting involved'. Consider
leaving this environment in your;Classroom for some time and
using it as a place seudents may use for quiet activities or
for reading (in the well-lit ones).

28
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SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetics in the Physical World: Visual Arts

Light as a natural and artificial phenomenon; the physical properties

of light intensity, direction, and color; how these properties
affect the appearance of things and the way we feel about them; the
phenomenon of shadow; communicative and creative potential of light

and shadow.

INTENDE1 USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Introduction to Light was designed for add formally tested with
kindergarten and first-grade students.

GeAL(s) OR BURPOSE(S)

The purposes of this instructional package are for students 1) to
become aware of light as both a natural and an artificial phenomenon
which enables then to see; 2) to learn that light has certain basic
properties which affect the appearance of things; 3) to learn that
light and shadow can be used to communicate ideas and feelings; and
4 to become aware that light has aesthetic potential.

PA JS OF USE

Introduction to Lizht is a self-contained instructional
It may be used as part of an ongoing curriculum in art;
other AEP units which deal with sound, space and motion
are clustered around "Aesthetits in the Physical World."

pa4kage.
linked with
and which

4

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Learning is assessedby'the teacher. Guidelines for evaluating
student performance anctoral responses are interspersed throughout the

Teachers Guide.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

The 12 lessons in this package require seven to eight hours to

complete. The lessons take varying amounts of time of from 20

minutes to an hour.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Introduction to Light does not require a special4st teacher. It is

adaptable for use by small groups or a large group of students. A

large, clear floor space is needed for several of the activities so
that desks will have to be moved around. The Teacher's Guide outlines

all procedures in detail. The materials, now in the final stage of
production, will be attractive and durable. Gonsualables are minimal

and are easily purchased from the pbblisher.

10
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HAiERIALS, EQUIPMENT AMD PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if .

Required Quantity CQSE Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item Raze Distributor

Student Materials:
Eye masks. 1 set per
Colored acetate 6 students

rectangles
Wet acetate
Reusable slide'
mounts

Teacher Materials:
Sound filmstrip'
Plastic tray

. Teacher's Guide .

*

*Prices not yet determined.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can iminment.tidis
inszyuctional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher:and
curriculum consultation. is available from CE* EL Costs for these
services can be obtained fra4 each organization.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances
a

This set of materials was evaluated -during its trial use ,in three
'separate classrooms df varying, ethnic andsocio-economic characteristics.
The developers have not received any reports of harm associated with
the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form,of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping,_ or iaapprppriatenesp'cif content.
Any question of such -shortcomings in theaaterials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised.to eliminate any
deficiencies ideitified in the:review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

I I
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Claims

The major 'Clain to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that thertepressnt the only 'compfebensive
curriculum resource based on the arts. that has beet developed in the
United States lising the carefully defined and implemented de'velopment
and evaluation.gracedures basic to the concept of an educatiOnal
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Co=mittee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the

and for= of the instructional materials. A fbrmative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by theprogram. In the early stages of developMent
trained observers Carry out an observational monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package in prototype form. The information
derived 'fro= this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in
three classroo=s. in this stage, the materials must pass three major
tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program: Second, there must be evidence that the materials can.stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who have
studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials, the
program has continued to gain information'on the utilization of the
pu -ibhed vex siou uf tLe package Ou a -ye..2...1i,bazis.

The pre-publication evaluation of this package was carried out with
kindergarten students in three local schools. The majority of the
studenta tested on a performance-oriented student interview were able
to do.thefollowin& tasks: use light to communicate; make use of,the
expressive potential of shadow; correctly identify that the positioning
of the light source-was the reason for the-differences in appearance,
of three photographs of the same subject and indicate the probable
position of the light source for each; and manipulate one or more of
the light properties emphasized in the package (i.e. intensity,

and color) to achieve a specific effect. Student and
teacher.satisfaction with the package ranged from positive to extremely
positive as measured by poSt-treatment questionnaires and interviews.

AVAILABILITY

Introduction to Light will have a 1975*copyright and copyright will be
claimed until 19fi1. This package will be available in Fall, 1975
from the publisher:

The VJ.king Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Introduction to Light

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1972). This
source explains the standard procedures followed in the development
and evaluation of this product. A Plan for the Hothouse Testing of
Aestheric Education Program Packages (Hall and Thueraau, 1974) explains
this phase of evaluation in greater detail.. As employed by the
Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of intensive
observation of package activities in a single classroom trial. A Plan
for the Pilot 'Testing of Aesthetic Education Program Packages (LeBlanc,
1974) explains the pilot test phase of evaluation in greater deatil.
As employed by the Aesthetic Education Program, pilot evaluation consists
of trial of the materials in three classroom settings of varying ethnic
and socio-economic characteristics. Instrumentation tailored to the
measurement of package objectives is developed and utilized in an exper-'
imeatal or quasi-experimental design with treated and cantrol group
classes,

Effectiveness:

An individually- administered performance-oriented student interview
served as the major data-gathering instrument regarding package outcomes
of Introduction to Light. The interview was ri.rmi_nistered In a small

room where both natural and artificial light sources could be controlled
.m.dm:a.-ipulated. -In aktition to cheTaglitgereFamanig
equipment built into the room, evaluators supplied the following
materials-for use in the interview:

1 Carousel Projector 1 High intensity lamp

4 Squares acetath 5 Light bulbs
=1 yellow a 1 yellow
I red 1 blue.
I blue' I pink
1 clear 1 green

1 clear
4 Squiiress heavy' art paper

1 yeIlOw . 3 Photographs
1 red I side lit
1 blue '1 back-side lit
1 white 1 laver - front lit.

4 Flashlithts
1 yellow
1 red
1 blue.
1 clear

1 Regular desk lamp

32
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4 Slides
-1 transparency (castles)
1 transparency (darker drawing)
1 opaque
1 clear acetate
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Ability to Use Light to Communicate:-

To see if students could set up a system of light signals as a form
of communication, they were asked if they could use light to tell
the interviewer wheb to stand up and sit down. Responses were recorded
in a way that showed whether or not the student set up a code, and
which lightVproperty was used in that code. Seventy-one percent of the
students nAAP appropriate responses.. All but one student used a simple,,
on-off code (intensity). One student used direction (up-down) to commudicate.

Using the Expressive Potential of Shadow:

To explore each student's grasp of the expressive potential of shadow,
the following question was asked: "Could you show me, using just
your.shadow,.how you would feel if you had just spent all your money
to buy an ice cream cone and on the way home you dropped it on the
street?" Full credit was given.i the student used only his shadow to
convey the emotion while partial credit was given if the child made a
shadow but the emotion was mainly conveyed through facial expression
or voice. Forty-three percent of the students received full credit and

43t received partial credit.

Perception of Light Direction and Its Effects:

To test perception of the direction of light in a photograph, each
student was shown three pictures of the same subject, lighted from
three different directions. Hewes asked to.tell_what was -

about the pidfilies,,ama then to tell where the light was coming from -

in each picture. Eighty-six percent of the students tested appropriately
identified what was different about the pictures. Sixty-four percent could
correctly position the light source.

Ability to Recognize and Manipulate Light Properties:

First the student was told to "look all around the room--up and down, on
the desk, the bed, and see how many things you can find that would
make light." The student was then asked to change the room's-lighting
in as many different ways as possible. The interviewer offered to help
with any changes which the Student could not physically perform.
Responses were recorded as pertaining to intensity, direction, color,
or movement. Students- averaged 5.1 responses each. Changes involving
color and intensity were the most frequently made responses. Results
are.tabsdated'on page. -25 of the Pilot Report.

,

1.4e£ in the interview Zhe students were asked "Could you make yourself
iook,scarey,just,6ptchangiog the kight?" Student responses to the
sues ipm were recorded and catergorized as pertaining to intensity,

.2. dire tion, coLo?4, or MoNement. Sixty-eight percent of the students made
apsPr 'ilayA:xespqnses. The distribution of responses by type of light change

_ -
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initiated are tabulated on page 27. All of the direction responses also
utilized color which made it the most frequently used property.

7
Student Satisfaction:

Claims of student involvement with and enjoyment of the materials is
based on observations made during the hothouse trial of the package and
data from the interview/protocols of all three teachers using the
F4ckage. (See Hothouse Report.(Analysis of Individual Activities,
pp. 9, 13, 23, 29, 33, 36, 38 and Post-Trial Teacher Interview, p. 43.)
Both pilot teachers slid their students looked forward to each lesson
and one added that her children were very enthusiastic, especially
toward the slide show (Pilot Report, p. 32).

Teacher Satisfaction:

All three teachers reported that they would teach the package again.
The hothouse teacher and one pilot teacher would recommend it to other
teachers even without the planned revisions. The third teacher felt
that it could be more appropriately recommended to first and second
grade teachers rather than kindergarten. (This teacher's students were
from an, economically depressed area and during the student interview
demonstrated considerably less fluent verbal skills than studente at
the other test sites.) Supporting data will be, found on p. 44 of -the
Hothouse Report and p. 33 of the Pilot Report.

Both pilot teachers agreed that the specific objectives and management
strategies given for each activity were clearly communicated (Pilot
Report, p. 30). Neither teacher had any criticisms of the organUation
or format of the Teacher's Guide;

Further revisions in Introductioeto Light are being made prior to
publication, based on the information gathered during the pilot trials
of the-materials, including teacher recommendations.
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NIE-ERODUCT: INTRODUCTION TO :10TION,

(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER /AUTHOR: wa r , Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
,Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Gregg Mayer and Susan Ingham, Product
Developers

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Aesthetics in the Physical World series of the Aesthetic Education
Program includes this instructional package, which deals with motion
as a basic phenomenon _471 the environment. The package focuses on both
the functional aspects of motion and its aesthetic aspects. The kinder-
garten to first-grade student works with a slide/tape presentation of
these aspects of motion and explores her or his own body to discover
its potential for movement. The student becomes aware through observa-
tion and exploration of movement all around and his or her ability to
use movement functionally and aesthetically. The studenealsa experi-
ences works-of.art--visual art, literature, music, and dance--in *which
movement is important to the artist's expression of a thought-lfeeling,_____
or idea. In this way the student becomes familiar with how movement
may be used aesthetically 'in many ways.

;

7

This package encourages students to 1) investigate their own bodies to
see how many ways they can move; 2) explore their everyday. wor)...d for
moving things, observing how these things move both similarly and
differehtly from their own bodies; 3) explore areas more distant than'
their home and Classroom for movement --they examinethe city and the
county and think about how the 'seasons affect movement; and 4)
experience movement in the subject matter or media of a variety of
'art works - -in paintings, in musical compositions,. in' literature. .

SUBJECT AREA($)

Aesthetics in the Physical World: Dance/Visual Art /Sensory Perception

Awareness of the ubiquitous nature pf movement in the environment;
awareness of the human body's potential for movement; awareness that
movement is used as subject matter and/or through the elements (texture,
color, rhythm, etc.) in the expression of thoughts, feelings and ideas
in works of art.

, 4--- - -4_ _
f
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INTENDED USERS AND BENFICIARIES.

Introduction to notion, still in the aesign stage, is being prepared
for kindergarten and first-grade students.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is to'teali students 1) that
movement is a basic phenomenon in thei; environment and their own
bodies, and 2) that movement can be used by artists in their art works
to express thoughts, feelings, and ideas.

PATTERNS OF USE

Introduction to :lotion will be a self-contained unit of instruction
with activities that are cumulative. It may be-used as part of an
ongoing curriculum in dance; linked with other AEP units which are
related to basic phenomena in the physical world and clustered around
"Aesthetics in the Physical World;" and used with science programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Assessment for the learning activities will be designed during
development of the instructional unit.

TIME REQUIREMENTS
,-

Introduction to Motion is planned to take approximately 10 hours to
complete, depending on class size and utilization of suggested

. "addltional acavities." Teachers will probably want to devote about
30 minutes per day everyday or two to three dais pei week to the
materials.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEbURES

Introduction to Motion does not require'a specjalist teacher. It

May be taught in small groups or in whole groups. Students bill
require a large clear space for moving. The Teacher's Guide will
outline all.proceduxes for the teacher.. 1.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
1

This information has yet to be determined.
Mb

. Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can implement this unit
of instruction.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

The instructional unit, Introduction to Motion is presently in
developnent. When completed it will be tested as defined in the
li sic Pr6gram Plan 1972. iAt that time ,appropriate assurances and
%Claims will be mAile.

33
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AVAILABILITY

The anticipated completion date of Introducti-on to Motion it November 1975. : N

The package will be, copyrighted.

INFORMATJON CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975_

I
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NEE PRODUCT: INTRODUCTION TO SOUND

(Part-617IETAesthetic Education,PrOgram)

DEVELOPERIAMOR:-.0ENREL. Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwsterff.Regional
Educational Laboratory,

3120 59th Street
.St. Louis, Missouri '63139

.Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Assoclete.Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Directdt
Sharon'Bocklage, EditorialCoordinato
Edward Swede, Product Developer

NARRATIVE_ DESCRIPTION

One, of the Aesthetics in the Physical World series of Five Sense
Store package, Introduction to Sound helps students in kindergarten
and the primary grades become aware that sound is a basil phenomenon
in the environment and that sound can contribute to aesthetic experi-
ences, either naturally or through thp expression -of an artist. The
students will be introduced ta-\sound as a phenomenon inherent in many
objects in their environment. They will find that every sound has
a basic quality -- literally, the "sound" of thesound-7and certain
characteristic elementsr-duration, intensity, and pitch (a sound's
own ranges of high to low and loud to soft and the length of time it '

lasts, or can be heard). Introduction to -Sound is intended to bring
to the-students' attention the multitude'of sounds in their e42tyday
surroundings and to make them aware'of the potential.of these sounds
as musical expression,

In-this set of materials students work w ith imagined and 'real sounds
and have opportunities to organize and manipulate these. In this way
students do much the same thing that a composer does when he first
imagines how a musical idea will sound when performed by the-instru-
-meats he has chosen. Using their voices, as well as genuine sound-
producing objects to imitate sounds, student's see how they can vary
sound by manipulating its elements--duration, intensity, and pitch;
how they can-organize sounds into-different,patterhs; and how they
can perform their compositions, They tape record some of their work
so that they can analyze it for possible change andimprovement.

By working with sounds with which they are already familiar and.
comfortable--a dog's bark, the roar .of a,car's engine--students begin
to understand the possibilities' of sound, sound from the,farthest
reach of the imagindtIon to sound falling within the tr tional
range of the symphony orchestra. This approach is m nt to stimulate
an initial confidence in the students'about creat with sound, a
confidence that can lead them into more coca modes of Understanding

as
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and expresSion with this phenomenon. The approach is baSed on the
premise that when an individual uses all of his seises to create,
imagine, or organize sounds, those sounds gain sepcial significance
to him. It is this specia). significance-re/personal meaning--which
should reinforce the students'.motivation tb work with sound and to
appreciate others' work with sound.

Sample Lesson
'addressed to Teachers)

f

Lesson. Three: Changing Sounds by Manipulating Duration,
Intensity, and Pitch

Concept: A sound can be altered by manipulating one or more of
its basic elements.

.General Objective: The students will be'able to alter sounds
by manipulating duration, intensity, and pitch simultaneously.

Procedure: Discuss the activity with the students in the
following manner:

"The last time we worke:d *with this Board, we chose these sound
cards and we placed element cards underneath them. Today we
will continue to choose element cards. But instead of placing
one element card under each of the sounds, we will choose one
sound and put element cards underneath it until we have one -
duration card, one,intensity carct, and one pitch card under
that sound."

Explain to the students the following rules fof working with
element'cards:

Pk

"You will pick ,one car&for each element, and place these under
one of the sounds on the Board. Only one/fof each element should
be placod'under each sound card. If yod choose a pitch card but
you already have ajoitch card, then you will have to, put the .

second one back oche stack. We will go through all of the
elements for one sound before working with several sounds plus
elements," .

qui

Now shuffle the element cards and put them in one pile face &Own.
Choose one of the sounds to work with,' and ask someone to pick
the first element card. Have that student put it under the sound.
After each card is.chosen and placed is the column under the
sound, tell the students to make the sound as they think it
would sound when modified by that element plus any other elements
under that sound ca1d. As before, students, ay use their voices
or any o5jects around them to make the sounds. Remember that
each card affects the original sound in some way. How much or
how little depends on the studen/sand you. The important thing
isto see that the original soudd is in fact altered by each
element card so that the final sound is the product of alt the
cards.

23
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Help the students concentrate on the changes they are making.

.
Urge them to explore those Changes until they have arrived.at

what they feel is the best Sound of the sound when altered by all'

the elements.

After completing a single sound, choose elements for several more`

so/mac ` -Each time a card is drawn have the students cork only on

the sound under which that card is placeA. Once the students can

remember the new quality, have then sound off the whole Board,

from left to right, with special attention 'to th? new one.

Tape-record the exper4ze for playback and discussion.

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetics in the Physical, Wonld: Music

Introduction of sound as a phenomenon inherent in many objects in

,the environment; basic qualities of sound; organization and mani-

pultation of real and imagined sounds.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES.
° .

Introduction to Sound was designed for use by kindergarten and

first-grade students.
/-

GOAL(S) OR-PURPOSE(S)
dr

The purposes of this instructional package are for students 1) to

become aware that sound is.a basic phenomenon in the environment;
2) to learn that sound can contributelto aesthetic experiences,
either naturally or through the expression of an artist; 3) to

become aware of the multitude of sounds in their. everyday surround-

ings and of the potential of these sounds as musical expression.

PATTERNS OF USE

Introduction to Sound is a self-contained instructional package. -Pith

activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may,be used as

part of an ongoing curriculum in music o linked with other AEP

packages which deal with motion, lAht, and splite, and which.a.re

clustered around "Aesthetics in the Physical World.."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS t,,s' -

While there is no formal testing, learninis assessed by teacher and
student. Student performance and oral response is assessed: Guide-
lines for teacher evaluation are written Lithe Teacher's Guide.,

C

.**
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TIMEREgyIREMENTS

Introduction: to Sound takes a minimum of hours 'to comilete.
.Additional discusgion or repetition of partsof,the lesgons can

-4°1engthen this. time. The elegy lessons require from twenty minutes
to one hour to do. .

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Introd4non to"Sound does not rewire
lessons may be done with a small goup
Teacher's Guide carefully outlines all

a specialist teacher. The
or with a whoie class. the
procedures.

'it teacher is encouraged to let students expand their exploration
of sopmds ands6Und composition.

The materials in Introduction to Soxnd are in the final pre - publication
stage of design and will be extremely durable. There are no consum-
abre items in this package.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Required
Items'

, Source if
.

- Quantity Cost Pei .. Replacement Different from
Needed . Item Rate Distributor

ti

Student Materials:
Sound cards
Blink sound cards
Element cardS
Silence card

Teacher Materials:
Sound tape in founist.,

parts
Sounding board,
Blank recording tape

Teacher'SAide

r

I set per'.
6 students

4

*

.0

There are no
consumables

*Prices not determined.

Summary Cost' Information

The amount of materials needed for this package will not vary with
the number of stpdents being taught.

1K ,

' Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training 1n music can implement
this instructional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher,
and curriculum consultation is available Erbil CEMREL. Costs for_ these
services can be ,obtained from each organization.

41
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ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS -.
. .

. i .

,
.4,

...
. Assurances

This set of material's was, eiraluated during its trial use in four
separate classroo= of widelyqaTying ethnic and sociCit-economic
characteristics. The developers Rave not received any reports of
harm associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eleminate any fern of social
'bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping or inappropriaten&ss of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by aa
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The'rmterials are revised to eliminate any
defici-encies identified in the review.

\\...-...

:

.

inforqation.gathered'from ciaSsroon trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be success-
fully implemeated with n4aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

/lairs
.- ,

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is thitthey repiesent theonly comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed is the

.

United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic po the concept' of as edvational
development laboratory.. .

..

-., . .
.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review'the
substance' and toilm of the-instructional materials. A formative' :

%evaluation-is carried on during the creation of elit package of
materials developed by the 'program.. In the early s ages of develop-
"ri;.t, trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of
a trial'implementation of th paclage in prototype form. The

monitoringinformation derived trom th monitoring serves as a basis for
revising the materials for fu r trials. It also serves as as
early warning system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings
in the package. After revision, a second, pilot,stage, evaluation is
carried out inthree classrooms. in this stage, the materials must
pass three major tests; First, they must be in keeping with the
overall goals ottlie'prograzp. Second; there must be evidence teat

.

the materials can stand alone'in the hands of a competent teache
Third, the materiali must meet certain short-term payoff objectives,
demonstrated by.verification of measurable differences in the
behavior"of the students who have studied the materials. After
the pilot trial of the materials, the .prograar has continued to gain :

yearly basis.
information about the:utilization of the published version of the _--1.

packages on a.
---
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The pre - publication evaluation of this package w carried out with
kindergartpl and first grade students in local schools. The results
'of specially Constructed tests_indicate that although students who
had received instruction based on the package and those who were not
were equally able to distinguish the dynamic level of totmds. Students
exposed to the package were better able to discriminate sounds of
different pitch, duration, and to perceive silence. Package groups
also were able to perform at or above the criterion level on a task
involving rhythm.

t

AVAILABILITY

Introduction to Sound beara a 1975.cepyright date and copyright is
claimed until 1981. It will be available in Fill 1975 from. the
publisher:

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURR£NT AS OF MARCH 19 75
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,Evidence to. Support Assurances and Claims
for'InAroduction to Sound

Carefut Development:

Assurances and 'claims of careful development are supported by the-
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1972).
This source explains the 'standard procedures followed in the Aeyel-op-'
ment and evaluation of this product. A Plan for the Hothouse Test- '
into of Aesthetic Education Program Packages (Hall and Thuernau,A01974)
explains this phase of evaluation in greater detail.. As employed by

,the_Aesthetic Education` Program, hothouse `evaluation consists of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial A Plan for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Education Program
Packages (LeBlanc, 1974) explains the pilot rest phase of evaluation
in greater detail'. As employed by the Aesthetic Education Program,
pilot evaluation consists of trial of the materials in three clasa-
room settings of varying ethnic and socioeconomic -characteristics.
intrumentation tailored to the measurement of package objectives
is developed and utilized in an experimental or quasi-experimental
'design with treated and control group classes. A hothouse and
pilot report are complete for Introduction to Sound.

Effec4Feness:

Kindergartei and first grade students from a variety of socio-economic
levels served as.both treatment and control groups, The "'treated" v.

students received instruction from a pre-publicatiOn version of the
package. There yere three cowouedts of the sound elements test.
First, students were asked to perceive differences in dynamics bf
sound. Secondly, they were to perceive diffeiences in pitch, and
finally, they were to perceive differences in duratibn. ,The reselts
were:

Dynamics *Perception

no significant difference between package and control
.significant difference (.01 level) between schools, suburban

school higher'

Pitch Perception

significantdifferedce (.01 level) between package andcc4tiol,
package students scored higher .

no SignificantdifferenCe between schools

Duration Perception
..,

.:.

significant difference (.05 level) between package end control,
package stu scored higher

significant d fferenc (.05 level) betweenSchoold,burbin
4 school higher'

,
. .
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Criterion - referenced rhythm performance: Because of the packige specific
language used to ask students to copy rhythms, only students who re-
ceived the package were asked to perform. The Criterion to which
the 'performance was reference was .50. StudenEs in school A gained
a mean Jewry of :67 zad,in school BaL mean score of .72 .(out of ag
possible 1.00). /

I
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NIE PRODUCT: INTROMOTItN TO SPACE
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program).

DEVE.OPERJAUIIIOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional

Education Laboratory, Inc:)
3120 39th Street
St. Lou ts, Missouri 63139

Stanley Madeja, Program Director
Nadine Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard. S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
_Sharon:Bac-lane,. Editorial Coordinator

17 Jane Mi6el-Trapaga, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Thid package, part of the AesthetiCs in the Physical World group of the
Five Sense Store, helps students become aware of spatial considerations'
in the world at large. Through.a filmstrip Riasentation the studentS
are made aware of what space is and how it is used in the environment.

The students als explore the spatial elements of height, width, and
depth; the visual cues to degrees of disranre in space;' and the
difference betwa,e two - dimensional and three-dimensional spaces.

Further, the students becomefamiliar with-some principal considerations
in using and =nip ting sp e, Through special manipulatives_and

activities they explo relationship between a spabe of a specific
size or shape and the number of given objects which can fill that

space. And they explore how the properties of a space limit the amount
and kinds of movement within it.

. .

Lastly, the students use their classroom as a laboratory fot making
decisions about the use of space. As they redesign their classroom
they draw on the functional and aesthetic considerations they haVe
been exposed to throughout Introduction td Spice.:

.Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 2.

General Descr ion: Through' this expedience the studentig

will itacread& heir ability to identify spaces and relate
spaces, to specific functions.

.

-.) .
.

Prdcedure: Introduce ti;e students to a spacg-flinction

gueising game. Use the questions belqw.as a beginning, .

and then add ydur own. (Me students will have viewed" the in-
introductory solinA filmstrip in the previous lesson.)

.

.. 4 / .

1.
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Tea set

4

13411 name the thing that takes
up a spate or the thing that happens
there, Then you see if-you can give
"rod the nrs..of that space. Let me
give you an example. If 1 say a space
for airplanes what would you say?-

Now if I say a writing space whit
-would-you say?

Yes. Me could write on any of
thbse.space, couldn't we? Let's
try soca mere. -

what if I said a car space?' What
could that mean?

Running space ?.

Sleeping space.

Cereal space.

Teeth space.

Monkey space.

Cooking space:

Boat space.

Are wd in a space aqui? What
kind.of space are we in?

4.

Possible Response

Airport.

Table, desk,
Chalkboard.

Something 'like a -

park4ng-lot.

Sidewalk, gym,
playground.

Bed.,

Bowl.

Mouth.

.Cast, zoo, jungle.

Stove, pot.

River, lake, water.

Yes. Gym, -
classroom (or where -
ever you are).

Be'Rure .that the responses given by the students name a space,
which fits -the Object of function described. However, make
allowances for whimsical responses typical. of young children
and expect to get different, answers which may be suitable for
the same quesifon. Intlude both two-dimensional and three-
dimensional space-function exemplars in your game:

When you have concluded the game, lead the students in considering
the general nature of space. .Have7students give their own
definitions of space. Ask: "So, now what do");ou think a
space is?"

t

4
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Be satisfied with very general responses. Typical answers
given by five-, six-, and seven-year-old children ma5, be:.
"an empty place, where things are, where the, planets are, it's
every place, inside my shoe, space to:run (fly, walk, etc.).
I have a space at hone," etc. 'Further exposure to the4set of
materials will add to the students' understanding of space.

You may want to try a variation of this game by allowing one
student or a group of students to give the sp.4ce-function
clues to the rest of the children.

SUBJECT AREA(i)

Aesthetics in the. Physical World: -VisuA Art/Sensory Perception

Space is a basic phenomenon of the environment which can be manipulated
for functional and aesthetic purposes. 'Fixed spaces can be necogpized
and described by their shapes and sizes. Distance-from an Object
plays a major role in the perception of that object. As an object
recedes from the viewer it 1) seems smaller, 2) Loses detail, and
3) =ay be partially covered by nearer objects- Three-dimensional
space has width, height, and depth. Two-dimensional space has height
and width, but no appreciable depth, although it nay gi4e the illusion
of depth, as in a photograph.- the 'size and shape of a given space
determine dhe number and arrangement of the objects which can fit : e

within it. Likewise, the size and shape of the.objects deternindthe
number and arrangement of them which can fit within a given space. -

,People can make and effect decisions about their use of space botle,in
their ddily-lives and in works of art.

INTENDED USERS

The package was tested at the kindergarten and first-grade levels.
But test results,indicate that the package may be more appropriate at
thefirst-grade rather than the kindergarten level. . Informal reports'
indicate that second and third graders,eould use the package as well.,

GOAL(S) PA PURPOSE(S)
"6

The putpose of this package is ly to introdime students to space as a
phenomenon and to involve them in working with its elements"of height,
width, and depth; 2) to develop an awareness of futhtional and aesthetic
considerations relating to space; and3) to involve the students in '

creative probl4m-solving related to the functional and aesthetic pses
of apace.

PXTTERNS OF USE
1

Introduction to Space is a self-contained set of materials with arrIvities
thgt are sequential and cumulative. It may be' linked with the rest of
the, packages in the Aesthetics in the Physical World group; used in

e.

*
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C.
connection with other AEP packages in which space plays apart, such as
movement, environment, and theatre packages; used to develop gross
motor skills and fine visual perception skills; and used in relation
with an elementary physical science program.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Informal assessment provisions are interspersed throughout the activities.
Learning is assessed by teacher and student. Guidelines to aid the
teacher in assessing student performance Are built into the package.

TIME REQUIRE-IL-NTS

Introduction to Space requites from 12 to 15 hours to complete, depending
on class size and utilization of additional activities. Activities
vary in length from 15 minutes to one hour. ,

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Introduction to Space does not require a specialis. teacher. The
package was tested with kindergarten and first-grade children but may
be used with any primary-level students. /he activities are designed
for use either by a large or small group of students, and the active
participation of the teacher is greatly encouraged. ,RAsults from
classrooms which tested the naterials showed that groupi in which the
teachers were willing to give. suggestions and to direct activities had
mAch more success than those where the teacher functioned only as an
observer.

Many 'of the activities require a good deal of movementand need a large
area of clear space. The teacher's guide carefully outlines all

,

procedures. . .
,

Additional activities encourage the teacher to carryihe concepts
beyong the completion of the package.

) ).

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT,.AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
1

. .

t
. Source if

gequired . Quariti6 Cott Per Replacement Differept from
Items Needed Item ' Rate DistribUtor -.

-1 Sound'film (as. Not yet No consumable
striP : indicated 'available items

1 iarge,photo- , in coluitn

A

-

one)".graph
.

1 'rugs *
.
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Source if

Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from

Items Needed Item Rate . Distributor

2 large
cardboard
circles

2. large

cardboard
squares

40 small
circles

40 small
squares

1 Teacher's
Guide

Summary Cost Information

The materials needed for this package are the same regardless of the

number of students being taught. Cost for one complete unit is not

yet available.

Personnel Required for ,Product Adoption and Implementation

The clissroom teacher without special training can itiplement this

instructional phckage. Workshops are offered by the publisher and

by CEKREL, Inc, Curriculum consultation is alSo availabletiom CENREL,

Inc. Costs'for these services can be obtained from each organiztion.

ASSURANCES AND CUIRS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in three
separate classrooms of varying. ethnic and socio- economic character-

, istics. The developers have not received any reports of harm associated'

with the use of thib prOduct.

'Materials:Are carefully,, scrutinized to eliminate any form of social

bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcpmings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review ofthe materials by a qualified expert
.outside the program. The materials are revised to eiimin4e any
-deficiencies identifiedin the review.

-
.

Information gathered fromclasscoom trial indicates that the materials,
can:dtand alone in the hands of a'Competent teacher and be success
fully implemented with no aid beyond that giveit in the TeaCher'S Guide.

4.4.0
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Claus

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in'the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
deveiopment laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A-formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of develop-
ment trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of a
trial implementation of the package in prototype form. The informa-
tion derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for.further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a seconds pilot stage, evaluation is carried odt in
three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major
tests: First, they oust be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verifica-
tion of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who
have studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials,
the program has continued 4o gain information on utilization of
published materials.

lare-piiSt ev.aluation-of'.this package was carried out with
kindergarten and first grade students in local schools. A specially
constructed interview was developed to assess the outcomes of in-
struction with tbe package. Students using the'package scored sta-
tistically significantly higher than control group students on the
conceptual segment of the interview. In doing this they demonstrated
A heightened awareness of.space in their environment and a greater
breadth of concept regarding the nature of spate. Student and teacher
satisfaction with the package was moderate as. measured in questionnaires
and interviews administe ed after completion of the package.

)
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AVAILABILITY

Introduction to Space will be available from the publisher in the Fall

of 1975. It carries a 1975 Copyrigbx dare, and copyright is- claimed

until 1981.

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts

625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975.

.4
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Introduction to Space

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful deVelopment are supported by the

Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1969, 1972),

and the Supplement to the Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education
Program (CEMREL, 1973). These sources, explain the standard procedures

followed in.the development and.evaluation of this product. Both

hothouse and pilot level evaluations were conductedlor Introduction

to Space, and the reports of each trial are available. As employed by

the Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists-of.
intensive observation of package activities in a single 'classroom trial.

Pilot evaluation consists of trial Of the materials in'Olassroom
settings of varying ethnic and socio-economic characteristics.
Instrumentation tailored to the measurement of package objectives is
developed and utilized in an experimental or quasi-experimental design
with treated and control group classes.

Product Effectiveness:

Claims of product effectiveness are supported by the results of a-_
specially constructed interview. The Interview 1egan with a conceptual
segment, poied by the.question, "What is space?" Questioning and
scoring proCeeded along the lines of the flow chart on page 21 of the
Pilot Report. It was decided that a wide range of student respon;es'
'to the initial question would be ampepted. The only unsatisfactory
responses were those which defined space in.an exclusively astronomical

or defined it'as solid objects such as a baseball,, book, or piece
of chalk_

Maximum points were earned by students who Could give a satisfactory
initial response and follow it up with two good examples of space. For
them, this interview segment was-completed at.that point. Students
who failed to respond acceptably on first try were asked if space could
be any place else, and if they responded favorably to this they were then
asked to name examples. If they were unable to furnibh examples, the
interviewer offetzed examples, asking the student if they could be called
spaces, and if so, how could he tell. The questions were:pose4 ina.
standard sequential order, and credit .was awarded on a.hierarchical
basis ranging from seven points down,to one. The structure of this task
was similar to that of a cumulative scale in the style of Guttman. If

a student responded correctly to the first aWd most difficult questions,
it was assumed that he or she would be able to answer the,easier ones
successfully, and credit was automatically allowed:,

53
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Package students at both'schools did dramatically better than their
control group counterparts a this task, which salts scaled to reward..
unprompted.cdrrect responses showing breadth of conceptltegardiag spq.ce

4 and giving correct'examplps of ft. A two-way analysis of variance wad.
conducted upqn the scores, and the ef!ect of package vs. control treat-.
ment was found to be statistically significant at the .01 level, with
package students earning the higher scores. Results and analysisaare
shown on page 29 of the Pildt)Report.

Student and Teacher Satisfaction:

Claims of student and, teacher satisEactionite. supported by responses
to a questionnaire and interziewedministered to teachers at the
conclusion of the pilot test,. These.respanses are discussed in detail
on pages 35 through 40 of the Pilot Report.
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Summary Statement:

Objectives:

Aesebetics and Arts Elements Series (Grades 2-3)

'To identify maiOr concepts, approaches to study,
objectives, and alternate %olutions to the problems
of analysis and Aelection of curriculum content
'Aesthetic; and ArtsElements for grades 2-3. To
impler.ent the development, trial teaching, and revi-
sion of unit's of instruction in these areas by prepara-
tion of three multi-media sets .ST materials, which,
when added to the materials completed before the start
of the 211E contract, will complete this series, approx-
imately 12 instructional units in all.

=Description: Activities in these in/tructional units eacoure
student's to recognize elements of aesthetic phencqena
both in the examples presented. and in their daily
world. Students using these sets. off materials learn
to identity elements such as, tone color in mudic,
shape in the visual-arts, movement in the environment;
to recognize the= as a part of the arts; and to relate

ts them to the structure of a work of art.

Instructional units
- in this Series

include: Texture K & 1
Part & Whole &1
Tone Color
Dramatic Conflict .

Rhythm/Meter
Setting and Environme 2

Non-verbal Communication 1
Shape 2

, Shape Relationships 2
Shapes and Patterns 2
Movement ;3

Outcomes:

Status Report:
V.

_

The. student is able to desc ribe the part/whole

relationship of elements in the physical world by
identifying the elements of each art form and their
relationship to the.whole work.

The student, given a work of Art, is able.to identify
and describe the elements which are dominant within
the work.

The student begins to develop a critical langu4e
for describing works of art and the environment.

As of'November 30, 1975; 11 in structional units will
be completed.-

The falloWing information describes each instructional unit in more deta-i-1-:-

5- 3
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SIE PRODUCT: TEXTURE
(Part. of the Aesthetic_Educatik.Ptogram)

DEVELOPERJADTHOR: "CEMREL, .

(Forroetly Central Midwettern.Regiehal
Educational Laboratory, Inc/

3120 59th Street ,

St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
sNadine.J. Meyers,-Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenbitt, Associate Birectoi
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Nadine J. Meyers, Product Developer

NAARATIVE DESCRIPTION

This package, one of the Aestheticb and Arts Elements group of Five

Sense Store packages, is designed to help students understand chat

texture has to do with both touching and seeing. A set of texture

bdgs provides an assortment of tactile stimuli on which. package

activities are based. Sets of texture photographs provide visual
correlates for the tactile stimuli to 'focus on how textures loolvand

feel. Students use the tactile stimuli with a set of word cards to

find the words to describe what they are touching. Photographs of

art works encourage the students to transfer their learning to the

exploration of texture in works of art. Through a group of art
activities, students create simple.art works which have textures.

This package will encourage students: 1) to Look fore perceive, and

describe qualities of texture in their envirOnmehi:aod in the arts;

2) to perceive arid identify relationships. between tactual,, experience

and movement; 3) to percelve'corcelatio* between visual and tactuaX '

prope&ies; and 4) to identify textural qualities in visual art

referents.

Sample Lesson
, (Addressed to Teachers)

Activity 9: Identifying Textural Qualities in Art Reproductions

. General Description: The studen ;s wilrexamine.visug ait repi-o-

.ductions for their textural qualities and compare them with the
texture materials they feel in their. bags.

.
Background. Information: The following information about the textural
qualities in works of art is nos intynded to be taught to your :
tudents but will help y6u determine what they are looking at when

they match the bags with the reproductions.
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Visual artists employ texture in various brays.': An artist eiploys,,
texture in a tangible form by using actual materials, such as
newspaper, seeds, wood, or cloth, in combination with paint, or
by themselves, -Works where Lt is actually possible to feel. these
textures incl6de collage And asserblage, artistic compositions
combining thesa v.irious materials into a unified designon canvas.
or board, A painter also creates texture on a two-dimensional
surface by the heavy applienion of paint, gesso, or voiymer;
thus causing the pigment to stand but in relief. This kind of
textural painting, termed "impasto,";can be seen in many of the
paintings of Vincent van Gogh, Maurice de- Vlaminck, and Jackson
Pollock. Another way the painter creates texture is by mixing
paint with sand, sawdust, or outer rough materials to get a textural
quality. Tte painter and the sculptor use tools, such as the palette
knife, a spOnge,.a pe6, or a gOnge, to produce individual texture

, characteristics. And the sculptor chooses materials-- word, clay,
wire, stone - to work with, eitlier enhancing the existing textures
br manipulating them to create additional textdral qualities. Thus
artists' Use of texture suggests that texture is perceived by more
than one sense. Artists ask.us to see how a surface looks, to
imagine what it feels like, and, in same cases, even to touch the
work of art.

Procedure: II/struct the students to put all eight bags in front,
Of then. Distribute the same art reproduction to all the students.
For' your convenience, the repioductions have been listed in an easy-
to -hail pr6gression from one to twelve. That is,,the texture in
number one is relatively easy to identify, and' that in_number twelve'
is relatively difficult. is is Simply a suggeSied.dirder for
dealing with the reprodu ns.

Say to the students,

"Find the bag or bags that have textures that are the
same or-nearly the same as the textures you see in. this
work of art.)

t

In most caseipseveranbags will be-needed.Eo fully describe the
textural qualities .in a painting. The students can further explore'
the different , textures they see by sharing their responses and
discuss ng" their different choices..

In,r elating texture and subject matgr, ask general_questions:

'What do you think the artist.was trying to tell us?
"What if he used a different kind of texture ?.'
Nould'he be saying the same thing? WOOld.you

feeL the same about the work?'
''What kind of texture Would you use?
6Wlidt kind of mood has the artist created? Happy;

sad. spooky?, -;

the textures he'used help create the mood?"
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One point. you night cant to,note'for your students, if they
mention.it, is that sone of the art works shown in the photo-

grapl)s arc. ,..-6'ulp3urt.5 and paintings which use "impasto," so that

the"4ctual work of art trqld be felt in the same way as the

materials in the b.lgs. Other paintings, however, are flat and

only make us thihk we can feet the textures in then: Sam&

painters give us the feeling,of a third dimension through the
use of colzr, or lights and darks on a iotallyfaae surface;
others give usthis feeling by actually building up the.paint
or by adding other materials tothecanvaS'.

The following is a list df the twelve art reproductions with
the texture bags that would be appropriate choices for each one.
These choices are included to help,you,guide the students through
the activity, bilt they are not definitive. There are a variety

of possible responses for each reproduction. If you do not
understand the students' choides, find out :ghat they were looking
at and touching when they made their decisions. If they can give
you a validreasOn for choosing a specific texture, accept it.
For example, when asked :shy she chose the purple bag (stipple
=at) and the orange bag (foam rubber) for number one, a student
replied, "The shapes in the purple bag are round like the ones
in the picture; and the material in the orange bag can be pressed
down just like -I think the shapes in the picture could be if I

touched them." 4

1. Victor Vasarely, CTA-104-E
stipple mat-(purple bag), sponge (orange bag)

2. Vincent van Gogh, The Starry Night
shag carpet (light blue bag), matted fiber
(frreLlow bag), synthetic fur (red bag)

3. Maurice de Vlaminck, Houses at Chatou
- shag carpet (light blue bag), synthetic

4. Henid Matisse, The Purple Robe
shag carpet (light blue bag), wire screen (dark blue
bag), synthetic fur(red bag), ridged Material
(pink bag), stipple mat (purple bag)

5. Claire Falkenstein, Point as a Set .

matted fiber '(yellow bag), shag carpet (light blue
bag), wire screen ( rktliie bag)

Auguste Renoir, On Chew Terrace
4 synthetic fur (red bag), sponge (orange bag }, shag

carpet (light blue bag), matted fiber (Yellow bag.)

7. Jackson Pollock, Grayed Rainbow
matted fiber (yellow bag), shag carpet (light blue
bag), synthetic fur (red bag)

8: Constantin Brancosi, Mademoi:.:01e Pogony
acetate (green bag), c.t6R e mat (purple bag),
an4tted fiber (yellow bag)

fur (red bag),

4Fi
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9. Gustav Klimt, The Palic
sponge (orange bag), stipple at (purple bag),
shag carpet (light blue bag), matted fiber (yellow
bag), synthetic fur (red bag)

10. VicEor Vasarely, Capella .-
..

ridged itaterial (pink bagl, wire screed (dark blue
b40, acetate (green bag), stipple Brat (purple bag)

Tell the students to squint and look for the hidden
shapes in this phot raph. Then ask which texture has

4:that shape (the to ure in the purple bag - stipple mat,.

for the.circies). ,' .-

11. Yves Tanguy, Rapidity of Sleep
acetate (green bag), sponge (orange bag), fur
(red bag)

12. Henri..Rousseau, The Waterfall
shag carpet (light blue bag), ridged material
(Wk bag), acetate (green bag) .

When your students have finished catching the twelve reproductions
with the texture bags, you might want to compare the. reproductions
with one another to see how the. sane subject matter was Sala
with different textural'effects. A grouping of the reproductions
is provided below. Some of the titles appear in more than one group.

In talking about the reproductions, emphasize the feelings conveyed
by the different textural renderings. Now would be a good time to:
show the color slides, pointing out to your students the difference
that a new element, color, makes in Works of art.

Landscapes:

Rapidity of Sleep (Tanguy) Slide 1
Houses at Chatou (Vlaminck) Slide 2
The Waterfall (R;)ussea6) Slide 3
The Park (Klimt) Slide 4
ibe Starry Night (van Gogh) Slide 5

Abstracts:

Point as a set (Falkenstein) Slide 6
Capella (Vasarely) Slide l
CTA-104-E (Vasarely) Slide 8
Grayed Rainbow (Pollock) Slide 9
Mademoiselle Pogany (Brancusi) Slide 10
Rapidity of Sleep (Tanguy) Slide 1

I
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Figures:

On the Terrace (Renoir) Slide 11
The Purple Robe (Matisse) Slide 12
Mademoiselle Pogani, (Brantusi) Slide 10

This activity should be extended by a v ittt, an art museum
to look fob textutes in real paintings nd sculptures.

SUBJECT AREA-(g)

Aesthetics and Arts Elements: Visual Art

Exploration of the.individual qualities which.distinguish textures
from one another; relation of texture and movement; relation of the
visual,and tactual properties of texture; the artist's use of-real
and,illusionary textures in works of art.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Texture. as designed for and formally tested with kindergarten and
first-grade students.

GOAL(S) -OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is 1) to let students
experience texture tactually and visually end kinesthetically, and
Z) to help dim become more aware of it dn the natur0l environment,
the man-Eade environment, and in works of art.

PATTERNS OF USE

Texture is a self-contained instructional package with activities
that explore texture from various sensory aspects. It may be used
as loeof an ongoing curriculum in art; linked with other LAP
packer s which are related to thusic, dance, literature and theatre
and-which are clustered around "Aesthetics and Arts Elements;" and
used-with perceptual development programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, teacher and students assess learning
by judging student products and oral responses.- Guidelines fof
assessing the KesPonses are written in the Teacher's Guide.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

The activities in Texture require'from 12 to 20 hours to complete,
depending upon how much discussion time is allowed and how many of
the art activities are done... The activities are divided into 30
minute periods.

-
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IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE$

Texture does tot require a specialist teacher. Students work
in pairs on tfieir,n'un or within a Larger group. A fairly large
amount of space is needed for students to spread out-their materials.

,MATERLALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement - Different from
Items Needed Item Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
3 Sets of texture 1 set per
bags (8 in each 6 students
set)

6 Sets of.photot
graphs (12 in
each set)

3 Sets of art re-
productions
(12 in each set)

TeaCherMaterials:
1 Set of.word cards

(40)

1 Mystery bag
1 Set of 35mm color.
slides (12)

1 Teacher's Guide

No conbum-
ables

*Cost not yet determined..

Summary Cost Information

Depending on classroom organization, units can be purchased in varyipg
multiples of six, e:g., 12-student, 18-student, 24-student sets with
teacher materials, etc. Stude9.materials and teacher materials can
be purchased separately.

.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and,Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can implement this
instructional package. Workshops ar offered by the publisher, and

-

curriculum consultation is available fromCEMREL. Costs for these
services can be obtained from eath organization.
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ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic
characteristics. The developershave not received any reiarts of
harm associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized.to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are _revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from Classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the aits that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational isychologists, educators, and arts educators, review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials. developed by the prOgram. In'the early stages-of develop-.
meat, trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of.'
a trial implementation of the package in prototype form. The informa-
tion deSived from this ,monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage evaluation is carried out in
'three, classrooms. In this stage, the materiaimust pass three major
tests: First, th4y must be in keeping with the ovrall goals of the
program. -Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone,in the handsof a competent teacher.. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students-whohave
studied thematerials.

4
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The pre-publication evaluation of the package was carried out with
kindergarten (lasses in local sehoovis representing avariety of socio-

economic levels. While the differences in achievement on specially
constructed tests were not'statistically significant, package groups
were better able:to relate photographs bf surfaces of textures to
similarly textured natural objects and to. discriminate tactually
between textures on the basis of verbal instructions: Studenet and

teacher satisfaction with the package was high, as indicated by an
orally administered post-package questionnaire.

AVAILABILITY

Texture was copyrighted in 1974 and copyright is claimed until isql.
It will be available as of Spring 1975 from the publisher/distributor:

The Vikin4 Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New.York, N.Y. 10022-

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH i975
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
.fot Texture

Careful Development:

. -

Assurances and claims
,

of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aes hetic Education Program .(CEMREL, 1872). This
source explains in detaAl the standard proCedures followed in the

----delielopment and evaluat' n of this product. A hothouse evaluation ,

report was prepared for this package, and describ4s the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial: A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial
in three different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluationveports were prepared on Texture. An Overview of Development
and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974) explains the
procedure through which the program continues to gether information
on products which are presently being used in the field.

Effectiveness:

, -

Students were asked to relate photographs of surfaces of textures to.
natural objects. Figure 1 represents a graph comparing treatment and
control group responses on which treatment students gained more than
control grouz students in their ability to relate textures (See p.29.
Pilot Reportj

In

*

,a post - package orally administered questionnaire, students indicated
satisfaction with the package, 78% saying they learned "a lot" and
66% indic.ating a very high or highly' positive attitude toward the
paCkage (see Appendix, Pilot Report). Similarly, tefchere9-responded
positively to the package on a post-package questioAnaire, all of them
responding that they had no problems with the package and iadic.ating
that the children enjoyed it (see pp.'66-70, Pilot Report).

t
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8

9

Pretest

fro. "Pilotlteporr:

Treatment C)asses

Control Classes

Each

. -
Ench Control data n

act; Tr6e6aeiii. dat

Texture" (June. 1971) page 29.

Po,sttesj

Point re presents the mean of 4 ciass means.

pint represents the mean of 4 class means.
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6

TEXTUkt TACTIV.L. V1S1,1-11.

rY

Pretest

... ...
*-------_____. t' Treatment GrouPg .

.
(

Posttest

.110TE:

Control Groups-
,,

-..

Cach Treatment data point represents Iiro: 'mean of 4 group means.

Each group is nne-half a class.)

Each Control data point ryprecrn ts the noen of 4 groitP means.
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NIE PRQDUCT: PART AND WHOLE

(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER /ADOOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional

Educational Laboratory, Inc.)
3120 59th Street
St. Louis,,Missouri 63139

Stahley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, EditOrial Coordinator
Jerilynn,gupferberg, Product Developer

AP*

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION \ 4

The Aesthetics and Arts Elements series of the Five Sense Store' packages
includes this set of materials which is designed to introduce kinder-
garten and first-grade students tq part and whole as a pervasive
relationship in their lives and environment and especially in people -
created works of art. Working with their text, Part and Whole, and
puzzles, photographs, and story cards, students find that a whole is

up of parts. Then they see that some wholes are also parts and
some arts are also wholes.' Finally, they explore the concept that
introducing different yarts into a whole can,, create a new whole or can
give/them a different:Ifeeling.- Part and Whole is fundatental to the
other packages in the Aesthetics and Arts Elements series. It
presents the abstract organizing principle upon which-the others are
based.' thus, after workiag through tills package, students can under-

-.
stand more easily tiow elements of natural occurrences or, art works
contribute to a pleasurable experience with the whole.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 3: Parts and Wholes in Pictures

General Description: ,T0i students each draw a: picpgre of
something their family does tpgethet. They examine their
own drawings and learn that they use some of the same
parts (elements) when they -draw a picture that artists'
use when they create an artwork. Through arranging shapes,
lines, etc., from a paintirwincluded in their Part and
Whole boas, the students see that people use certain .

elements to create a whole idea in an art work whether the
idea expressed is realistic or abstract.
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Procedure: Ask the students.tMraw a picture about something
their family does together. DisCuss with Chem what kinds of
thing might be (sharing meals, taking a trip, watching

.TV,

After they.bave completed their pictures, ask the students
specific questions:'

"What parts' did you use to draw the people and
rthings in your picture?" (Shapes, 1.ines, colors,

"
etc.)

This is the most important part of the activity.4,

--Cr mpar the students' pictures fo the. three paintings on
pages 3 of their Part and Whole book: ,

"Did you ci§e the same parts in your pictures
..that the artist used in his?" (Yes. They
used shapes for t'he people and things and
color and lines for the grIss, etc.)

You may want to do this in 1 groups by hamming the'studeats
put up their-pictures and talk about all of them. .

SUBJECT AREA(S) .

Aesthetics

A whole is
:'whole; the

the nature

and Arts Elements: Visual Art /Music /Sensory Development

made up of parts; a part of a whole can in itself be a
whole (woa of art) nay change by rearranginior.th'anglikg
of individual parts.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES
7

Part and Whole was designed for and formally tested with kindergart
and firsi-grade students.

-GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

-The purpose of this instructional package is to 1) devdlop,studentsik
ability to respond to the parts and the organization_ of parts in
perceiving a whole work of art; 2) develop perception of boy parts,.

. function togethefin determining the whole; and 3) de;elop ,awareness of
the-artist's behavior in selecting andrranging.parts to create ,

whole works of art.

PATTERNS OF USE

Part and Whole is a self-Contained.unit.afinstruction.withactivicies
that are sequential and cumulative. It.-may be-used'as part of an %.
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ongoing curriculum in arLmusic, drama, or dance; linked with other
AEI! 'packages which are related to art, music, drama, amce:4and
literature and which are Flustered around "Aesthetics and Arts
_Elements ; used with sensory' development curricula; or used with.
langdage development programg.

',' ASSESSMENT PROVISIANS.

Informal proviiioms ere made for assessment of student learning in
the package. Informal guidelines tor assessment are built into the
TeaCher's Guide.

TIME REQUI

Part and thole takes 4proximately ten hours to complete. The lessons
can be done in 18-class sessions of about 30 minutes each.

.

DeLaTIZTATION PiOCEOURES

'Part and Whole does not require a specialist teacher. It''is recommended
that the students -..iork:in pairs and that they be seated on the. floor
when using `the study Cards and doing some-of the other activities.
The Teacher'g Guide carefully outlines all proceddres and has bgen
rated as quite useful in field trials.

..
. The package encourages the teacher to help students focus on parts

and-wholes in their environment and in works of art.

-Part and Whole is not yet in final for We cannot, thereforre;kce
an accurate statemedtabout.the'durability of the materials.

MATERIALS; EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source.if

Required Quantity Cos.t Per Replacement- Different from
items - Needed Item Rate Distributor

.

4 Student Materials:
.3Pice puzzles. 1 set per,
3 Mine guzzles: 6 students
-"Art. Parts"

.3 Sete xzf

photog h
3 Sets of
storycards
Fart and
Whole study
cards

3'Part and
Wholebook,..h
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. Source if
Required Quantity Costl'er. Replacement Different fromItems . . Needed - Item Rate .DistributOr

Teacher ..tiaterials:,

Filmstrip -

Presentation
Teacher's t
'Guide

*-
,

p.

*Materials still in prototype stage; cost not yet.determined.

, .Personnel Required for Product Adoption end Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can implement thisinstructional package. Workshops are offered by'tbe publisher, andcurriculum consultation-is available from CEMREL. Costs for theseservices can be obtained from each orgalat'ation:

ASSURANCESCES AND CLAIMS

t

Assurances

This set of maierials was evaluated during its trial use in five-
, separate classroom of varying ethnic and, ioc o-economic characteris-tics. The developers have not ieceive any r its of harm associatedwith the, use of this prodbct. -

4

of

Materials are -carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of socialbias, eehnic or sexual stereotyping, or inapprollriateness of content..Any question of such shortcomings in the materials .is resolved bypapappr iately ditected review of the materials by 'a qualified expert

a
outs r de the program. Thematerials are revised to' eliminate anyde Ciencies identified in the review.'

InfOrmationgathered fromclatsrdom trial indicateg that the materialscan stand alone in the hands of a competent tegther and be successfully.
implemented with no aid'beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.'
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Claims

The major claim to be made AbOlit the Aesthetic 2ducation Program's
instructional materials is-that.t)ey represent the only compfehensive
curriculum resource lased- on the arts that has been developed.in the
United StatesuSing the carefully 'defined and implemented development
and evaluation Procedures 43a..%ic.to the*concept of an .educational
developpent laboratory.:

At all stages of develo'Pment,:a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educatori, and ,arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A _formative
evaluation, is carried on during the creation of each packageof
materials devalOpea by the program. In the early stages o4.development,

.

trained dbservers carry out an observational monitoring "of a trial
implementatrcrnof the package in prototype form. The information.
derived from this monitoring serves as a,basiS fot revising the
materials for fuether'trials. It also serves as'an early warning
system for, the detect ion of any intrinsic s rtcomings in the package,
'liter revision, a second, pilot stage, ev uatiOn is'carried gut in'
three classrooms. In this stage, the. serials must pass three mAjor
tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second; there be evidence that the materials 'can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectivess demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior o$ the students who-have
studied the materials: After the pilot trial of the, materials, the
program has continued to gain information about the utilization of
the publiShe4 version of the'package:_an a yearly basis\

. , .

..
The pilot evaluation of this package was'carried our with grades -

- K and one - students in local scbpols, Specially constiuced tests,
indicate'that students who received package-Instruction were pore,

. able,toperceive parts of,works of art in relatiowto the whole
.,_work than, students' who were-not taught' the packager to a moderate
;.--.degree. Students who received package instruction alsovidenced a-

greater gain.in:figare-groind perception than students-who vete not'
taught the package:, Student:and.teachersatisfattion with- r4ie package
was high as measured by post-treatment guestionnailfes and interviews.

. ,

AVAILABILITY

A \

_

-Part and Whole is copyrighted and will be completed by November:, 1975.
.

INFORMATION CURRENT A?OF tiARCII 1975

.
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Evidence to Support Assurances and C3Jrs
for Part and Uhole

Careful DevelopMent:

Assurances and claims'nf careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (MAE], 1972). Tbis
source explains the standard procedures followed in the development
and pvainarinn,of this product. A'Plan for the Hothouse Testing of
Aesthetic Education Program Packages 4Hall and 'Thuerneu, 1974) explains
this phase of evaluation in greater detail. As employed by the
Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of intensive
observation of package activities in a single classroom trial. A Plan
for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Edification Program Packages (LeBlanc,
1974) explains the pilot test phase of-evaluation In greater detail.-
As employed-b+ theAgsthetic Educgtion Program, pilot evaluation consists
of trial of the-materials in three classroom settings of varying ethnic
and socio-ecomnmic characteristics.

Effectiveness;

This evaluation design encompaSses more then a simple pre-test/post-test
control group design. Such a design which lacks estimation of
differences in package implementation would place the results or lack
of results of the students within the total treatment component. This
design, however, httempts to determine variables which affect student
outcone'scores on specific Instruments. Implementation variables inch
as teacher preparedness, correct IolloKing of procedures, etc., are
measured through the use of weekly unannounced spot observations by a
tFainer observer usinrsystematicobservation and recording technique.
In addition teacher characteristics such as arts experfence, years

.teaching, etc. are gathered.

The effects of all implementation variances, pre-test variables,. and-
teacher variables on student outcome scores using analysis of covariance
are reported in the;Pilor Report section entitled Instrumentation.

The following chart illustrates the evaluation design.

,s

.
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The Instruments: f
Kindergarten'amd first-grade students from a variety -of socio-economic
levels were tested using-three instruments (full details to be found
in the Pilot Report). Instrumentation (in the Pilot Report) by
Stephan A. Karp and Norma Konstadt is an individually arininistered -

standardized test for children age 5-12. It has been used to assess
field dependence in developmental studies of psychological differentia-.
tion. The. test series contains 25 items, preceded by 13 practice-
items,,all of which are attractive and interesting to most young
Children.

The children also were tested using a package-specific instIiment
developed In-house. called The Visual Part/Whole. Test. This instrument
is designed. to measure the child's ability to correctly identify a
part extractdd from the thole picture. It is individually administered-
and consists of five subscores: -proportion, color, pattern, shape,
and part/whole. The children view an original artwork and on an

Ammer-sheet circle the correct parts from five, alternatives. The
incorrect alternatives are held constant on all but one of the four
dimensions. Thus, when a child incorrectly identifies a part, it cat
be .determined if the incorrect choices follow slily particular pattern.

The third instrument used ,to test the effects Of the Part and Whole
was a package- specific instrument (level° houhe;entitled the
Auditory Part /Whole Test. This instrumedi designed to measure the
child's ability to recognize sounds as parts of whole sounds. The

'test is group administered. The children listen to tape recorded
sound collages and respond by.identifying visual indicators of the
component parts of the sound.

Students are giveh a/fluency score, which reflects their success in
identifying the correct number of parts it a sound collage. This score
is corrected for guessi* Students also receive a correctness score,
based upon correct identification of each part within a sound collegeT'

Content Reviews by Ohtside Coptultants:

The package content was reviewed for quality and appropriateness by
specialists in child development and early childhood' education.

, Teacher Reactions'to the Program:

All teacherh were interviewed in depth for the purpoSe of evaluating
the materials.

Discussion of Results:

Results and-analysis of the three instruments and the effects of
teacher, student, and implementation variables are shown in the
Instrumentation section of the Pilot Report availe April 1, 1975.

.64
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After adjusting the students' 'clutcdMe scores for pre-test effects,
differences.in age, race, or sex, it was found that on all instruments
the classes undergoing high implementation of the materials scored
significantly hfghfr thaw theircontrols. These differences were
significant at the '.05 level. The groups undergoing law implemedtation
of the materials did not score significasitly higher than their untreated:.
counterparts. In addition, both xeviews suggested thf package objectives
and content are sound and with minor revisions was reac4, for publication.
All teachers favorably reviewedstWe materials and would reqommendthem
to other Teachers. These results are found in the Pilot Report. 2_

These pilot trial results show the Part At.1 Whole package to be
successful 'in improving children's figure-ground perceptionas well as
visual and' aural discrimination skills. This success increases with
the quality of implementation.

7-5
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NIEPRODUCi: TONE COLOR'
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEHREL, Inc. -

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri. 63139'

.

Stanley S. ,Madeja, Program Director'
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director

,

Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Direcbir
Sharon-Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Edward Sweda, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION.

the second group of Five Sense Store materials, Aesthetics and Arts
Elements, iacluaes this package which helps students sharpen their
perception of one' quality of sound, tone color. A filmstrip introduces
the idea of parts mad wholes in many thiggs- -an egg, a building, a
musical selection. This idea is, amplified in a sound, color film that
shows and graphically points out the parts heard in a perforllande-of a
song called "Give a Million Cheers for Me." The students then listen
to recorded musical selections, 'ranging from a drum pattern to Brubeck's
"Take Five," and indicate the tone colors they hear faith illustrated
cards and a game boar&

This package will encourage students: 1) to become aware of parts and
wholes in the arts and in the-environment; 2) to come to as awareness of
a musical whole being made up 9f smaller, distinc) parts; and 3) to hear
and recognize specific tone colors.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Activity 3: Identifying Tone Colors

General Descripti n: In this activity, the students will listen for

;
tone colors on th records and will identify them by picture, by .

name, or by a number on their tone color word sheets.
,..

Cl sroom.Management: Before using the record with your students,
?li ten to the, explanation, and the first few yselections for Activit
3. A period of 30 minuteb.should be enough to complete the activity

h the students, but feel free to repeat selections and discuss
r sponies. . 1 .

.*

7G
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First, explain the tern "tone color' to the students f tone color;
the Characteristic sound of an individual instrument sit,,r of a

particulat voice. Also known as,titbre. The tone color of a sound
permitg the listener to distinguish "betwden the sounds:mgde"by:a
guitar and a banjo, or between a violin and a clariaet.,

When you are sure that your students are familiar.with the mania-g----
of the'word'"tone color," move on tb the recotd and tone color word
sheet portion of the activity. The answers to each selection on the
record'are given at the-beginning ok the next recorded band andare
also noted below.

The students can identify the tone
tone color word sheets, by the maie

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aepthetics and Aris Elements:.

lots by the red numbers on their
or y pointing to the illustratian.

Introduction of the term "tone color",'coacet of part and whole; Kecot;nitian.
of tone,color as' an impdrtant, aurally distinguishable part of a qusical .

selection,; familiarity with names and pict res oCiastTumeats that pro-
duce certain tone colors.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARiEt

Although formally tested with"Children at the first-grade level, Tone
Color had'been used in pre-school and fifth grade, as well as all the
grades .between the two.

69
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GOAL(S) OR -PYRPOSE(S).

The purpose of this instructional package is to help students. focus on

torte color so that 1) they can to to an understanding of how the

parts of a whole sound combination fit together, and so that 2) they

can begin to judge and va.ue the range of sounds and music around thepr.-

PATTERNS OF-USE

Tone Color is a self-contained unit of instruction with activities

that are,segueptial'and cumulative. It may beuse.as part of an
ongoing curriculum in rpsic; linked with other musiclbased units

deve/opd by the Aesthetic Education Program-to create a 'Curriculum;

...linked with other AEP packages which are related to art, dance, theatre,

and literature and which are'clusteradaroupd "Aesthetics and Arts

Element" or used with ?basic sensory development progrims;

ASSESSYNT PROVISIONS

Learning is assessed by both teacher and studel-t6: Provisions for

assessment are built into the Teacher's Guide,and the final activity

of the package focuses upon application and evaluation; Response sheets

and recorded musical examples are provided along with advice Vo*th9

teacher for inte;pretiog assessment results.

f

itEQUIREME&TS

Tone Color takes from 5.to 9 hours to complete, depending on the =count

: of discussion the teacher encourages and' whether or"` not heor she .

repeats parts of activities. The activities require a minimum of one,

half-hour,each.: . - .

. ,
.. ,'. '

IMPLEMENTATIONPRCCEDURES .

4
V %

Tone,Color.does Apt requirepa specialist teacher. It may be,taught

in small groups or large groups, depending on the teacher's Fishes.

The Teacher:s Guide :outlines all" procedures clearly and- hag he-qn rated

as. quite useful in field trials. .
.p

. , o' .
.

.

'The teacher is:encouraged eo challenge students. to apply .the part and

.
"whole concept to other things they perceive and ,to sharpen the approach
to listening they have learned by applying, it-to new music and" sounds

that they hear. ,

A
:. ' ., : .

a . .

Field reports indicate
..

that the materials 'are 4111.1-able. 'Consumables

are minimal and are-easily purchased from the publisher.

,
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piERIALS,EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Quantity Cost per Replacement -Different from

Required Items Needed Item Rate Disoributor
4

'Student Materials:
}lbw Many? word, 1 set $37.50* Respoiise-
sheefs per,6 sheets con-

6 sets of rode students surable yearly*
color cards - or after 5
(26 in each set) implementations

with a total of
Teaoher.Materials:' 30 students
Teacher Guide (24 pp) $80.00*
aiiman sound color film
Color filmstrip
Record album with

7:2* LP disc records
.

*Price subject to change
-

Summary Cost-information

Tone Color, can be purchased in sets of Varying multiples of six, e.g.,
12 -student, 18-student, 24-student sets. Student materials and teacher
materials can be purchased separately so that only me -teacher set need
be purchased with two, three,' four or five student sets. Cost for one
complete unit containing.enough materials foi one teacher and six
students is $117.50%

.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

The classroom teacher without special training in music can implement
this instructional package. Workshops are offered-by the publisher
-and by CEMREL, inc. Costs for these services can be obtained from
each -organization:

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS .,

Assurances'

This set of materials was evaluated during its- trial use in four
separate class rooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic
c aracteristics. The developers have not received any reports of harm
associated with the use, of this product.

.4
Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
biaS, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question 13,f such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of theltiaterials by a qualified expert
outside, the program. The .materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies,identifiedin the review!,

4,
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Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the-materials
can stand aldne in th%hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with-no aid beyond that given in the.readher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be madeabout.the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is 'that they represent the only .comprehensive

curriculum resource based on the arts-that has been developed it the
United States using thecarefully defined and' implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

stagestages of developments -a- National Advisory Committee of

educationalychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance aid form of the instructional materials. TA formative .

evaluation;is carried on during the creation ofikach package of materials
developed-By the program. In the early stages of development, trained
observers Barry out an observational monitoring of a trial implemen-
tation of the package in prototype form. The information derived fi:om
this monitoring serves as a 'basis for revising the materials for further
trials. It also serves as an early warning system for the detection of
any intrinsic shortcomings in the package. After revision, a second,
pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in three classrooms. In this
stage, the materials must pass three major tests: First, they must be
in keeping with the-overall-goals of the program. Second, there must
be evidence that the materials can stand alone in the hands of a,
competent teacher. Third, the materials' taus meet certain short-4e=
payoff 'objectives, demonstrated by verificatibn of measurable differences
in the behavior of the students who'-lave studied the materials. After
the pilot trial of the materials, the program has continued to gain.
information on utilization of the published version of the package.

The prepublication evaluation of this unit was carried outwith first
grade students in'local schools. Students responded favorably to the
set of materials during classroom trials as eviclenced by their responses
on a queStionnaire. Teachers who,used the materials were generally
favorable, as indicated by theiy responses to a questionnaire at tie.
conclusion of the pilot trial.

*MAP-It/TY * -
4

Tone Color it currently available from the publisher. Product
-'carries a 1973copyright date, and copyright it'claimed until 1981.

\The VikingPress/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts"
'625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022'

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF JANUARY 1975
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Evidence to Support the Assurances and Claims
for Tone Color

.Careful Development:

A
Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic- Education Program (CCMREL, 1969, 1972).
This source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in
the development and evaluation of this produce. A hothouse evaluation.
report was prepared for this package, and describes the rebilits of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package
trial-in three different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports are available from CEMREL. An Overvie.7 of Develop-
rent and Evaluation of Five Sense Store (dwards, 1974) explains the
procedure through which the program continues to gather information
on product's which have passed through the pilot stage of evaluation.

'4

Adent Satisfaction:

A student questionnaire was administered to three classes during the
pilot level trial and evaluation. The questionnaire revealed a.
favorable response to the paCkage, and indicated that students felt
they understood how to use the instructional materials. Table 7 of
the Pilot Report presents a frequency tabulation of responses to the
student questionnaire,while Append4 B of the,Pilot Report shows a
sample of the questionnaire and its, directions-for administration.

ApprAimately 90 percent of the students indicated th at they were
either happy or very happy with the package. Almost 50 percent
indicated that they would have liked to,have spent more class time

' with the materials. The great majority of students felt they under-
stood how to use the materials.

Teacher Satisfaction:

At the conclusion of pilot trial, the teachers who had used
materials responded to a questionnaire. This questionnaire
teacher responses are reproduced as Appendix C of the pilot
Responses were generally favorable. All teachers indicated
recommend the package to other teachers after modifications
made.

8 1
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NEE PRbDUCT: IiRAHATIC CONFLICT
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER /AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.),.

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

' Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Dik:Itor
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coor nator
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director and

Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
e,

One of the aesthetic elements of theatre is dramatic structure. The "t

ability to perceive any portion of this structure *creases the
students' sensitivity as a spectator. One Aesthetic Education Pr6gram
package, Constructing Dramatic Plot, enables students to .explore major
elements of structuring a plot: character, setting, incident, conflict,.
crisis, And resolution. Another package,. Creating Characterization,
focuses on physical and vocal expression of emotions as major structural
elements of drataa.

4

4

This package, Dramatic Conflict, on of the Aesthetics and Arts
Elements series of Five Sense Stor ackages, emphasizes one pivotal
element in dramatic structure --canf ict. Dramatic conflict is the
interaction between a character and sale force which is a potential

.obstacle to the character's achieving what he wants and/or needs. The
major concern of these lessons is th students perceive how conflict
formation takes place. They will demo trate this perception through "
the sorting of cards, discussion, sto telling, and,itprovisation.

Sample -Lesson
(Addressed to Tea ers)

Lesson 13: Creating a Simple Story ihth a Conflict ,

In this activity students will work in pairS. They will use
the tard,peck and the Conflict Story Board to make up a simple
story with a. conflict. ' 4 1#

v .

i f.

One student should select aCharaeter Card and a Goal Card:
Place the cards in holders and the appropriate space on the
Board. Thesecondstudent should choose a card that could
cause a conflict and place that card in a holder. Each pair
of students will work together to make up-a story with a con-
flict; The first student starts making up and .telling a story .

ei
as he's16wly move along the "story line" toward the goal. At

'some point in th story the second student enters the story,. .

, - '' . .11-
.

. '.

.

4
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line to create the conflict, i.e., tries td stbp thel-irst.
character from getting,his goal. The-students nus.t decide if -

the first character can getby the cohflict and achiey4 his,
goal or whether he is prevented from achieving ttis 'goal. Thus
the students continue until their story is completed. '41

During this tine you can circulate among the students to sea,
If they are utillizing the elements appropriately If anlimpasse
occurs in solving the conflict perhaps you can help the students
out of their dilemma by asking leading questions.

'Once the students are satisfied with their stories you can lead
a "tour through Stoiy Land." The "toile can be conducted by
leading the whole class from Story Board to Story Board. As the
"tour' stops at each Board the appr9priattastudents moye their

ha rcards and tell the "tour group" t. story. After the "tour"
is completed you can discuss all the.differeat confficts that
were presented with the stories were told.

The amount of tine noessary for this acti"Vity,should be
'decided by the teacher, depending upon the interest of her
students.

SUBJECT AR4A(S)

Aestheticscapd Arts Elements: Theat e Artb
. t .

. _

Introduction of the terms "conf ' "goal,"'and "character";
Interrelation of these three elements in a dramatic structure;
'Creation of stories which contain these elements.

'-'--

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

7

9

Dramatic Conflict was designed for use by students in the first
g5ade. Itean be used successfully with second and third-grade
Students as well.

.GOAL(S)OR PURPOSE(

The purpose of ional package is for students to be-able
- 1) to identify, ibe, and 3) to manipulate major elements
of dramatic cop

.

ion ., ,

, ' 1'

\
..-

"6 e
t*

"PATTERNS OF USE
i . ,

.

Dramatic Conn
,activities tha
part of arr oni

based packages.

ce-is a elf-11

are sequenlia
ng curriculu
eve loped by.

1

m'

th

- '

rained' instructional package with.
and curlative. It may-be used, as
n dremaOinked vilh other heatre-7
Aesthedic Education Program to createl

a curriculum; oar linkgd'with AEP packages which are related to music,
art; danbe, and literature and which clustered Around "Aesthetics
and Arts Eler?eri ."

4-
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ASSESSMENT ?RS/VISIONS

While-there.a.te no formal tests. rs -and students evaluate
learning throlign analysis of Stu rai resPonse and student
actiyities. uidslines,for.4sse.ts t-are-in.tba Teacher's Guide.

.e.}.
:::,,

- .

TTY REQ Inke--1.MaS ..
. .

. i
t

. .,

\-..!
The lessons in DraMaacConflict require approximately 10hours to
complete. -- .

,.. t, _

JMPLEMaNTATION PROCEDDiES

.t.
4 't

../

-Dramatic Conflict does not require a specialist teacher. The
package is ,designed as a whole cOass activity with students working
individually and in pairs. When working individually, the student
may work at his desk. When- students work in pairs, they will need'
more rsom to spread out their materials and do their improvisations.
The Tacher's Guide outlines all procedures.

The materials in Dramatic Conflict are nowin the final pre-publica-
tl.on stage, and their durability is being based on informatitn
received from testing situationA. Consumables will be minimal
and easily purchased from the publisher.

WERIALS, EQUIPMENTAND PERSONNEL REQUIRtMENTS

Required,

Items

Source if
tity Cost Per Replacement-' Different- -fram

eeded Item Rate Distributor

Student. Materials:

Character boards
Go4 boards
Conflict story boards
Card decks

feather Materials:
Filmstrip
Card deck -*
TeaCher's Guide

*These materialsarelitill in the:Prototype stagp. Packaging and
.cost determipations'have not-been pap:

'''/7

.,
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Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Immle=entstion

A classroom teacher without,special.trafning in drama can implement
this instructional package. Workshops are.offered by the publisher,
and curriculum consultation is available from.CdfREL Costs for
these services' can be .obtained fro= each orgiration.

, I

ASSURANCES An CLAthS

'Assurances '

5
-"*"..781'

.

This set of materi was evaluated during its trial use in four
separate classioomi widely varying ethnic and siomio-ecoarn4c'
characteristics. The developers have not 'received any reportsOf
harm associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eleminareany form of social
hies,,. ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.

_Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are 'revised to eliminate any-
deficienties identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a'competent teacher and be success-
fully implemented with no aid beyond that given- in the Teacher's
Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aeithetic Education Program's
Indtructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculina resource based' on the aria that has been developed in the
UnitedStatts using the carefully xlefined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic ,tb the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

sieges of developmea , a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists educators.,and arts educators review the
substance and form of th instructional _materials. A formative
evaluation is carried - during the creation of each package.of
materials developed:b the oprcitcam. In the early stages of develop-
meat, trained obse carry out-an observational monitoring of
IL trial implement OS of the package'in-prototyPe form. The
information deri ed' ..m this monitoring serves as- a basis for.

revising the erials for further trials. 1 It also serves as an
early warain system.f r the detection of any intrinsic shortaomings
in the pac ge. After revision, a second, stage, evaluation is

4/
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carried out in three%classroSms. In this, stage, the materials unit
pass three major tests:. First, thei"must'be in keeping with the
o'verall7goalscif'lhe program. Second, there must' be evidence that
theJoateriallyan stand alohe in the hands of a Competent teacher.
Third, the miarials must leer certain short -tern payoff objectives,'
demonstrated by vergication of measurable difference4 in the
behavior of 'the students who have studied the =arterials. .After
the pilot trial of the materials, the program has to4kinued to gain
information about the utilizaation of the published version of the
packages on a yearly basis.

Students from-a variety of socio-ec c levels who'were taught the
pilot version of the package scored ignificantly higher on a test
which asked them to. identify themajior'concepts of the package (goal,
main character; source oficonflici) than did untreated students.
Student and teacher satisfaction were high as indicated by post
package questionnaires,

7-
)

AVAILABILITY

Dramatic Conflict is copyrighted anevis scheduled for publication
late in 1975. More detailed information can be obtained closer to
the publication date from the publisher/distributor:

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center,for the Performing Arts
J 625 Madison Ave. 7

New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION. CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

1,1
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Evideace to Suppgrt Assurances and Claims
for Dramatic Conflict

Careful 04velopment:-

-
'e-Assurances and claims of bardful oRvelopment are supported by the

Basic Program Pan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMAL, 1972). This
source explains in detail the standard procedures followed:in the
deve1cprent and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was prepared for this package, and describes the results of
intensive observation of package activities in.a single classroom
trial. A pilot evaluationireport shows the results of package erial
in three different classroOm settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports were prepared for Dramatic Conflict.

Effectiveness:

Cognitive learning: Students who received package instaAction were
better able to identify the major concepts of -the package than were
untreaved students.',.The students were asked to identify the .goals,
main characters, sources of conflict in a.series of picture stories
(gee Appendix to.?ilot Report ).

=

Teacher satisfaction Was indicated in. responses to-a questioniaire
administered after the package,. Teachers felt students were,gxcited
about or looked forward to each lesson and that the Teacher's Guide
explained haw the content vat' related to aesthetic education and gave
them the criteria for assessing student learning. (See Pilot Report.)

. .

Student satisfaction was in the results of"an orally sdni,astered
questionnaire. In 71% of the students using the materials attitude
was high, or very high, and 71% felt they learned a lot. The results
are tabulated in Table 2 of the Pilot Report.

I
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NIE PRODUCT: RHYTHM/METER
(Part, of the Aesthetic Edupation Program'''.

DEVELOPER/AUTHQR: CMISEL,
(Formerly Centtal Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.).

3120 59th Street .

St. Louis, Missouri 63139

.

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director

-.Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Dale Hamilton, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The second group of primary packages, Aesthetics and Arts Elements,
includes this title, though which students become familiar with
rhythm and meter in ,musrc and in other arts areas and the environ-
ment. IA set'of activityveards structures experiences with rhythm in
visual pUttern, in sounds, and in movement. A teacher's guide. and
a two-record set of musical selections are tools for investigating
meter in music--the students listen and identify meters. The selections,
ranging from classical and electranic'music to folk songs, are supported
by charts, recording shLts, and a series of post-testso

The Meter portion of the package focuses the students' attention on
one element of musical composition, 'meter, and its relationship to a
whole musical composition: After participating in the. nine Meter
lessons explained in the Teacher's Guide, the students will know that
meter is an important element in the compodition of music. The goal
of the three groups of Rhythm/Meter activity eards is to Help the
students extend the concepts in the Meter-nAterials to other areas
in their environment: they will experience pulse or beat in movement,
discover and create visual patterds, and find rhythm in sounds and
language.

Tkrough theRhythm(Meter activities, the students will find that
ibythi is. order in the movement all around then. The students-can
observe rhythm in the basic cycles and movements of their bodies,
in patterns they se4 every, dayi'in sounds they hear, For example,
they can feel A steady swing to their arms as they walk; they can
observe the teOlar ty of evenly-spaced.lamppostd on a city street
or of bricks ill a h se- ,'they can notice the sounds of heavy,traffic
pausing fora

ill

t affic light and flowing at the green light. They
see that rhythm is -erywhere and that it is both natural and people-
created.

84
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Sample Lcsson
(Addresged to Teachers)

Rhythm in Visual Pattern
New Patterns In Animals

Concept:- Patterns help people-ident4Ey-objects, and objects
take-on a new appearance when the pattern is changed? ,

Objective: The students will know what a patterJ is and recognize
patterns in their environment. They will also be aware that if
the pattern of something is changed, that thing will take on a
new

I:rocedurel Review the nature of pattern with the students. Have
the students investigate the classroom and their own clothes to
find examples of patterns. Then ask them to name all the animals
they-can think-of that have patterns (turtle, zebra, snake,
leopard, etc.). Point out to the students that they know these
oanimals partly by their patterns.

Next, have the students use crayons to draw simple outlines i(

without details of their.favorite animal in he zoo on the -

construction or butcher gaper. Have the these out and lay
them on the patterned side of the -wallpaper or wrapping paper.
(If they use the wrong site of the paper, the patterned Rn.ir,aI
will be backward for the next step of this activity.) Ask them
to outline their animal. Then have them cut out the patterned-
paper animal and paste it to the original. The animal suddenly
has a new pattern:

Display the patterns in such a way as to create the feeling of a'
jungle or a zoo without bars. The 4tudents may want to add
exotic trees, and so forth, for effect:- DiscUss with them how.
the new patterns give a new image to the animals.

SUBJECT AREAS

AestAtics and Arts Elements: Music, Visual Art, Dance
A

Meter and its relationship to a whole musical composition; occurrence
of visualepactern in, the environment;, order, shape sililarity, arid
repetition as .elements of visual pattern; rhythm as order in Vement;
inte*rrelationship, of rhythm in sound and movement; pattern fo gd by
rhythm in ,sounds.

I

INTENDED USERS AND BBNEFICIARIES

Rhythm /Meter was 4s1 gned for and tested with second, third, drfd
ourth-grade students.

9
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GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

purpose of this instructional package Is for students 1) to know

%bat meter an important element in the composition of music; 2) to

.recognize and execute simple meterst'3) to learn some basic musical

terms 4) to extend the concept of meter in music to other areas in

their environmentvisual pattern, movement, and sound.

PATTERNS OF USE

Rhythm/Meter is a selfcon-tained instructional package. It may be

used as part of an ongoing curriculum in music, dance, or visual
art, or linked with other AEP units which are related to music,
dance, visual art, drama, and literature and which are clustered
around "Aesthetics and ArtF Elements."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Three student response sheets are emplcied as an integral part of
the meter lessons. Four tests are included with the materials and
are suggested for pretest/posttest or postest only use. Throughout
the activities, student, learning is assessed by both teacher and

students. Appropriate guidelines-for assessment are built into the

Teacheris Guide.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Rhythm /Meter takes approximateYy 12 hours to complete. The Meter
portion of the package requires about 3 hours and the'Rhythm
activities 'take from 6 to 9 hours, depehdIng upon how many the
teacher chooses to do.

Mf2LEMEN.TATION PROCEDURES

Rhythm/Meter does not require a specialist teacher. It can be taught

in. large or small groups. A large, clear space-is heeded for the
movement activities and some of the sound activities.

Field reports indicate thlt the materials stand up well with f-epeated

use. Consumables are minimal and can be easily purchased from the'

publisher.

r.
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PRSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item _ Rate Distributor

,./

Stiiddidir Materials:
6 pads of response

sheets (30 in
each pad)

8 pads of answer-
.. sheets (30 in

each. pad)

$15.00*

Teacher Materials:
Teacher Guide
Record album with 2 $60.00*

Response sheets
and answer
sheets consum-
able yearly.

I

12r LP disc records
,

Set of 3 double -faced

wall charts ..

Set of 28 rhythm
--*

,activity cards

*Prices subject to change

Packagts can be purchased, in sets dt varying-multiples of six, e.g., 12-
student, 18-student, 24-student, or 30-student set. Student materials
and teacher materials can be purchased separately so that only one set:
of teacher materials.need be purchased with two, three, foUr, or five
student sets. The cost for, one six-student set dud one teacher's set
of Materials is S75.00.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and ImUlamentatiOn

A classroom teacher without special,training can implement this
instroctional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher and
curriculum consultation is available from CEMREL: Costs for these
services can be obtained from each organization.

.

ASSURANCES AND CLAW

issurances. .;

4 .

'

This'set of Materials was evaluated during its,frial use in four
1,8epatate .lassrooms Of widely Varying ethnic and fioci2a-economic
Characteristics. The developers iiave not received 'any reports of
.harm associated with the use of this product.

.

Materials are carefully scriitinizhd.to eliminate any form of social
'bias, ethnic or sexual steriottypi g, or inappropriateness of content.
,,Any qpestion of such shortcoming in. the materials is resolved by anf
appoOriately directed-review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The material4 are revised to eliminate any
deficienCies identified in the review. ,

8'
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Informaticin gathered from classka6m trial indicates that.the
materials can stand alone in the hands ofa competent teacher anAmb.
be successfully implemented with no aid beyond that given in thtlir
Teacher's Guide.

(Th
Claims

. . .

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
_instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemnted deyelopmeni
and evaluation procedures basicito the concept of an eduOtional
development laboratory.

At all stages of developmeht, a National Advisory Committee of
eddcational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review tile
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is, carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early.stages of develop-.
cent, trained observers carry out an observational monitoiing:ofsa.
trial Implementation of the package in prototype.iarm. The information
derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for further trials. It,also.serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcoming in the pdckage.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is xarried out in.
three classrooms. In this stage, the materials-must pass three
major tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals
of the program Second, there must be evidence that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a Competent teacher. Third, the
materials must meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated
by verification of measurable differences in the behavior of the
students whc, have Studied the materials. After the pilot trial of, the
materials, the.program has continued to gain information on the
utilization of the fished version of the packages on a yearly
basis.

The pre-publication evaluation of this package was carried out with
second and third grade students'in local schools. Six tests were
.constructed for the evaluation of this package,.focuting upon the
more important outcomes of package instruction: Theetests were
administered in the classrooms which participated in pilot trial and
in an equal number of control group classrooms. When students who -.

had taken the full unit were compared with control group students,
those instructed with the unit earned higher scores on each of the
sixiests. In each'of the six tests, ,the score differencea iii favor
of students who used the materials were statistically significant.
Student performance on these t Sts_supports a claim for product .

teffectiveness. The product cu tivates in students-a heightened
awareness of meter as 'one Clem -at of musical composition, and it

s extends this awareness to the ;incept of ,rhythm in sound,.% .

pattern, and movement. ,

93
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AVAILABILITY

Rhythm/Meter was copyrighted in 1973 andrcopyright.ii claimed
,

until 1981. It is currently available from the publisher /distznibutor:

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center far the Performing ArtS
625 Madison Ave---
New York, N.Y. 10022.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF mark 1975
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Evidence to Support kssuranCes and Claims..
for Rhythm/Meter

reeuI Development:"

Assurances- and clalis of careful developMeht arf,supported by the
Basic Progran Plan, Aesthetic Education PrograaY(CEMREL, 1972).
This source explains the standard procedures followed in the develop-
ment and evaluation of" this product. A PlanTfor-the-HothooseTesting
of Aesthetic Education Program Packages (Hall and Thuernau, 1974)
explainstthis phase of evaluation in greater detail. As emPloyed by
the,Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A Plan for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Education Program
Packages (LeBlanc, 1974) explains the pilot test phase of evaluation
in greater detail. As employed by the Aesthetic Education Program,
pilot evaluation consists of trial of the materials in three classroom
settings of varying ethnic and socio-economic characteristics.
Instrumentation tailored to the measurement of packageobjectives is
developed and utilized in an experimental or quasi-expertbental design'
with treated aid control group classes. An Overview of Development
and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974),explains the '
.procedgre through which the program continues to gather information on
products which have passed the pilot stage of evaluation. Both hot-
house and pilot evaluation reports iterq prepared onRhythm/Meter,

,

... l 4
Effectiveness:'

, i
.-- .

.
,

It., ,

Six instruments of qeasurement deice developed specifically for the
evaluation of Rhythm/Meter. 'llese instruments are described 14 summary

.form below: ...

1 <

-.,

,

.

1,, Aural/Visual Rhythm Profile
.,,.

,

YLr. . "' The Aural / Visual Rhythm Profile was a composite test, which included
. "8 ;the following tasks or subtests:

.. .

. 1al
-1 4 f

Sound Rhythm Discrimination Task
=

.., 1.- ' -...'Given: teio sound stimuli, one sOMewhat like a drone and one having
'

1I. .7
4;:- - distinctive rhythm

1

re_. 1 Task,: discriminate betWeen the two stimuli, indicating on the answer
' sheet which sound has more rhythm

- . ' .
la

,
.
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'Sound Rhythm Comparison Task

Given: two sound stimuli Laving the same or different rhythm

Task: compare the two stimuli, and classify thed as "same" or.
"different" on a multiple-choice answer sheet

_ Sound/Visual Pattern Commonality Perception Task

-Given: a sound stimulus and tyo or Tore visual gatterns, with one
pattern indicating thelsame rhythm as the sound

Task: create symbols and translate the sound rhythm to a visuai-
rhythm or pattern

Visual Pattern Discri. lnation Task,

Given: twp or more visual stimuli, one of which is a pattern

Task: discriminate between/among the stimuli, recogniAng and
circling the one which is a pattern

Usage of Aural/Visual Rhythm Profile: posttest only, treatment and
.control

2. Imbedded Meter Tests .4

The imbedded Meter Tests weTe an integral part.of the original Meter
package. Each test is sum&-tied below:

Test A

.Given: recorded musical examples and a.Multiple-choice answer,
sheet 'showing duple and triple meter patterns

....

TaSk: differentiate between duple and triple. Meter

e.Tst B .
..

.:. . ,4
,; . .

,-, s

.Givenf,.queitions'about musical terms :related to mete.dn, a muliipler-
c hoice answer sheet .. . -

s.. . ,
. ...__-

Task: i dentify correct alternative _
, .

.1 '

.:Test- .C . r,

Given: 'beat/ marks od 'an answer shelt

-'4rask: supply bar lines and" /or accent marks to illustrate duple
Or triple metei

:143,-
A .o 1 f

w

c`

4.
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Given: beat marks and bar lines

Task: recognize the correct num1;er of measures indicated by the
bar lines iron multiplechoice options presented

Test D

Given: beat marks", accent racks, and bar limes on an answer sheet

Task: identify the peter as duple, triple, or-neither

Usage of Lbedded Meter tests: posttest only, treatment only '

3. Rhythm Commonality Perception Task`

Given: a movement, a sound, and a visual pattfirn, each sharing the
same characteristic rhythm and presented three times

Task: perceive that the same rhythm is the common element among
the three stimuli

) k

Usage: posttest only, treatment and control

4% Creative Pattern Drawing Task

Given: crayons; and drawing paper

'Task: draw acitY street showing.as many patterns as you-COuld.
. 4

expect to see in a city. street
".

Usage: posttest pnly, treatment and control

,

Rhythmic Movement Assessment Activities

Given: silence and a visual signal to begin

Task: initiate and maintain a steady beat

Given: a steady metronome beat for 15 seconds

dove your bddy,to the beat and maintain the beat fot 45
seconds after the metronome is turned off

. 97
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.- Given: a steady metronoMe beat for 15 seConds

Task: listen to the beat for 15 seconds,. retain it silently for
375 seconds, then clap the beat for 10 seconds

i 9- Rhythmic Movement Assessment ActivIties: posttestnnar,-----
treatnet and control

,

I _

6. Pattern Perception Fluency Task

Given: the home classroom and a foitr minute response Der/n-4

Task: taking turns, identify pacternswithin the classroom

Usage: posttest only, treatment-and control,

3

Results and analysis of the Aural/Visual Rhythm Profile are shown in
T tiles 1 through 5 of the pilot report. Test saterials. are reproduced
fin Appendix A of the pilot report. In etwn-way analysis of variance,
the treatment (package) effect was significant .01 and the school
(test site) effect was significant .01.r Treated classes scored higher
and the high implementation test site scored higher. Results and
analysis of the Imbedded Meter Tests are shown in Tables b' through 11
of the pilot report. -Test niaterigls are reproduced in Appendix B of
the pilot report. In a one-way analysis of variance, levels of
treatment (full package versus half package$ were slgaificant .05.
In multiplecomparisons using the Scheffe method, the'class whiCh
received high implementation of the full package scored significantly
higher .(.05 level) than the class.receiving treatment with half the
package.

Results of,the Rhythm Commo,nality Perception Task are shown in Tables
'12 and 13 of the pilot repOrt. Test materials are reproduced in
Appendix C of the pilot report. When a fourfold contingency table
was tested with the unit normal deviate, the effect of treatment was
significant .001.

Results and analysiS of the Creative Pattern Drawing Task are shown in
Tables 14 and'15 of the pilot report. Test materials are reproduced
in Appendices D and E of the pilot report. In a mar:way analysis of
variance, the effect of treatment was significant .05. There was also
a significant (.05) interaction between treatment and school (test site).
The test site suspected of low implementation actually scored higher
on the task. Thissite was located in a more urbanized area, and the
task of drawing a city street may have been easier for them on this
account.

9 3
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Results of the Rhythmic Movement Assessment Activities, are shown in

Tables 16 through 17 of the pilot report. Test materials are
reproduced in Appendix V of the pilot report. When a fourfold
contingency table was tested -with chi square, the effect of treatment
was significant .01.

its of the ? , Perception Fluency Task are sbcwn in Tables 18
and 19 of the pilot report. Test materials _are reproduced in Appendix
G of the pilot report. When a fourfold contingency table was tested
with the unit deviate, the effect oalZ treatment was significant .001.

Inspection of these test results shows that Rhythm/Meter was highly
successful in cultivating. the perceptual fluency and creativity
measured by the cluster of package-specific tests developed for this
evaluation. Treatment with the package was statistically significant
in the analysis of each instrument.

tS
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NNRIE PRODUCT: SETTING AND:ENVIRONMENT
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program

DEViLOPER/ADTBDR: CEMBEL, ,,

formerly Central Midwestern Regicmal
- -Edutatlomai laboratory:,
3120 59th Street
St. Louis1 Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Prograu,Sirector
Nadine J. Meyers,,AssociateDirector
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Blythe Rainey Cuyler, Prpduct-Developer

vARRATIVE DESCRUTION

This package, part of the Aesthetics and Arts El=ents group of the
Five Sense Store, focuses on the interactive nature of =an and his
environment both natural and man-rade. Its intent is to attune
students to how setting or environment affects human beings,
whether this effect comes from natural surroundings, such as rivers,
mountains, forests, or from ran -made settings, such as homes, furniture,
schools, or the set of a drama

One purpose of this package is to prepare students to deal with the
concept of setting as it is thought of in the theatre. To appreciate
theatre aesthetically involves appreciating a number. of dramatic
elements, one of these being setting Before dealing with this
concept in its special relationship to theatre, young students need to
perceive the influence and importance of setting or environment, in
their daily lives. Setting and Environment is devoted to developing
this perception. lo

Creating and fostering a sensitivity to our environment is of paramount
irportance in heightening feelings of personal responsibility toward
our surroundings. It is a pride intent of this package to contribute
toward such sensitivity.

Mille experiencing te pdckgge materials the students actually perform
the function of both playwright and scene designer. The students are
asked to express their affective 'readtions to chlfiges made in their
mediate Environment and are given the opportunity to manipulate
elements (physical objects, space, light, color, sound) within a
setting to create certain effects and to solve given design problems.
The students become aware of how setting influences behavior. The
'package promotes' individual rareness Land aesthetic perception
and helps students to beco5e for their natural and man-made
environments:

4
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Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

. Lesson 3

Concept: Settings can influence'the way a persom-"feels and
behaves. By changing the elements within a setting one can
create feeling and behavior changes in the peop444who will be
relating to that setting.

Objective: Through a filmstrip the studehts will perceive a
small boy's changes in feeling and behavior due to the rtanipu-
lation of elements in his setting. They will also see the
boy functioning sometimes as doer and sometimes as perceiver.

Procedure; This activity involves showing the filmstrip
"Behavior Settings," in which one small boy's behavior challges
as he experiences setting change. During'the filmstrip '

presentation-7ou'll need to allow time for student pantomimes
of activities possible in each setting, and time to discuss
briefly the boy's behavior in each setting.

Each time you project a setting without the child, have the
students, using the setting as stimulus, take turns improvising
how they would act in the setting. For each frame first have
a child respond verbally to what he would feel like doing in
that setting, then ask him to pretend that he is there in
that setting and to pantomime 44 activity. Emphasize non-

verbal improvisation.

Keep the improvisations relatively short. Do not expect
polished performances; instead, look for a willingness to
participate and a freeing of the children's expressive abilities;

Emphasize that there is no right or wrong behavior for any
of the settings in the filmstrip. Encourage the children to do
what they feel like doing; permit them to work in pairs if
they wish to do so.

Before the filmstrip begins explain:

"Now we will be-looking at pictures which show how one
small boy's,beh4vior--how he feels, what he does- -
changes as he experiences different settings. The same
room is used in'eVery setting but it is changed each .

time by adding 4afferent objects to it. First you
will see each setting and then you will see the-boy
in the setting."

"
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Begin the filmstrip. The following questions will help toy
in discussing the youig boy's behavior in each setting and
la drawing out youi- students' reactions.ro each setting.

Frame 1, (a bare room)

Teacher: 'How would you feel if you were in this room?"
(happy, lonely, bbred)
"What would you do if you were in this Foom?"

While this frame is still on the screen, ask for someone to
pantomime what he or she. would do in the room.

Prase 2: (boy standing in corner)

Teacher: 'Here is what the boy felt like doing."

(The lesson continues with the rest of the filmstrip.)

SUBJECT AREA(S).

Aesthetics and the Arts Elements: Theatre

Every persoa "stands in relationship to many settings.

Settings are made-up of light, sound, color, space, and furniture.
When people design settings they rlampulate these elements. The
planners of settings mmst also keep-in wind the people whell be
functioning in that setting, both the doers (actors or constructors)
and the perceivers (audience).

Settings can influence the way a persOn feels and behaves. By changing
the.elemepts within a setting one can create feeling and behavior
changes in the people who'll be relating to that setting.

In theatre settings all the elements and behavior are controlled.
Theatre settings are artificial settings rather than actUkl, eve;
though Sbme appear real (true-to-life) and others appear imaginary.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Although Setting and Environment was designed for and tested at the
second grade level, it may be used with older students as well.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The goals of this package are to help students: 1) to acquire an
understanding of the term "setting"; 2) to learn that setting is made-
up of the elements of: sound, light, color, space, and furniture;

.,-"""
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3) to realize the importance of doers (constructors) and perceivers
(audience) in'relationaiip to setting; 4) to observe and experience
:how setting affects feelings and behavior; and 5) to gain an Under-
standing of theatre settings as artificial settings, in which the
elements, feelings and behavior, and doers and perc,eiyers are controlled.
This is unlike real settings in which all of the above are not always
predictable. -

PATTERNS OF USE

Setting and Environment is a-self-conthined set of materials. It may
be used as part of an ongoing curriculum in theatre; linked with other
AE? units which are belated to theatre and environment; and used in
connection with the other pArkages in the Aesthetics and Arts Elements
group.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, learning is assessed by teacher and
studeht. Guidelines for assessing student performance and oral
response are built into the package.

TIME REQUIREMNTS

Setting and Environment requires approximately 15 hours to complete,
depending on class size and utilization of suggested additional
activities. Teachers generally devote one hour per day, for two and
a half to three weeks to the materials.

Ve£E'LlpiENTATION 'PROCEDURES

Setting and Environment does not require a specialist teacher. The
package has been tested with students in grades two and three, but may
be used with older children -as well. The activities are designed: both
foIndividuaLizedexperiences and group experiences, and:are ca be
teacher-led.

Many of the activitieswill require rearrangement of, the classroom and
a good deal of movement.

09.
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MATERIALS/Eit L.DrX:rr, AND PERVAXi.1. Rvv/REMENTS

Source if-
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item_ Rate - Distributor

Student Materials:
6 sets of--- 1- ser-n-er

theatrical, student
gels

Teacher Materials-
I Sound Library

(10 cassettes
of sound effects)

1 Sound filmstrip

''Persons and
." Settings" .

"Behavior
Settings"

1 Teacher's

Guide

*Cost per item unavailable at this time.
.

.

Personael'Required for Proftuct Adoption an Implementation
. . ,

. .

v`
_A clasghoap_teache ou

.....
of instruction. Workshops are offered by the publisher, and curriculum
consultation is available from CEMREL. Costs for these, services can
be obtained from each organization.

_a a _7;

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials spas evaluated during its trial use it four
separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic
characteristics. The developers have not received any reports of harm
associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eleminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question' of -such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by.a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from claisroom trial' indicates that the mnterfnls
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.
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The major claim to be made about file Aesthetic Education Frogram's .

instructional materials ii that. tliey represent the only comprehensive
cUrriculum resource-based on the arts that hag been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
deyelop=mt.laboracory. -

At all stagei of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, Ad arts aducatori review the
substance and form of.the instructional materialp. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of eadh package of
materials developed by the program: 'In the early stages of development,
trained observers carry out an obSerVationai monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package in prototype form. The information
derives frod this monitoring serves as .a basis for revising the
materials for Lqrtber:trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detectimof any intrinsic shortcomings .n the package*
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in
three classrooms. In this stage,*the materials must pass three major
tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff oBjectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who have
studiad'the materials, After the pilot trial of-thematerials, the
program has continued to gain information about the utilization of
the'published version of the package on a yearly basis. .

The pre-publication evaluation of this package was carried out wit
second-grade students in local schools. A test was constrUtted for-Abe
evaluation of this package, focusing upon'the more impOrtant outcomes of
package instruction. The test was administered in the classrooms which
participated in pilot trial and in an equal number of control group
classrooms. When students who had taken the full unit were compared
with control group students, those instructed with the unit earned
higher scores on the test. The score differences in favor of students,
who used the materials were statistically significant,. Student -

'performance on this test supports a claim for product effectiveness.
The product cultivates in students a stimulated imagination with regard
to their environment.

p

AVAILABILITY
0,

The anticipated completion date of Setting and Environment is late
in l975, The- package is copyrighted.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 075
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Evidenct tOmpport the \ssurances and Claims
for Setting andiEnvironment

. .
Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the

Sasic-T-ri=og-ra.t AesthettrEllut.vtintr:ProgramfCEKREL,49-72}.- This

sourc e explains the standard procedures followed in the development and

evaluation of this product. A Plan for the Hothouse Testing of
Aesthetic Education Program Packages (Hall and Thuernau, 1974)

explains this phase of evaluation in greater detail. As employed by

the Aesthetic Education4Program, hothouse evaluation consists of

intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom

trial. A'Plan for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Education Program
Packages'(LeBlanc, 1974) explain; the pilot test phase of evaluation in

greater detail: As employed by the Aesthetic Education Program, pilot

evaluation consists of trial of thematerials in three classroom -.

settings of varying ethnic and socio= economic characteristics.
Instrumentation tailored to the measurement of package objectives is
developed and utilized in an experimental or quasi-experimental design

with treated and control group classes.

Effectiveness:

Second-grade students from a vaaety of socio-economic levels were - '"

administered a subtest of the TorranceTest of Creative Thinking a .

standardized Measure of creativity of three Torrance subtest's was `taken

..... by.every student. Students" were4randpmly assigad.t0-creatiity tests.
involving (a) product improvement, (b). unusual uses, acrd (c) coae-.
quences. * . . , i .

v. .

The subtests were used to assess a general creativitiqactot intended.
to pinpoint the effect.....if any, of-the package's imaginary' environment,

concept exploited in the "What If ?" gameof tessot 2.,,,... Evaluators
hypothesized thathigh scores on all three.Torrancem subtests would
indicate that the students tested here generally creative, while low
scores would indicate a general Zack of creativity. It was, thought

that the package might tend to _at/Mutate gelferal creativity. ,

-..--- . , 26

Discussion of Results:
x

In order to establish a basis for comparison with the ()Trance Tests

of Creative Thinking, approximate criteridn scores we e -calculated for
. subtests through a process of interpolation frOM the' echnical manual.

Q
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Although the criterion score established before pilot trial is a rough
one, there seems to be evidence that students undergoinge:tteatment
perform better than untreated students iven the comparability of the

norming group. Children in the pilot sample averaged 26; higher than
the,extrapolated "norm" supports t lain thaechi dren' imaginations

Are arirallated AS a result of using the Set,ting_and nvironment materials.
(Information available on pp. 28, "Torrance tests of Creative Thinking,"
Setting and Environment Pilot Report -from CEHREL, Inc., October, 1973.)

ar

TAacher Satisfaction:

.4"

. .

Teachers who raught a pre-publication version of the package responded_
to a questionnaire. Theresults are tabulated on p. 20 of the Pilot'
'T..eSt report. All reschers surveyed felt that package materials had a
positive effect an the student's learning experiences, and that their
students looked forward to each lesson. The teachers also noied-that
the package lncr 'ed students' ability to describe feeling, greater
use of Imaginat and an inversion of leadership roles.

I,
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HIE PRODUCT: NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
(Part Of the Aesthetic Ed cation Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR:. CEMREL, Inc.
,

(Former* Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory,'Inc.).

3120 59th Street
LouisjMissouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Dfrector
'Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
'Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordigator
Blythe Rainey Cuyler, Prbduct Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This set of materials, one of thl Aesthet.its and Arts Elementg series
of the Fiver Sense Store packages, introduceg primary students to non-
verbal communication both in their immediate environment apd in the

-

theatres

r So Much of theatre is not conversational, liut, rather, action or
,mood expressed in movement and vocal qualities. This is'a-theatre
package; hence one of the goals of the package is to help students
to become more appreciative of how. non- verbal communication Is used as
an element In -the total.theatrical process. However, unless the

. --

students can begin to interpret their immediate environment, including
their awa_bse of non-verbal communication, they will not be able

-,4 appreciate the subtleties-of a theatre experience, eithet as performers
"or.aa audience members.

The instructional materialS'in this package will expose students to a
wide variety of non-verbal.communication, help them to decode or
understand what is being "said" non-verbally, and give them the

.'pportunity to experiment with encoding or enacting non-verbal
communication. -

.

To reach-the package's goals,- students participate in ten activities
involving various stimulus materials. kfice'board and transparent
overlays of eyetiroOs and mdilths in yarious.positions allqw students to
experiment with thesemost mobile facial features and to perceive how .

*these features convey emotions.: To help them imitate the expressions
they create on the face board) and to aid in exploring the' expressive
potential of their' faces, the students use a metal hand mirror.
A tape recording activity allows them to tell "emotion stories': %.

'fxplaining the fades they haVe Created on the fade boards. A recorded
activity song affords them an opportunity to manipulate their faces
land bodies expressively. A'six-minute film, showing students the use

tsj8
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of non-verbal communication in a theatrical setting and contrasting that
usage with the daily use of non-verbal communication, extends the
concept of non - verbal communication to include posture, movement, body
relationship to another, and the expressive ability of hands. Another
stimulus material is a recording wAich asks the students to identify
various non-verbal vocal cues. Both student-and teacher answer booklet
are used in conjunction with the record. The flipbook facilitates the
students'-ability to look beyond stereotypes in decoding communication
from clothing and hand objects carried by a person and to more fully
understand the communication potential of costumes. Dressing in
costumes collected by the class allows the students the opportunity to
manipulate the visual.non-verbal communication of clothing and hand
properties and to begin to "try-out" var us roles suggested by the.
costumes. Finally, the students are as d to improvise a short skit
using the non-verbal c es of costume; fa ial expressions, body movement
and body positionic elation to another.

Through the use of the materials in this package, not only will students
be receiving exposi4re to basic elements of theatre, but, perhaps.more
importgErat this stage in their development, they should begin to
become more effective and creative communicators in their daily lives,
both as "senders" of messages and as "receivers" of messages.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

-Lesson 3: The Voice in Non-Verbal Communication

Concept: Vocal qualities can communicate emotions, age, and
ideas.

Background: Lesson ,3 exposes' the student to the concept that
feelings are communicated by how the message is spoken. The
student listen to ipcongruent verbal and vocal speeches.
Velpal and no verbal codes usually complement each other;
however, bot children and.adults frequently find themselves
receiving t messages simultaneously: When the two
channels, erbal and vocal, provide conflicting cues, inter-
personal naerstanding depends upon the priorities assigned
by the co unicator and receiver to thehannels. For the
child to g in an understanding of the psychological state
of an acto or a communicator, formal, rational, verbal
communicat ons are often of less Value'than the nonrational,
non-verbal communications.

Following his exposure to incongruent verbal end vocal
communication, the child listens to' several speeches wherein
the verbal content has been treated by an electronic filter
mak/in it difficult to understand. The child tries to
identify the emotional content of each treated speech.
This is possible because feelings are communicated, at least

4: in part, by the form of a spoken message and because there
are relatively stereotyped form/feeling correlations.

107
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Anotherpart of the tape exposes the child to the concept

that vocal qualities express more than just emotional states.

The studtnt listens to'an'old man speaking and .to 4 young girl

and considers haw the voice can communicate age. .Then the

child discovers how vocal qualities can be used to enhance

the communicative value of words.' The tape asks the student

to experiment with Ids awn voice by saying words in such a

way that the idea or connotation of words is relayed to the

listener via vocal quality.

In the theatre and in our daily lives we are exposed to a

wide variety of non-verbal vocal cues. If, early it their

lives, children begin to attend to the information available'

in non - verbal vocal cues, they will become more effective

communicators in their persona/ lives and pore appreciative

participants in theatre experiences.

su Ea. `AIR.F.A (s

Aesthetics and Arts Elements: 'Theatre kits

Exploration of the communicative potential of the human face; ez,plora-

tion of communicative potential of posture, movement, and the body;.

exploration of non-verbal,vacal communication.; how clothing and hand

properties commuilicact non-verbally; how such communication is used

aesthetically in theatre.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Non-Verbal CoFunication was designed for and formally tested with

first-grade students-. It can successfully be used with-second-,

third -, an fourth-gtaders_as Well.
_

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is for students to a) be

Ale to decode and encode variodt
non-verbal stimuli or cues which

communicate emotfOns,.i4eas, moods, and roles *or conditions-in-life;

b) to perceive the function of non-verbal.communication in their daily

lives and in theatrical, contexts; and c) to use non-verbal communication

consciously, for creative purposes.

PATWNS OF USE ,

Non- Verbal Communication is a self-contained instructional, package with

activities that are sequential and cumulative. It nay be used as part

of an ongoing curriculum in drama" or linked with other AEP packages

Which are related to mdtic, art, dance, and literature and which.are

clustered around "Aesthetics and'Arts Elements."

I
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ASS SMENT PROVISIONS

While there are nb .formal tests, the teacher ip provided with checklists
for a6Sessing stadeirt learning by observing their behavior an package
taskS.,.La addition, the. Teacher's Guide contains samples of
appropriate and inappropriate studeht responses.

REQUIRDIENTS

The lessons in Non- Verbal Communication require approximately eight to
ten hours to complete.

IMPLLKENTATION PROCEDURES,

Non-Verbal Communitatiom does not require a specialist teacher.
Instructions are adapllable'for small or large groups. StUdents work
individually or in pairs through most of the lessons.

The materials in this package are now in prototype stage. ibirey are
being designed to be as durable as possible. Based on information
received from testing situations, the -Materials in final form will be
very durable.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cos,t Per Replacement Different from
Items_ Needed Item Rate Distributor

Student M'aterials:
Face boards **

Transparent
overlays

Metal hand
mirrors

Student
answer
booklets

Flipbooks

Teacher Materials:
Sound tapes **

"Activity Song"
lyrics

16mm film
Answer booklet
Guide to Student'

Behavior
Teacher's Guide

*Materials are still in the prototype stage.
**Packaging and cost determinations have not yet been made. .



Personnel Required lot Product Adopt n-and Implementation

A classroom teacher vithoot special training can implement this itistruc-

......
tional package. Workshops are offerel by the publisher, and curriculum
consultation is available from CEMREL Ciosts for theie services can

be obtained from each organization.

4

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in four
,separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and so ecenomic

characteristics. The developers have not received reports of harm

associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any orm-of social

bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriat ess of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in tha materials is resoi.ved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by h qualified -expert

outside the program. The materialq are revised to eliminate -any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indicates thai the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a'competent teacher and be successfully
implementedvith no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide._

Claims

The major claim to be made about the +Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arta that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and imple-rwred development
and evinatign procedures basic to the concept of an educational

development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee.oi
educational psychologists, educators, and-arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials:" A formative

evaluation carried on during the creation of each. package of

materials developed.by the program. In the early stages of develiop-

ment,-trained observers carry out.an obserirational monitoring of a
trial implementation of the package in prototype form. The information
,derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the,

materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning

system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After_revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in

three classrooms: In this stage,_the materials. rust pass three major

testsi.' First, they must he in keeping with the overall goals of the
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program- Second, there must be evidence that'ehe materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teadher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short -tern payoff objectives demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in'the behavior of the students who have
studied the materials.

N,,

Despite the fact that there were administrative difficuies with the
test sites (one classroom was eliminated because of a teacker's strike
midway into the teaching of the package; in another, because of the
team teaching arrangement, the students originally using the pak,ztge,
were reassigned and other students took their place), in one 51assr,..>om
all students indicated they-"enjoyed " the-package. A specially con-
structed test asked students after receiving instruction to respond
to an emotion with an appropriate non-verbal communication. The
evaluator scored student responses on a pass-fail basis. In two
classrooms, the majority of students were able to show an emotion
through facial ex;-..ression, posture, body =ovement, gesture, and
body placement.

AVAILABILITY,,

The anticipated date of publication for',Non-Verbal Communication
is lat 1975. The pacakge is copyrighted.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

. 11.3
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims.
for Non-Verbal Communication

Careful Developnant:

Assurances and claims of careful development-are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CE?IREL, 1972). This
source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was prepared foT this package, and descri"the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial
in three different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports were completed for Non-Verbal Communication.

Effectiveness:

Students irr the one-Cl assroom with a stable student population were
asked if the "enjoyed" the package'or not. All responded they did.
Further, 73% stated that they liked the package either."better than
most subjects" or "best ()Call" (see page 23, Pilot Report).

Students in two of the classrooms were.asked to respond to an emotion
with appropriate non-verbal communitation. The evaluator scored the
responses on a pass-fail basis. The. percentage of students passing 3
on each of the five dimension:9. were:'

.

Facial expression 98%
Posture
Body Movement 75Z
Gesture 85Z
Body Placement 63%

(see page 25, Pilot Beport).

.
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TIE PRODUCT: SHAPE
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMIEL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
EduCational Laboratory, Inc.) -

'3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Rene Michel-Trapaga, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This package, part of the Aesthetics and Arts Elements group of the
Five Sense Store materials, introduces students to concepts 'basic to
a further exploration of shapes. The Things About Shapes book
introduces package concepts and supplies instructions for the activities.
Students discover that shapes are everywhere, that shapes are things and
things have shape, that shapes are sometimes found inside other shapes,
and that shapes put together make bigger shapes. In addition to working
with Things About Shapes, students and teachers search the classroom
and the outside environment for examples of package concepts; the
students explore their new information about shapes in their own
drawings; and they cut shapes from worksheets included .wdth the package
and arrange these to discover how mull shapes can be combined to form
larger shapes.

This package will encourage students to:'1) become aware that all
things in our surroundings have shape and that shapes can be cate-
gorized. They will recognize that while the-Outline of a thing is
often considered its total shape, the inside, the outside, texture,
color; volume, and size are also aspects of shape; 2) recognize
shapes in different visual frames of reference--shapes within other
shapes--and to be able to identify geometric shapes, biomorphic
shapes, or combinations; and 3) create shape compositions, which
helps them to perceive simple and complex visual relationships.

4
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Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 2

Concept: Some shapes are inside other shapes.

Objective: By observation, the students recognize shapes
in different visual faames of referenceshapes within other
shapes--and are able to identify geometric shapes, biomorphic
shapes, or combinations.

Procedure: The students will locate and discuss shapes
inside other shapes from their immediate environment.

This lesson is an introduction to one aspect of the idea that
complex shapes can usually be looked at as a grouping of
smaller shapes.

e-

Being able to perceive and point out parts in larger wholes
is a skill that allows young students to deal with quite
complicated visual totpositions without confusion or
frustration. This lame skill has wide applicability in
dealing with other kinds of wholeshearing the melody part,
or picking out the number of tone colors in a musical work,
for example, increases understanding of the whole work-of
music. Or noting hoW an actor uses parts of his body in
theatrical characterization--his voice, his race, his arms
and hands can make a-complex series of events more under
standable and meaningful to an Informed audience memVer.
This activity will help students deal more knowledgeably
with, a part of the whole visual phenocaena shape.

Use the following questions to have the students demonstrate
their understanding of the concept that shapes nay be fauna
"inside-other shapes.

Look at your shoeA.
Can, you find a shape,inside other shapes?

Look at the room.,"
Can you find shapO inside of other shapes?

Can you find a shape inside of a shape inside
of a shape? .

1!:

Consider using this exercise
so that you can tell Whether
perceive shapes inside other

as a basis,for group discussion
the students can, in fact,
shapes. c

Examples of shapes inside ofshapes can be found in the
student's booklet, Things About Shope.

I
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THPLr?{ENTATION PPDCEDURES'

Shape does not require a specialist teacher. The package has been
tested with student/ in grtde two, but may be used with younger and
older students at the 4,174etion of the teacher. There are various
possibilities for structuring the activities in this package. The
student books were writebn to be almost totally self - instructional
for students, but most sections will benefit from added information
by the teacher. The teacher may instruct the whole group on what to
do and then allow smaller groups to work, at various times, or she may
let individual students or small groups work independently with the
materials. #

MATERIALS, DQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL ,REQUIREMENTS

. Source if
Required . Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
3 Things About 1 set per $27.50* Worksheets
Shape books 6 students consumable

3 Pads of yearly.
individual
worksheeth

Teacher Materials:
Teacher's
Guide

$ 3.95*

*Prices subject to change.

Summary Cost Information

Packages can be purchased n varying multiples of six, for example,
12-student, 18-student, or 24- student. sets. Student and teacher
materialS can be purchased separately, so that only one set of teacher
materials need be purchased with two, three, four, or five studebt sets.

-

Cost for one complete,unit containing enough materials for one teacher
and six studentts $31.45.

Personnel Require 'for Production Adoption and Implementation

The classroom teacher without special training can implement this
instructional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher and
by CEKREL, Inc Curriculum consultation is also available from CEMREL,
Inc. Costs for these services can be obtained from each organization.

ti
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SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetics and Arts Elements: Visual Art

An infinite 'variety of shapes exist in the environment, Some shapes
exist within other shapes and some complex shapes are made up of
smaller shapes. In combination with the other two shape packages
(Shape Relationships and Shapes and Patterns) the visual elements of
shape, color, texture, size, volume, and dimension are explored.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Shape is 'designed for students at the primary-grade level.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpo'e of this package is to establish the relationship between
an art element, shape, and the wbole visual work; to sharpen the
students' abilities to perceive both V.mple and complex shapes; to
help students visualize the interrelationsItip between shape and other
aspects of visual phenomena; and to lead students to make,aesthetic
judgments about visual phenomena both in the environment and in the
visual arts.. .

PATTERNS OF USE

Shape is a selfrcontained instructional package with' activities that are
sequential and cumulative. It.may be'used as part Of an.Ongoing ele-
mentary art curriculum; taught as a unit with the other two shapes
packages (Shape Relationships and Shapes and Patterns); linked with the
other AEP units in the Aesthetics and Arts Elements group; or used to
develop basic sensory, perception

ASSiiSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, teacher and students are involved
in assessing learning by analyzing student oral responses and student
products.. Guidelines for evaluation axe contained in.the Teacher's
Guide.'

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Shape requires approximately 15 hours to complete, depending upon '

the number of students a teachef has and whether or not she divides
them into groups when trod ing with the package. The various aCtilaties
within the package requir from 30 minutes to one hour to complete.

. 117
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ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial Use in four

separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic

characteristics. The developers have not received any reports of harm

associated with the use of this product.

Materials Are carefully scrutinized'to eliminate any form of social

bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.

Any question of such shortcomingi in the materials is resolved by an

appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert

outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate-any

deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial...indicates that the materials

can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and'be successfully

implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The. package was tested with grade two students in: "local public schools

from a variety of socio-economic levels. One of the activities in the

package wat.used as a test of studehtSg achievement of. package

objectives% This activiti.presented a variety of shapes which students

were to.cut out andl4lue into a larger shape. lAtAeast'76% of;the

students.were able to perform-at or above the criterion level, as

judged by a pdhisi of evaluators. ,

AVAIABILUY

Shape is curr tly available from tie publisher. This product

carries a 1973 Opyri ht date,, and copyright.is claiimed until 1981-;

the Viking Pr ImoIn Center for the Performing Arts

,625 Madison Ave. '

..
...s. New York, New York 1022

ZNFORMATIOLCI!Ri= AS OF MARCH-,1975.

11.3
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims.
for Shape

Careful Development:
. .. .

Assurabces and cIiims of careful /development are supported by the
Casio Program.Pjan, Aesthetic Education Program (cesEL, 972). This

.source explains in-detail the standard ?rocedureS followedin the
development andZvaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was prep#ed for this package, and descfibes the results of
intensive obserg41-ion of-package activities ina single classroom
.trial. A pilt4evaluation report qhows the results of package trial.
in theee diffe t classroom settings.. Both'hothouse.apd pilot
-evaluation rep cs are available from C EL.ES

Effectiveness:,

After instruction, student products frob the third lesson in the
workbook were judged.by a panel of in-house evaluators,'including
am art edUcator with a. Ph.D, the shairmen.of.the printmaking
department at a major university, a curriculumaevelpper in art ulqo
al$o was an .experienced teacher, an in-house evaluation specialist,
and.a _kindergarten -teacher. In that activity, each student was

,

asked to cut opt a variety of shapes, and rearrange toed into a larger
shape. The new -Shapes-were. glued to a plAce of paper. he following
table represents the judgment of thf evaluators of the level.of

'accomplishment of the students.

Masher of Students iteachirtg Criterion Leiel on -ads Product
S-.87 .

.trbdudt E.
._

not rljne Poor ' X . Average Z
_.

Good Z Excellept Z .

,

IN- 1 1.k 17 26 30 -29 - 33 16 18
II . 2 2 la 21 29 33. - 29 33 - 9 10III .z .2 8 , 9 7 dip"--"N- 8. 27 3,1 43 49
Isr . . .1 1 21. 24 14 39 28 32 3 3

.
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NIE PRODUCT: SHAPE RELATIONSHIPS
. (Part ,of the AestheLiE Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional

Educational Laboratory, Inc.)
3120 59th'Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

A

Stanley S. Hideja, Program-Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
BernardS..Rosenblatt, Astociate Director'
SharonSocklage, Editorial Coordinator

'Rent Michel-Trapaga, Product Developer,

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

O

This package, part of the Aesthetics and Arts Elements group of ehe
Five Sense Store materials, helps students explore relationships
between different shapes, between shapes and the environment, and
between shape and other visual eiemenis (texture, size, color, and
'volume). kboolc called More Thugs About Shapes presents the concepts
aad fold-up cubes and pyramids provided on worksheets reinforce the ACP
students' discoveries about the differences, *and the similarities,
between two-di=mensionaland three-dimensional shapes. Additional
activities, such as the building of larger sculptural and architectural
shapes with the fold-up shapes, reinforce the relationships discussed .

in the book.

This package will encourage students 1) to perceive that many things
in the, environment share the same or similar shape; 2) to discover-.
thatcolor, size, texture, and volume, as well as shape; give more
complete visual informatian about a .thing; 3) to perceive and analyze
three-dimensional shapes from, different physical .points of view; and,
4) to work with depth aS..it relates to shapes in space by combining
two-dimensional-shapes into shapes that have volume.

Sample' Lesson

(Addressed to Teachers)
Lesson 1

'Concept: Many things have the same shape..

objective: The.students,will perceivd that many different things
. in the environment share the same or similar shapes.

1.21
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Procedure: The students observe different things whicii have sir lar

shapes. They create different things from the -same shapes by adding
more lines and surface details, including color, texture, and volume.
Their own 'drawings, and discussion about those drawings, helps them
understand the concept involved.

The students should become aware of objects that are round'orcircle-,
like. Help your students field things around them which are. similar is
shape, e.g., clocks, lights, balls, oranges, etc.,

Select another general type of shape, perhaps things which are more
or less square or oval, and repeat-the above process. In looking
for objects.of rectangula shape', for example, the'spdents might
find windows doors, boxes, bricks, desks, rooms., books, or dhalit-
bokrds.

Have the students use,the'optlines pn their workshglpts,and draw
shapes. It is not necessary that the shapes the ptudent draws
have exactly, the sane outline.' Rather, similarity-should be the
key word for this activity: the concern is with things that look
roundish, or free-form, on.square, etc. The criteria for assessing
student products are given here:

Fluency: the student should draw at least twp things thgt share
the, same shape.' AC

-,Ni. 1,

Flex ility: each 'two Shings the student draws On his yorksheP
soul how redefinition of the shapes provided andelWAlould'

s ow a quite different thing.
-:-- 7
...---._

While elaboration is not the4aain point h#petrrihe addition of
details to the shapes should le enco6FReid. '.'

, -
....

2

Always watch for the spirit optxperimentation in the students' r

wqrk,

To tie'? students lUrthiT-Maden their experience with things that..4re
generally the same in shape,, lead short sight-seeing trips around

.

room, the school building, and/or the playground, haying tem
fot only. round things, or.only dquare things, or only tali, tliin`
,things, for example.

.

. r-

/
7
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SUBJECT AREA(S) -
AO

Aesthetics and .Arts Elements: General Art

There are shape sintilariFies among things different in kind; some
shapes having- volume may be seen as composed of smaller shapes
or planes; and volumetrieishapes, too, may be combined to form.
larger three-dimensional shapes. Color, size, texture, and volume
relate to shape. The representation of any object differs from
the object itsif

'INTENDED USERS ANDBV)-57_14ZARIES-

Shape Relationships is designed for students at the primary grade
4evels.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of thi.package is to help the students perceive that
many different things in the environment share the sane or similar
shapes, and that these things also have color, size, texture, and
volume; to help students perceive and analyze three-dimensional
shapes from different points of view; to discuss depth as it relates
to objects and to two-dimensional representations of those'objects;
and to lead students to make more aesthetic judgments about their
visual world.

PATTERNS OF USE

Shape Relationships is a self-contained instructional package with
activities that are sequential and-cumulative. It may beused as
part of an ongoing elementary art curriculum; taught as a unit with
the other two shapes papkages (Shape and Shapes and Patterns); linked
with other AEP units in the Aesthetic and Arts Elements group; fr used
to develop basic sensory perception skills.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Wl'iile there are no formal test's, learning is assessed by teacher
and students. -Student products are judged by both teacher and
student, and the teacher is provided with guidelines for judging
their work. Also oral responses are assessed and again,.the
Teacher's Guide contains cues for the teachee's evaluation of
student work.

tic
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TIME REQUIREKEWS
4

Shape Relationships requires approximately 15 hours to complert,
depending upon the number of students a teacher has and whether or not
she divides them into groups when working with the package. The
various activities within the package require from 30 minutes to one
hour to complete.

DELEKENTATION PROCEDURES

Shape Relationships does not requireca specialist teacher. The package
has been tested with students In grade two _but may be used with
younger and older students at the discretion of the teacher. There
are various possibilities for structuring the activities is this
package. The student books were written to be almost totally self-
instructional for students, but most sections ,will benefit from madded
informationlv the teacher. The .teacher may instruct the citole group
on what to do and then allow smaller groups to work at various times,
or she may let individual students or small groups work independently
with the materials..

MATERIALL, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

- Source if
Required Quantity .Cost per Replacement Different from
Items . Needed__ Item Rate ,Distributor
. _--

Student Materials: 1 set $27.50* Workebeets
'3 More Things About per 6 consumable

Shapes books students yearly
3 pads of individ-
ual worksheets

Teacher Materials:
Teacher's Guide $ 3.95*

*Price subject to change

Summary Cost Information
b

t
Packages can be purchased in varying multiples'of six, for example,
12-student, 18-student, or 24-student sets. Student and teacher
materials can be purchased separately, so that only one set of
teacher materials need be purchased with two, three, four or five
student sets. Cost for one complete unit containing.enough materials
for one teacher and six students is $31.45.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

The classroom teacher Without special training can implement.this
instructional package. 9orkshops are offered by the publiiher and
by cEmRgL. Inc. Costs for these services. can be obtained from each
organization.
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ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

ti)

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely varying socio-economic characteristics.
The developers have not received any reports of harm associated with
the use of this product.

Materiali are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or imappropridteness of content.
Any question of such shortcoming of materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by 'a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gained from classroom trial indicates the materials can
stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

Th major claim to be 'made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
ructional materials is that they represent the-only comprehensive

cur iculum resource based on the'arts that has been develqped in the
United States using the Carefully defined and implemented develop-
ment and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychOlogists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluationis carried on durint the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of develop-
m ent, trained obgervers-carry out an observational monitoring of .

a trial implementation of the package in prototype form. The
information-derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for
revising the materials for further trials. It also servesas an
early warning system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings
in the'ackage. After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is
carried out in three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must
pass three major tests: First, they must be in keeping with the
-overall goals of the program. Second, there Rust be evidence that'
the materials can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher.
Third, the materials must meet certain short-tern payoff objectives,
demonstrated by verification of measurable differences in the
behavior of the students who have studied the materials. After the
pilot trial of the materials, the program has continued to gain
information on a yearly basis.

326
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..11.4 All

The pilot evaluation of this package wad carried out with grades
2 and 3 students in local siboolg. Specially constructed tests
indicated that 70% or more of the children were able to reach
standard's judged to be average= gopd, or excellent on tasks related
to the package after receiving ipstruction. Teacher satisfaciton
with the materials was also high, as measured by post-treatment
questionnaires.

AVAILABILITY

Shape Relationships is currently available from the publisher.
.Product carries a 1973 copyright date, and copyright is claimed
until 1981.

. ...

The Viking Press /Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 HadisoaAvenue
New York, New York loon .4

INFORMATION CURRENT XS OF MARCH: 1975
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Shape Re3-Itil.41ps

Careful Development:

Assurances and Claims of careful development are supported .by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEHREL, 1972).
This source explains in detail the standard procedures followed --
in the development and evaluation of this package. A hothouse evalua-
tion report was prepared for this package and describes the results of
intensive observation of package.activities in a single classroom.-
A pilot evaldation report shows the results of classroom trial in
three different classrooms. Both hothouse and pilot reports exist
for Shape Relationships. An Overview of Deyelopment and Evaluation of
The Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974) explains the procedure through
Which the Program continues to gather information on produdts which
have passed the pilot stage of evaluation.

Effectiveness:

Second and r4rea grade classes from a variety of socio-economic
levels received instruction in a pilot version of the package.
Products from the student work after receiving instruction
were judged to meet a specified criterion level_by a panel of evalua-
tors: The results were:

Number of StudentsReathing Criterion Level on Each Product

Product
,

Pattern 2 10 Shapes
.

2

1.1 26 96 23 85

PatternDifferent Pa
0

10 Shapes
.

.27
.

100 27 100,

.
Different Pattern

.

*Well Organized

J
0

.

24 89. 13 48

Pattern
.

*Complexity

,

P 23 85 3 11

Teacher Satisfaction:

The questionnaire and summary of teacher responses, based on their
teaching of a pilot version of the package indicate teacher tat-

,. isfaction, indicating that students voluntarily'went beyond the
package and that the teachers felt the guide was adequate. The
questionnaires are summarized in the Appendix of the Pilot Report.
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NIE PRODUCT: Shapes and Patterns
(Part of-the AcSthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPERIAUTECR: CMREL, Inc.
(Formerly 'Central Midwestern Regional

Educational-Laboratory, Inc.)
3120 59th Street
St. Louis, MisSouri 63139

Stanley S. Maddja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Aocklage, Editoxial Coordinator
Rene Michel-Trapaga, Product Developer.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This package, part of the Aesthetics and Arts Elements group of the
Five Sense Store materials, helps students discover the relationship
of shapes to pattern. Instruction is centered on the student book,
Things About Shapes and Patterns, which introduces the students to how
color, size, texture, and volume function in the formation of visual
patterns. In addition to working with the book, students also use
shapes provided on worksheets to create original patterns. They are
encouraged to look for examples of patterns all around them--in bbokn,
in the classroom, in nature. Additional worksheets have fold-up
shapes that are used to create patterns of volumes.

This package will encourage students to 1) become aware that-a
pattern made up of shapes employs shape similarity, repetition,
and ordering; 2) to become aware that a visual pattern can also
have color, size, texture., and, in some cases, volume; and 3) to
perceive and analyze similarity, repetition, and orden of shape,
color, texture,_ size, and volume, in patterns found in works of
art and in the environment. =

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 2

.Concept: Patterns are made of more than shapes.

Objectives: The students still be made aware that a visual
pattern can also have color, size, texture, and, in some
cases,

130
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Procedure: Here students will create both flat and three-
dimensional patterns. They will disduss color, size,
texture, and volume,ink

?
relation to patterns.

Groupinglike mr unlikealapes into a unit creates a new
shape from the parts, the new shape can be repeated to
form a pattern. Further, color can be-repeared on certain
shapes or groups of shapes within a pattern, and the

. other elements size, texture,.and vo1nr-c --can operate in
the sane way. Repetition, shape or shape unit similarity,
acrd ordering remain the guiding principles:

The repetition of two things is discovered in this activity.
One is repetition of shape units, and the other is the
repetition of the colors of the shape units.

Have students find a shape unit in their books. Ask them
which is the Largest shape unit. Then ask if they can
see a pattern to the repetition of colors.

"How many different textures-are repeated in
this pattern?

"How would you deperibe each texture?
"What shapes are repeated to make the pattern?
"How many different sizes are repeated in -

this pattern?
"What...are the shapes that are repeated?
."What is the largest shape unit in this
pattern?"

The worksheets which accompany this lesson provide the
students with an opportunity to make use of the concepts
explored so far. More specifically, they shOuldlbe able to
make patterns; make Use of color, texture, and the size
variations in the patterns provided on the two 'worksheets;
and create larger units of pattern by combining the
different shapes provided.

Be sure that each student has a scissors, crayons ar colored
pencils, 12" x 18" (or smaller) heavy paper, and rubber
cement .or glue..

Watch for their use of repetition, ordering, and use of
shapes or shape units in their patterns. Allow

them-caenty'of timercvexperioent ,and have fun with the.'
-patEerhs before theY ii43-eet their "best" to glue.

V , -
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SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetics and Arts.Elements: Visual Art

Order and repetition and variation apply to pattern formation. A
pattern is forned yllen one or more shapes are repeated or when elements
such as color, texk%re, size, and volume are repeated.

IN USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Shapes and Patterns is designed for students at the primary grade
levels.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)'

The purpose of this package is to help students become aware that a
pattern made up of shapes employs shape similarity, repetition, and
ordering, and that a visual pattern can also have color, size, texture,
and in some cases, volume. The students will be ab1,e to perceive and
analyze the elements of pattern in the environment and in works of art,
and will thus increase their ability to make aesthetic judgments about
visual phenomena.

PATTERNS OF USE

Shapes and Patterns is a selfcontained instructional package with
'activities that are sequential and,cumulative. It may be used
as part of an ongoing elementary art curriculum; _caught as a unit
with the other two shapes packages (Shape and Shape Releationships);
linked with other AEP units in the Aesthetics and_Arts Elements group;
or used to develop basic visual perception skills.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are na formal tests, students and teacher.assess learning
by analyzing both oral responses and student-proctuab. The Teacher's
Guide contains gu4delines for assessment of learning.

TIME REQUIREMENTS
i

Shapes and Patterns requires approximately ten hours to complete,
depending upon the number of students a teacher has and whether
or not she divides them into groups when working with the package.
The various activities within the package require from 30 minutes to
one hOur to complete.

1'00
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IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES.

Shapes and Patterns does not require a specialist teacher. The
package has been tested with students in grade two, but may be
used with younger and older students at the discietion of the
teacher. There are various possibilities for' structuring the
activities in this package. The student books were written '

to be almost totally self-instrUctional for students, but most

sections will benefit from added information by the teacher. The
teacher rmay instruct the whole group on what to do and then allow
smaller groups to work at various times, or she may let individual
students or small groups work independently with the materials.

MATERLUS, EQUIPMENT, A.10) PERSONNEL RI.Q UIRDIENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item . Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
3 Things Abdut 1 set per $36.00*
Shapes and 6 students
Patterns
books

6 Pads of Worksheets
individual consumable
worksheets Yearly

Teacher Materials
Teacher's Guide $ 3.95*

*Prices subject to change. ,

Summary Cost Information

Packages can be purchased in varying multiples of six, for example,
12-student, 18-student, or 24-student sets. Student and teacher.
materials can be purchased separately, so that only one set, of teacher
materials need be purchased with two, three, four, or five student
sets. Cost for one complete unit containing enough materials for que
teacher and six students is $39.95. ,

Personnel Required fob Product Adoption,and Implementation

The classroom teacher without special training can implement this
instructional package. Workshops are offered irp,the publisher and by
CEMREL, Inc. Curriculum consultation is also available from CEMREL, Inc.
Costs for these services can be obtained from each organization.

6
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....ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely varying, ethnic and-socio-economic

.characteristics. The developers have not received any reports of
harm associated with the useof thiF meduct.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inapprapriateneas of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the material's by a qualified expert
Outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate'any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent" teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
developm,ent laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of

educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and-form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation it carried on during the creation'of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of development,
trained observers carry out an obserVational monitoring of a trial
'implementation of the package in prototype form. The information
derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in
three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major.
tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand

.

alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who have
studied the materials. After the pilot trial of' the materials, the
program has continued to gain information on the utilization of
the published version of the package on a yearly basis.
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The package was tested with grade two students in local schools from a
variety of socio-economic levels. One of the activities in the workbook
was used as a 'test of whether the, students achieved the package ob-
jectives. A panel of evaluators judged whether. students metthe
criterion for making shapes into different patterns. 98; of the
students performed at or above the criterion level.

AVAILABILITY

Shapes and Patterns carries a 1973 copyright date, and copyright
is claimed until 1981. *It is currently available from the pub-
lisher/distributor:

The'Viking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 MadisomwAvenue
New York,. New,York 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975.
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Evidence to:'SupportAssurances and Claims
for Shapes and Patterns

Careful DeVelopmpet:-%,.

Assurances.and claims of careful develop ent are:supported by the..

Basic Program Pled, Aesthetic Education Program (CEHREL;.1972). This,

source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the

development and evaluation of this product. A:hothouse evaluation
report was prepared for this package, and describes the, results of

intensive observation of package activities in a-single classroom

trial. A pilot evaluation report showsthe results of package trial
in three different classroom settings. Both bpthouse and pilot

evaluation reports were prepared on Shapes and Patterns.' An Overview
ofDevelopment and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store {Edwards,. 1974)
explains the procedure through which the program Continues to gather
informatiab on products which are presently being used in the field:.

.s

Effectiveness:

After instruction in two classrooms, student products from worksheets
1, 2, and 3 in workbook were judged by a panel, of evaluators. The'

students were asked to rearrange increasintay abstract shapes into
different patterns. The evaluatora judged 981 or more of the
students in each class.to have achieved the criterion level (see

conclusions Pilot Report).

On an orally adminidtered questionnaire, 54% of the students who
received instruction in the paCkage indicated either' very high or
high satisfaction with the materials (see Appendex A, Pilot Report).

The teachers who taught the package indicated that they would
recotmend the materials to other teachers and that their own

. students were excited by the package and voluntarily sent beyond
it, doing additional activities and bringing relevant materials from
home (see Appendix C, Pilot RepArt).

1
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Table : Humber of4Students Reaching Criterion Level on .Product F: Shapes II

S -83 \

t (j t:-

Prodvct F Nothing t
Only One 1Two Sharies

Shape % Tiff. Type %
,

Two Shape? 1

Diff. Kind.

la
. 18 22 65 78 -,

b

. .

1 1 47 S7 35 42

2
4

2 2 81 98

.

5
vV. 45

1-

54 38 46

6

, .. . 4

,

7 8 76 92

.

C-

1

7
6: 7 77 93

8
1 1 16 19 66 80

9
2 2

.

- t

22 27 59 71

4.

4

from "Pilot Report: Shapes and
Patterns" (ibly, 1972) , page 17.
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NTE PRODUCT: MOMENT
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.

-14 1.

a

(Formerly Central Midyagteru Pvegion.411,

'

3120 59th Street
St. Lollis, Missouri 631;9

Stanley S. Madeja; Program Diretter.
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director.
SharoftMocklage, Editoria2 Coordinatei'
Linda Slama Kelly; Product Developer

v

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

.71. JP w- - - -

One of the Aesthetics and Arts Elements series of the Five Sense Store
packages, this set of materials introduces students to movement as a-
phenomenon that pervades Pour own lives as host all, environments.
The elements of movement, which give it form, are space,,, time, and
force. Its aesthetic qualities become obviouslihen movement functions
as a medium of expression through the manipulation of these elements.

The expressive potential of movement is extensive., It can be-used in
ymbols aad,gestures representative of ideas, events, or feelings. For
instance, the way a person walks or stands may reveal his feelings and
thoughts, just as tyre way a dancer moves conveys a particular feeling.
Movement can also be.appreciated for its own innate qualities and
forms. That is, movement can be appreciated simply as movement, as
being expressive in its own right: not of an expression of something
elsemovemtnt for movement's sake, so -to speak. ,Having such avariety of expressive potential, it has found its way into many art
fOrms, such as kinkic sculpture, film, dance, and pantomimic

The purpose of this Movement packagt is to develop an awareness of
movement in general and of its expressive elements in particular. An
awareness that through, the 'manipulation of these same elemenfrimoyealent
can be emOIOyed as an expressive medium for art Will increase the
students' perceptions of and responses to art works and to natural
events in the environment which inClAt movement as an expressive force.

To reach this goal, the students will explore and manipulate selected
properties pf space, time,,and force via human movement. The students'' -
own body movements serve as the tool with which they mill experience,
perceive, and respond throughout this package. Besides being a mode
already familiar to young children, it provides a natural liaison with
two of the art forms in which movement is used aestheticallydance
and drama. Although this is not g ared to be a "dance" package, 'the
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students' will have the extra benefit of manipulating, exploring, and
improvising to their creative problem-soiviAg through the Use' of
movement. The. process, as"Dell:is the content, therefore, should
provide the student with a better understanding, or at least awareness,
of the aesthetic dimension ormovement in the performing arts, theatre,
and dance.

Sample Lesson
00,-* (Addressed to Teachers)

-e

Lesson 13: Manipulating the Elements of Movement for Expression

General Description: The students will shape movements of their
own and varLotheir expressi ects by manipulating the
elements.

Background: This last tivity attempts to integrate the ideas
in the package into a c4aningful experience. Bare the students
will discover that all of the elements are Operating at all
times in any movenen and that changing any one element will
affect the total mov,.-.t. Thus,-the previous exposure to
simplify the .nature o vemeav (energy In apace during time)
is now carried to a beg ng. awareMass, of' fort (interriationship
and organization of the elements). %tile the package ends
with this activity, the students thinking is- hopefully opemed
up and stimulated -for future experiences.

Procedure: l'Have the students each find an. empty space to work
in. Dirent"them to make a movement that uses their head and
one leg. _Give them a couple of minutes to

-
practice it so

that it is defined and set.

Encourage them as. they practice to find something on their
.own .whieh is_sliraer to them and not a copy of their neighbor's
movement.

When thrall seem to be ready, tell them to do the same
movemegi but change the timing in some way,. "Try tp
longer or shorter; try it very fast or very slow. Which
is best for your movement ?"

I
t have them go bac1Cto their original movements before

tin g Change. Say, "Now, change the space it takes to do
it in."

Again, ha4e_rltem. return to their origina/omovement. "Now
change the eneigy.you use to do your movement. Try it
jerky, smooth;-sharp, relaxed." '
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Give then tine to explore and be itightly.frustrated. until

crfAs

they discove a solution for each change. You may help those

who are obv ly completely'stuck bi=4Fuggesting a variation
.

for then t try. .

Repeat this process with a'itewovenent including the back,

- one arm, and one foot.

Finally, set the task. Tell the students to find a movement
that uses their whole'body, practic-e it until it iskjust
right; and then change it three tines: change the timing,
then change-the space, then change the energy.

Suggest that they practice all.their changes until they feel

ready to show then to a friend. After they demonstrate their

movemenr, have them watch their friend's movement. The two

shOuld tell one another If they -can see the change in space

and thed in Onine antin energy. If not, they should.work

on it more pntil it's clear au& then show it again. If some

students seem unable to work alone, suggest that they work

with a 'partner or in a snall\groug of three.

If some students want to demonstrate their work- to everyone

else, by all means,allow it. But do not force performance.

Premature performance can produce self-consciodsness and

inhibit creativity. It is always best to have students
demonstrate in groups of three or ,four at a tine.

yam= AREAtS)

Aesthetics and Arts Elements: Dance

Expressive potential of mouement; familarity 41thnd na;opulation of

e elements,of movement --space, time, and force; integration of

elements of movement into an aesthetic form.

INTENDED USERS ANDAIEFIC

Movement wasdesigned foT and formally tested with students in the

third grade. At the discretion of the, teacher, it would be suitable

for fOurth-srade students as well.

OAL(S) OR.P URrOSB(9

The purposes, of this instructional package are for students to 1) become

aware of movement as a phenomenon that pervades our lives; 2) become

apd to be able to manipulate the expressive elements of

movement; and 3) become aware that through the manipulation of these

,same elements movement can be employed as an exprtssive medium for art.
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PATTERNS OF USE

Movement is a self-contained instructional pactage with activities that
are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as part of an ongoing
curriculum in dance or linked with other AEP packages which are related
to music, art, drama, and literature and which are clustered around
"Aesthetics and Arts Elements.",

A.SSESSIM'T PROVISIONS

One diagnostic activity is included with the materials and it is for
pre/post-test use only. Throughout the activities student learning is
assessed by both teacher and students. Appropriate guidelines for
assessment are built into the Teacher's Guide.

TIME REQUIREI...MTS

I. The lessons in Movement 4quire approximately 12 hours to complete.
.' The teacher is advised to spend no more than 40 minutes at a time on

any one lesson.
.

LwEPLEKENTATION PROCEDURES

Movement dots not require,a specialist teacher. It can be taught to
small gt-ups or large groups of students. All of the lessons.require
large, Blear floor area for movement explorations. The TeaCher's_Guide.

outlines all procedures for the teacher and has been rated as quite
useful in testing situations.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS'

.....

Source if'
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement .Different from

..,

Ifa& Needed Item Rate
,

Distributor. _

Student Materials:
3'"Your .1 set per

Body Moves" Cstudents
booklets

3 20'.1engths
of colored

yarn

Teacher Materials:
Body charts
Fabric bag .

Sand clock
Set of 8 x 10
photos

Film, "Movement
in Dance"

Teacher's Guide

* No consumables

F

t`{

t

*Prices for these materials. have not yet been determined.

"
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Personnel Required for and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training itc dance can ;Ummeimt
this instructional package. Workshops are offered by the p lishei and
by CZKREL. Curriculum cOisultation is also available ffMm
Costs for these services can be obtained from each organization.

ASSURAFES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic charac-
teristics. The developers have not received any reports of harm.
,associated with the use of this product.

.
Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the mterials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials.by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any)
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indtcates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented-with no aid keyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

4

Claims
<----

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Progiamss.
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive

.

curriculum resource based on'the arts that has been developed in the
Prated Statei using the carefully defined and implemented development,
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational'
deVelopment laboratory.

,
At all stages .of development, a National Ad;.risory Committee of

educational psychologists, educators; and arts educators 'review the
substinCe and form of the instructional materials, A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by,the program.' In the early stages of develop-
madt trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package:in prototype ford. The information
_derived from this monitoring serves, as a basis for revising'tir
materials forlurther trials.. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the Package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried'out in
three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major

14 0
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teat s: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the

program. Second, therp rust be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must

ppet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification

of measurable differences in the behaviar'of the students who 4Pe

studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials, the

program has continued to gain information an the utilization of the
published version of the packages on a yearly basis.

The pilot evaluation of thipackage was carried out with
third-grade students in local schools. One diagnostic test having two

major components (verbal and visual) was constructed for the evaluation
of this package, focusing upon the more important outcomes of package

instruC'tion. The tests were administered in the classrooms which
participated in pilot trial and in an equal number of control group

classrooms. when students who had taken the full unit were compared
w.th control group students, those instructed with the unit earned

higher scores on eaa of the two components. The score differences

in favor of .:adents who used. the materials were statistically signifi-

cant. Studer-. performance on this test supports_ a claim for product

effectivenes. The product cultivates in students a realization that
through 'mani;,.lation of these elementsspace, time, and force- -

movement can Be employed asan expression medium for art.

AWLABFLITY

The anticipated completion date of Movement is late in 1975. The

package is ce,pyrighted.

INFORMATION 7.7RRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

4
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Evidence to Support Assurances -and Claims
for Movement

Careful Devilopment:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1972). This
source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was prepared for this Package, and describes the results of ,
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom

trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial
in threq, different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports are available.

Effectiveness:

A student questiormaire and a teacher questionnaire were A_6ministered

post package. Student response was largely favorable (usually around
70%) toward the package in its content, concepts, approach, and length.

In the teacher's questioinaire, the Teacher's Guide was rated quite

favorably. Overall reaction to the package materials was quite
favorable in regard-to appearance, ease"of use, and durability.

A pre-test/post-test contrortroup design was used in pilot testing the

Movement package. The overall design was apne-between groups br'
one-within groups repeated measures factoriAl with three observations
,(class means) per cell. The components of the cognitive -type criterion
referenced test were'divided into two major parts: the venal and the
visual. As indicated by the labels used, th# verbal'component consisted
o those items that'wereheavily loaded on a'verbal test format; the

_ visual component consisted of those items involving strictly visual
.or pictorial input. The sum of the two components constituted the'

total test score. Within the context of'he one-betiyeen by oqe-within.
groups design, a separate analysis of variance was performed on each

of the three major test components. .The results generally support the
conclusions that the vials of the package were achieved and that taking
the test twice did not unduly inflate the wit-test gain7 (pp. 13-14,
Pilot Test Report, February 1972).
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Summary Statement:

Objectives:

Description:

Aesthetics and the Creative Process series (Grades 2-3)

To identify major concepts, approaches to study, .

objectives, and alternate solutions to the problems
of analysis and selection of curriculum' content
Aesthetics and the Creative Process for grades 2-3. ,

To implement the development, tFial teaching, and
revision of units of instruction in these areas by
preparation of three multi-media sets of materials,
which, when added to the materials completed before
the start of the NIE contract, will complete this
series, approximately 11 instructional units in all.

In these instructional units the students work with
elements of the arts andthe environment and creatively
transform then into a whole work. The students leA-n
that all-people who create art, no matter what the arts
discipline, go through a similar process of originating
an idea and organizing elements into an end product to
com ulqicate that idea. Sore of the activities in which
the students make their own structure forthe creative
process arev 'cteating a characterization-, constructing
a dramatic plot, relating sounds and' movements, and

Instructional units

creating word pictures.

s .02-
in this Series Making Patterns lte Sounds 1

Examining Point of View 2

Perceiving Sound WOrd Patterns 2

Relating Sound-and Movement 2

Creating with SOunds and Images 2

1 ' -Analyzing CharacterizatiOn 2
Creating'Word Pictures "3
Constructing Dramatit Plot 3

Creating Characterization 3
Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes- 3

Forming with Movement 8' 3

Outcomes: The student organizes his own method, or structure,'
for completing a whole work of his own design.

,..The student can descilibe and analyze the aesthetic
decisions he used in completing ehe.whole,work.

a
, The,student transforMs the elements into whole 'works

in a number of arts disciplines and, therefore, can
contrast the methods, or structures, of heindividual

% disciplines.

The student is able to criticize, lasing his own,

aesthetic criteria, his own work and that of his peers.
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Status Report:
be comp/eted.
As of November 30, /975, 11 instructional units 'soil/

f

the following in4rmation describes each instructional unit in more detail..
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NIE PRODUCT: MAKING SOUNDS INTO PATTERNS
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program]

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern R e'gionel
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139 .

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharoi Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator

. Edward Swede, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

One of the Aesthetics and the Creative Procesi..-series of Five Sense
Store packages, Makjug Sounds into Patterns is designed to provide
primary students with some basic skills which w11 help, make them
more sensitive listeners to music. The students take part in listening
sad performing activities intended to initiate appreciation of whole
musical works'through'conscious awareness of musical components.

This package stresses, an` understanding of the part played by patterns
of sound duration and pitch, in the total musical work.' Students listen
to short,. medium, and long sound durations and-manipulate symbols re-
presenting these periods of sound. Using the visual symbols, the
students ,create patterns by cotbiaing varioussound durations in a
series. Then they periortmtheir own patterns or those of their Class..%
mates with a musical instrument or their own voices. The package's-
next step adds pitch to the duration patterns. This appbech readies
Students to understand that whole musical works, are coastructedof
pattdras which supply form, variety, and unity to a musthal

Certain-basic musical skills are necessary for proViding access,to
higher musical understanding. 'Such skills are essential because the
highly abstract nature of'music requires studeati. to reach as aural
starting point from which to move along 41 path' toward musical under-
standing.

The approach of this package, to the understanding of communication is
based on the students' curreneleVal:of,relating to sound, that is,
their relationship to the three levels of aural perciPfipn--hearing.\
listening, and assessment. .Most'primary students have, attained the- .

hearing level. This leyel 'b.as no spects1 aesthetic signifitanci,and
-

may be equated with a visual equivalent of looking but not seeing.
On the other hand, the thirdlevei,-asseasment,, ,implies analysis and
performance training. .To the yourIg student, this level is of. h6 major
,consequence. It is the,remaining .level- -listening --which can provide
fot the primary student a major inroad into,ehe art of'mudic.

.
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Sample Lesson ,

(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 6: Creating Patterns of Sound. Duration and Pitch

General Description: The student will create his own patterns of
sound duration and pitch, had the class will perform their com-
positions.

Procedure: You have now arrived at the.most vital experience of
this package. Students can become creators of original patterns.
rt is hoped that they will insist on new durations for more
variation and develop original symbols for implementing these
durations.

Distribute student color-coded pattern sheets and pencils. You
nay begin this experience by saiing to, the students,

"Can you write out a pattern?: What kind of marks can
you, rake to show 1--o--n--g, and short!
durations in your pattern?"

At first encourage them to think in terms of making symbols with
their pencils that look like the deik-iop symbols they used
earlier. >'

Tell-the students,

"When you have finished yout own patterns, we will choose
one to place on _the large pattern board. Then you sad the
whole class will play it." '

When most of the stddentS have had time to create original patterns,
choose one and copy it onto the large pattern board with large duraT.
tion symbols.

"O.K. classrlet's play Andy's; pattern." Or, "Au4y
play his pattern."

After the pattern has been played, collect all the materials.

SUBJECT AREA(S),

Aesthetics and the CreatiVe Process: Music

Exploration of patterns of sound duration; exploration of patterns of
pitch duration; relationship of patterns of sound and pitch duration
to total musical work; creation of student patteras of sound and pitch
durations, .

,

1.4 7
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INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

w* .

Making Sounds into Patterns has been designed for and for!'ally tested

with students in the first grade.

.GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is for students to under-
stand the part played by patterns of sound duration and pitch in a
total iosioal work.

PATTERNS OF USE

Making Sounds.into Patterns is a self-cenTained instructional package
with activities that are sequential and cumulative: It may be used
as part of an ongoing curriculum in music.or linked with other AEP
packages which are related to art,-dance, drana,,a6d literature and
which are clustered around "Aesthetics and the Creative Process."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, teacher and students assess learning
by judging student products and oral responses. uidelines for
assessing the responses are written in the Teacher's Guide.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Eakins Sounds into Patterns requires approximately 5 hours to
complete.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Making Sounds into Patterns will not require a specialist feather.
The lessons is the package call for large or small group instruction
in addition to individual" student work. Students may have to sit on
the'floor,in order t4 be close enough to the pattern board to see it

clearly.

The teacher is encouraged to relate the -concepts in Making Sounds ipto
Patterns to harmony in,music.

P

. ,
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. MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREEWTS
Source if.

Required Quantity Cast per Replacement Different from-
Item Needed Item Rate . Distributor

Studeat Materials:
large pattern board
with 36 duration
symbols; 12short,
12 piddle, 12 long

packets of.student,
desk-top. symbols _

color-coded student
pattern sheets

student pattern
reading booklets

Teacher Materials:
Teacher's Pitched
Pattern Booklet

Cassette InforMatiou

Teacher's Guide.

( *Materiels in this package -are still in, the prototype stage. Packaging
and cost determinations have not yet .been made.

Tape

Personae]. Required for Product Adoption sad Implementation

A classroom teacher without-special taining is music willbe able to

C911

-implement this instructional package. Workshops are offered by the
publisher, and curriculum consultati is available from CEMREL.
Costs for these services can be ob ained from each organization.

$
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ASSURANCES AND CLADS

Assurances

r

:

This sdt of materials was evaluated.,during its trial use in four
separate classrooms of w.dely varying ethnic pad socio-economic charac-

teristics. The developers have mot received any reports of harm
associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any foie of social
bias, ethnic orjexual stereotyping, or inapropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomingi in the materiels is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are reViseakto eliminate any
deficiencies identified irpthe'review. j

Information gathered from claSsrooM trio.' indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that giiien in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made. about the Aesthetip,Education Progiam's

instructional materials is that they refiresent the only comprehensive

curriculum resource based on the, arts that has been developed in the

United States using the carefully defined and implemented devIlopment

and evaluatioA procedures basic to the concept of an educatiodal

development laboratory.

' At all stages of.development, a National Advisory Ceetmittee of

educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the

substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative

evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of

materials developed by the program. In the early stages of developm ent

trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package in prototype form. The information

derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for,revlsing the

materials for further 5rials, It also serves as early warning

system for the detection of any intrinsic shortco gs in the package.

After revision, a second,:pilot stage, evaluatiinn -is carried out in

three'classrooms. 17 this stage, the materials must pass three major

tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the

program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand

alone in he handkof a competent teacher. Third, the materials must

meet certain short-term payoff objectives,.demonstrated-by verification

of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who have

studied, the Materials. After .the pilot trial of the materials, the

program has continued to gain information on the utilization_of the

published version of the package on a yearly basis.
4 5

'
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Two stages of developqrentaX evaluatioq ofthii package have been-
Carried out ie four firs - gcade,.ciassraaas in the St. Louis area.
Interviews with ehe'stugints indi?ate that 61 great majority of
them enjoyed 1.rorkingon the package and almost ali of then had
learma the key concepts in the packager

Other results of'the interviews conducted with students and teachers
have indicated that certain moilifications should be made in these
marerials.4ith regard to the student equipment supplied- and
clarification of goals (see Pilot Report, pp. 19-20, May 1974).
These ievisionsyi be carried out before the materials are
published.

This package is primarily experiential in nature. For this reason
further claims based on technical data cannot be made at this tine.
Thert'are tentative indicatidnt that experience frith the materials
may lead to increased musical memory'atd nay serve as an advance'
organizer for future experience in learning musical notation. The
same care used in developing this product is evidenced in CEMREL's
decision to revise it further after the two stages of evaluation
already completed.

AVAILABILITY

THe anticipated completion date of Making Sounds into Patterns is
late 1975. The package is copyrighted.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

"*.
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Making Sounds'into Patterns -

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMBEL, 1972). This
source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evalUation of this. product. A hothouse evaluation
reportwas prepared for this package, and describes the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
.trial. A pilot evaluation report shows results of -package trial in
three different classroom settings. Both hothouse add pilot evaluation
reports have been completed for Making Sounds into Patterns.

.The claim of careful product development is substantiated here. by virtue'
of the program's avoidance bf premature release of these materials until'
the problems encountered in the formative evaluation stages have been
solved.' The procedures used in the development of these materials are
,further supported by the Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program
(CEBEL. 1969), and the Supplement to the Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic
Education Program (CEHREL, 1973).

Effectiveness:.

The ques4onniire and interview information is based,00rk in three
°classrooms. IntirViews with the students shoved that 852 enjoyed their
Work with the materials, as well as, or better than,. their other school
subjects and bore than 902 were able to teach back the use of key

''.package components (tee Pilot Report, pp. 5 and 7, May 1974).

The evidence for the speculations regarding the package's ability to
act as an advance-organization element is based on a time series .

analysis ofthe mean scores of intact classiooms using test instruments

4 constructed ad hoc for this package., These resdlts are clearly in
need of cross-validation on a larger sample beforea definite claim
can be made. .'
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NIE PRODUCT: TIAMINING POINT OF VIEW -

(Part of the Aesthetic Education Progr

'DEyELOPERJAUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc-
(Formerly Central Midyestern,Regio

Educational Laboratory, inc.)

3120. 59th Street

1 .;

St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program-Director
-Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Diiector
Beriard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon tocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Donna Anddrson, Product Developer

NARRATTVE.DESCR/PTION

4

The Aesthetics and the Creative Process group of Five Sense Stdie

packages includes this package, which introduces thecbaceptual and
physical aspects of point of view and helps students find and show their

own points of view with a camera Two basic premises of photographic

art are presented: first, the artist uses the camera viewfinder as a
tool in expreSSing himself; apd second, the artist, as he manipulates

point of view, uses the environment as a content source. The Point of

View book presents'examples of photographic techniques for shaving

ideas and suggests criteria for judging- the expressiveness and the

aesthetic quality of a photograp4. Students use a range of additional

materials, from cut-out frame corners to a Polaroid camera, to learn

that photography is an artistic vehicle that can be used to present

one's own point of view.

This package will encourage students 1) to form a personal def-
inition of point of view; 2) to express their visual points of.
view Through use of a viewfinder and camera; 3) to delimit subject
matter, se'ect view,and create perspectives in their photographs;

land 4) to attach personal preference to their phoftographic
decisions--selection, editing, and combination --and to discuss

their preferences.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed-to Teachers)

LesiOn 2: The Camera Is a Tool t6 Shoi,
Points of View

Concept: The mod um of photography can be used to express

one's unique point of view.
6

.
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objective:, The students will becomela=iliar with the basic
'parts and operations of a camera, and will take practice
photographs.

These pages link Section 1, where students explored various
definitions of point of view, to the ,remainder of the book.
Here the camera is-'presented as a methAnical tool for expressing,
one's own pointof view in photographs.

A short conversation can help students use the book as a
tool for investigating photographic expression of point of
view.' Ask, "Do'yau think that-if each of you had a
camera, all of yogi would take the very trate photograph?'"
Students' answers will build on any of their experiences
in defining poirit of view (for exaiple, the fatt.that-no
two students made the same drawing in response to a
description of an Jrninary thing).

Be sure that the students read through all the "things to
remember"--all are common mistakes made by beginning
photographers. Then, during some break in the day, ta4
the students outside in a group, or in small groups, and lei
the= take one or two practice photographs. Remind the= of
the "things to remember') aad of the instructgnis. for
operating the Cameras, and help the= to buil confidence in
their picture-taking ability. Check each student to be
sure he is operating the camera correctly. keep a record
of which student took which photograph. The easiest way
is probably to lot down tb,e number-from the back of the film
cartridge next to the st d nes TIP=P:

After you are familiar with the operation of the Polaroid'
camera, let the Students take some Polaroid pictures...
Being able to see a picture immediately will help them
remember the "things to remember."

%

If each studeht Leg, a photograph 161 another.sludent, all
will have a je-rsonal photograph that will demonatrate the.
"things to remember" as well as prOvide a photographic
identification for their Point of View Photobook.

-
.g/ .

SUBJECT AREAS)

31,

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Photography

The several definitions of point of view, all of which are helpful in
perceiving and analyzing things and ideas; photography as a medium to
express one's unique point of view; process of selecting subject
matter from. the environment; manipulation and selection of distance,
angle, and view; Awe of different angles. view, distances, and points
of view to create photographs;:use of photographs to Create a photo
.essay showing one's own point of view.

1a,4
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INTENDED USERS AhT BENEFICLRTES

Examining Point of View has been'forpally tested with students in

second,grade. It has been successfully used, however, with students
in grades three to seven.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

Students will understand two basic gzemises of photographic art: 1)

that tilt artist uses the viewfinder and camera as expressive instruments
for his visual statements; and 2) that the artist, through manipulating
point of view, draws on the environment as his source for inspiration
and expression.

PATTERNS OF USE

Examining Point of View is a self contained instructional par-kage with
activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as
part of an ongoing curriculum in photography; linked with other AEP
packages which are related 66 music, art., dance, literature, and
theatre and which are clustered around "Aesthetics and the Creative
Process"; or used with programs in many other disciples, e.g., social
studies, to which the concept of "point of view" is applicable.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, teacher and students assess learning
by analyzing the photographs taken by the students. Guideline it
for the'asslysis are built into the package.

TIRE Raginumsras
- .

Examining Point of Vierevires a minimum of 20 hours to complete,
excluding the final photographic essay. Each section requires at .

least two hours to do, but the time periods can be further broken down
at the teachei's discrztion.

.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Examining Point of View does not require a specialist teacher. Students
work on small, group and individual bases at various tines dur.ing this ,

package and work both indoors; and out. Many'of the activities require
students to move about, perhaps to get kip on a table ordown on the
floor. In addition, students need freedom to cove around the whole
classroom. The eacher's Guide outlirges all procedures sand has been
rated as. quiteyseful in field trials-. ft
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The teacher is encouraged to relate the concepts in this package to
other arts areas.,

Field reports indicate that the materials stand up well with repeated
use. Consumables are easily purchased fromthe publisher.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSOMM REQUIRE4ENT$

Required
Items

Source if
Quantity Cost Per 'Replacement Different fro©
Needed Item Rate DistributOi

Student Materials:
3 Point of 1 set per
View books 6 students
(72 pp)

1 pad of frame $27.50* Consumable
corners (30 . yearly
in each pad) . :

1 pad of activity .Consummble
photographs yearly

.

(30 in each
pad)

1 pad'of view- Consumable
finder's (30 yearly. '

in each pad)

A

Teacher Materials:
Teacher's Guide $ 3.95*

NOTE: There are two camera unit pakages available for this title.
'Option A: 6 Simplex Snapper cameras, 12 rolls of film

1 Polaroid camera, 1 pack of film, 2 flashcubes,
film processing mailers

2 plastic photo displ 'ay cubes, instructions: $75.05*
Option B: Same as Option A but without Polaroid equipment.

$35.36* (

*Prices subject to change.

Summary Cost Information

EXamining_Point of View can be purchased in sets of varying multiples
)Hof six, e.g., 12-student, 18-stud lOnt,-24-stadenE-sets. Student,

materials and teaCher'materials can be purchased separately so that
only one teacher set need be purchased with two,' three, or.four studet
sets. Cost for one complete unit containing *hough materials for one '
teacher and six students Is $31.45.. With Calera Option A the total is
$106.50. With Camera Option B the total is $66.81

a
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Personnel Reaillired for Product AdoRtion and Implementation

The cIassroom.teacher, without special training in photography can

implement thisinstrdctional paCkage. Workshops are offere# by the

publisher and by CEIREL, Inc. Cases, for these services can be

obtaifiedfrom each organization.

ASSURANCES Xlb CLAMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use is four

:separate clissrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic

Characteristics. Tile developers have not received any reports of harm

- associated with .theruse of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social

bias, etlulie or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.

Any question. of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an

appropriately-directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
ourside"the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Informatiirn gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials

can stand alone in the hands pf a competent teacher and be successfully

implemented with no aid beyond, that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's

instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive

curriculum resource based on the.arts'that has been developed in the

United States using the carefully defined and implemented development

and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational

development laboratory. s

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of

educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the

substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative"

evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of

materials devgloped by the program. In the early, stages of development,

trained obbervers carry out an-observational monitoring of a trial

implementation of the package in ftototype form. The information _

derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the

materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning

system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.

After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried odt its

three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major

tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the

4
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program. Second, 'there must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher." Third, the nateria4s must
meet certain short-tern 'payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences'in the behavior of the students who have
studied the materials. 'After the pilot trial. of the.materials, the
program has continued to gain informaiton on the utilization of the
published version ,of.the packages on a yearly basis.

The pilot evaluation of this package was carried out with,

gr'ade two students in local schools. Specially codstructed tests
iegarding the basic goals of the package compared students taking the
package to untreated Students. Treated students taking a photograph
'of a single subject used a greater variety of points of, view after the
package than before. They'also were ~able to identify one aspect of
point of view significantly better than the untreated students on a
matching test. Student'satisfaction with the materials was also high,
as measured by post - treatment, attitude scales. Limited use in the .

extended pilot studies has confirmed these findings.

AVAILABILITY

Examining Point of View was copyrighted in 1973 and copyright is claimed'
until 1981. It is currently available from the publisher/distributor:

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

e
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Evidence to Support Assurances, and Claims
for Framining Point of View

.Careful Development:

Assurances and claims (A careful developmeneart supported by .the
Basic Frogram Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEKRE, 1972). This
Source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evaluation of this product. Allothouse evaluation
report was prepared for this package,-and describes the results of
intensive observation'of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package.trial

in three different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports were prepared on Point of View. An Overview- of

Develop3ent and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974)
explains the procedure through which the program continues to gather
infornatioa on products which are presently being used in the field.

Effectiveness:

L. Photograph of single subject: Second-grade classes from 'a range
of socio-economic levels were used for the package group and were
taught a pre-publication version of the package. The following

table summarizes pre- and post-test differences. (Table 7),

In comparing class means treatment students took photographs from
more different angles, with more variety,in the distance, and more
variety in perspective (significance at either .05 or :01 level,

see p.:36, Pilot Report).

2% Identifying aspects of Point of View (matching test): Second-

grade classes from a range of socio-economic levels were used
for both the pre - publication version of the package and Contra

groups. Students who were taught the package were better able
to match .a picture with a description of the point of view (see

Table 4, p. 33', Pilot Report).
. ,

3. Satisfaction: Students who Teceived the packige responded to a '
post-package questionnaire in -which they indicated they liked the

materials,eand felt they learned a-l.ot. The results are
summarized in Table 2, p. 31, Pilot Report.
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TABLE 7

POINT OF VIEW
COMPONENTS OF CHANGE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY 'mg

,)41.1MBER OF DIRRERIENT CATEGORIES WITHIN EACH SCHOOL

TEST PRETEST C'' ; POSTTESL
.

DIFFERENCES

Component . .SBAD SSAD S B A D,

Barretts 6 3 4 4, 22 3 10 9 16 0 6 3

ns -Lane 7

IF

2 3 4 20 9 9 ',, .7 13 7. 6 3

ield Branch_ 11 ,'," 3 3 3 24 8 10 7' 13 5 7 4
TOTALS 24 8 -10 13 66 20 29 13 : 42 12 19 TO

Averages 8 2.7 3:3 4.3 22 6.7 9.7 7.7 14 4.0 63 1.3,

reensfelder T7 4- 8 7 , 13 8 7 .6 _: -4 4 -1 -1

y: S Sections
B Body Positions
A Angles of View
D Distances

s

4

,,

.1

ftom 7ilot Reporx: Exinining Point of

r

View" (May, 1972)6pkgt
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NIE PRODUCT: PERCEIVING SOUND WORD PATTERNS
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER'/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Rggional
Educational Laboratory, Inc..)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

t

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director 4

Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial.Coordinator
Bennett Tarleton, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

C.

This paOkage, part of tge Aesthetics and the Creative Process group
of the Five Sense Store, introduces students to word patterns as
devices used 1.6 literature to communicate meaning and feeling. Through

the. package, students develop an understanding of the properties of'
three of these literary devices (alliteration, refrain, and rhyme).
They show their grasp of these devices by using onomatopoeia to create
word patterns and fiveword poems which make use of alliteration,
refrain, and rhyme. The three poetic devices which are the focus of
the package, alliteration, refrain, and rhyme, depend upon repetition

for their effect. By perceiving and using these poetid devices, the
students understand that they can organize and structure words by
repeating them in certain combinations and arrangements. .

The package introduces the students.to onomatopoeia-as an element

of literary langdage. (Throughout the package the term "sound words"

has been substituted for "onomatopoeia.") The package provides
students with an opportunity to become aware'that literature makes
a greater use of the sensuous qualities of language than does non

literary language. Unlike the person who uses language primarily to
impart information; the writer of literature chooses his words for
sound and meaning, using sound as-a way of reinforcing his meaning.
BY introducing sound words as'a phenomenon in literature and by
dealing with'word choice, the package provides the students sixth some

ways of using sound to point to meaning.'
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Sample ?lesson .

(Addressed to Teachers)
. Lesson 5

. . r . .
.

:

Concept: A sound word is a word with sensuous qualities---a
. word that sounds, like what yoll,heard. Sound words are used to

(enhance meaning.
.

General Description: The students will u6tk from. the sound
word to a. visual image fitting that word. They will suggest'
and draw pictures to illustrate sound wordsboth,individually
and as a large group. They will create 4 sound poem and vecOrd
it. . . 4

ft
! o

. Procedure: Ask the students to think of drawings to go with'
"beep beep," "book bonk.;" and "ban ban." Ask them what mental
image is duggestedt by each of the sound vords.A Then you become
the class artist .30 draw' pictures from the students' suggestions.
Get two or three ideas from the students for each of the sound
words. Give the students'tke following directions for individual

, work : 'Fell them to keep their sound words secret until the
sharing period. Ten to 15 vies should be cufficieqt time for
the drawing. On your paper, r picture to go with one Of

' these sound words: splash, shill', zip, grrr, eeek, pow, tap;
Writd thqsound word on one side of your paper. I:fray your sound
rd pie on the ()Cher side of your paper. To share, have

each student holdup his drawings and ask the class to guess
'-dhich sound word Alp depicted. Then create a hound poem from
the sound words. Ordtestrats these sound words and record the .
resulting sound poem.

C
SUBJECT,AREA(S)

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Language Arts/Literature

Alliteration is the repetition of initial or final consonant or
vowel sounds. Used in conjunctir with onomatopoeia, alliteration
will produce a word pattern in which initial or final consonant or
vowel sounds dominate, NErain iS the repetition of sound word
patterns at intervals wi.tHin a poem orspng. Rhyme .means similar
or identical sounds placed in corresponding positions within a word
pattern. 'A simple Nem fOrm containing five one-word lines, at ,

least the piddle three of which Are sound words, can be used to
review alliteration, rhyme patterns, and refrain.

INTENDED U$ERS AND BENEFICIARIES 0.

--Perceiving sound Word Patterns has been designed for.use by second-
grade students but may be used with older children as well.

6 4
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GOAL(S) OR PW.POSE(S)

a

. - The goali of this package are: 1) to-Make students aware that sound
as used in literary language to communicaEe meaning and emotion;
2) to bring students to an awareness that onomatopoeia has qualities
.which stimulate the senses and make us see and )fear more keenly;
3) to help students recognize sound words, design visual representa-
tions of sound words, and use them in their own oral and written
communications; 4) to make students more aware that sound is used
in literary language to communicate meaning and emotion and that

,rpatterns of sound in literature are,created throughchoosingand
arranging words into a variety of word patterns; and 5) to help
students recognize alliteration, rhyme and4refrain in literary works

- appropriate to their age.

PkSURS/OF USE

Perceiving Sound Word Patterns is a self-contained set of materials
with activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used
as part of an ongoing curriculum in literature, language arts, or
creative writing; liakedl'with other AEP packages which are related to
literature and-writin oruged with other packages in the Aesthetics
and the Creative Pro

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

One of the learning games (Sound Word Bingo), which is an activity in
the package, is suggested for use as a pre-test. In addition, the
Teacher's Guide contains guidelines for assessing'the oral and-written
products of *tudents.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Perceiving Sound Word Patterns requires approximately five tg eight
hours to complete, excluding optional activities and follow-up
experiences. The time also may be longer if the teacher wishes to
spend a good deal cif time,on sharing the results pf the creative
thinking and writing periods. There are 10 keparate-activities,
each requiring abOut 30 to 45 minutes.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Prceivin,g "Sound WordTatterns... does Rot require .a specialistiteacher.
.

This package has been tested with students it Grade 2,:bufmaybe
used with older children at the discretion of the teacher or chrri-
tulum specialist.

,..

Most of the activities would do well as.introductions for various
artistic experience-5, papticularly creative writing. Thus, it may.
be wise to present theactiyities in.conjunction with regularly
scheduled Artistic periods or ,creative writing periods. -

p,
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The activities, require the students to work in a large group led by
the teacher, in pairs or is small,groups, and Inalvidually. Some
actiVities will requirerea54ngIng the classroom.

MATERIALS, EQUIPME NT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIRE TS

-.
. . ,

,

,
, Source if

Required - Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different fray
Items -Needed It4m - Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
6 Creating Word. .1 set per
Patterns, Zip, 6 students
Zap, Zoom .books

1 Invettigating
the Elements: .!

Sound Words,
Abracadabra
,books

'.6.Game boards
.1 Pad of sound'.

'word story -

sbeets
I.ad- of allit-
.eration sheets
Pad of the word
pattern exercise
sheets

_1 Pad of sound ,

word sheets
I-Pad of'rhype
sheets

. 1 Pad of the
refrain exer-
'cise sheets-

.

Te?Cher Materials:
Teacher's Guide

1.1 Sound Wo.rd Bingo

. bag.
2 Sets of sound

' wo rd status

3 Cassette to as

Evaluation
sheets are
conSumable
yearly

p

*Prices have not yet been deterMine4.

,

Summary Cost Information

Depending on classroom organization, units can be purchased in varying
multiples of. six, e.g., 12- student, 18-student, 24-studeft sets With
teacher materials, etc. Student materials and teacher material
be purchased, separately.

-.--- -1,66
. .
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Personnel Requirdd for Product Adoption and.Implementation

.4e: classroom teacher without special training can implement this unit
of instruction. Workshops are offered by the publisher, and curriculum
consultation is available from CEMREL. Costs fir these services can be
obtained from each organization.

ASSURANCESAND.CLAT

Assurances

This set of.materials wars evaluated in its trial use in fou'r,separate
classrooms of widely varying ethnic and Socio-economic characteristics.
`The developers have not received any reports of harm associated with
the use of this product.

Materials ate carefully scrutinized to eliminate any forms of social
bias,,ethnic at sexual stereotyping, or,inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review by a qualified expert outside the
program. The materials are revised to eliminate any deficiences
identified in the 'review.

Information gathtred from. $..he classroom trial indicates that the materials
cln stand alone in'the bands of a competent teacher and be successfully
implebented with no aid beyond' that-given iv-the Teacher's Guide.

The 'major claim to be about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the'only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an eductionaI
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee o
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
,evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of develop-
ment, trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of a
trial ibplementation of the package in prototype. form. The informa-
tion derived frpm.this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for furtheiWIrials. It also serves as an early warning

.system for the-detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.

1.*

After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in

three cla4srooms. In this. ge, the materials must pass three major

tests: First, they must be in eping with the overall goals of the
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program. Second, there rust be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a conOetent teacher. Third, the materials rust
meet certain short -term payoff..objettives, demonitrated by verification
of measurable differences, in the byhavior of the students who hive
studied -the materials. After the pilot trial of.the materials, the
program'his continued to gdin information about the utilization of
the published version of the package on a yearly.basis.

A pre - publication version of the package was tested in grade xwo
classrooms in local. schools. Student satisfaction with the package
was high-And students reported learning from 1.x., Based on teacher'
and evaluator comments, the packas& is being fevtsed prior to
pulhlicaxion.

I"

'AVAllABILITY

Perceiving Sound Word Patterns is copyrighted and'is scheduled for
publication in late 1975. -

The Viking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Mullion Ave.
New' York; N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975.

C-
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Cl=4v2c
for Perceiving Sound word Patterns

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan:Aesthetic Edubation Program (CEMREL, 1972). This

__sourdelm:plains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation'

report was prepared for this package, and destribes.the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a singli. classroom

trial. A pilot evalua;ion report shows the results 'f package trial

in threediffereat.classroam.settings. Both hothouse and pilot

evaluation reports are completed for Perceiving Sound VOrd Patterns.

Effecfiveness:."

_Students were asked to compare their feelings'about the package with
thoseeliAted by the other kinds of work done in class. Only 17X
liked the padkage less than most:subjects and 0% liked it better
than most'subjects (see p. 36, Pilot Report). Students were also

asked if they undeistood the activities. Forty-nine percent said

they cad so all of the tine;, 37% reported that they understood the
Activities most of the Ube; 3% said some of the time; and 0% said

'none. of the time (see p. 37, Pilot Report).

1...:L-
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NIB PRODUCT: RELATING SOUND AND 30VOiENT
(Part of the Aesehetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEKREL,.Inc.

(Formerly Central'Ilidwestern Regional
Edutational Laboratory, Inc,)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

StanleyS. Madeja, Program Director
,Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Dale Hamilton and Linda Slams, Product
Developers r

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
1

This package, part of the Aesthetics and th% Creative Prowess group
of Five Sense Store materials, explores the relationships that exist
between sounds and body,movements. 'Looking, fistening, moving, making
sound--these are ways the primgry students experience and learn ta4e
differentiate high -law, fast-slow, loud-soft, and strongweak soqn3S
and movements. Materials,td stimulate the explorationa-film, a
series of recorded sounds, the Continuum Book--encourage the students
to notice the sounds and movements that they see andpake daily. Then
students work with materials that focus and refine their perceptions -=
sottnrmakers, flashlight belts, charts, observation sheets. The con-
cluding lesson presents an expressive filmed example of the fusing 0
of sound and movement, shown not as something for students to copy,
but as a'summation of awareness arrived at through the package.

This pickage will encourage students: 1)'to explore sound elements
by listening to and producing sounds of varying timbres within
continuums of high -low (pitch), loud-soft (intensity), and fast-
slow (tempo); 2) to explore movement potential within three quantita-
tive dynamics by rekonding td examples of high-loW, fast-slow, and
strong-weak movements in a film and in the Continuum Book. Workidg
with their body movements and shadows, they will develop and show at
least one example of-each of these movements; 3) to explore relation-
ships of sound and movement by matching and contrasting sounds add
movements they make; and 4) to integrate the concepts presented in
the previous lessons by developing asound-movement statement that
incorporates matching similar.sounds and movements and-contrasting
opposite sounds and movements. They will evaluate their, own Work and
that of their fellow students along with fhe teacher.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 5

Concept: One way in which sound and movement can be related.
is to contrast the dynamics of the cbtirespo ing element's of

s.-- the two media.
- .-
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Objectives: The student will,explore a relatiodship of sound
and movement by contrasting. sounds and movement. He will make
sounds and contrast move:teats to them. He-y11.1 make movements'

. -
and contrast the sounds.

. Proceduret' Using the Sound and Movement chart, introduce the
concept of contrasting. Pair the students. Assign the high-
low continuun to begin the contrast exploration. -Remind the 1

.students of their matching of sounds "and movements in Lesson
4, and point out that contrasting is another way that sounds
and movements can be.related. 'Using the chart, help them under -
stand that to contrast in this context means to convey a sound
quality that is opposite to a movement quality.

Decide which of the pair is the mover and which is.the soundmaker
SormAnaker maiet a high sound.' hover responds with a low ove--"

ment. Then soundmaker'makes.a low sound, and mover responds with
a high movement. Switch order: mover moves and soundmaker responds.
Switch roles: mover,,becomes soundmaker and vice versa. Any
verbalization of what the mover means to show by his movement or
what quality the soundmaker means his sound to convey should be
discouraged. Rather, encourage them to tmae in to their partners
by watching and listening. Some pairs of students tend to repeat
the same kinds of sounds arid'covements. A switch in partnersat
Any time in the exploratioacould stimulate new thinking about
how to move and make sounds.

,

Invite students to evaluate their explorations with'responses
4. to such questions as "Which contrast was.most difficult for

you? Why do you think so ?"

Work tirst with the fast -situ continuum and then with thi lOud-
soft/strong-weak continuum. Have student pairs show their con-
trasts to one another. Th performance of successful work can
stimulate other students o have difficulty finding or contrast-
ing the sounds or movement

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Dance-Music

Exploring. and experiencinf'continuums within pitch, tempo, and
amount of intensity in sound; exploring and experiencing continuums
within amount of space, amount of time, and amount of force-in move-
ment; exploration'of'the sound - movement relationship by matching and
contrasting; the process of developing a sound-movement statement
that incorporates matching similar sounds and movements and contrasting
oppOsite sounds and movements.
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INTEhMED USERS AhT BENEFICIARIES

Relating Sound and MOVement is designed primarily for second-grade
students. It can be used,. at the,discretion of the teacher, however,
with first or third-gradestudents.

GOAL(S) OR PI.:SOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is tbIncrease a
capacity to experience aclante-music event by refining .the
ability to differentiate among high-low, fast-slaw, loud-so
imak sounds and movement's and to perceive several possible
ships between sound and movement.

PATTERNS OF USE

student's
student's
ft /strong-

relation-

gelating Sound 'and Movement is a self- contained unit of instruction
with activities that are sequential and cumulatiie. It may be used
is part of an ongoing curriculum in dance of music; linked with other
music- or dance-based packaged developed by the Aesthetic Education
Program. to form a curriculum; or lihked with othei AEP packages which
are-related to art, literature, theatre, and film and which are clustered
around "Aesthetics and the Creative Process."

I
ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Two pre-tests, one atking students to discriminate among sounds and.
another dealing withfthe ability to discriminate movement, serve as
'the first two activities.- These can also be used as post-tests. .

Teachers and students assess learning based on studei= activities aid
oral responses. _Guidelines for the assessment are in the Teacher's Guide.

TIME- REQUIREMENTS.

The activities in Relating Sound and Movement require from 8 to 10
'hours to complete, 'depending upon the way in which the teacher
chooses to structure them.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Relating Sound and Movement does not require a specialist dance or
.music teacher. It is recommended that it be taught in a number of
small groups.working independently, rather than in one large group.
It would also be possible to allow individual students to work indepen-
dently on certain activities. Thoughtful exploration and self-

. evaluation by the Atudents,is encouraged 'throughout this paCkage.

Field reports indicate thatthe materials stand up Well with repeated
use. Cansum#bles are minimal and.Ae easily purchased from the
publisher.
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMNT AND PERSONNEL REQUIRDIENIS

Required
Items

Quantity:
Needed.

Costs Per
Item

.

O

Source il-
"Replacement Different from

Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
6 flashlights with .1
belts .

2 pads of sound pre-
test, sheets (30

sheets in each pad)
2 pads of movement
pre-test sheets
(30 sheets in each

Pad)
.2 'pads of observation

sheets for evalua-'
tion (30 sheets 'in
each pad)

Teacher Materials:"
"Teacher Guide
16pm pre-test-sound

color films

16=R "Fogarty 'Park"
sound color 'film

12" LP disc record
Double-faced wall
chart

Book of photos

set per
6 students
(at one
time)

Pre-test. and
evaluation
sheets cod-

$29.00* susab/e.
...yearly or,

after. five

uses

$116.00* .

4

_

*Price subject to change

LSum6arY Cost Information

Packages can be purchased in varying multiples of,sii, for example,
12- student; 18-student", or 24-student sets. Student and teachet
materials can be purchasedseparately, so that only'one set of
teacher 4aterials need be purchased iwth.two, three, tour or five
student sets. Cdst for one Coup/ete unit containing endue' materials
to:r. one teacher and six students is $145.00.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation
..,

.

-

The classroom' teacher without special tiainiRg in music br 'dance cam
implement, this instinCtional package. Workshops 'are offired by the
publisher and by MREL,,,Inc. Curriculum consultation is :also' available
from'CEMREL, Inc. Cbst for these se an obtained from each.. .

organftion. ..
A -.,

t
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-ASSURANCES,AND CLAMS 4 '

Assurances

This set of marezia/d was evaluated auxins its triallusekn four
separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and -s6C-io-le.".conotic

characteristics. The developers have not receirea_eay reports
of harm associated with.the'.4se of 4his product._

.
_

Materials are carefully scrutinizedtoSleMinate any form of- social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness orcon-teat;
Any question of such shortcomings in the reteriali it resolied.by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qUalified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

,

Information gathered from clasaroom trial indicates that the A:stet-J4s
can stead alone in thehands of a corvetent teacher and be Success-
fully implemented with no aid beyond that gi4.7en in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims 1

. .

The major claim to be made about ,the Adsthetic Education Programs
instructional materials is thit they represent the only comprehensive

. curriculumaresource"based on the 'arts-that has been developed in the
United States using the carttigli defihed and implemented develop-

and evaluatidh,procedurea basic to the concept of an ,educational
develoRment.laboratory.

At all stages of development, a. Natipnallidvisory Committee of
educational psydholdgists, edixators,:ana a#.8 educators rtvimr the
substance and form of the.instruVtia;a1 materials. A. formative

evaluation is carried on during ttre.creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of develop -'_,e

'Meat; trained observers carry out an observatianal.ronitoring.of.d
trial implementatidn of the package is prototype form. The iriforma-

_

_ Lion derived from this monitoring serves ad a basis for revising
.--:the,miterials for further trials. I' also serves as an eirly' _

' warning system for the detection of any,intrinsic shortcomings
in thipaCkage,. After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is

..:carrfed'out in three classroois. In this.stage, the materials must
:pass three major teats: First, they dist be in keeping with the`-
ovefall goals of the program. Second, there at be evidence that,
the materials can stand alone in the handss'of a competent teacher.
thracthe materials must meet certaid stio4,teiin payoff objectives,
deniticistrated by verification of measurable differences in the .

behavior of the student who have studied the materials. Afters
4.

:"the.pilat trial of the materials', the program has continued ,to gain
..'"informstiOn on ayearly basis.

.
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A prepublication version of the package was test ed with two third
grade classes in one racially and economically nixed local school.'
A questionnaire administered before'and'after the use of.'the package
indicated that students were improved in their ability to recognize
and usne the chaiacteristics of movement.

AVAILABILITY
OP

Relating Sound and Movement is currently available from the publisher.
Product carries a 1973 copyright' date, aad.topyright is claimed Until
1981.

75).e Viking Press/11;;01n Center -for the. Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave;
New York, N.Y. 10022

1

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

IS
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1

Evidence to S upport Assurances and .Clains
for Relating Sound and Movement

.

Careful Development:

Assurances" and claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1972).
This source explains in detail'the staktdard prixedures folkowed in the
development and evaluation of this produt. A, hothouse evaluation
report was prepared far this package, and deitcribes the results of
intensive observationiof package activities in a single clastcoom
trial.: A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial
in three different classroom settings--Both-hothouse and pilot

,evaluation reports on Relating Sound and Movement are complete.
.An Overview of-Development-and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store
(Edwards, 1974) explains the procedure %through which the Program

.continues to gather infdrmation on products- currentlybeing used in
the field.:

Effectiveness:' 411

4

A'xwestionnaire was designed for the purpose of comparing the two
claaSes in several areas of interests:

' 1)

2)

In the media of sound: ,the ability to perceive-cognitively the
main characteristic of a sonnd-music. example. (A representative
item is: '"The whole piece was played about the same loudness"
--yes; up, or I don't know.) ' '

In the media of movement: 4, id
a) the ability to'perceives-cognitively the main characteristic

of a movement example. JA representative item is: "I would
describe her as looking strong rather than weak"--yes, no,
or I 'don't know.)_

, .. .
,

b) thedegree of kinesthetic reaction occurring while perceiving
a movement example. (Representative item: "I could sense her
weight falling from one foot to another"--yes, no, or' I don't

. know.)

c) therdegree of positive attitudes toward movement in general.
( Representative item: "I think it is. fun to try to move the
body like that"--yes, no, or I don't know.)

There are two movement e- xamples and two sound examples. After viewing
or attending to each example, the.students were asked to aaswer20
questions each pertaining to one-of the areas described above. The
items of different nature were mixed together to enhance reliability
of answers. The questions were read by the teacher item by item, to
alleviate reading problems.

Except for a few Occasions where certain words were further explained
by the teacher, the administrattSiisof questionnaires encountered no
problems. The students were attentive. The entire process took 30
minutes. /7-_
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Following are the scores of class averages.

.

MOVEMENT Class L Class 15

Cognition of movement aharacteristic post: 10.85 8,08
C: (possible MAXiMUM score: -14) pre: 4.54 3.75

:SOUND I Class L Class B

Cognition of sound characteristics post: 11,47 ' 9.42
C: (possible maximum store: 19) pre: ,8.05 8.00

. .

Post-pilot field trials were conducted o a this package. Of the
4
teachers involved, 100% said they would recommend the package to

416thek teacher, and 88% said their students were excited about or
looked forward to each lesson (gee Aesthetic Education Program

'Extended Pilot in Pennsylvania, Appendix A, page IX, June, 1973).
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NIE PRODUCT: CREATING WITillSOUNDS AND IMAGES
(Pdt ofthe Aesthetic Education Program)

A

DEVELOPERAX;THOR: CEPF, Inc.
(Fozmerly Central Midwestern Regional.
'Educational Laboratoiy, Inc.)

3121 59th Street
St. Missouri 63139

6

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
,

Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Rene Michel-Trapaga, Product Developer

V

NARRATIVE DESCRTPTION

This package, part of th) Aesthetics and the Creijklve Process group of
the Five Sense Store, help'S students 13come aware of various means of
communication. Through the use of drawings, photographs and slides,
students learn how images.communicate without the use of words. This

_concept is expanded as the images are matched with sounds, Students
explore the importance ofsequencing 'Images And sounds by creating
part or all of an image sequence. Further, they create their own
images, sounds, and narration to make a total presentation.

This package encourages students to 1) participate in our image. and
sound-laden society with greater awareness. of. image /sound Communication;
2) evaluate the effectiveness of/communications; and 3) be able to
communicate their own thoughts afid feelings with images and sounds,

Sample Lessdn
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 3

General Description: The.students-learn the meaning of the

- word "image." Then they examine a set of photographs to

find images that convey specific images.

Procedure: Divide the students into small groups and give
each group a set of photographp that are provided in the

package. 4

S

Explain that you. will give themr'some problems which they
will solve by selecting photographs. Begin with one

problem as an ekanple:

"Find 4n image that shows a sad person. Look
.through your photographs and find one that,abows
someone looking very sad."

178
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1

-

The-students may dot ail choose the Sca...e ithotogrzpli as
the solution to a_particular -problem. Do not say that
there is any one correct answer, bUt doask.rhe,seude
to give a reason for their selections: Say, "Whitt.is,11.-.

about that person that looki sad tp you,, Uther? Dio.you
agree. Maria? Did you pick the same imagen.

..

Start the students on the prohlet s having the most
concrete solutions. Only when' the students'seem very
much to have the idea, Stiohld you60ve into those with
less concrete and less _familiar solutions: Here are a'
numbir of problems you can use. You nay think of some
othets you like and feel are suited to your cIass

Find ad image that shows you haw to make
something.

Find an image in which Someone/A-s-aogty,
(hippy, sad, etc.).

Find an image that tells you how something',
is put together. tiow can you tell?

Findan image that Shows something you
might see is a dream.

-Find'an image that makes' you feel sad,
happy, angry. What shows you that?

'Find an image that shays you something very
exciting. Why., do you think that's exciting?

v.

It is #portant *that your students give reasons why they
identify. certain' images as being sad, happy, building
something, etc. It is not so important that'everyone agrees
siith the partf9ular reasots.

..--- -
46 ,

Finish/the a4tivity by asking the stuaeuts what they
idiacovered from solving the problems you gave them. They.
should say (in their, own words) that images communicate?
that each, of the pictures told them something. If none of the

"students say this, or if there does not seem-to be a general
' understanding of-the concept, be.:very specific in pOinting

...

it out. You might day"; "This picture tells us..-.this image
shows...in a way different from words, that iie-get messages
from images,' messagedaboutthings that are not right in
front of us."

...

SUBJECT AREA(S)

). . .
t e . fc f

.1 ;.
1

Aesthetics and
)

the'Creative Process: Usual Arts/Music/Communications/
-Language Arts

:/aages and,silunds communicate. A seqience of images and sounds can ..,
present a More extensive communication than a single image or sound.
The meaning' of d single. image changes when it becomes part of 4,
sequence.or when there is a Change its. he order of images within a
sequence. i, A,
., . ...

_

.
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INTENDED "USERS AND IENEFICIARIES

Creating witn SoundS'at..c Images hps," been tested with_scotd- and.pird-
grade-children, but beginning Isetoregradeci found-the package difficult
to caster. The materials work beselrh-third and_fourth graders and

.- ,..older ,children. ; z

. . .

.,-
,

... :"

GOALS) OR PU1RPDSES) , -
....:

.

_ .

.. -- .

The p5rwieS*.of,thiset.of pateril5 are to teach students 1) that
-1n4ageS and sounat'tp=auticate.;-2Ytkas mote co=plex and detailed
cOmmunitations requirei namber of images apd sounds; 3) that the
meaning of a-salhence changes if there tats a change' in the order of is

;
AP

Iimages; 00 '-thiattiming plays at impor t part in puctitg images and
strands to ether; atd.3) t-hat there Axe many elements linvolved in
90Funica ing with itages kad sounds.

. -

PATTERNS OF USE

Creating with So.rtds and Images is a self-contained unit of instruction
with activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as
part 01 at elementary art curriculum, a language arts curriculum, or
a communic'at'ions curriculum;: linked with other Ail' pack4es in the
AeSthetics and the Creative Process group, especially the Constructing
Drmatic Plot package; and used to develop-group process skies.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Ihformal assessment provisions are interspersed throughout the activities,
-.Learning is eqSessed by teacher and student. Guidelines to aid the
teacher in asSessing4tudent performance are built into the package.
Storyboard.responeets provide a structure for assessment -off student
work, and the package's culminating activity provides a setting for the
assessment of ,overall egfectiveness:

.
- s -

. TIME REQUIREMENTS

Creating with Sounds and Images require ..ef4x-oximately--15 hours to
cowlett,'depefiding on class Size and utilization of suggested
additional activities. Daily allotted time varies from 15minutes to

. 45 Minutes per activity. The package take's a'lut 25 days to. complete.

.IMpLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
i

, s
.

Creating with Sounds 4nd Images,daes not require.a spefialist teacher.
This package has been tested with etudents in grades two .and three,.bqt.;
Day be used with older studentS. It is recommended that it be taught '

11 groups to enhance interaction and allow the teacher to respond.
1

spec
fi
cally t each student.

k
'.... 1 $

14
. . 'I

1
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Field reports ind)cate that the package demands a basic social maturity

in the studentsff the group experieices are to be productive, but on

the whole the package was well-received and was rated as excellent for

its concepts and activities.

ce
MATERIALS, EQU }.0IT , P ER.S ONNE, REQU 'REIMS

Source if

Required -Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from

Items Needed ;tem Rate Distributor

Student Maferials:.
_24 slide'mounts 6 per student Storyboard

2 pads of' : 3 sheets per pads and

acetate for student acetate 'Sags

;faking slides are consumable

-- 1 pad of yearly.

storybgard
sheets

4 sets of
Photograph A

1 set of
Photograph B

10 sets of black
& white photo-
graphs
Storycards,:

Teacher Materials:
Teadher's Guide

1.Sound filmstrip
1 Sound effects

tape

Music tape
1..aet of abstract

slides,
1 set of environ-
ment slides

1 set of animation
slides

1 slide' sorter

*Prices
4
have not yet been determined:
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Personnel Recuired for Product Adoption and Zmtlementation
-. 1

The classroom teacher 1,1thOut special traiiling can implemeat this
instrectIonal packge Workshops are offere'd by the publisher and

*, by CEMREL, CurriculuEconsultation is also available om
- CEMREL, Inc. 'Costs for Ailipservices can be obtained from
,organization.

ASSURANCES AM) CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of,materials was evaluated uring its trial Ilse 4n four
separate classrooms. The developers have not rQctiveh any reports
of harm associated with th use of t iSprodutt.

s

Materials, are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias% ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of colitent.
Any question of such shortcomings in the-materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in, the Fev.ie*

Information gathered fiom classroom trial indicates thathe materials
can stand alone in the bands óf a competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in Guide.

Claims

4 ,-
Tie majorclaim to be male-about the Aesthetic 'Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
'cOrriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented ddvelopment
and evaluation'procedures.basic to the concept of an educational

\ development laboratory:,

At all'st'ages of development, a NatLinal!Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and. form of the instructional materials. ,A formative
e0aluation is -carried on during the creation of each package of materials
developed by the progQam. In the early stages of development trained
observers carry out an observational monitoring -of atrial Amplemeint tion
'of the package in'prototypeform. Thy informatimi.derived'irom chls
.monitorinvserves as a basis or revising the materials foi furthe
trials. --It also serves as an- early warningfillptem for the .detecti

,any intrinsic shortFomings in, the package. After revision, a seat) dI
pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in. three classrooms. In this
stage, the materials must pass three major tests: 'First, they must ,be
in keeping with theioverall goals'of the program. ,Second, there must
be evidence that th materials can stand alone in the hands of a.
competentfteacher. Third, the materials, Wust meet certain short-term
payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification of measurable differences
in 64 ehakriorof the students, who have studied the materials. After

;

ii

,
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'the pliot_trial of the materials, the program has continued to gain
ipformatro-n on utilization of published materials on a yearly basis.

The pre-publication evaluation of this package was carried out with
second anethird'gre.de students in local.schools. Special instruments
of measurement were develwed to assess the outcomes of instruction

.,,with the materiats These ins rumcnts revealed that s-sudenis workin
with package materials earned statistically-significant higher score4I
than control group students on measures of technical vocabulary. Stu-
dents t.sing the package stored signifitantly higher than others on a
performance measure of ability to communicate by using a synthesis of
sounds, images, 'and narration. This information supports a claip of
'package effecctveness./ Student saCisfaction with the materials was
indicate4 by their responset to two preference scales. Teacher satis-
faction was-indicated by responses to an imbedded questionnaire and a
terminal questionnaire and interview. Two outside experts reviewed thq
'content of prototype materials and responded favorably.

AVAILABILITY

The anticipated completion date Of Creatin- with ourids and Images is
November1975. The packageris copyrighted.

)

INFORMATION' CURREliT AS OF MARCII 1975

a
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and narration to.comAnicate a story of their own devising. The
conditiodS under whicit students performed the task were carefully standard-
ized. Two judge's imdependentlY scored the papers without knowledge of
treatment or control group membership. TOuTitten directions that were
given to judges are reproduced-in Appendix 3 of the Pilot Report. There
:as a high dfgree of agreement between the'two judges as evidenced by
a .972 correlation bersen their scores. TOIes 1? 4, and 5 of the
Pilot Report show the.resu4s and analysis of the SINC Task. Test
materials are reproduced in Appendix 8.of the Pilot Report. A two-way
analysis of covariance was performed, contrasting treated and untteated
students. Students who had worked with the materials scored higher than
others at the .0001. level of significance. Once more there was an inter-
action effect, signific at the .05 level, aod:the hypothesis of control
group contamination was proposed att, an explanation_ for this effect, Iti

was concluded, that Creating with Sounds and Images was highly effectiv
in teaching the skills measured ty the'SINC Task. Because of its relevance
to so many package concepts, the.SINC Task was considered the most import-
-ant instrument in the pilot leyel evaluation.

Claims of product effectiveness are also supported by the results of
unscheduled spot observation of classroom process while the package was
being taught. Activities were observed at the pilot test ttage apkox- A
imately twice each week at each test site. Information gathered through
classroom.observation is discussed on pages 41 through 48 of the Pilot
Report.

Review by Outside EgcLs:

Prototype (hothouse) materials/ for Creating with Sounds and Images
were reviewed by two subject carter experts, who prepared written
critiques including suggestions for revision. Thevcritique§ appear

Ion pages 33 through 37 of the Pilot Report.

/Student Satisfaction:

.Claims of student satisfaction with Creating with Sounds and-Images
are supported by results of the Package/Subject Preference Scale ,

(PSPS), a measure administered to treated students afterkconclutioA
of the pilot trial. The PSPS, which'Ats reproduced along with directions
to stuaents in Appendix D'of the Pilo T 'Report, called upon students to
take a position with regard to paired comparisons of the package with :".
all the other subjects studied by the. pilot classes: The PSPS.yielded -

ipsative scores shoeing how well the paCkage was liked in.c?dparison
to.every other school subject. 51bles 10 through 12 in the Pilot .

-

Report show each class's ,responses to the PSPS, and the responses of
Ithe pooled classes., When the treatment classes werg pooled Afoi analysis(
it was. found that, the package was favored .in 8 out of 11 (kr percent) /
ofthe comparisons.

.1
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An Actiyity Preference Scale (APS) was developed for the evaluation of
Creating with Sounds and Images. The APS, which*a_reproduced along,
directions to students.in Appendix C of the Pilot Report, called upon
students to assign one of three possible'ratings to a package activity.
The three ratings, which were identified by a cartoon style drawing of
a frowning,neutral, or smiling child, indicated dislike, neutrality,
or liking for a specified activity.

Tables 6 throug4 8 of the Pilot Report show each class's responses to
the APS, and the responses of the pooled classes. Of the 12 act-iv/les
surveyed:11 for 91.7 percent) were liked by a majority of the students.

Student satisfaction wa4 also noted in classroom observations and
reports from the teac!ters.

Teacher Satisfaction:

Claims of teacher satisfaction are supported by ojQtervations cf class-
MOM process, responses to a questionnaire imbedded within the Teacher's
Guide, responses to a, questionnaire administered at completion of the
pilot test, and responses to a final teacher interview. The feathers
who worked with the patkage were quite' favorable toward it, and their
responses are discussed in.detail on pages 49 through 61 of the Pilot
Report.

e
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NIE PRODUCT: ANALYZING CHARACTERIZATION
(Part of tle AesthetieEducation7 Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CtKREL,

(Formerly Caltra/ Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory., Inc.) .

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 6311p

ti

Stanley S. Mldeja, Program Director
'Nadine J. -Meyers, .Associate Director

Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Shazon,Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Bennett Tarleton, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This package, part of the Aesthetics and the Creative Process
group of the Five Sense Store,.helps students'to verbalize more

tt
descriptively their perceptions regarding people. Further, ey
realize that graphic descriptions of real people can also be pplied
to fictional people; this makes s Ories and plays more enjoyable and
appealing. . . .

.

The students apply words which classify attributes of characterization lb
in terms of sex, age, role or'occupation, 'actions, speech,'and feeling
to the stimuli supplied in the'package (photographs, oral statements,
reading passagee)and to their own creative productp (drawings., ..

improvisations, writings, and storytellings). It is hop& that by .

working with Charactdrization in a number .of disciplines, the-students
will observe thtat the ability to handle perceptions of this sort leads
to greater undertanding of peoplejand "Characters" within the spectrum
of the eavironbent and the 'various Arts:

Sample Xesson
(Addressed to-Teachers)

Lesson 1
.

Concept:. fifth words we indicate such perceptions regarding
a peson as sex, age, role,actionS, speech, and feelings"...

Ojective: The students Will become familiar with and
begin,to recognize some typical characterIzation words. .In

this lesson they will work with person words (or nouns).

Procedure: DiAribute the student booklet People Are,
People Do,4People Feel. Use the pages beginning "Do ygli

know these person words?" (page 10) as the basis.for a
crass discussion. Add your own questions too those given
below:. 'Because-you know the children well; you will be
able to Oersonalize the questions.

186
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1

1. Do you knc policeman, a mother, a friend?
2.. Has a fireman!ever come to your house. or to

pour school?
3. .Whats a friend like?,

. 4. Do you know a woman who is a doctor?
-. 5. Cana person be more than one thing at the

sate time?

Adoctor and a father?
A brother apd a boy and a friend?

After the students have beguri to answer the questions, gi:;.re
a deck of Person Cards to each student. Tell the students
that the words on the cards are the sate person words listed
on page 10 of their books. The words are also listed here.

man , friend
-.

woman neighbor t1.4.,

boy - policeman .

girl fireman
father . doctor .

colher teacher
grandfather astronaut
grandmother .. janitor
brother waitress
_sister 4 -salesman

Select a word; write it on the chalkboard, and ask a student to
give you his or. her impressions of the.woral. Elicit the
students' impressions 'with questions such as these:

"Can a teacher be a'ruother?"

"Haw is a man different from a neighbor?"
"How Is a brother different from a friend?"

As. this is no a vo cabulary lesson per se, strive for general,
understanding of the word rather than a citi,tlenary definition

*cHove quickly 'through several words.
. .

Focus the attention of the class on the worde as used ipt >
J

relation to real or imaginary people. Try to help the student
.become aware of aperson being many th ngs at one time.

90-

Now have the children draw pictures t .11ustrate their,
:person*WOrds: Have them follow. the di ectians in their
booklets. The directions are also lis ed here.
.

,choose aperdOn'wdid.
Do not tell anyone-what your person walhois.

1
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Write your person word on one side of your
drawing paper.

Draw a person picture on the other side.
Hake-a person larger than everything else.

'Hake the person more colorful than everything
.

else.

Draw things the person might Use.
You may fill your whole drawing sheet.
When you finish your.person picture, have

your friends guess which person word
you chose.

Tell the students' fhdt they should make the person indicated
by the word they are drawing the most important element in
the drawing put things the person might use into the drawing--
make the person larger and more colorful than-anything else.
Or the should fill the entire drawing paper with the face. of
the person word, i.e., draw a portrait of the person.

After therawing period, ask several students to share their
drawings with their classmates by holding up their Ricture.

The other students should guess which word has been drawn.
Although somedrawings may be obviousdoctor, teacher
fireman), others may produce selleralecorrect responses. -

5r.saS; with the students,whether one word is a better libel
than another for what is characterized in the drawing. If

possible,put all tl3e drawings on display in the classroom.

SUPEC7 AREAS

f
,

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Language Arts/Literature

Words are a means of'classifying and interpreting perFeptions.regarding
people. Human characteristics as identified in photokraphs may be
expressed by means of specific words. Some words are more specific and
descriptive than others. Literature is not something created only by
professional writers; literature may be created by a child using words
to convey his thoughts and feelings about himself and other people:.

INTENDED. JERS AND BENEFICIARIES.,
4

Althopgh designed primarily for second-grade Students, Analyzing
Characterization would be successful with third and fourth graders as
well. '

a.
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GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this package is 1) to introduce students to dharacteri-40
zation as a phenomenon in the environment and the arts; .2) to expose
students to the propertieg of a character's sex, agee-rm4e or bccupation,
actions, speech, and 'feelings; and 3) to help studenes tansfer their
percePticas of,character from one artiAtic :medium to others.

._
'

PATTERNS OF USE

Analyzing Characterization is a'self-contained 4ackage with activities
sequential and cumulative.hat are ial d It maybe used as part of an.

_literatureongoing curriculum in or language arts; linked with other
AEP materials in the"Aesthetics and the.Creative Process group and with
other AEP packages related to chiracter study, creativeNWriting, or
literature; and used with traditional English, programs in teaching
grammar and composition.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

While there are no formal tests, learning is assessed kil5 teacher and
student. The first and last activities can be used as pre- and post-
tests. Guidelines for assessing student performance and oral response
are built into the package.'

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Analyzing Characterization requires approximately 10 to 15 hours to
complete depending on class size and the utilization of suggested
optional and follow-up activities. There are eleven distinct'
activities and require an average of 30 to 45 minutes each.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Analyzing Characterization does not require a specialist teacher. This
package has been tested with students in grade 2, but.mayle used with
older children at the discretion of the teacher or curriculum specialist.
The various activities' in the package require students to work in .

.large groups, in small groups, in pairs,)) and infividually. Some of
'the activitie's require rearranging the classrooi, and the improvisation
activities will require space for meetings, practice, and performing. '

Most of.the activities serve as introductions for various artisti
experiences. Therefore,tthe teacher is encouraged to present the
activities in conjunction with regularly scheduled artistic periosas.
The materials may be used'as'stimuli for picture making, dramatic
improvisation% and storytelling.

1
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different-from
Items Needed Item Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
1 6 People Ares\ 1 Set per

People Do, 6 students
People Feel
boots

6 Queens, Kids,
and Other '1

People books
6 Sets of word

cards (58 ,

cards per seF)

Teather Materials:
2 Cassette tapes
1 Teacher's
Guide

Not yet
determined

.?

SuEpary Cost Informati22..
(

Depending on,classroom organization, units can be purchased in varying
mhltipies of six, e.g., 12-student, 18-student, 24-student sets with
teacher materials; etc. Studenf materials and teacher materials can
be purchased separately.- Costs are figured on aultiplesof the base
price ger stx-student-and-teacher module. The coat for oneupitrhas
not yet berg determined.

Personnel Required for. roduct Adoption and Implementation
-

A classroom teacher without special training can implement his unit
of instruction. Workshops are offered by the publisher,amd curriculum

14t- consultation is-availaOlefrom-CEMREL. Costs for theseserVices can
, -

I
be' obtained from each organization, . _.

ASSURANCES' AND CLAIMS

.
. ,

Assurances

.

P

This set ofmaEerials was evaluated during its ttial use in fours '

separate clissrooms of varying ethnic and socio-economic characteeistics.
TIe devqpiopers hdve not received any reports of ham associated witfi
the use of this product.

204' - f
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Materials'are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social*
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review a.f the materials by a qualified expert
outside the'program. The materials, are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review. . .

Information-gathered from classroom trials indicate' the materials
can stand alone in the hinds of a Competent teacher and8 successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given inthe Teacher's Guide.

,

Claims

The major claim to"be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they repregent the only comprehensiver,
Curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory. 3

At all_stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review,the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A foritAive
evaluation.ig carried on during the creation of each package of materials
developed by the progiad. In the earj,y stages of development trashed
observers carry out an observational monitoring-of a trial implementation
of. the package in prototype, form. The information derived from this
monitoring serves as a basis' for revising the'materials for further
trials. It also serves as an early warning system for the detection of
any intrinsic shortcomings in the package. After revlsion, a second,
pilot stage, evaluation'is carried out in three\\classrooms. In this

4 stage, the Materials must pass three major tests: First, they must be
in keeping with.the overall goals of the program. Second, there must
be evidencaithat the materials can stand alone in the hands of a
competedt /reacher. Third, the materials must meet certain short -term

,.,

payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification of measurable differences
r ,

, it the behavior of the students who have studied the materials. After
,

"4p pilot trial of'theivaterials,' the program has continued to gain,

.
' .infokmation bna yearly, basis.

.., 4 . ''./ '
e

`The pilot evaluation of this package was carried out with
,, ,. . grade 2 students_iniocal schools. Specially constructed tests indicate

;4 '` ths_ fudents who re dived package instruction were more able to
.

. 4
'an iy e characterization than students who were not taught the package;
to z- oderate degree.: Student and teacher satisfaction with the'
pack# e was high as measured by post-treatment questAnnaires.-.

1`94
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AVAILABILITY

The anticipated completion date of Analyzing Characterization is late
in 1975. Theiiackage is copyrighted.

INFORMATION glaRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

ti
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for-Analyzing Characterization

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported_by the
basic erogran Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CENREL, 1972). This
source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development and evaluation of,this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was prepared for this package, and describes the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A pilot evaluation' report shows the results of package trial
in thregdifferent classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluation reports are available from CEMREL.

Analysis of Characterization:

Second-grade students from a variety of socio-economic levels were
asked to write a description (characterization) based on a stinnlus
'photograph selected from a set of four displayed on an assigned
photoboard: Four different types of photoboirds vete used, each with.
a,different .category'of pers.= in regard to sex and age, indexed as
fallbWS: (A) Man, (B) Boy, (C) Girl, (D) Woman The photoboards were
assigned randomly to the students so that individual preferendes for
sex and/or age wouldnot correlate with their choke of photbboards,
and thus spuriouily inflate, the scorer's guessing percentages.

The students were, regrouped so that each of the four groups could
conveniently look at the,two photoboards of each type which were -

provided. After students were assigned the photoboards they were told
to each select any one of the. four photos on their board and write
description of the person in the photd, pretending they were that pgrson.
That it;) each,student was told to write in the first person, using such
pronouns as I, me,. and Em. Each claps usually had about 20 minutes to
a half hour to write their characterizations depending on the total
time provided for testing and the time needed for administrafion.of
Activity 1 and for setting up Activity 2. _A cross-section of five
students was selected from each class to have their characterizations
taped. They were allowedeven encouraged ---to elaborate their
characterizations, but almost all students elected simply to read
,aloud what they had written.

DiscussiOn Of Results:

This, activity produced modefate differences between treatment and
control groups. The students were scored both by number right apd
ana by weighted scores. The trearmgnt students tended to choose the
secend-best_answer relati4ely more frequently than the control groups

'-ihen'they did scae-pick the corred't response, and the'use of,weighted ,

"4
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-

responses improved the statistical significance of the difference
between the two groups. '.The be right means missed significance at -
the .05 level (t = 1.72, uhere't.05 = 1.98 with 78d.f., one tailed
test) while the weighted scores showed significance at the .01 level
(t = 3.62, where t.01 = 2.60 with 78d.1.).

Based on pilot version of the package, students responded to
a questionnaire sdn41-14stered orally The results are sunmarizea it
Table 1.of the Pilot Report. in responding to the. questionnaire, $4.6
percent of the students said they were happy with the package, and
would like to work with another package like this one.

Teacher Satisfaction:

Teachers who taught a pilot version of the package responded -

to a questionnaire The questionnaire with the results tabulated is
reproduced as Appendix B of the Pilot Report. All teachers who taught
the package at pilot level stated that they would recommend the package'
to other teachers.

4
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tiE FRO*T: CR;ATING WCRD PICTURES
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: C' Z, inc.
(Formerly Ceritral Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratorx, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri..63139

Stanley S. M4deja, Program Director
Nadine 3. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Rita Ferkinson, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

A part of the third series of Five Sense Store packages, Aesthetics
and the Creative ProcesS, this package encourages students to explore
the English language as a took for effective sad imaginativecommunis
dation, both oral and written.' Each student has a Word.Book, a comic

.

book styleguide that explains concepts, directs activities, and
reinforces learning. It is used in combination with a diagnostic
acti'vity; recording sheets, a set of word cards, a word card sheet,
and the hat is...?" GamemitertPlt that allow:the student to pro-

- gress toward imaginative and effective.commuuication at his own rate.

This package will encourage studeiats:' 1) to describe verbally the
sensuous connotations of words they is elect; 2) to rsan4pulate the
blue word cards, coMbiniUg two-words to produce specific original, .

or humorous images; 3) to recognize that thgcmardpicture made by two
words can be changed by transposing them; They will describe their
sensuous. perception of both word pictures through written or verbal
means, and by making related drawings; 4) to create their own word
pictures with the ward cardg; 5) to select words to find various
answers that correspond to the sensuous properties of the definitions
given on the "What is.,.?" Gape cards; '6) to manipulate word cards,
changing the subject to effect major changes in their word pictures,
and 'changing verbs and modifiers to make minor changes; and 7) to
demonstrate that they can use wordd, creatively to communicate thoughts
effectively by using the,word cards to construct complete thoughts and
sentences;, by discussing the sensuous properties of the words they use;
and by experimenting with word combinations until reaching one they
find acceptable.

Sample Lesson ;
(

(Addressed to Teachers)

Activity 9

Concept: Words are'symbols that are used to communicate ideas.
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Objectives: Ihe,student will demonstrate that he can use vomds
creatively to communicate thoughts effectively:

1. by using the word cards to construct complete thought;
2. by using the word cards to construct complete sentences;
3. by discussing the sensuous properties of the words he uses;
4. by experimenting with word combinations.until reaching one

----he finds-acceptable.

Encourage students to keep a written record of their work.
(Successful examples of each numbered objective listed above
follow.) To evaluate the students' work, belimiliar with' the
guidelines below and with the general criteria on pages 9-12.
In observing their work, in talking with them about their work,
and'in reading what they produce, emphasize specificity and
originality to the students.

1. The student should be encouraged to construct complete.
thoughts. Students should be allowed to use the words that they
"need" even though the weds do not appear on any of the word
cards. At the same time, they should be aware of the possibi-
lities and flexibility of the words already included.

Allow the students as much time as they need to complete their
work. For example, one student worked for thirty.. minutes and
wrote one statement: "flower i love you."

2. The student should.begin to use sentences to express a tbibg.
Building clauses and phrases can be a preliminary necessity and
is a verbal activity in itself:

crawl like a spiAing jump; a gallop in the winter like a
- Jump; ancient will happen; sleepy in the day will frighten

you

While these are not complete statements, they do indicate a
probing and a discovery. Examples: I "cm" ancient; ugly black
winter; and black lady is weak; when I came;is rusty weak black
sleep alone.

3. The student should be able to disCuss with 'his teacher and
c s.classmates the sensuous properties determined through a choice
of words. Example:

4°' Once an old empty ancient submarine ship was quiet and 'rusty
in Germany. Inside the ancient submarine ship "was" a
million-sticky spiders: An old sleepy Indian spider. "He
thought it was a nice home. Because it was quiet. He liked
quiet gates.: Because heAeas very very old. He was so
sleepy he went back to sllep. The old empty ancient sub-
marine was "know" again quiet.

4. The student should experiment with possibilities of arrange-
ment. Examples of student combinations:

1 9'3
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An elephant and I laugh in,the closet.
An old elephant and I laugh and crawl 'in the closet.
The old electric bridge will come and go.-
The old electric bridge will come in winter end go.in
spring.

SUILIEeT AREA(S) .

4.*
Aesthetics and.the Creative Process: Communication Arts/Literature

Words are symbols that can be used to cothunicate sensuous chafacter-
istics and ideas; precise images or thoughts can be co=unicated by
carefully choosing and arranging words; altering words used as
modifiers of something will alter the sensuous perception of that
thing.

INTEimED USES A.10) ist.tizt LCIARIES

Creating Word Pictures is designed for second, third, and fourth
grade students.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)
k,

The purpose of this instructional package is to enable students to
increase their ability to communicate effectively and imaginatively
in the English language, both orally in and in writing by: (a)

creating novel word combinations; (c) describing the connotations of
words; and (c) drawing,specific and rPaningful analogies..

PATTERNS .OF USE

Creating Word Pictures is a self-contained unit. of instruction with
activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as part
of an ongoing curriculud in liteyature; linked with other AEP units
which are related to music, art, daiice, and drama and which are
clustered around "Aesthetics and the Creative Process"; or used with
language arts programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Guidelines for infor mal assessment procedures are provided in the
Teacher's Guide. The relevant criteria for evaluating a particular

. activity are listed in the notes for the activity. As each student .
moves through an activity his progress is recorded on a "Record of
Activities" sheet. A'diagnostic pre-test activIty is provided to
find the entrance level of conpetencr of each student.

.---
TIME REQUIREMENTS e->

Creating Word Pictures takes approximately nine hours to coMplete,
depending upon the number of.students. a teacher has and:whitheror
not she dOides them into grpups when working with the -package., The

various activities within. the package require from 15-to 45 minutes.
2. . .

if '....,
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riTizainTh-TATION PROCEDU?ES

Creating word Pictures does not require a specialist teacher. This
instructional package has been tested with studenti in grades two,
three and four but may be used with older students at the discretion
of the teacher. There are various possibilities for structuring the
activities in this package. The teacher may instruct the whole group
otrvhat to do ano then alloy smaIThr gToups dr-fhree students to work
.at various times. Or the teacher may set aside a specific tine in
which the whole group will work omptbe instructions and activities.
Or she/he may let individu!al students 'or small groups work independently
with the materials and proceed at their own pace%

The teacher is encouraged to extend'the concepts in this package to
the analysis of and/or the writing of poetry.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQULRz..-hiENTS

Required
Items.,

Quantity
Needed

Cost Per
Item

Replacement
Rate

Source if
Different -from

Distributor

Student.katerials:
6 Word Books.
2 boxes of word- 1 set per
cards '6 students

_2 What Is?{ games

6 Word card sheets
4 pads of diagnos-
tic activity -

sheets
6 pads of indivi-
duallworksheets

Teacher Materials:
Teacher Guide

$56.00* Diagnostic
activity
sheets and
worksheets
constable
yearly

$3.95*

er,

*Prices subject'to change

Summary Cost tnformation

Packages can be purch.ased in Iraryi
12-student, 18-student, or 24-stu
materials can be purchased separate
teacher materials need be purchased w

plea of six, for example,
Student and teacher

that only one set of
th two, three, four or five

student sets. Cost for one complete unit containing enough maerials
for one teacher and six students is $59.95.

19'3
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Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

The ciaisroom teacher without special training can irplement this
_instructional package. Uorkshopils are offered by the publisher and
by CEMREL, Inc- Curriculums consultation is also available from
CEMREL, Inc. Costs for, these services can be obtained from each
organization.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial udVin four
separate classrooms of varying ethnic and socio-economic Characteris-
tics. The developers have not received any reports of ,harm associated
with. the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to elifrinate any form of social
bias; ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content,
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed retiewof the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The.materials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

4
Information gathered from,classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the ha..ds of a competent teacher and be,successfully
iml5lementedwith no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's

it
Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Educatiqn Program's
instructional materials is.that.they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource basted on the arts that has been developed in the
United States:using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

At all stages of developinent, a liational Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance andform of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of development
trained observerd carry out an observational monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package in prototype form. The information
derived from, this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materials for further trials. It also serves as/an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package-

19'
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After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out In
ths.e classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major
tests': First, they Must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
pr . Second, there must be evidence that the aterials can stapd

in the hands of a compecent teacher. *Third,--the raterials must
meet pertain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of .meaeurahle_ Ziff-ere,ntes in the iselawekor-of the students-who---have

studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials, the
program has continued to gain information on the utilization of the
published version of the packages on a yearly basis.

The pre-publication evaluation of this package se arried out with
grade three students In local schools. A specially tructed test
indicates that students who received package instructi were more
able to write descriptions using a given stimulus than st ts who
were not tajight the package, to a moderate degree. Student .m

teacher satisfaction with the package was high as measured by
treatment questionnaires.

AVAILABILITY

Creating Word Pictures is currently available from the publisher.
Product carries-a 1973 copyright date, and copyright"is claimed
until 1981.

,The.Vriking Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arta
c 625 Madison Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

e
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Evidence to.Support Assurances and Claims
for Creativl-g-Uord Pictures

Careful Development:

.,
rances and claims of careful development pre supported by-the

asic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CM4REL, 1972).
source explaitmAra detail the standard procedures followed-tbr-tim-
development-and evaluation of this product. A hothouse dvaluation
report gas prepared Lot this package, and describes the results of

'intensive observation of package ittiities in-a single classroom trial.
A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial in three
different classroom settings! Both hothouse and pilot evaluation
reports have beeE completed on this product. An Overview of Develop-
ment and Evaluation-'of the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974) explains the
procedure throUgh which the Program continues tp gather information on
prOducts'which have passed the pilot stage.oi evaluation.

At the pilot trial third-grade students from a variety of socio-economic

,levels were asked to write out, three different descriptions using a
given stimulus word and sense modality: Each response was judged

against: two, criteria;

4F 1. Does the response address itself to the sense modalities
specified for the item. If not the response is discounted.

2. Those responses which meet criterion 1 were then
classified into one of four categories. The test group

stored higher on one of the four categories. The gain

factor of test 1 was significant at 401 level
(Kunkel, 1972,p. 9).

a

Student Satisfaction%

The studentS were admin.-fstered a questionnaire orally. The results

are summarized on p. 9 of "Summaries of the First Eleven Pilot

Studies in the Aesthetic Education Program," (Kunkel, 1972). In

responding tb the questionnaire all of .the students felt good or very

good about the package. Over 90Z indicated-the desire to do the package

-a second-time; Ove;;three-fourths of the students felt they'learned

very much.

Teacher Satisfaction

Post -pilot field trials were Conducted on
Of the teachers involved, 89Z said they woul
to'other'teachers,'and 85Z said their students
or looked'forward to each lesson (see Aesthetic
Extended Pilot in Pennsylvania, Appendix A, page

eating Word -Pictures..

recommend the package,
ere excited about

ucation Program
, June, 1973)-

2u1
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,NIE PRODUCT: CONSTRUCTING DRAFI4TIC PLOT , 1

(Part of tile AesEhetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc. <

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
- Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, .Missouri 63139_

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director

. .Sharon BoCklage, Editorial Coordinator
Bernard'S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director and

Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

A paft of tile'third series of the Five Sense Store packages, Aesthetics
and the Creative' Process, Constructing Dramatic Plot is designed'as a
series of three games, each posing specific problems. By Selecting
and arranging the elements of dramatic plot structure characters,
setting, incidents, conflict, crisis, and resolution the students
Solve the problems and begin to see how,a playwright uses these
elements to achieve unity in a play and create heightened interest in
the audience. Colorful game boards and rules-sheets for each of the
three games are'used with card decks presenting specific example#,of
each of the elements. An incident card might read "Someone surprises
kleeone else (how?)," and:a student incorporates this into a plot I ~

. about, for example, a birthday party. DiagnoaticactiYities.precede
the games and can be used to guide students to the most dpPropriate
beginning game level. Groups of three students play the gamesfEogether.

This package,will encourage students 1) to use card decks to -

select charecters,and setting and to link a series of incidents
to create a simple but logical story (Game 1); 2) to use card
decks to create a-simple but logical story with characters, setting,
a conflict, and incidents (Game 2); 3) to use card decks to create .

a simple but logical plot with characters,,a setting, conflict,

.incidents,*a crisis, and a resolution (Cade 3); and 4) to act out
their dramatic plots.

T

b
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Sample Lesson
(Addressed.to Teachers)

GAME 1

Concepts: A dramatic plot begins to be (developed by
linking a series of incidents. A dramatit story
ices characters and-a-setting.

Objectives: The student will use a card -deck to select
characters and a setting for a dra&atic story. The
student-will use a card deck to select and link series
of incidents to create a simple but logical story

_

GAME 1: RULES (Addressed to Students)

Aim of the Game

This is a game in which the playeis work together to make
up the best possible dramatic story. You will use character-
setting cards, the incident cards, and imagination Cards t4
make up your story. All the cards must make sense together.

, 4 .
.

1; One, two, or three may play; . .: - --
2. Set up the game board with'the cfiaraCter-setti4 card

. . deck, incident card deck, and the imagination card deck.
' 3. Choose any one of the character-setting cards for your

story from the character-setting card detk. All players'
Must agree.onthe card. 'Put the card face-up on the top
of the deck.- .

4 ' .

4. Decide who goes- first, second, and third.
:.-

5.' Player one chooses isa one of the incident cards to start
the story. Place the incident card oh,the first space
on the game strip.. All the players must agree with your
choice. . . -

on the next blank space on the game strip. All the'
Player two does the same; but places his incident card6. r e

players must agree with yourchoice.
7; Player three doed the same thing. All the players must

t agree with your choice.

Specie Rules

1. The incidents in the story must make sense together.
2.- The incidents must make sense with the characters and

setting. e
.

3. -111 the players must agree that the incidents, characters,
and setting make.sense.together.

..
4. If you cannot make an incident catd fit into the story,

you may use an imagination card and make up your own
A incident.

203
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5. When yoU have fiiiished,a story, show it to your teacher
and answer thesequestions:

Who are the characters in your story?
What is the setting for your story?
What are the incidets in your'story?

t

0

If your answers are correct, your teacher-wi4,tell you
-what game to play next.

(

Try one of. the "For Fun" ideas!

Explanation. '

Here
.
is an example of-a simple dramatic plot.

Incidents
c

Charaters Setting

Ar&I and Neil go into a cave`
The cave is very dark and quiet.
Aram wants to explore the slave but
Neal gets scared and wants to leave,'
They "blear a loud rumbling noise outside.
A rock slide blocks'the cave entrance!
Aram and Neal start pulling the rocks away..
4L large rockisstill in the way.
They'Ory it loose with a big stick.
Theylmblock Ithe cave entrance and gooutside.

A dramatic plot !,s a story that has characters, a setting;
and. incidents.

Calryou imagine what the setting looks like inthe story
about Aram and Neal?
Can.youdescribe.it?
Can you describe what Aram and Neal look like? What are
they wearing?'
Can you imagine the incidents happening?
What are tharseters?,
What is a setting?

' What are Incidents?

.fy
charagrers Braitatic.Plot)characters'are people, in the play story:
setting 'edrametic plOt Setting is where the play, story happens.,
incidents . Oramatic.plot,aincidents are thliAgs.phat happen in a play

4

';

4
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Try .These for Fun

Act out your dramatic story.
Write your own story by making up your own setting, characters,

aid incidents.
.Maketa picture or a moddl of yOur setting-
Share your story with some friends.

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Aesthetic's and the Creative Process: Theatre Arts

-litroduction of the term "dramatic plat and
dramatic structure; process of selecting and
dramatic plot--incidehts, setting, character
resolution- --into a story.

INTENDED USERS AND .1iNEFICIARIES

I

ow irfunctions in a
rraaging the elements of
conflict, crisis, and

Coa4tructing Dramatic Plot was tested with third graders but may be
, a

used with older or younger students at the discretion of the teacher.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSESSY

Te purpoie4 of this instructional package are to 1) lead students to
an understinding of dramatic plot structure, by flaying them manipulate
the elements of dramatic plot in the developmegt of 4their own plotp
and thereby 2) begih to tee how a playwright uses these .elements to.
achieve unity in a play and create heightened interested in the. "

).4audience.

4ATTRNS OF- USE

Constructin: Dramatic lot is a self-contained unit of instruction with
quential and cumulative., It may be used as part

lum in drama; linked with other AEP,Packages which
c, art, dad4g, and literature and which are clustered
and the Creative Process"; and used 'with language

activities that are
of an ongoing curri
are related to mus
around "Aestheti

_arts programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISI tNS

42,

A. student progres chart can be used as a.guide for estabIishinga
record-keeping lyatem for students' work. Two diagnosti4 activities

' are included with the materials and are suggested fOr pre- and post-
instruction. Throughoutthe activities the student learning is assessed
by both teacher and students. Appropridteguidelines for assessment
are built,into the Teacher's Guide. i -

44.',, ... P.
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T.AcE REcietRamas

The activities in Constructing Dramatic Plot take from tea to 15 hours
of_actual playing time to complete.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Constructing Dramatic Plot does not require a specialist teacher.,
The pacakge may be handled as a group activity, or students may
progress through the games at their own pace on a small-gfo.up
basis, Diagnostic activities can but be administered on a
group (3 students minimum) basis. Students-fain need more space
than the conventional desktop. An area approxi6ately. 8' x .8' 'would
be'sufficient. The Teacher's Guide outlines all procedures for the
teacher and has been rated as quite useful in field trials.

The teacher is' encouraged to relate the activities in this package to
examples of drat atic plot in professienal plays, TV programs, films,
cartoons, new articles, and real-life events in school and the
community.

Field reports indicate thgt the materials stand up well,with repeated
use in the classroom.

MATERIALS, EQUIPHENT:ANT EERSOMIEL REQUIREMENTS

Required
Items

Quantity
Needed

Source if
Cost Per Replacement Diffeient from

, Item - Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
2 sets of 3 1 set per

game' boards_ 6 students
2 sets, of rule

sheets. for

each game
2 boxes of game
cards (145
cgas in each
box)

60 diagnostic
activity sheets

Teacher Materials:
Teacher's Guide (24 pp)
Set of 21 sample
plot cards

$45.00*

vi

$15.00*

Diagnostic
activity sheets
consumable
yearly

*Prices subject to change.
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Sus ar Cost Information

Packages cam be purchased in varying multiples of six- student sets) for
example, 1.2-student, 18-student, 24-student sets. Student and teacher
asteriafs Cap behpurchased separately, so that only one set of teacher._
materials need be purchased with two, three, four, or five student
sets. COSt, for one compleie unit contalning enough materials for one
teacher and six students is 40.150.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementatiori

The classroom.teather witholt special
instructional package. Workshops are
CEHREL, Inc.. Curriculum con)fultation
Inc. Costs for these:-.se rvi.Ces can 11.e

40!

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS \

Assurances

traiyang can implement this
offered by the,publiaher and by
is also avagabile friwczy2EL,
obtained fri?6- each organization.

The information gathered from pLlot trial of the materials and subsequent
use in 41 states indicates that'the materials can stand alone in the
handi of a competent teacher anal be successfully implemented without
additional aid beyond that given, in the Teacher's Guide. The developer6

and publishers have not received any ieporta of harm associated with
1 the use of this product.

Packages are carefully, acrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic, or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such material in the package causes an appropriately
directed review of the

4
materials by a qualified person from outside of

the program. The materials are revised to elimiaate such shortcomings.

Claims

The major,claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materia16.is that theyrepresent the only comprehensive,
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been. developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented develOpment
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an. educational
development laboratory...

stages of development, a National Advisory Committee -of
ucational psychologists; educators, and arts educators review the

su 'stance and form of the instructional materials. ',A formative
ev- uatioa is carried on during the creation of each package of
mat r4als developed by theprogram. In the early stages of development
trai ed observers carry out an obseryational monitoring of a trial
Anpl ntation of the package in prototype form. The information
deriv from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materi s for further trials. It also. serves as an early warning

ri
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systeh for the detection of any intri6sit shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried-out in
three classrooms. in this stage,.the materials lust pa'ss three major
tests: First, they mist be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certait short -tern payoff objectives, demonstrated'by verification
.of measurable differences.in the behavior of the students whol have
studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials, the
program has continued to gain information on the utilization of the
published version of the partage on a yearly basis: v

The pre-publication evaluation of this package tips carried out with
grade 2, 3, and 4 students it local schools. A specifically
constructed test Indicated that students who received peckage
instruction were more able to construct a dramatic plot than students
who werenot taught the package -

AVAILABILM

Constructing Dramatic Plot was copyrighted in 1,73 and copyright is
c3aired until 1981. It is currently available from the publishek/
distr2utor:

The Vikin Press/Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION C#RRENT AS OF MARCH 1975

r
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Evidence to Support' Assurances and Claims
for Construcrimv Dramatic Plot

Careful DeVelopment:

Assurances and claims of careful development are supported by the

Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEKREL, 1972). This

source explains in detail the standard procedures followed in the

development and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation

report was prepared for this package, and describes the results of

intensive observation of package activities is- a single classroom

trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial

in three different classrOon settings. Both bathouse'and pilot

evaluation re2orts are available.

Test Results:

In post-testing students identified sections in given stories that.

coiresponded to package concepts (setting, characters, conflict,
crisis, and resolution) and a significant gain at the .001 level was

found between treatment and control groups.

Student Satisfaction:
3

Students responded to a Questionnaire based on a pilot version
of the package. The results are summarized in Table 1 of the
Pilot Report, page 4. In responding to the questionnaire,

19:7% responded "good," 52.6% "very good" in attitude toward
package; 78.9% said they would like to repeat this package.

Teacher. Satisfaction:

Teachers who taught a pilot version of the parkzg responded
to a questionnaire. The questionnaire with the-results tabulated
is-reproduced as Appendix B of the pilot report. All teachers who
taught the package -at pilo43level stated that they would recommend
the package to other tearbgtrs. Extensive post-pilot field tests were
conducted on this lackage. Teachers in this study corroborated the
pilot.findings. Of the teachers involved in these field trials,
92,Z said they would recommend the package to other teachers and
83Z said their students were excited about or looked forward to
each lesson (Aesthetic Education Program Extended Pilot in
.Pennsylvania,.Appendix A, Page. TX,-June,'1973).

0
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NIE PRODUCT: CREATING CHARACTERIZATION
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DO;fELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL. Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Fadeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director

and" Product` Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Aesthetics and the Creative Process series of the Aesthetic
Education Program includes this instructional package, which deals
with the physical and vocal expression of emotion in a theatrical
characterization. The Ordmary studdnt uses a broad range of instruc-
tional materialsphotographs showing physical expression of emotions,
a-"puzzle" that can be put together in a variety of ways to show a
single emotion, masks, a fi&strip, and a recording presenting vocal
expression of emotion. These materials stimulate ,exploration and
activity that allows them'to syatesize an emotional characteristic
with their own voices and bodies. The improvisations are'evaluared
by fellow students, always with -eftpli'esis on the discoveries taking
place rather than on the presentation bf a polished performance. A
satellite lesson explors the characterization problem-with color or
texture as ways to express an-emotion theatrically.

This package will encourage students to look at the picturesin the
emotion book and discuss how the emotion in each picture is expressed
non-vocally; to arrange characterization picture composites to
demonstrate that they have learned that character emotipas can be
expressed by the face, arms/hands, and"legt/feet,.as well as by the
whole bodyto imitate the piCture composite they have arranged;
to select an Flo mask and attempt to express its emotional trait
through use of body movement and voice, bot4 separately and in
combination; to attempt to create a'voice and movements for either
an angry,_a fearful,-or a happy character ehd to present a_ group
4mprovisation; and to select a color and a texture and attempt to .

express related emotional traits.

01, C .
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Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

4

This lesson familiarizes the student with the word emotion,
encourages him to think consciously about the range of emonfons,
and helps him discover how a character's emotional traits can be
expressed non-vocally (physically).

The emotion book contains photographs of different people express-
ing emotions physically. The first photographs emphasize emotional
expressions on the face, then expression of emotion by the arms/
hands, legs/feet, amid, finally, full-figure views show emotional'
expression by the whole body. The student will gain some under-
standing of ion-vocal emotional expression through a discussion of
each picture with the teacher.

There are no "correct" answers in the student's response. Two
students looking at the same picture may interpret the same non-
vocal cues differently. This is perfectly all right so long asi
the student attempts to explain his decision. Expecting "correct"
answers may force a stereotyping and lead the student to read the
cues as he thinks you want them read, rather than exploring his
own perception. You may wish to discuss-this difference in per-
ception as an interesting phenomenon.

The emotion word list is provided as a resource to indicate a
range of vocabulary to aid in the discriminntion of emotion descrip-
tion.' It is realized that the list is not definitive; students may
wisb.to add words. It is also realized that some words are-not
commonly used in all of the lower primary. at is hoped that the
list will help to increase vocabulary of description of emotional
characteristics and that you will use as many of these words as
possible that are appropriate to a specific class.

In the review, reinforce the idea that various parts'of a person
can express an emotion and that by putting parts together, the ?whole
person" can express an emotion., Be sure that each student understands
the concept of the lesson. You may wish tb-engage in a discussion
about non-vocal sues around the school and the home. Students may
be able to imitate how you or their parents expredt emotions without
talking.

SUBJECT AREgS)

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Theatre,Arts

Introduction Of the word emotion; how the actor combines the use
of facial expressions-, gestures, body movements, vocal rhythm, pitch,
tone, ratdrand volume to expresi emotions; the process of transforming,
physichl and vocal elements into'a chai-acterization; the theatrical
relationship between color-texture-eMotion-characterization.

P
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INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Although designed primarily for all third grade students, Creating
Characterization has. been used in grades 2-12 as well as with college

students. 'While formal testing has not. been done at all grade levels
informal reports indicite that these uses have been successful.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional package is to 1) know that there
are different modes of non-vocal and vocal expression of 'emotions;
2) know that the 'portrayal of emotion in.a theatrical context is a
deliberate decision -making,process; 3) perceive and describe the rela-
tionship between the voice, the movement and the emotions of a
character as expressed by the actor; and 4) to synthesize elements
of characterization and cr le characterizations within
improVisations.

PATTERNS OF USE

Creating Characterization is a self-contained unit.of instruction
with activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be

used as part of an ongoing curriculum in drama; linked with other -
"theatre based" unity developed by the Aesthetic Education Program
to create a curricuAim; linked with other AEP units which are related
to music, art, dance and literature and which are clustered around
"Aesthetics and the Creative Process"; used with language arts
programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Learning isassessed by the teacher and by the students. Students
take a pre-test which .can also kle administered as a post-test. The

teacher is provided with obseilational "clues" as well as questions
to assess learning for each activity. Teacher and student evaluation
sheets as well as guidelines t inteipret they are provided to assess
the final improviiations performed by the students.

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Creating Characterization to
dependingon class size and
activities." Teachers genet
to three days per week,

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Creating Characterization
This instructional unit ha
but may be used with young
of the teacher or' curricu

es approximately 10 hours to complete
tilization of suggested "additional
lly take about 45 minutes per day, two

oes not require a specialist teacher.
been tsted with students in Grade 3,
r or older students at the discretion
specialist. It is recommended that

f
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Creating Characterization be taught i4 small groups to enhance
interaction and allow the teacher to respond specifically to each.
student. Students will require more space than a small desk; they
will need room to spread out C:Isir ilterials so that they will note
conflict with others. The Teach14'1, Guide outlines all procedure
for the teacher and has been rated as quite useful in field trials.

The -teacher is encouraged to relate the activities to theatrical
experienCes by having the students analyze television programs and
attend "live" theatre performances, and by bringing theatre artists
into the classroom.

field reporti indicate that the materials stand up well with repeatedt
use in the classroom. Consumables are miniMal and_ easily purchased
Prom the publisher.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Source if

.Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item Rate Distributor

Student Materials I set $52.5Q* -Tent and
including books, per 6 evaluation
puzzles, masks, students sheets are.
texture samples, consumable
pre-test and post- yearly. .

test sheets, and
student evalua-
tion sheets.

leacher Materials $32.50*
including guide,
filmstrip,' record,

theatrical gels, 5.

emotion cards,
wall chart, evalu-
ation sheets

*prices subject to chahge)

Summary' Cost Information

Depending on classroom organization, units can be purchased in varying
multiples of 6, e.g. 12-4tudent, 18- student, 24-student sets with
teacher materials, etc. Student materials and teacher materials can
be'purchased separately. Costs are figured On multiples of the base
price per 6-student and teacher modulecost for oneunit containing
enough materials for the teacher and 6 students $85.00.
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Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can implement thisunit
instruction; workshops are offered by the publisher and the labotatory,
as well as curriculum consultation by the laboratory. Costs for these-
services can be obtained froc each organization.

ASSURANCES AND chAnit`

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its:trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socio-economic
characteristics. The developers have not received Any reports of
harm associated with the use of this product.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of
social bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness
of content. Any question of such shortcomings in the materials
is resolved by an appropriately directed review of the materials
by a qualified expert outside the program. The materials are
revised to eliminate any deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trials indicates that the
' aterials dan stand alone Lathe hands of a competent teacher
and be successfully implemented with no aid beyond that given
in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
Instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the atts,that.has been developed in the
`United States using the carefully, defined and implemented develop-
ment and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of ap educational
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of

edUcational'psychologists,'educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of beach package of

-

materials.developed by. the program. In the early stages of develoP-,
ment,, trained observers tarry,ou't an observational monitu4ng of
a trial inipliMentation of the package in prototype. form. The
information derived from this monitoring serves as a basis-for
revising the materials for further trials. It also serves as an .

early warning system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings
in the package. After revision, a second, pilot sxage,-evaluition is

' carried out in three Classrooms. In this stage, the marerialg must
pags three major tests: First, they musr be in keeping with the
.overall goals, of. the program. Second, there must be evidence that
the materials can stand alone in the hands of a 'competent teacher..,
Third, the materials must meet certain short-term payoff objectives,
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demonstrated by verification of measurable differences in the
behavior of the studeats:titho have studied the materials. After
the pilot trial of the materials2 the program has cbntinued to gain
information on a yearly' basis.

The pre-publication evaluatioq ok this unit vas carried ont.with grade
3 students in local schools. ISpecially\constructed tests regarding the
basic goals of the package compared studxess taking the package to,.
other students. The results showed that students exposed to the unit
were significantly superior in understanding ipportant aspects of
theatrical character development. Student and teacher satisfaction
with the materials wasalso high,,as measured by a post-treatment
attitude scale.

AVAILABILITY

Creating Characterization A currently available from the publisher.,
Product carries a 1973 copyright date, and copyright is claimed until
1981. if

The Viking Press/Linoln Center for the Performing Arts
625 Madison Ave.

1. New York, N.Y. 10022 '

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 105
g
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- Evidence to Support-Assurances and Claims
for Creating Characterization

Careful Develoent:

Assurance's and claims of careful' development are supported by the
Basic Prograd-Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL,-1972). This
source explailps in detail the standard procedures followed in the
development a,:hd evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report was pared for this package, and describes the results of
intensive o ervation of package activities in a single classroom
trial. A piltit evalqation,report shows the results of package trial
in three different classroom settings. Both hothouse and pilot
evaluationstWere completed on Creating Characterization. An Overview
of' Developdint and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store (Edwards,' 1974)
vlains the procedure through which the program continues to gather

ip . tioh on products which are presently being used in the field.

Effecti ess:

A.post-tes was designed to investigate whether the segmenti of
learning on the theatrital concepts were transferred to the students-'
perception of theatrical events.

There were two items in the test; each item consisted of 1) a color
picture of 4 character portraying an emotional state and 2) a sdund
tape' containing a short (about 10 seconds) monologue in gibberish
spoken the character, the voice dkality of which portrays ,the
same tional state as.the picture. The pictdre (projected on the
screen) and the sound tape were presented together.'4NThe sound tape
was replayed about 5 times while the picture was, left,on the screen
until all the students finished answering the questions (about 3 -5
minutes), '

The questions on the. answer- sheet ;46 two:
,

1) I think the person is feeling: (Circle one of the following
words or give your own description in the blank proVided.)

'2) List all of the things t'hat yOU have noticed about this person
whidh tell you how he is.feeling.

r ,..

The first question was. simply a device to dhannel the'students'
attention to the emotional cbdracteristic of the character and the

'answers to which were consideNd irrelevant to the objectives of.0
.fills -unit. -

,. C \ . i . - t .

. I e
0

,The 'scoring of the test was, carried-out with answers to question 2
only. The ans rs were content-analyzed into 5 categories of
restkonses: 1) hose related to facial expression, 2) those related

,.....

to gesture or ther bodily expression, 31 those related.to motion,
4) those relate( to voice quality and 5) those rflated to the
costume of the u factor.
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The teat was administered to the
non-instruction group one week afte
lessohs: It was administered to five
the instruction group were given this t
characte ization package, we have discus

ways in which a character's emot
ions on the answer sheet were read
ction group, the test instruction
times you can tell how a person is
e words to tell you whether he is

truction group
the former had c
tudents at a t
*t. instruction:

d and experience
n is expressed." (Then

d explained.) To the
"Have you noticed
ng, although he

r happy?" (Then

differen
the ques
non-inSt
that many
does not

a comparable
leted,the

Those in
the

the questi
in spellin
of writing

Post-pilot
Of the teac
to other to

wa
fee
angry

as on the answer sheet were ead and.e.xp ned.) Assistance
was provided on an indi:vidua bas so
bility was partially alleviate

ield trials were conducted on Creat
ers involved, 100X said they would rec
hers, and 92% said their stuaents"were cited'about or

the problem,

acteri tion.

the package

looked forward to each lesson (see Aesthetic Education Program
Extended Pilot in Pennsylvania, Appendix A, p. IX, June,v1973)..
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Item 1:

Items 1
and 2

ccmbiped

from Pilot Import
(Joss 19721 p. 30-31

1: The test results were baleen down in terms of the number of responses fn
each ategery:

Category 1 2 . 3 4 .$
/facial ix ression (bodily expression) (motion voice coituoe

instruction Group

'. (22) 26
8

,

.

17
. ,

,

8 . 10-
.

,,611 .

ion-
instruction Group

20)
20 0

s.' ., i
-

7 . '. 6

1 2 3 -- 4
Instruction Oroup .

- . .

(22) 38 .5 20 11 9 13

ion-
InstroctiOn Group 31 3 14 t la ' 4

(20) .-

s. 2 3 4 5

tnstruction Group
20

f--i
1419 ,-. 19 24

ort-
nstruction Group 3 .

-

. ( 17 , '10 " , I
0:1

ti The differeoces between the two groups were fast prominent with 'r,egbrd to ,

categories 2.and 5. Category 2 -refers jto responses that are related to bodily
expressions It category 5 refers to respoeses -that are related to the c:otture

7. of the charac r. In both easef; the -Instruction Greco showed more awareness .

/ toward theft stimuli and their relationship with the expressed emotion of the
character. However, 'clothes* was the most frequent response that was classified
as Category S. Only 2 students speciftcally refered to the color of the costume
and only one student mentioned the texture of the costume.

Item 1:

Item 2:

It 1')
and 2

Combined

II. The test results broken down according to the proArtion. of students who
gave responses in each category were:

b
5

Instruction Group
15/22 9/22 7/22 10/22 10/22

kon- ,
Instruction Grou 0 13/20

,

6/20

.,
6/20 6/20

InstrucIon'Group
If

16/22 9/22 10/22 c,..... 9/22

------1P".
8/20 ,

.

7/22

4/20
.

Mon-
Instruction Group

.1

t
17/20 2/20

.
12/20

.-

; 3 A 5

nstruction Group- 31/44 . : .111/44 ' )7/44 '9/44 17/44 t-

n-
nstruction Group

28/40.' 2/40- 18/40 '14/40 10/49

This data suggests that the package perhapkes contiihuied to an

increase of the students' perception of physical expiession.ck emotions

as well as the relationship between the cbstuning add expressed emotions.
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NIE PRODUCT: ARRANGING OUNDS WITH MAGNETIC TAPES

(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

ANELOPEPJAUTHOR: CERRE., Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Pregrab Director
'Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator -

Ed Swede, Product Developer

*NABIAIIVg DESCRIPTION

-4

-t

Part of the Aesthetics. nd the Creative Processgr9up of Five Sense
Store packages, Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes involves students
in the creative process as they select and arrange prerecorded sounds.
Students jitatapoSe somas of different rhythms and tone colors, such
as squealing pigs, hilarioUs laughter, or sonic pings, and manipulate
their duratibns. An introductory tape explains and-illustrates simple
arranging with taped sounds. A library of twenty taped sounds, a
splicing mock with attached take-pup reel and Scissors, a set of
student direction cards, and graphically illZitratid charts arc the
studente tools., Asthey arrange selections from the sound library,
students discover how tb use time, sound quality, and other elements
of sounds to produce compositions having unity and balance. As
they make decisions about the planning and construction of their
sound arrangements, they are involved in the same creative,process
experienced by the arts in music and other arts areas.

This package will encourage students: 1) to develop mechanical skills. -
cutting and splicing teqdired _for working in the medium of taped
sounds; 2) to appreciate, throdgh exposure to.different and unusual
sounds, the-wide range of ,sounds and music in our contemporary society;
3) to experience form through using repetition,d6ration, and Silence
in developing a theme; and 4) to become aware of the creative process
engagedn by arrangers and dbmposers through selecting and arranging

iSounds to create a theme and variations.
4

StRptf Lesson-.
(Addressed, to Teachers)

to

Lesson Four: Creating :,,,Theme and ViriatfOns

'Concept: An awareness of the creative process engaged in by
the.arranger-composer can be gained by selecting and arranging
sounds to create a theme and variations.

It
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of

General ObjeEtive of the Lesson4 The students will add yet
another-dimension to their arrangements by varying the order,
as well as the duration, of three selected sounds.

By now the process of developing a theme by repeating three or
four selected sounds should be familiar. In this lesson students
are asked to repeat selected sounds in combinations and with
variations they choose. In other words, they willsbe 'creating
a the and variations.

Listening time for the arrangementIW may be scheduled at your
discretion. If the students seem'.eager'io hear their works,
you night schedule a listening peiiod immediately after the
teams have completed the splicing process. The maximum time
foT each arrangement will be three minutes (twenty sounds,
nine seconfA each), and most will probably be two minutes or
less. Therefore the listening tine will not be extensive.

Now distribute Sound-Action Card I to your students and let
them with the lesson.

(Addressed to Students)

Sound-Action Card I

This tine arrange a three-sound theme. Do everything you did for
Sound-Action tatd,--F-atia add one more step: Change the 'order of
the sounds in your theme each time you repeat it. By changing
the order as well as the length of the sounds, you will be
creating a theme and variations.

Variations are nth forms of-a theme. Repeat your theme and
variations until your holding board is filled. ReMember to
think carefully about how the sounds sound. Talk it over with
lour teammates before choosing your sounds. Write your arrange-
ment out on, your holding hoard. Cut and splice it as you did
before.

Choose,a title for-your,arrangement that describes what it is
like.' Then introducekzand'play your arrangement for the other
teams and listen to their arrangements. Describe the feeling
you wanted to give with'your griginal theme. Did changing the
order of the sounds in you'r theme change the feeling your theme
gave? If it did, describe the feeling that the variations on -
your theme gave to you. Ask your classmates how theyelt about
your theme and variations.

I?

1
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. SUBJECT AREA(s)

15

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Music

Proficiency in the mechanics of cutting and splicing tape;
exposure to different and unusual sounds in order to enhance
student appreciation of the wide range of soundly and music in
contemporary society; selection and arrangementof sounds to
create a.theme and variations; decision caking about the
aesthetic qpality of sound tape arrangements.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

Although Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes was foinally tested
at the third grade level, it has been used successfully with
students from third grade to juniors in high school. It has also
been used with adult groups.

t

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSES(S)

The primary purpose of this package is to let students encounter ihe
creative process through the selection and arrangement of sounds so
they can gain an awareness of the arranger-composer's art. In
addition, the package exposes students to different and unusual
sounds so that they can better appreciate the wide range-of sounds
and music in our culture.

PATTERNS OF USE

Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes is a self-contained unit of
.instruction with ectivities that are sequential and cumulative.
It may be used as part of an ongoing curriculum in music; linked
with the other music-based packaged developed by the Aesthetic
Education Program to. create a curriculum; or used with other AEP
package* which are related to art, dance, theatre, amid literature
and which areclustered around "Aesthetics and the Creative Process."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS
v

While there is no formal testing, learning is assessed by the teacher
: and the students.. Student products are examined and analyzed and the

final composition can be used as a- posttest of the package: Guidelines
:for informal evaluation are built into the package.

TIME REQUILIEMENTS

Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes takes approximately eleven .
hours to cotaplete. The activities" are done in time periods of from
45 to 60 linutes.

241
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itiEWENTATION PROCEDURES

Arranging Sounds-with Eaguetic Tapes doeg not require a specialist
teacher, It is'most effeCtive when an entire class, or as many
students as Possible, use the materials simultaneously. Although
the students work in teams of three, the reaction of the three-
student teams to one another's arfangements is a very important
part of the package. The Teather's Guide outlines all procedures
for the teacher and has'been rated as quite useful in field trials.

The teachei is encouraged to have the students =awe into independent
experimentation with tape composition.-

Field reports iEdicafe that the materials stand up well with repeated
classroom use. Consunables,are minir,a1 and easily purchased from the
publisher. _

HATEBIALS, EQUIP 'T AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Required
Items

Quantity
Needed

Cost Per
Item .

Replacement
Rate

Source if
Different from

Distributor

Student Materials:
2 binding boards
2 rolls blank tape
100 sheets editabs

(90/sheet)
2 splicing blocks
2 rollsmasking tape
2 grease pencils
2'sets Sound-action

. cards (12 cards
in each set)

1 set per
6,gtudents

$92.50*

Teacher. Materials:
1 Sound Library board
1 set Sound Libiary

tapes (20/set)
1 Information-narra-

tion tape
1 set of charts (3/set)
1 Teacher's Guide ..

$162.50*

Blank tape, _

editabs, masking
tape, and SoUnd
Library tapes
.consumable .

yearly

*PFices subject to change

Summary Cost Information

This package can be purchased in sets of varying multiples of six,
e.g., 12-student, 18-student, 24-student sets. Student materials and
teacher materials can be purchased separately so that only one teacher
set need be purchased with two, three, four; or five student sets.
Cost for one complete set containing enough materials for one teacher
and six students is $255.00. ti
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Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training in music can implement
this instructional package. Workshop'S-ara offered by the publisher%
and curriculum consultation is available from CEMBEL. Costs for
these services can be obtained from each organization.

ASSURANCiS AP CLAIMS

Assurances

This set of materials was evaluated during its trial use four
separate.classrooms of widely varying ethnic and socioeconomic
characteristics. The developers have not received any reports of harm
associated with the use of this pioduct.

Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any questioarof such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
approjaately direc ed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the 1)rog . The materials are revised to elir,inpte any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands Of a competent teacher and be successfully
impleMented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.

Claims

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that-they represent the'only comprehensive
.curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
'United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratoy.

At all stages of development, a National' Advisory Committee af
,educational' psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the %

sub.ptance and fotm of the instructional materials. A formative *

evalUation'is carried on during'the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of development
[rained observers' carry out an observational monitoring of a trial
implemeneation of the package in prototype foim. The information
derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the

.materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning t

system for the detection of any'intrinsic shortcomings in the packs e.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaldation is carried out in
three classrooms. In this stage, the materials must ppss,three major
tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be-evidence that the materials can stand

2:.:3'
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alone in the hands of a conpetent.teacher. Third, the materials mist
meet certain siort tern payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students.who have
studied the naterials.

The pilot evaluation of this package was carriedout with

grade tnree students in ilocal schools.,-Teachers reported that students
were able to vaster the technical skills of splicing, etc.; delighted
in engaging in the creative process of arranging sounds and appeared
to be more aware of sounds in their environment. Both teachers and
students indicated a high degree of satisfaction with the materials as
indicated by postpackage attitude measures.

AVAILABILITY '

Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes was copyrighted in 1973 and
copyright is claimed until 1981. It will be available as of Spring
1975 from the publisherldistributor:

The Viang Piess/Lincoln Center for the PerfOrning Arts
625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

INFORMATION CURRENT AS oy MARCH 1975

A
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes

Careful DeTelopment:

Assurances and claims of careful,developmentare supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CENRIL, 1972).
This source ex:plains in detail the standard procedures followed in
the delelopent and evaluation of this product. A hothouse evaluation
report. was prepared for this package, and describes the results of
intensive observation of package activities in a single Classroom
trial. A pilot evaluation report shows the results of package trial
in three different classroom settings. An Overview of Development
and Evaluation of the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974) explains
the procedure through which the Program continues to gather information
on products which are presently in use in the field.

Effectiveness:

Teachers from schools serving a variety of socio - economic levels who
taught a pilot version of the package responded to a questionnaire.
Their responses indicate satisfaction with the package, all reporting
ao difficulties in using the package and indicating willingness to
use it again (see p.'45-58 Pilot Report). Within the sime question6aire,
all the teachers reported that students were able to master the tech-
nical skills of splicing, etc., required by the package and became
more aware of sounds in their environment as indicated by spontaneous
comments by students,(see pp. 45-58 Pilot Report). Students
responding to orally administered questionnaires also indicated 7
satisfaction with the package, 70.2% reporting that they were very
highly or highly satisfied with the package and 88.9% sta*ng that
they underitood and learned from it.

7'4' sr -
evi .
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NIE PRODUCT: FORMING WITH MOVEME=
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern-Regional
Educational Laioratory, Inc:)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director

; Sharon Bocklage,..Editorial Coordinator
Linda Slane Kelly, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This package, part of the Aesthetics and the Creative Process group
of the Five Sense Store, provides the opportunity for students to

!,)

become'familiar w th some elements of the Art form of dance. A work-
book and three pr 'ect booklets are the vehicles used to help students
understand the concept of forming in its broad sense and in the parti-
cular sense of forcing with movement. When they have completed these_
activities, the students should understand thermeaning of sequence
and be able to perform movement sequences having repetition, contrast,
and both repetition and contrast. They shoyld be aware that like
artists they can have many reasons for forming with movement. They
will also understand the concepts of level, direction,-and dimension
and be able to incorporate these into their movements. When they
have completed these activities they should have a better grasp of
the intentions, criteria, and recision making requisite to the
creative process and, in this case, to the proce-ss of forming with
movement. ,

...,

Sampl.Lessan
(Addressed to Teachers)

-lesson-2

General Description: The: Students work with you to establish a
safe and conitrnctive management system for the creative movement
activities-which follow. :

Procedure: -During this session, pain; out* the 'Students these
. three major ideaS:

'

a. "You hEive control over your body and its movement; so you
can do many different and unique movements and you can stop
them.!' Also along this line, "Your body has limitations and
you should use good common sense about how far you push it."
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b. "Two bodies cannot be in the same space at the sane time.
Thinking ahead, being careful,.and being willing to cooper-
date will be needed so that we can all work safely and
successfully together."

c. 'Creative movement activities can be a great deal of fun
and very exciting, but they are not the same as playing.
They are serious and can be hard work. Many interesting
things can happen if the work is done well."

Decide whether you want to simply discuss the ideas above with
the students before they move or do it as you proceed with some
movement. Whatever you decide, have then do the suggested move -;

rent activities so that they get used to moving creatively and
safely while you maintain the necessary control of the classroom1

Consider establishing some "signals" or "rules" (Whichever word
you prefer) between you and the students as you do starting.- -
stopping -- listening -- looking-- resting. The cues may bethings,,
you already use in the classroom, such as certain words,, lights,
clapping hands, certain noises. This will help to organize and
add -more fun to the work.

Here are'some movement ideas for .the.students to work with. Give
them time tosexplore and practice the steps of problem solving
through movement.

"Find how Many ways you can move your head, arts, legs,
back, whole body."

b. "Find how many shapes you can make with your body. Then
move in slow motion-from one shape to the other."

.i
c. "Find how many dfffeient ways you can move from one place

in the roam
t

"'to another place in the roan.

-
d. "Find how many -ways you can support your body and still

keep moving. Besides on your feet, how else can .you move?"

Tell the students to close their eyes (except when moving through.
.....J.-41-44K:e0 as they explore. 'This will hdlp to shut out distractions;

.

= open the imagination, and encourage concentratidn on the kines-
thetic experience.

4-

Give the students an opportunity to see othets'ideas but take
care not to make them "perform" prematurely. A nice compromise
is this: at the end of each exploration have half the group sit
down and the other half help share what they found. This prevents
singling out any one individual and developing self-consciousness.
Large groups provide a comfortable, nonymity.
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Be sure to make the point of no right ,or wrong way of moving
but, rather, a "solution.." As the student's watch others, tell
them to notice that a'variety of solutionS can be equally ikichf
ifthe movement is clear and controlled.

SUBJECT ARgA(S)

Aesthetics and the Creative Process: Dance

Forming, or the creative process,
`establishing criteria, and, making,
elements can be identified in the

INTENDED USERS -AND BENEFICIARIES

involves hiving intentions,
aesthetic decisions. All of these
piocess of formink-with movement.

Forming with Movemetii was designed for use with third grade children.
but can be used with older children as well.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this package is: 1) to help students organize their
own method, or'structure, for completing a whole work oLtheir own
design, in this case, forming with movement; 2)to help students
describe and analyze' aesthetic decisions in relationship to forming
with movement;,and 3) to help students learn to make critical judge-
ments about the movement patterns made by individual students and
groups of students, these judgements to be based oft the student's
own aesthetig criteria. -*

PATTERNS OF USE r
Forming with Movement is aself-contained set'ok materials'with.
activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as
part of an ongoing ctirriculum in dance; linked with other AEP
packages related to dance; used with, other AEP packages in the', _

"Aesthetics and the Creative Process" group; and used in the
refinement of motor skills'and sense perception skills. .

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Throughottt the unit, student learning is assessed by both the teacher
and the students themselves. In the student books, a checklist at
the end of each creative task encourages students to evaluate their
own work as thdy proceed through the activities. For the .teacher,a
series of observation schedules are included as a guide to judging
student success with the movement, activities.. Additional guidelines'
for assessing other aspects of student performance are interspersed
throughout the Teacher's Guide.

2-8
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REqutREHarrs

Forming with'Ifovemerit takes a minimum of hours to complete and
will take longer i the teacher makes use of the additional discussions
or'repeats some of the activities. The nine activities work best whin
they are broken in thirty and forty-minute sessions.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Forming with Movement does not require a specialist teacher. The
package is designed to be used with large or small groups for students
from second-semester thiid grade to fifth grade levels. Students who
hive an above average reading ability may work through much of the
materials on their. wn after the first two introductory-activities.
the Forming with Movement Workbook-is designed to be totally teacher-
directed,however,land.the culminating activities are to, be done as a
whole group.

The activities require a good deal of open space for free movement,
and when it is. possible, the teacher is encouraged to take the
students outdoors to work on the materials.

MATMIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND,PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source if
Required Quantity Cost per 'Replacement Mifferent,from
Items : Needed , Item Rate Distributor.

Student Materials:
6 Forming with Move-
ment'workbooks

6 Level books 1 set per
6 Dimension books - 6 students
6 Direction books

Teacher Materials:
I Teacher's Guide

*

irMaterialg are still in the prOtotype stage and coats have not been
determined.

Summary Coat Information

Depending on classttoom organiiation, units can be purchase# in varying
multiples of six, e.g., 12-student, 18-student, 24-student sets with
teacher materials, etc. Student materials and teacher materials can
be purchased sharately.
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1

Personnel Required for Product Aduptioniand'IMplementation

A classroom teacher without special training can iMplement this unit
of instruction., Workshops are offered.by.the publisher, and curriculum
consultation is available from CEMREL. Costs fOr these services,can
be obtained from each organization,

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances-

This set of materials wds evaluated dufing its trial use in four
separate classrooms of widely'varying ethnic and socio-sconamic

IcharIcteristics: The developers have not received any reports of
'ha* associated with the use of ,this product. .

Materials are carefully scrutinized foefiminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materials are revisedto eliminate any
'deficiencies identified in the review.

' Information gathered from classroom trial indicates that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and,be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given id the Teacher's Guide.

ClaiMS

The major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been-developed in. the
United Statei using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of.an educational
deVelopmemt laboratory.

At all stages of development a National Advisory Committee of.
educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance 'and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages,of'develop-
ment, trained observers carry out an observational monitoring of a
trial tmplementatifin of the-package in prototype form, The informa-
pion derived from this monitoring serves as'a basis for revising the
materials.for further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.
After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in
three classrooms. In this stage, the-materials must pass' three major'

tests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the''

4
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program. .Second, there mist be evidence that the materials can stand
alone_in the hands of a competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable .differences in the behavior of the students who have
studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials, the
program has coptinued to gain information about the utilization of
the published 'veleion of the package on a yearly basis.

The pilot-evaluation of Forming with Movement was carried out in
'third grade classes in four ldcal schools with widely varying ethnic
.and socio-economic characteristics. None of the four teachers had
any special tra*Ring or knowledge of dance ornavement education.
The results of tlitse evaluations, whicA included intensive observation,
teacher and student questionnaires and interviews, and performance
measures specifically constructed to assess the major hypothesized
outcomes of the unit, support the following claims. Students who
received package instruction were able to demonstrate-kinesthetically
an understanding Of the majority of the major movement concepts
underlying the package and further, could, apply these terms critically
according to the criteria for forming established by the package.
Students evidenced a high degree of involvement and satisfaction,with
the materials, measured by both self and teacher reports., Although
the activities are necessarily somewhat noisy and require m fug
desks to achieve the needed classroom space, teacher response to the
package was very' positive.., These materials Were observed by
teadhOS to increase constructive group interaction and communication
among their students and were judged'particularly effective in helping
to integrate the shyer students into the group.

AVAILABILITY

Forming with Movement is copyrighted and will be completed-by.",
November 1975. -k

iliFORMATIO4 CURRENT AS OF 1975. -
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for Forming with Movement

Careful Development: -

.
..... ..

Assurances and claims of careful development are scppOrt0 13.Y..-#t -
Basic Program Plan, Aesthet4c Education Program (CEMREL,'1972i. This
source explaini in detail the standard procedures J.01101.70 in the .:.,..,;.:

development and evaluation of this product. A hotbonse e!igillati?q,-:7-
.-.

report was prepared for this package, and descril:Is the*itilti:g...
.

intensive observation of package activities in_a.SiOgie.;tiassF041,
trial. A pilot evaluation report, Shows the results opPatkagetrial :..
in three different classroom settings. Both hothouie And.pilat
evaluation reports are available. : ..., .. . -

.
,

, .:,.., :. - ,,i '

Development of Perceptual and Critical SkillsRegardingp9ent and -; 4

Dance : .
.

. .

The teachers who taught the pilot version bf Forming
Movement were interviewed in depth about their experiences and also
responded to a questionnaire about the package. A suionaly of the ,

-questionnaire and interview data may be found in pagei 23-27 of the
Pilot Test Report on this unitir-Both teachess felt that the;package
had helped increase their students' awareness of movement. InforMation
from the student interviews and the results obtained with the revised
Movement Criticism Test tended to cooberate their.opinlo4:

*
.

During the, student iatterview, is a task designed+ro be relatively
independent of verbalization ability, students were asked for
performance definitions of the seven major concept terms of the
package. Scoring was done on a simple pass-fail basis. The percentage
of students passing for each movement term can be found-on page,22 of

-the Pilot Test Report. A majority of students were successful. is
ki6esthetically defining four of the seven terms.

In the Movement Criticism Test, students-were,asked to. criticize two
.thirty-second videotaped movement sequences designed and performed
by the package developer. The first movement sequence
formed" according to the criteria established.by the package, while -

the second was not, In the final form of the test, the students'
task was tot choose the rendition whiclipmost closely exemplified the
movement principles discussed in the Forming with Movement paCkage
and to criticize the other movement' sequence as /4stification for .
his/her Choice. A discussion of the results will be found on page
24 of the Pilot Report. 36.7% of the students tested_were ableto
correctly perceive the "better" of the two movement sequences. 'Further,

IL
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.stodemps vere able to 'identify the better sequence, independent of
their subjective preferente between the two. Critical analysis of the
_poorer movement sequence was accomplished,through group and inaiyldual
interviews following the adnidistration of the identification task:
The frequency and fluency frith which students cited movement principles-

..mnd terminology introduced by the package in.their criticisms led the
ev4luation tears to concludelehat the package satisfies it goal of
developing a.critical vocabulary regarding navenent. F with
Movement Pilot Report, page 29.)

-

StuaenteSatisfsction:

In twlOof the three pilot schools, 96Z of the me dents reported during
the student interviews that they enjoyed their work with the materials
(See page 21 of the PilotReport). At the third pilot school, 'students
were asked to discuss their reactions to the package in comparison
with other, areas of the curriculum. Fifty percent reported that -

Forming with Movement was the "best thing" they were doing in school
at that time. Thirteen percent liked it "better than most things" and
another 20Z judged it "better than some things." No students felt
that doing the package was "worse than most things" they were doing in
school at the time Furttmkyridence of student satisfaction is
based on teacher reports. Respqnding to-a standardized questionnaire,
the teachers indicated that the majority, of their students looked
forward to each lel= and/or -were 5nry excited.ibout the lessons."

Teacher Satisfaction:

The evidence of teacher satitfiction comes from the questionnaire and
interview data. Both teachers interviewed said they would teach the
package again..and would recommend it to other teachers.

Development of Constracti;Je Group Interaction:

This claim is based-on teacher observation reported durini their
interviews and IS Ofisissed on page. 26'of the Pilot Report.

Farming with Movement is currently being revised, utilizing the
informationdpbtained from the pilot trials of the package. These,'
revisions4hould increase the frequency of -the studentputcomes
noted in the pilot version of the package.

253
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Summary.Stater9ent: Aesthetics and the Artist Series (Grades 4-5)

Objectives: To identify major concepts, apprbarbPc to study,
objectives, and Alternate solutions tp the problett
of analysis and Selections of curriculum content for
aesthetic education applicable to the overall concept
Aesthetics and the Artist for grades 4-5. To imple-
ment the development, trial teaching, and revision
of units of instruction in this area by preparation
of seven multi-media sets of materials.

Description: Materials in this series are intended to teach -

students about the people who take works of art,
why they do it, and where they get their ideas.
Each set of instructional materials h;lps students
see how an artist develops an idea, works with art
elements, and organizes these elements into objicts
and /or performances. The students also create their
own art works by doing activities analogous to the
process artists use.

Instructional units
in this Series

, -include:

I.

Outcomes:'

Status Report:
V

The Actor 4 & 5
The Architect 4 & 5
The Choreographer 4 E. 5

The Composer
Filmmakers
The Responsive Audience
The Visual Artist
Writers: Poets, Storytellers,

-and Playwrights

4 & 5

4 & 5

'4 & 5.

& 5

4 &

The student understands artists are individuals
involved with everyday ban concerns as well as
with artistic concerns. :

The student perceives, analyzes, and describel the
process that.artists.use in creating a work of artk

The student engagis inactivities simijar to those.
Artists use in creating works of art.

Or

The student develops a critical languAgelor'both
describing andcresRondini to works,of art:.

As OfNovember 30, 1975, six of the-eight multi-
media instructional units (The Actor, The Choreographer,
The Composer, Filmmakers, The Visual Artist,Writers:
Poetg, S.tory.tellers. and Playwrights) will be completed.
-One unit (The Architect) wilt be in the testing cycle.
One0unit (The Responsive Audience) will be ready for
testing: . Ai
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Series Products:

Artists Featured in
the Series:

"Bow Visual Artist' Came To Be" by Jerilyn.
Kupferberg Manger.

1

The Actor:. Mary Alice,t Saundra MA
Paul Neuman, Mary Lou Bosato.

The Architect% Bill Turnbull, Richard Whitaker;
Ben geese, HugkVardy, Malcolm Holzman.

The Cboreographei: Katherine Posin; Erin Martin.

The Co --)oser: Robert Wykes, parry Chapin, Shulaidt
Ran.

.

Fil=akers: David Holden, Alfred Hitchcock.

The Responsiye Audience: Charles Cbamplin,Roger
'Ebkrt, Alan Rich, Martin Bernbeirer, Dennis Hunt,
Robert Itilbiirn Richard Coe, William Como, Tobi
Tobias, Ron Powers; Cecil Smith, Brian O'Doberty,
iiillianWilson, Wayne Warga.

The Visual Artist: Robert Indiana, George Segal,'
RirhoYd Hunt, Marisol (Escobar).

Writers: Poets, Storytellers, and Playwrights:
Doris Gates,Alisa Kwitney, Peri L. Dwyei, Wiihiaa
Armstrong, Lloyd 'Alexander, Sarah Brown, Ni .

-'Giovanni -and others.

ti

The following information describes each'Ilstructittnal unit. in mole, detail.

' 4
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NIE PRDDe,CT: TEE ACTOR

(Part of the-Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPERAUTHOR: CEMSEL,
-(Formerly Central Midwestern Riional

EdUCational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street.
St.jouis, Missouri -63139

.

Stanley S. Madeja, Program. Director
Nadine 3.*-yers, Associate Director

Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Shaihn BOcklage, Editorial Coordinator

Doxald Bickner, Product Developer

watmilre DESCRIPTION'

This set of instructiontlmateriali, one of the Aesthetics and the

dirtist series of-Five Sense Store packages, is designed"to acquaint

the student with Who' actors are and what they do. The materials,

include tapesk or slide-tape presentations for each activity in Which

actors Mary Alice,Sauna.ra Deatot, Will Geer, Paul Newman, Mary Lou

Rosato and, Luis Valdez talk to the students about their experiences,-

training, research, practice andperforiantes.

-
-In:the set of matetialS, three-lessons deal with the actor as an artist

who develops through years of experience and learning, an artist who

sharpens the nearly universal tools of body, voice, and mind to the point

that she or he is able toadapt to performing a -vide variety of roles'

in various performande placsa and before various audiences. The

students explore actoi training by engaging in exercises suggested by

the aitists=on the tapes. The students explore the process, of acting.

by playing" the Acting Game which challenges them to build characters.

The game asks the-students tb sake choices of general chari.tter types,

plots, and styles, A 5' X 20' visual environment:(threa-Walled, hinged
:diaplay.-hoard) provides an introduction to and summary of the primary

concepts of the unit, and a cartoon-style student journal provides a

' place for the students to record their responses to thepackage.

'This- package will encourage students 1) to.Make observatibns

and judgients about the various ways people, in;ludingactors,

eig/rests ideas .and feelings through elements such as bo4y and

voice; -2) to listen to actor-artists talk about who they,are,

whit they 4, and how"they 46,4; 3).to perform} acting exercises

and to-huid,d a character-in an improvised scene based on their

'observations, the artists' comments,, acting-exercises, And
*174

their of n, and imkgination as guiaes-to makihg ,

'critical choices; ;k) to create a personal journal actors'
in which they express their respohses.to the alAtetiars in their

own words'indin pictures;5) to bell) choose and coordinite_theatricA3'

elements, such as directing, designing, exgcuting, orlsanaging, ?
through a group sharing, process as they dreste,improvlsed scenes;

and 6) to perfuri their improvised scenes'in,an assigned place aid1
foi an assigned kind of audience.

2,60' 4
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Sample Lesson
(Address&I to Tedchersi

Lesson 8: Vatiety of Holes
. . .

Concept: Actors change as a'result of_playfng different roles, and
roles change when played by different actors.

.. I .
. .

. . ,

General Desciiption: Ihe disamslionbased on the students' obser-
. vatibns will make the student more -asraret*Of the large nuPbex of

roles actors play and even cost of_ us "play" as compared to the
relatively-few roles we and actors have in real life. The' tape

of Deacon, Newman and Rosato will draw attention to the waradtors'
voices, bodies and minds change as they play a wrietiof roles.
By playing The Acting Game "Variety of Roles" segment, the students

.

will experience playing different roles.
. '

Procedure: Put tip the "Variety of Roles" section of the visual
environment. Poin, but the concept statemente. actors change as
a result of playing different roles, and roles change when played
by different actors. Tell-then that the four pictures represent
a range of roles Will Geer has played. .

Conduct discusiion of their observations. Whom did they observe
that they wanted to play? Why? Have them rhirar about the number
of life Toles they will assume. Not Toles they'll "play" but roles
they'll "be." They will mention mother, father, daughter; worker,
friend, grandchild, cousin, buyeri,:aellet, etc. Now ailethem to .

thidk of all theroles they've played, that is, roles they've pre-
tended. Their may list nurse, dog, lion, tree, astronaut; etc.
Tell them to consider how many roles an actress plays in a life-.

,time. . '

tell them the tape is,ia two parts. The first part is a tape \
giving them a sound experience of a variety of the roles played g.)%
Ms.'Deacon. The second half is a'slide/tape in -which Paul,Newman
talks about the specific effect, that sown~ -of the roles he has
played have had on him, and Mary Lou Rosato tells us how she has
Changed as_a result of having played.a wide variety of role9(..

Reaihd them of the concept statement, that actors change as a.
result of playing different roles and roles change when played by
different actors.

.

Divide students into smalf'groups_for the "Variety of Roles" segpent
of The Acting Game." Check to see if promised-things from Activity 7--

, 1-:-props, costumes, and so on--have beeebought." Students are to
switch roles. ,,Each person, is to be briefed. by' the person who

'played that role in the privious activity. After the briefing, period
break them out into an individual rehearsal period (5 minutes).

Have the groups rehearse for five to.seven minutes.

'261
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gave the groups isflate __their scenes with the class.

Lead the disc discussion based on two_questions. 1. Bow did
the role Change when a different actor played the role? 2. Bow
idd gross. as- an actor change ip order to play a different role?

Till_thes they will go back to their original roles next time.

SUBJECT AREAS

Aesthetics and the Artist:- Theatre.Arts

Experiences; training; research,.practice, and performances of
actors; the actor.as artist who sharpens the tools of body, voice,
and mind to react as he or she wishes; bow-an actor builds a
character; who other people involved in theatre are, e.g., set
designer, coituier.

lNTEEDEf USERS AND BEE EFICIARIXS

The Actor is being developed for use by*fourth and fifth-grade
students. In all probability, it will be suitable for sixth,
sedhnth, and eighth-grade students, as well.

.GOAL(S) OR PURPOSES)

The purpoie of The
,

Actor .is for students to know 1) who actors are
and what they do; 2) how experiences, training, research, and
practice are put together in performance;. 3) and'fot students to
experience for thesselves*the creative process engaged in by the
actor.

PATTERN' OPUSE

The Actor is a self-contained instructional package with activities
that are sequential and cumulitive. It may be used as part of an
ongoing curricula in drama; or linked with other AEP"units which
are related to music, art, dance, and literature and which are
clustered around "Aesthetics and-the.Artist."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS%

.

Assessment for the learning activitied will be
development of-the instructional' unit.

-
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TIME REQUIRE:MP...NTS

The Actor is just now going into the first stages of testing
Therefore, an accurate statement about the length of timeTieliea
to complete the lessons is difficult to make. It is estielalkd
that 20 hours will be required to do all the lessons.

IMPLaiairTATION PROCEDURES

The Actor does not require "a specialist teacher. The lessons
call for both large group and small group-instruction. As the
package has not yet been through any formal testing process, the
usefulness of the Teacher's Guide has not been evaluated.

As presently planned, consumables are rivimml and will be easily
_purchased from the publisher.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Required
Items

Source if
Quantity Cost per Replacement' Different from
Needed Item Rate Distributor

' Student -materials: *

Student journal pads
Student journal binders
Question sheets
Acting Game '

Teacher materials:
Sound filmstrip
Tapes
Visual environment board
Teacher's Guide

* Journal pads
and answer sheets

- will be consumable

I

/.
*Decisions regarding packaging and costs have not yet beenuade
because materials are still in the first stage of'development.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption'and Implementation

A clmisroom teacher withOut special training in draMa will 3e able
to implement this instructional package. Workshops are bffered by
the publisher, and.cUrriculum consultation is available from CEMREL.
Costs for these services can be obtained from each organizjtion.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

instructional unit, The Actr, is presently in development. When
compleced. it mill be tested as defined in the gisic Pro2ram Plan 1972.
At that time appropriate assurances and claims will'be made.

r
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HIE PRODUCT: THE ARCHITECT
(Part orthe Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOP /AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.

Oarmerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

312659th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Hadeja, Program Director,
Nadine' J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bermard.'S. Rosenblatt, Associaie Diredtor
Sh.ron Bocklage, Editorial Coordihator
Jerilyn Kupferberg, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This set of instructional materials, one of the Aesthetics ansi the
Artist series, introduces students to architects ap persons who deal
with form in function in designing buildings for people. The'stUdents'
explore the influences which affect the work of architects, the process
of organization and decision-making through which their work develops,
the people with whom architects work, and the end ;resultsstructures-7-
of the whole process.

The instructional materials used in this package include a book
of visuals illustrating the concepts that spaces which include'
people become places, an activity at a specific time becomes-an .-

loccasion,Oaces plus occasips become architecture] nd "architecture
is a hudan product which should order and improve our relations with
the environment."

-

- .

A sound tape-of,interviews with architects gill helpihe students
understand better what motivates architects and how they live and work.

Using'a card file called "Create'a Place," students Will be asked to,
come up. with solutions to various architectural.problems. A large
poAter Will show students all the things an architect hai to know in
order to design-a building. .

This package will,encourage students :1) to investigate their own
Spaces and how they experienCre them; -2) to becope involved in acti-
vikies thatrelate to the architects' percePtions-and,use of space
and light; 3 to become involved,in activities that involve decisioni
in relEftiopihipro,form andkfunctIon; swot 4) totexperAence many type;
of architeCtilre and explore.their.development in relationship to their
previous experiences through thkactivities in the package.

a ;e

i'\\*
;

f

t
'\

d lint!ntions in Arlitecture, Christian Norbeig -Schulz

f

(MIT ,Press,

19650, \
1

, - .
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Sample Lesson

1

The Architect is still in the ccFneptualizations.atake. Therefore,
no lesson is included here.

SUBJECT AREAS

Aesthetics and the Artist: Architecture

Definition of architecture; some historical background-of architecture;
differences in functions between large buildings, for example,!.offices
or theatres, and homes;" places are.created for people to participate in
specific kinds of activities; the appropriateness...of a place for a
givenctivity is in part a function of its aesthetic qualities.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

The Architect is being designed for use by fourth and fifth-grade
otudents.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purp es of this instructional package_are for stIdents 1) to
understand hai architects -are people who deal with form and function
in designing buildingt for peoplwi. 2) po explore the influences which
affect the work of architects; 3) to become familiar with the process
of organization and deciaionmaking through'which the architect's
work develops;.and 4) to understand that "architecture is' a human
product which should order and improve our'relations with the
:environment." .

PATTERNS OF USE

The Architect will be a self -cbntained instractiadal.package with
activities that are sequential and cumulative. It may =be used as
part of an ougoinig`vurriculux is art andarchitecture- or linked
with olther AEP packages -which are related to music, art, dine,
dramal.and literature and which are dlustered around "Aesthetics

.

and the Artist..."

. ASSESSKENT PROVISIONS ' .

.

Assessment,forthe:learning activities will be desikned during
development-of the instruCtionak unit.

.

.

' ' 1

TIME REQUIREKENTS

The Architect is now in the developmental stage.
' specific time requiTements have been determined.
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Imnimarmicli PIOCEDURES '.\...
:,.

-...

The.! Architect will not require it specialist teacher.

t

MATERIAIS, F,QUIPRENT An min:Rams

.
Source

' Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from
/tens Needed Item . Rate Distributor

Student Materials.
"Create aPlace"

.

card file
Student book
"Spates and Places"
,activity board

Teacher Materials:
Sound tape
Poiter
Teacher's Guide

*

*

4

*Materials are in developmental stage; decisions on packaging and
costs have not been made.'

Personnel Required for Product. Adoption and Implementation

The classroom teacher without special training-will be able to
\ implement The Architect. Workshops will be offered.by the publisher
\-4 and hy CEMREL. Curriculum consultation is also available from CEMREL.

ASSURANCES AND aunts
, 4 ,

.i.,
_ .

The'insttUctional unit, The Architect is presently-in development..
- . When completed it will be tested as defined in the -Basic Program"

'Plait 1972. At that time appropriate acsurance, andclaims will
I be sided .

OAILAmin .

The anticipated completion

The packige is. copyrighted.

date of The Architect Is November,, 1975.

INFORMATIOJI CURRENT AS OF MARCR,1975.

Cf

t
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NIE,PRODUCT: THE CHOREOGRAPHER -

V(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOI CEMREL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. kadeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, AisOciate Difector
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Joanne Robinson, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Choreographer, one of the Aesthetics and the Artist series of the
Five,Sense Store packages, introduces students to choreographers as
creative artists who make dances which are presented in performance by
dancef-performers.

To accomplish this, th students workprimarily with a text, sound
tapes, and their own bodies to identify the different roles of

creators (choreographers) and performing artists (dancers) and to'
become acqpainted with the materials of dance, movement. As they use
their bodies to explore the expressive potential of movement, tfie-
students will experience dance as a creative arp. They will begin to
understand 'the choreographer's creative, decision-making 'process by
making their own creative and aesthetic decisions about movement,
design, props, setting, and costumes.

This set, of materials will encourage students to: ,1 liook-for'-and`.
describe movement in their surroundings and to percei e how this
movement, transformed by the imagination of the chore grapher,.
becomes the source of dance ideas; 2) find new ways of usingtheim
bodies to move; 3) select and organize ;movement to express a speci-2

.

. fic idea or feeling; 4) appreciate the.fact that the making of ak
dance Is a higfily personal, creative act, individual to eller), choreo-
grapher and to each dance:, 5) improvise their own Movement studies
using ordinary objects--a 'chair,,ball, scarf--as a source of ideas;
6) make careful choices of 'souna In combihation.with-movement; and
7) select theatrical elements--props, costumes,' lighting, settings--
which will enhance Ehe movement and communicate the theme of a
dance.

a*
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'-Samp10.esson
(Addressed L'io Teachers)

Lesson 5: Movement, the Language of Darle

Purpose and GeneralDescription: The purpose oikthe activity.
IA to teach students how to give their dances a clear be-
ginning, middle; and end. The students coxpire the mechanics
of turning words into a sentence to the structuring,and
organizing of movement intwa dance,. Then they-select
movement to illustrate a stimulus sentence.

I ,
.

.Procedure: After the warn -up hA.4e the group slt.iin the
floor in a semi-circle facing the chalkboard. An the 1
chalkboard, write, in scrambled order, the wordson the

. following sentence: The,danCers go round and found and
around. Use no capitaVietterg and no'period.

ei%%. .

Have the group unscramble the words so th4t they read:
"the dancers go round and round and around." You may need

I co give them a little help. Ask them to telll yoUwhat is
needed in oidet so make. the words a proper sentence, i.e..
the need for a capital T and a period after the last "around.""
Add the capital T and the period. Remind the scisdents:.ihat
in thiA way we knosi where the - beginning aad.enloplehft.

tsentence are.'

) ,7. Discuss with the grckp'the idea that movement is,the
language of dance. Point out that the moVepenitroft..:

,

dance are like the words that make up a-sentelice; they '.j
must be selected Carefully and organized to'eliOress the
choreographer's idea.

.

Explain to the group that 'like a:sentence, or a paragraph,
or a whole story, a dance needs a begleIng and an end.
Tell them that in order to give their dances a begidnin
and end, thervill do the following:

a.' They will start with no m ovement, holding
the.opening,position of the dance.

b: They will do the movements of the dance.
t. They will freeze on thee last movement,

holding it,

//
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Demonstrate this 40 the group in this way: Stind in place
.-- with no moteti:1; at all;; ahem walk froa.one Spot tp another

spot-in the room..A_Rold -your last,*.j*eA-for ifew.secoads

.....

--so that they:cialiVa4r.14-4*.the tbd-tIfyawr:moveMent. .

.

Concentratelrom bei4nning tO:end. . :*

SUBJECT AREA(S)
,

Aesthetics and the Artist: Dante . .

,

What choreographers do and where they get their ideas; movement as the
mater*ai of dance the body as an, instrument for ravin7 movement;
role of theatrical ementsmusic, props, lighting in dance productions;
organization and p entation of student daneei.

INTEOED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES
. 1

The'ChoreOgrapher was designed for and is being tested with fifth-grade
students. At the discretion of the teacher, however, it will be able
to be used with students from fifth to eighth grades.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose's of this instructional package are for students to 1) become"
aware that movement in their surroundings, transformed by the imagination
oftt he choreographer, becomes the source of dance ideas; 2) be able
to perceive and describe the design .of the movement in)otherst dances
and to use design as the basis for a dance study of their own; and 3)
experience directly the creative process involved in choreography by
making and performing their own-danoes.

PATTERNS 0i4SE
..

The Choreographer is a self-contained instructional package with
activities that are sequential and_ cumulative. It may be used as part
of an ongoing curriculum in dance; linked with other AEP packagesyhich
are related to art, music, drama, and literature and which are clustered
around "Aesthetics and the Artist "; or used with physital deVelopment
programs.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

.
;...'

Thrvughout the activities studentsleIrming is assessed informally by
40 both teacher and studenis Appropriate guidelines for assessment are

built into the Teachei54-tuide. A task checklist includa0 in the last
activitguides sttidents.in'evaluating their omn Creative' work.

-
1 -:-,...e.,.s. , .

'..,

est
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TI)E iiQUIREMENTS.

The Choreographer takes about ten hours
are divided into 45. minute seasick's.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

The Choreographer does not require a sp
ardesignedfor large-group instructi
ilobr space is needed for the movement
:Guide carefully outlines all procedures
in conducting the aocement activities.

complite: The activities

ialist teacher. The activities
A large amount of clear

lorations. The Teacher's
and givas.eiplicit instructions

,The Choreographer encourages the teethe to. extend the concepfs in the
packag,e.'hy:having her students 'attend a ,dande concert, or inviting
local choreographers and dancers t pay a visit to the school; by. .

vatdhing for television programs on dance; by renting files on dance
to show to students; and by suggesting an.included bibliography on
dance to students.

Based on our information of the durability of materials in this-prototype
package, we plan to make those in the published version equally, as

%

durable. " . .

L
.

MATERIALS,'EQUIF9FT, AND PERSONNEL 4EQUigimEffTS
'

,Required
Items

_Quantity Cost Yer, Replacement
Needed Item . :,Rate

Source if
Different from
Dia tributor

Student.:Materialse
3 stildene-
books

1 paidot idea
sheets (30
per pad)

3 secret -word
,decks

Movement
cards

1 set per
6 studenti

* Idea sheets'
*const;mable

yearly

4

Teacher Materials:
1 Teach:arta: . *

". Guide .

'--I Choreographertape, .
-

I Sound-tape, .
,

,

c

$

*Materials still in prototype stage; costs not yet detirmined.

r 1
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Personnel: ired for Product. A tion

-

.

nd

A classroom teacher without special training can impl this
instructional package. Oorishops nre:offerd by the Usher, and.
curriculum consultation is available fro? calREL. Cos s for these
services can be obtainedgfrom each'orgaization.

a

ASSURANCES ANID CLAIMS

Assurances
.

This set of materials has completed its first classroaM trial (hthouse).
Pilot trials of the materials are now being conducted in three.-- te
classrooms of-widely varying ethnic and socio-economic characterisw. s.
The developers have not received any reports of hats associated with
use of,this product.

katerials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any form of social
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateness of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is resolved by an
appropriately directed review of the_mterials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The materialc ate revised to el4rtinate any
deficiencies identified in the review.

Informetion'gathered from classroom trial uust indicate that the
materials can stand alone in the *hands of a competent teacher sod be
indcessfully implemented with no aid,beyamithat givien in the Teacharis

-*The major clam to be made about the Aesthetic Education Program's
instructionaligaterials is that they represent thelpnly comprehensive
'curriculum sagiource..based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the canFept of an educational.
development laboratory.

At all states o f development, a National Adviiory Committee of
edlcational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the inetructlonal materials: A formative
evaluation is carried on dOrini the creation of each package of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of develop-
sent, trained observers caery.out an obsegtational monitoring of a
trial implementation of the package,in protdtype form. The information'
derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising t 'he
=materials for further trials:: It also serves as an early warning
gyitem for the *detection of any intrinsic shortcomings in the package.'

0
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4After revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in .

three classrooms. Ia thisostage,'tfie'materials must pass three major
tests:- First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand.
alone &n the hands of a coupeteot teacher. Third, the materials must
meet 'certain shortLterm payoff ;objectives, demonstratsd by verification
of measurable'differenCes in the behavior of the students insiohave
studied the materials. 'After the pilot trial of the materials, the
program has continued to gain;information on the utilization of the,
.published version ofthe packages on a yearly basis.

.

Reit:Its from the observations,testing, and t eacher interview during
the hothouse trial indicated that no major reconciptisalizing or content
revisions were necessary; the package generally achieved its own goals
and those of the Aesthetics andthe Artist series. .Both. students and

exhibitedxhibited a high degree of involvement and satisfaction with
the materials; however, these conclusions must remain tentative until
testing at the three pilot sites is completed. The Choreographer
materials,were revised following the hothouse trial and will be revised
again in light of the data'obtained from the pilot ,trials. ; (-Z

AVAILABILITY t

. 4. .

. The anticipated completion date of The Choreographer is November 1975."The package isocopyrighte4.
*.,

.7

.9

a

iNFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
0 forThe Choreographer

Careful Development:

Assurances and gialas of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plea, Aesthetic Educaiion?r5piram (CEKREL, 1972). This
source explaibs the standard procedures followed in the development
and evaluation of this product. A Planfor the Bothoad Testing of
Aesthetic Education Program Packages (B01 and Thuernau, 1974) explains
this phase of evaluatibn in.greater detail. As employed by the
Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of intensive
observation of package activities i4 a7single clzssrobn trial A Plan
for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Education Program ,Packages (LeBlanc,
1974) explains the pilot test phase of evaluation in greater detail.
As employed by" the Aesthetic Education Program, pilot evaluation consists
of trial of the materials in three c:assroom settings of varying
ethnic and socio- economic rYaracteristic Instrumentation tailored to
the measurement'a package objectives is developed and utilized'in an
experimental or quasi-experimental design with treated and control'
group classes.

A preliminary report on the results bf the hothouse trial it available.
The complete hothouse report is. being drafted.' The materials are
currently undergoing pilottesting which is expected to.contioue into
Ap#1 1975.

Mt

. ,
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NIE PRODUCT: TEE COMPOSER

(Part Of the Aesthetic Education Progra5)

DEVEILIPER/AUTECEI: CEMREL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, 4.ssociate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Edward Sweda, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This set of instructional,materials, one of the Aesthetics and the
Artist series of Five Sense Sbore parleAtes, ihtroduces students to
composers as the originators of music. The students learn that-
composers are real people,' individuals who have all kinds of ideas
about sounds and are able to express their ideas, for others to hear
and/or perform. Students will see that a composer may be a primitive'
person in some distant Land"chanting to a self -made instrument in
preparatioh for a tribal ceremony or.may be.a member of a technological
society creating a composition for hundreds of performers or using :
electronic devices. The 'students will understand that the unifying
factdr between both efforts is the organizing of sounds for others to
hear.

.

This package asks the students to focus on their own personal creative
process and to apply *their findings to the making of'nutiC. For this
purpote, the students will iirticipaie in a game where they respond
to cue cards which - suggest an incident, a Word, or an object. The
stUdents then translate their responses into musical meaning and share
this meaning as the musical creator does. Through various media, the
students will .eet composers who explain what they do and how they go
about doing it. .

Throughout thioset of materials, 'students will explore notation, inftru-
nehtation and other elements which constitute the art of composing. The
students will hear and see various other t7stelims.. including the standard
system f, composition. A slide-tape presentation is used to demonstrate
symbols, ssterms, and visual representations of the sounds which the
students mill hear in the ptesentation. The students Will create thefb.

own synbo system whirl will be used to record-their own sound ideas
far other =. Students will also be encouraged to select the instruments-
tion'iihich will be *used in expressing their sound ideas.

' -278
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Throughout The Composer it is emphasized that the students can
create compositions feflecting their personal decisions and feelings
about sound, and that these' compositions can be performed by others.

Saiple Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Lesson 3. An Imarompty Composition Period

Procedure: The begIrning of this experience.draws heavily on the
teacher's willingness to portray the role of a composer. This
portrayal simply attempts to illustrate for the class 'a thought
process which-Could be used to create a sound composition. It's
as simple as watching sentences evolve into a paragraph and then,
hopefully, into a personal literary statement. Except in this
case you substitute sounds for words or you add sounds to your
words. Surely, we all have tucked away a little sound ditty which

: can-be claimed as our own. With a slight touch of theatre share
your souad,ideas withthe class. Have fun!

After you feel ildat the role of a composer has been adequately
portrayed by'you, organize the students into teams of five. After

__the teams have been organized, distribute randomly to each team
two or three-sound idea cards. Ask the teams to look at the visuals
and read the Statements 611 the back of each card. Explain that
these cards may give them some ideas about sounds for their comp-.

ositions. Before the whole group is divided into team planning
huddles, have each team show the others which,cird the team has'
chosen as a sound idea card for their composition. At this point
they may even wish to give a hint as to whatimay happen.

Next, allow the teams to meet and plan separately. Tell students
that each team must have a composer, performer and conductor. Tell
them also that it is the composers who come up with the sound ideas

' for their teammates to conduct and perform. They have to. designate
what each perforber will do, and with what (voice, instruments,
etc.). The audience role will be filled by the other teams.

As the individual teams are plAnnIng*in various parts of the class-
room, the teacher should visit with each team as they work towards
their sound event.

Setting up the teams:.
.

Who is the composer here?
How many performers are you going to use?
Are you going to use instruments?
Or are you going to use only voices?
,Youi compositions don't have to be very long.
If you have a better idea than the card, use it!

A
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Getting Ready -for the Sound .Event:

When all teams have finished piano-in their compesitions,let the '

performances begin. The performing team's composer first shams the
"audience" what his ideacard was, and then the e-a--onductiki and
peiformets proceed.

SUBJECT ARPAS

Aesthetics and the Artist: Music

The composer as originator of music; the organizing of sounds for
others to hear as the artistic endeavor of the composer; exploration
of the creative process.en&ged is by the composer; notation as a
method of transmitting sound ideas created by composer; creation of
student compositions.

INTEEDED USERS

The Composer, now in the development stage, is being designed for
use by fourth and fifth-grade students. As-irith the other 'packages
in the Aesthetics and the Artist series, it will be suitable for
sixth and seventh-grade students as well.

GOALS) OR PURPOSE(S)

. ,

The purpose of this instructional package is for students
1) to discover Who composers are and What the process is which
enables them to create sound ideas-, 1.) to become aware that the
sound ideas Of composers are transmitted to performers and listeners
through a standard symbol system; 3) to devise their own symbol
system as a means of understanding the creative process of profess-
ional composers; 4) to be. able to express their own ideas about
sound compositions.

PATTERNS OR USE

The Composer is a self-contained instructional package w#h activities
that are sequential and cumulative. It may be used as, part of an
ongoing curriculum in music; linked with other music-based packages
developed by the Aeithetic Education Program; or linked with other
AEP units which are related to drama, art, dancm, film, and literature
and which are _clustered around "Aesthetics and the Artist."

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS -a

.

Informal assessment provisions ale intefspersed throughout de
activities. Learning is Sssessed by teacher and studentl Guidelines '

to aid the teacher in assessing student performance are built into the
package. .
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lME REQUIRE:EN=

The Composer takes approxiliately ten hours to complete.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
.

The Composer 4ill not require A specialist teacher. The indir
vidual.lessons require both large group and.Small group-instrut-
tion.

Based on the information received during the testingjmocess, materialswill be designed to be exttemely durable. Consumablitt will be minimal
and'easily purchased from the publisher.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL RE(UIREMENTS
Source ifReqUired . Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different fromItems Needed Item

. Rate DistributOr4 , ,t

Student materials
Student book

Student composing charts
Idea bards

Teacher materials:'
16mm. film - *1'
Souhd tape
Teacher's Guide

"'
*The materials are still in the prototype stage.. Therefore,
packaging and cost determinations have not yet been made.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training in music will beable to implement this-instructional package: Workshops are
offered by the publisher and by CEHREL, and curriculum
consultation is also offered by CIWEL. Costs for these
services can be obtained from each organization.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurancei

I'

z

At thi=s-poi have received p preliminary (hothouse), ,-.\
,

.evaluoion UaSed upon-dailyobservation of trial in one classroom.t

- 1 The deialopers ;riot' any reports of harm associated with 1
t

. the use 4f this' prodime, 7 . -.
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Materials are carefully scrutinized to eliminate any. for of
bias, ethnic or sexual stereotyping,-or inappropriatenes of content.

. Any qUestion of such shortcdmings in the materials is r wed by an
appropriately directed review of the materials by a qualifi expert
outside the program. The materials are revised to eliminate -

deficiencies identified in the review.

Information gathered from hothouse trial suOests that the materials
can stand alone in the hands of a competent teacher and be successfully,
implemented with ip aid beyond that given in-the Teacher's Guide. The
materials are being revised in preparation for pilot

Claims

The major claim to be made about the.Aesthetic Education Program's
instructional materials is that they represent the only comprehensive
curriculum resource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United States using the carefully defined and .implemented development
and evaluation procedures basic to the concept of an educational
development laboratory.

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Committee of
educational psychologists, educators, and arts, educators review the
substance and formof the instructional materialsi A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation of each parkAge of
materials developed by the program. In the early stages of development
trained observers,carry,out an-tbservational monitoring of a trial^
implementation of the package in prototype%rm. The information g
derived from this monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
:materials for further trials. It also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intrinsic shortcomings' in the package.
After reviSion, a second, pilot stage, evaluation #s carried' out ASe-
threeclassrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three major
tests: First, 'they must be in keeping with the overall goals-'of the
program. Second, thert must be evidence that the materials can stand
alone in the ginds of a competent teacher. Third, the materials dust
meet certain short -term payo?f objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable differences in the behavior of the students who hive

k.
studied the materials. After the pilot trial of the materiili, the
program has continued to gain information on utilizationof the
published version of thepackage.

At this time, only the hothouse'trill has been completed. - Informs ion
received as a result of this trial has confirmed that this package

'merits continued development. Necessary revisions: are being made, and
the package will be 'advanced to pilot trial.

-$
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Tie sniicipited coMplgtion.date of The Composer is November,'1975.
414e-plickige is copyrighted..

IETDIMATIOil CURRiNT.A.9 t3F MARCH 1975.
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Evidence to Support Assurance§ and Claims
for The Composer

Careful Development:

Assurances and'claims of careful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan, Aesthetic' Program (CEHREL, 1969, 1972),
and the Supplement to the Basic Program Plan,'Aesthetic Education
Program (CEHREL, 1973).

These sources explain the standard ppocedures followed in the deivelop-
mint and evaluation of this product. . A Plan for the Hothouse Testing
of Aesthetic Education Program Packages (Hall and Thuetnau, 1974)
explains this phase of evaluation in greater detail. sAs employed by
the AesthetiO Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of
intensive oUtervation.of package activities in a single classroom
'trial. A Plan for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Education Program
Packages (LeBlanc, 1974) explains the pilot test phase of evaluation in
greater detail. As employed by the Aesthetic Education Program, pilot
evaluation consists of trial of the materials in three classroom
settings of varying ethnic and socio-economic characteristics.
Instrumentation tailored to the measurfiment of package objectives is
developed and utilized in an experimental or quasi-experimental design
with treated and control group classes. A hothouse report has
been prepared and is available on The Composer.

0,
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NIE PRODUCT: THE FILMMAKER
'(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
fl

(Formerly Central Midwe4iern Regional
Educational 'Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street' '
St. Louis, Missouri 14134

a

Stanley S. Models, Program Dire or
'Nadine J.*Meyers, Associate Dire tor
Berngrd S...Roenblatt, Associate Director
'Sharon toeklage, Editofial.Coordinator
John Porter, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
. .

This set of knstructionsl'materials, part of,the Aesthetics and the
Artist series of. Five Sense Store packages, explores whorfilmmikers
are, where they get their ideas,,-how'they plan and deVelop their
ideas, and what they .must know and do to create films.4#

..

The materials provided in the package engage the studentS in
activities and experiehces designed to increasetheir perceptions
:of filmmakers as people and creators. The students participate in
the process of rfak4ng decisions used to create a, film-the same
process filmmakers use. Students move from tkie discovery and'
selection of an idea, through the initial states of its development,
to the slaking of creative, technicaI-decisibns which aciieve the
effects needed to express' the chosen idea.

.

The materials involve Students in three kinds of explorations. First
=the- students see a seleCted sequence from the tilm."How Does A Rain -'

bow Feel?" AftertJards they briefly discuss the story of the film.
following the discussion, they see and hear a slide-tape presentation
in which they. meet the filMmaker, director David Holden. He tells
them about.himselfand,about'the.creatiOn of the film they have jest ,

seen. golden talks about the.filmmaker as a person in'the everyday
wirld, about where ideis'for films are obtained, about how-the idea
foi a selected sequence Originated', kid about how the sequence Ws.

"planned. The slide -tape. presentation also intragices the students

to the people a filmmaker works'w1thand explains how these people.,
contribute tecreating the effects that communicated the chosen idea.

:.

4"

The contents of the.2tydent book are organized in the, same sequence
I. filmmakers follow in creating'a film---:from conception of the idea,

through the planning of the idea's expression, to the making of

creative Eechnical!decisions, and finally to the editing stage,

- where the film pieces are, selected and sequenced to help express the

chosen idea. The book is very graphic, centainig many photographs
of filmmakers at work and stills from selected films. Also included
fn the book are:quotes from filmmakers'and an i terview with Alfred

286
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Ifitillcockl.n 'which Hitchcock describ s the process he uses in creating
Thrdighout the set of materials, the studentsengage in

,activities similar to Chose 4,1mmakera use in,creating a film,

The Concluding lesson provides options, for the students to engage in
the total creative process of filmmakers. They can experience
selectihg an original idea, thought, or feeling, planning a way of,
expressing it on film and showing the' expression to an audience.

Sample Lesson
(Addressed to Teachers)

Activity 3: Combining Flip Books

Purpos, and General Description: The Purpo af_th

before and to introduc the concept that incr

is to reinforce :the on motion ,and ride

ideas can be communicated by adding and arran

roduced
complex

ges.. For
this purpose the students will share.with each other the. flips
books they created in Activity2 and will investigate `the

.

potentials-of putting together a number of flip booksto express
a new and more complex idea.

- Procedure: Have the students share with each other the flip
books they created in Activity 2. Tell them that as they show
their flip books, they should tell the idea they chose to
express. en they should flip the pages to show the images
they selec d to expikss their idea. They night flip their
books quit y once-, creating the illulion of povement, and

fthen,show the pages slowly,so that the other)fitudents can
/ easily' see the changes from image .to image.\ c

Ask them to talk about wish' flip books, coulabeput together
to express a new, longer idea. The 'combitlea 114 books may
actually become something like a story.

As the students begin making choices about wh ch flip books-pl.
.

put togetper and about what order to arrange t em in, encourage
'them to%try out different ogilers.- Point out that in 'these ways,
they are creatingnew.and more complicated 'ides

Here is an example of-how the activity iktght -wb k. One eit6dent
may have chosen in ActiOvitys2 to create a flip ook in Uhich a
ball rolls across the pages, one may have created a moving car, .

another a clock with hands that move; and still another to show
the 'occurrence of an explosion.

.

-The studentg might decide
the- 6Ilowing:ways:
, .

U. ball chasing car,
'2) car chasing ball,
,

to combine these. flipb ks in any of

,

clock hands moving, explcicion
clbck.4nds.moving, eiplo ion

,

\
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-3) clock bands moving, car and ball moving, explosion
41 explosion, ball and car moving; clock hands moving.

-"Wheri the students have made their
Olected pages from the flip book

See that all of the students have
new combinations.-

Choices, staple together-the
pads.

a chance t<o flip through the

Yon-night conclude this activity with a grief discussion based
on questidis such as the following:

"Did you,like any., of the combinations better 'than otherh?
Why?"-

"What ways have we found that we can make a simple ides
more complex?"

,(combine ideas; arrange ideas in various orders)

SUBJECT AREAS,
e

Aesthetics and the Artist: Film

Exploration of who filmrs are and where they get their ideas;
idea that movementin film is an illusion and how it is created;
basic structural elements of filmshot, scene, sequenceand how
filr",akilr manipulates these to achieve a desired effect; proce.ss of
planning and decision making used to create a film; how fiImsare
edited; involvement is actual process of making a film.

.1

INTENDED USERS AID BENEFICIARIES
sr

The Filmmaker'is being designed for'fourtb and fifth grade students.
As with the other packages in the "Aesthetics and the Artist" series,
it will ,e suitable for sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students.

GOAL(p) OR PURPOSE(S)

The goals of The Filmmaker are for students 1) to Perceive filmmakers
as persons...in the everyday world and as artists treating within ,their-
chosen medium; 2), to discover that the sources fdr.flinnArgre, ideas
and for their own`idlas.are the same; 3) to explore the.relationship:
between the visual.,.aural, and kinetic n4ture iiMUsed by filMakers to express ideas; Jared 4) to erience4the proceae
filmmakers use in creating a film. .

PATTERNS OF"USE

.

The- Filmmaker, noy in- the prototype-stage," will be a Selfcontained
instructional package with activities thatard seqUential and cumula-'.
tive. It May.be used as part,of an ongoing curriculum in film'arts
or'linked with:other AEP packages,which are related to.iusic, art, ;

dance:drama, and literature aftd.which
are'Clustered-around'"Aestheiicsand the Artist."

.. c

." :-
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, ASSESSME3T PROVISIORC.
,

:... , .

- Assessi4nt for the learning activities will be disigied durizyt.,
..,--develoPatat of the inspractipnal unit. .

.

SIM2-REgiTIREHENTS..

The Filmdaker -411 take am:am:4'41m1
are 18 activities ;which afe of vs
-iirrutes to two.hoUrs.

,

rfPLEKENTATION PRXEDURES

tS hours to complete. There,
'lengths of 'from thirty

/

Alhe 111.1=aRer will not require a.s eciAliscteacher. The various
activities call.for'differing'metheds of.imstructign. Sometimes
the students _work indepedidentlyther times they worivin
groups.

/

ilkii4IALS, EQUIPENT ACID PERSOpI.E
:.

REQUIREMENTS'

. ,
. . Source if

.. "Quantity Cost Per 'Replacement Different fromRequited.

-Itiths Needed; / Item 'Rate Distributor.
s. .

Student Materials:
:Stddent books 1 irtt per..

Pieces of film 6' students
-Flip 'Wok pads..
Planning cud games
Stoty, boSrd sheets

. Captain Cingza
:cvzic books

Niewfindes sheets'

.Sequence, from a film

.7ilmstrip and...recorded.

-sound track
Tiacheei Guide .

.

..

Flip hook pads,.
story-hodid:
.sheets, and
vievfin4er.
'sheets donsum-

I-461e yaSrly

t

.,41Miterials are s I/ in piotoeype.stage..;Necosts have been determined.

Personnel
-

Required4Or Product Adoption -anSd. Implitmentation

-The classroom teaser without special training Will be sble.toimplealent.
this instructional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher
and ,by CEKREL. Curriculum consultation is also available.fry
CEKREL. Costs ?T these services can ,be' obtained from each orginiza

.,

imiromm,
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ASSURANCES Alb curds
st

.

The'instruct unit, The Filmaker'is presently in devilopsent.
:When calm/get: will be tested as deified in the Basic Progrsz
Plan 1972. At that time appropriate assurances 1411
be made.

The anticipated completion date of The F4lnymalrer4ls November, 1975.
The package is copyrighted.

INFORMATION CURkENT AS OF HAREM 1975

'

;
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NIE PRODUCT: THE CRITICAL AUDIEveE,
...... t (Part of the Aestbetic'Eatation Program)
, , r '

17EVEI.OPEI/AITTHOR;'CINRELInc. .'
....

. - .(Formerly.Central 'Midwestern Regions].

. Esiticetional LabotatOryi Inc.)

4'310 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

2 Stanley S. Madeja; 'Program Direct*.
Nadine.3.,Heyers, Aisociate Director,
Bernard RosdablattAssaciate Director
Sharon Bocklage, EdiPorierrpoordinator
Bennett Tarleton,'Product Developer .

0 ,

. - .

. .

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION .

. g ;

-This set of instrumtional caterials, one of the.Aesthetics.and the
Artist.group,'explores the world 'of-the artist's receiver, the
audience --the people wisp respond to artists' works, who try to
Understand why, artists create dances, musical compositions, 'stories,
etc., aid who attempt to learn Where artists get their-ideas. In

thiS respect, the set of.ma.terialS serves as'a'culminiting or
companion set to the other =feria:1i in this series. ,Activities.
askstudents to become..hOre aware of.themselves'as'responders.
atuaents are to begin with honest reictiOns about how_partir-10P-7-
searks of art -flake them feel', then- try tocatermineWhy they-feel-
that.way: ', 070er a period'of*tissee if ;heir iespdiset r4m4indr7
the,aamt. If theytio, Why? if not, why not? 'Through activities 0.,::-

.

in' -tie srCtoi tad out-of-class experiences, the students begin .

to an yze and. judge artistic works by answeringxquestiods about the '..--

art t s possible intent, whether or not be.6r she succeeded-in,that ,.. t,

i ent, and .whether or not the efforewas wordwhile. Both throu:Ch..

caring other. student's reactions and professiops1.4ritics' reactioni,'' '.
$ .

,

the students 4iscover a range of possible responsei:to :any .0.ven :.
artistic work. The professional critics ire inclUded as,Mlesibers of ....

the community of.reltponders; and will not be the center, of atterition

in the materials. Rather, the fo'pasxf'the,matetialswill be ga
--Students as responders, as growing members of the,i-ritical audience,
.arraudience that is constructively Aware #pd responiive,t6 the
Creator and the creation. .

. ,

... ,. a
,,. .

. .7, .......-,-
, , -ar -- ' .- ,

, . Sample Lesson
. -. .

1

? . The Critical Audience sit how in the concepp.unization sq. .

.
activities-planning stage.--Ilmrpefore, no-sample lesson Virl '),

".I be included here. .. t

f 4

V

I
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5U3JECT ABS.Pal

Aesthetics and the Artist: Art, Dance, Drama, Film, Literature, basic

.Focus 61i6tOrms in a±t works; analysis of responses 6J works of,art;
learning of skiyti of responsible criticism:

f

t.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES
. .

._ J..
.

The Critical fence is being designed for fourth and fifth-grade
students.. 'As with all thepackages is this series, however, it will
be suitable for sixth, seventh, and eighth-giadi-srpdents, as well.- .

f GOAL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)

The goals of this .instructional,package are for students 1) to become
aware of themselves as members of the community of,fespondera without
which art works would'exist in a vacuum; 2> to recognize that'their
active participation is crucial to energiie the. interaction between
Creator/creation and responder; 3) to learn that within,the community
of reginonders are professional critics 'whose ideas about their work
may be of value to the.students in evaluating their own aesthetic
experiences; and 4) to begiq to use critical skills {perceiving,
analyzing, jugging) to evaluate works of art within the classical
critical stricture.

PATTERNS. OF DSE

The Critical dience will be a s elf-contained unit of instruction.
It may be used part of an ongoing curriculum in any of the'ats
disciplines 'or linked With'bther'AEP packages which are related to

..music, art, drapai dance, and'literature and which-are cluitered
. around'Aesthetits and the Artist." .

,

\

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

;Assessment fOr the learning activities 0111 be' desiglea during
developmeht of the instructional unit.

TIME REQUIREMENTS
0

l , 4 ,..

IA.sthis ?ackage is still in the deyglopm6tal stage, specifit
Unite fequirehenti have not yet beem'determined.

. .

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
-

,

.The Critical,Audience will not require a apecialist-zeactidr. Other
informatio concerning_ the implementation .of the package is nof

available t this'time.

; :4
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MATERIALS; MUIPICEST, RF,QUIREKENTS

As the activities in Critical Audience are still in the develop
mental stager no nateri 1s have been.decided upon.

.

Personnel Required for Pltoduct Adoption and Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training will be able to impledent

The Critical Audience. i4rkshops will be offered by'the publisher,
and curriculum consultari6!n will be'available from CRMREL.

4
ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

The instructional unit, TheCritical Audience is presently in
development. 1136 completes it will be tested as -defined in the
Basic Program Plan 1972. 'Ak that. tine .appropriatt agSwenced and
claims will be made.

'.AVAILABILITY

The anticipated completion date-of he Critical Audience is flovenber,
1975. The package is copyrighifd.

ice'

INFORMATION CUREEF AS OiMARtli 1975.
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NIE PRODUCT: THE VISUAL ARTIST
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPERLUITE;03-: CENRiL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratctry, Inc.)

3120 59th Stieet
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Oa'

Stanley S. Madeja, Prograb Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator

= Jerilynn Fupferberg, Product Developer

. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

This set of instructional:materials, one of the Aesthetics and the.
Artist group'of Five Sense Store packages, introduCes students to

the visual artist as a real person whose chosen work is creating
visual 5,,ages based on his perceptions, skills, personality, and
experiences. The visual artist has responsibilities, commitments, -

and the same basic needs (food, clothing, and shelter) as other
individuals. The visual artist'communicates his experience and
feelings by selectipg and'shaping visual 'elements into a whole work.
The quality that separates him from other artists As that he
organizes, interprets, and co=unicates his perception of the
environment in a visual 'mSde". This quality is something that all visual
artists have in common% Their choice of media and style is where
they differ.

Visual perception ccmsists of-four types ofv ision:' practiCal,'
curious, imaginative,, and aesthetic. In the process bf creating
visual.inages, the artist nay perceive,his environment through alI
four types of vision, whereas most individuals will-stop at'the
practical or curious level.

The emphasis of the package will be on the-artiss perception and
interpretatioa.Oi his environment through visual images. There will
be an opportunity for the students to hear interviews with four
artists, Marisol, Robert Indiana, George Segal, and Richard Hunt, in

order to better understand ullat motivates them and how they live and
work. An introduction to the visual artist will include a book,of
visuals which will show the relationship of the artist' work to -

. his environment, sound tapes through which the-artists communicate
directly with the students, manipulatives, and an activity booklet.
The activities in the booklet will reinforce the concepts og the
materials and give the students the opportunity to.put themselves in
the'role of visual artist.

r
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Sample Lesson

Lesson Three: Artists Make Decisions
(For the teacher)

goncept: Visual artists communicae their experiences and
feelings by selecting and organizing visual elements in5p
a,whole work. ,

Objective of the Lesson: After they have completed this
lesson, students should be better acquainted with the
decisisnmaking process that artist go through when they
organize and reorganize visual images,~ Students should
also be more aware of their own decisions, i.e., why they
choose the lines, color,s, shapes, and textures that they
use; why they:use more of one than anothei; howthey use
these elements to express ttheir

(For the students)

Getting Acquainted

When artists are in the process of creating works of art,
they have ,to make, many decisions. In, order to put together-
an idea and express their feelings) they hpve to decide what
kinds of lines', shapes, colors, and.textures would go
together. 'They must decide how to arrange them. Sometimes
they arrange their ideas many times before they find a
combination that works, for them. They will sometimes do :

many drawings before they put together a final work of art.
Sometimes artistsdo no&plan ahead; they just experiment
with their materials% malting decisions as they work until
they work out.something that pleases them and expresses
their idea. An accident might happen and the artist may
decide to make it an important part of the final work.
Artists are.always making decisions,

WORKING FROM A PLAN *
,

. .

, .,.

Exploring and'Imagining ,'

Get out the black and white puzzle and the colored puzzle.
Choose the one you want. You will use the parts

bothto make a plan for a picture. Try using both puzzles.

297
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.

Planning and Doing

,

-Pia any card from the Artist's Idea ?ack- Arringe 'the.
,

puzzle _parts in a say" suggested by the ide4yon pick.,
Experiment with tie parts until you find something you.

You may have to make many decisions until you
decide exactly what you_want your pict,ure-..t.iildok 144:

..
.

Afte,; you. finish..xnur:-.ROzzle plan, 'iod-.at:e now-ready to.
make'yourpicture. Find some,-drawing1=aterials; paint*,
or-magazineg, scissors, and atie and make a pictuxd=of
yopi puzzle plan:

- .

,:. .

Remcmber-hoW the artistt- talked about theiiTiOrk. 'You
may also want to write story Malkin g about how'you-,!'
planned atfd madetycur picture in. the same vay. Think
about all thedpcisions you made, and tell about-them,in
your "story. Do this aftivity frore than once.

. -

. . .

Showing and
P
Sharing *,

.

Share your picture and your story with your teacher,
' parents,and-classmates*:.-. * : -

.

4.,

-, ,

SUBJECT'AREAS

,
:,>

Aesthetics and the Artist:' Visual Art - ,
. e .. ." .

,

s 11. .

1

.

'How pereeptAOns; skills, personality, -and experiencdscontripute to an
artist's creation of visual iages; where the visual artist gets

_ideas; how the artistorganizes visual dlimentS in a whole work,. to
communicate experiences and feelings; haw different experiences and
knowledge of4individuals lead tq different reactions and feglifigs.

...

, :about the same work' of art. .
....

. .., :- :

s . , , .

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIRIES
. .-

.

0
..

a...1 -The Visual Artist was

$

formally tested *ith fifth-grade students. It,

$
.

. is' suitable for students from fourth to eighth grade.
1 .

,
:

, t :
GOAL (S) OR PURPOE(S) 4.%

.
.

...
7 '.

The purpos'es. of thi's instructional package are for students:
.

i
.

,-,
1. to SecoMe more awsre of things they see arou diem;

2. to.investigatetheir own powers' of;o1;servation and
,

i ,percepton; .

"t
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4,

3. to learn how the attisp pefceives morld around
his; . .

--
4. to develop a general idea of :how artists inteXpret

their pereelitual expexiences.throughtheir.art forms;
5. to understand that, like artists, ihey create_
' different' products from_ the sate tefa;
6. to acquire an Understanding of Sou personal'

characteristics are-evidence4 in art..
*

4 I
PATTERN§ O USE

., ..
. ,

The Visual Artist is.a ;elf-contained unit of instrUction,with
activities that are, sequential And cumulative.' It may be used asl
part of an. ongoing curriculum in art; linked with other AEP packages
which are related to music,, drama, dance, andliterature and which

perceptual development programs. /

are Clusteied around "Aesthetics and,the Artist"';':dr'usedlwith,<
.

. ,

1.

ASSESSIfEln, PROVISIONS

While there ate no _formal test, student learning is assessed by both
teacher and,students, Analysis of studene,products and of their oral.
responses are the basic meanslof,evaluatingtheir learning.-
Guidelines for. the evaluaTion'are in the'Teachar'ssguide.

TIHE ItEQUIP:£4101.5'

The Visual Artist takes. approximately 20 hours to complete. Tha time,,
required for the activities varielmith each.

.

,
.4

. .
itfkLEMENTATION PROCEMJAES , .

.

The Visual Artist does not require 4 5ROtitisteacher.:1_ .iStudentsr./
Work inl.pairs throughthepithage.. The acEivitUg caw compleiely
individualized and self - paced, or- they can be done together, ii-i, `

large grUu0.Or if the teacher preferst_a combination qt_the'two,.
methods Apy bq used." A laige display .area for student mirk is needeSg
The.Tea4er'S Guide outlines all- procedures nireful.and
interesting way. ,Ithas been rated as both'Very useful and original
in testing situations., .

The materials in.The Visual Artist are ,nosy it protiittpe.&tage.1
Based on the iqprmation in test situations about.the durability of

- materials, we will 'design those in the final to. be as durable as

-

I
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MATERIALS, EQUIPHENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

, Sourcefif
', Required Quantity Cost Per . Replacement Different from

Items 'Needed It Rate Distributor

Student Materials:
3 student booksi I set per Student response
A Special Place 6' students * sheets consumable

3,student . yearly:
,activity books'

3 sets of Artist's
,Idea Packs (3
card decks in .

each set) '. .
3 sets of Artist's
Planning, Puzzles
-(2 in each set) .

1 shape bag '..
6.
.

1 pad student 2

response sheets : - ,

(30 in each pad) ,

'Teacher Materials:
1 artists' interview,

tape_

.1 filmstrip
-.1 Teacher's Guide

e

*MaterialS"in The Visual Artist are still in prototype stage. 'Therefore,
. no prices have yer been determined:

e

Personnel Required for Product' Adoption, and Implementation

A-classroom.teacher without special training can implement this
instructional package. Workshops are offered by the publisher, and

.- curricultd consultation'is available from CEMREL. Costs ~for the"se,
- cervices can be obtained'irom each organization. ,

, . : -

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS
4

'Assurances

The information gathered frdia hothouse-trial of the materials indicates"
that the package can stand along in-the hands of a cdmpeterft teacher

and be Auctessfully.implemented without additional aid beyond that
given in-Eht teacher's Guide. The developers ha've notieceived any
reports of harm associated with the use of this product.

. ,
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package are carefully scrutinized to ei'ipinate any form of social bias,
ethnic or sexual stereotyping, of inapprop teness of content. Any y ,

ilquestion of such material in the,pAckage ca an approPriately
directed review of the M'aterials by a qaalifie ':person from outside of
the program. The materials are revised to eliminate such sitortcomiags.

_ N

At all stages of development, a National Advisory Co tee of -

educational psychologists, educators, and.arts educators iew the
substance and form of the instructiOnal mateti/ls.. A formatka_
evaluaLiod is carried on durinj 'the creation of each package (3-'1
materials developed by the program. In the.early stages of developient,
trained observers carry out an obse ational monitoring Of a trial
implementation of the package in pr totype form. The information
derived, from this monitoring sere as a basis for revising the materials
for further trials.' It also-sere an an early warning systeri for
the detection of any intrinsic sho tcomings of the package. After
revision, a second, pilot stage, evaluation is carried out in three
classrooms. In this stage, the materials must pass three majorxests:
First, they mustbe in keeping with the overall goals of the program.
Second, there must be evidence that thematerials,Can stand alone
in the hands of &competent teacher. Third, the materials must
meet certain short-term payoff objectives, demonstrated by veri-
fication of measurable differences in the behavior of the students
who have studied'the materials. After the pilot trial of the materials,
the program has continued, to gai'n information about the utilization of
the published version if the packages on a yearly basis.

0'

Clalms

The-.major claim to be made about the Aeshe0.c EducationProgramls
ihstructional materials is that theyrepresent the only comprehensive
curriculum tesource based on the arts that has been developed in the
United StAte.using the carefully defined and implemented development
and evaluatiOh procedures basic to the concept of an educationgi
development laboratory. .

t .0

A pre - publication ver sion of this package has been tested in one local
classroom containing students from grades 4, 5, and 6 and.from a
mixture'of-socio-gconiimic lev.els. No quantitative data yet exists
concerning student learning but the students indicate4 a high. degree
pf:satisU7ctl.on with the package in poSt-package questionnaires. Based
on. recommendations 6om the teacher and an evaluator; they ackage is
nndgrkqing.Kevision and is.being continued in the testing cycle.

AVAILABILITY

..,. The anticipated completion of The Visual Artist is November, 1975.
..

.

. Thepackage,is copyrighted. . , --;

.,'...
...,

r

INFOR1ATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975 .,
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Mali=
for The Visual Artist

'Careful Development:
f

Assurances and claims of caeful development are supported by the
Basic Program Plan4 Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL, 1972). This
source explains the standard procedures followed in the development t

and evaluation of this product. A ,Plan fof the Hothouse Testing of
Aesthetic Education Program Packages (Hall and Thuernau; 1974) 'explains
this phase of evaluation in greater detail. As employed by the
Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of intensivE
observation of- package activities in a single classrbom trial. This

package will proceed to the *lot stage. A Plan for the Pilot Tesang4
of Aesthetic Education Prograi Petite es (LeBlanc, 1974) explains

1-
the pilot test phase of evaluationi greater-detail f As employed

by the Aesthetic Education Program, lot evaluationrconsists of
trial of the materials in three classiooth settings of varying ethnic
and socio-economic characteristics.

A hothouse evaluation report was prepared on The V,Asual Artist which
includes the assessments of tOg evaluator and the teacher and their
recommendations for modificatibns.

Effectiveness:

Students.were asked to campaFe their preference for the package with,

-other subjects. In all casei Ilut one (phyiical education), they
-- 'preferred the instructional units tp other subjects. The results

are summarized on Table 1 of 'eh' appendix to the hothouse report.

7
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NIE PRODUth WRITERS: .POETS, STORYTELLER, AND P1514WITES,
(Part of the, Aesthetic Education ProgYttmY

J I

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: Inc.

rly Centralifidwesteri 'Regional
Educational, Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th, Street

Ldais,MissoUri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja; Program Director'
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Directcjr
Beinard S. Rosenblatt; Associate Director
SharoiBocklage,'Editorial Coordinator
Benne Tarletons Pr ctiDeveloper

.NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION.

..

; Tais.set of instructionalmaterfals, one of the Aesthetics and the.

Artist. group of Five Sense Store packages, introduces students to
three'4ifferent kinds ofuriterspoeq, stopytellers; and playwrights.
The purpose of the materials is to develop the students' knowledge of
the creative process through a study of the wfiter's-rilationship.to
his or ker, work.: The -materials areznot intended to train students to" be wilters, although such training is a natural outgrowth of worki9g
With these,materials)which include a Creative.Writing File Box. The
studentsf-uiderstanding of, the creative ptocessits nide more- realistic
as they nook on their pawn short pieces of prose, poetry and drama .-

The materigs'involve students in various kinds of learning experiences.
Students mOet several writers via a sAdent book, slide -tape presenta-
tills,' recorded interviews'and printed interviews. They learn about ,

these writers' interests, eXperiences, and attitudes'.

The studentt see that writers, talented thoughthey may bd, are
igtividuals involve& with human 'aiell as'artiitic concerns, and
t some of these con erns affect hot/ the writer _creates and what
e or she produW. Plirther; as itudents.proceed to reading the,

tens' works,,they learn that the finished pieces of -writing dq not
miraculously. appear on the Page, but are the result of the fascinating

_and sometimes frustrating creative process. In discussion; the students,
.pert ive and dAcribe this creative process as, it has actually shaped
'the inahed piecof prose, Petry, orAramar They read comments and
ptte6 by other wil.t rs'worki g in the same form and see that the
proc s varies, thou each writer uses the same coolswords. They
are i troduced to so technical terms, such as characterit'ation and
confl ct, and percei e that, the writer manipulates these elements

. 1
actor ing to her or is own needs. .'

4. 271,
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During the fins/portion or :each lesson, when,tbe ,students
- to,

express their own ideas in writing, they expeileice first -hand the
challenge and excitement of the..creative,pti*eis4 In-the figs 0.-
activity, stadenti produce boOks or f-crpite

together a group book of their Writings.'
, .

,..-

Semple
dressed'

.

LesSon 'Ources

LOson \-
to Teacher), '

Playwright is Ideas

Cineral-DeicT:iPrion: Inthis-acTivity, the students learn how
Three playwrights.conceived idAaa for plays. They then.try to
use the meiheo4 on'e-plai67.144 used 4o start milting._

Procedure; Tell the students that, of course, not every writer
goes dbout his:wo'rk in thesame way, and that they will read how
three famous playqrights got started. ,Director the students-to
the pictures and short biographies of the playwrights.

"Reading and D cussing Convents by Playwrights: As the students
read the sbo t commentaries, encourage them to consider the.play-
wrightsr words carefully. Does any part of any story 'surprise
Them? Are .they surprise, for instance; that Brown wrote his play
first as, a poem? Have they read any poem in thiswbaok that mighet
he turned into a P14y? (Peri Dwyer's "Compliance" suggests itself,
since the describeathe situation-that:the loss depicts.) .

Creative Writing Activity: .Read with the class the following
direCtions. (

.`'(Address to Students)
-r

-Haw Fou try it, Think of a person whom you eight suite a play
Choose.someoni you like -to think about, someone yOu find-

interesting or curious. To create a stoiyidea, think of-then -moist
improbable or unlikely thing ?hiS-person might do, just2as" dOsep
'Kisserling did increating "Arsenic and-Cad_Lace." _bdn't try to
write the whole play now. Choose the-aaractei and cake-up the
story -idea first. That's how a playwright begins his or her play.
:

'SOBJECT AREAS

'4egthetics aid the

VIntroductVii of th
plaYwrights;how
affect the way in whi
and- frustration of th

go

List: Literature

ee1 'different kinds of writers -- poets, storytellers,
as well'as "artiStic co;cerns ottheyritef
he creates and what he produces; fascination

'creative writing process; introductioh -of terms

it

ei '"Characterizati9n" an "conflid-and the way individUal writers
manipulate these eleme ts; actual process of crew rvigwriting by
students.

....
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IFTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES.
. ar

This instructional package ig being designed and formally tested
with fifth and sixth-grade students. It can easily be used with
eighth and ninth graders as veil.

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSEfS)
: '

The goals of Writers i Storytellers, and Playwrights are for
students1) to perceive the writer as an individual'with everyday
human, as well as'artiatic, concellas; 2) to perceive how the creative
process Works, and the relationship of an individual writer's creative
process to his'or her work; 3) to.perceive that ibp,creative proFeas
varies from writer to writer'; 4) to p4rceive that different Writ
get very different ideas from the tin4 sources; 5) to Acquire the
necessary critical insight into the creative procesiandlacguage
for suchalialysii and judgement that they are.01e to analyze and -.
JuOge literary works; 6) to break down stereotypes in students'
-'minds 'abodi writers; 7) to produce their Awn pieces of writing, thus
intensifying their understanciingof the creative process:

PATTERNS OF USE

Writers: Poets,-Storytellerg, and Playwrights is a self-contained
instructional package. It may, be used as part of an ongoing eurri-.
culum'in literature; linked with other AEP units which are related
*to music, art, dance, and drama Ohd which are clustered around
"Aesthetics and the Aitist;" or ised with creative writing progrdida.

I"

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS"
,

.

. "e I. At . is
.informal assessdent provisions are interspeised through tthe '
activities. ,'.earning Is diseased by- teactier and :stud Guidelines
to aid tlie teacher in assessing student'perforkance ar ,b4ili: data
the package. . .

.

4
.

'

TIME REQUIREMENTS

,
Writers: Poets, Storytellers, and Playwrights
to complete. The 16 activities take from 30
complete ana can bebrOken'down into smaller

take; about 22'hours
.tea.to 3 hours `to
s sessions",

.

ATION PROCEDURES .

Writers: Poets, Storytellers, and Playwrights does not.require a
specialist teacher. It is being tested with fifth and sixth-grade
students, bur it can be used frith students

o
in seventh, eighth,..and

ninth grties as well:

t t
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Required
Ittas

'quantity- Cost Per
seeded Item

0

Replacement
Rate

Source fif

Different Isom
Distributor

.

'Student Materials:
;Student activity
'hook

Package libiary of
specific readings

Publication format
sheets

Teicher Materials:
Sound filmstrip
Cassette tapes
Teacher's guide

. 116 -Publication
format sheets
replaceable

. yearly

*Materials ate still in prototype stage. Packaiing and cost-decisions
have not yet been made.

Personne3 Required for Product Adoption an Implementation

A classroom teacher without special training can implement this
instructiodal package. Workshops are offered by th7e publishers and
curriculumrconsultation'is available fr'Om CF EL. C090 for these.,
services can be obtained from each organization.. 0 -

. c

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS
a

Assurances

At this ibint, the materials have received a preliminary (boihouse)
,eva luation based upon daily observation of trial in one-classroom.
TheNevelopers have not received any reports of ham associated with
the Aeof thiaprodUct. . a

Materials are carefully scrutinized o eliminite any form of s ocial
bias, .ethnic or sexual stereotyping, pr inappropriateness,of content.
Any question of such shortcomings in the materials is4esolved by an
appropriately' directedrevigir of the materials by a qualified expert
outside the program. The mateiials are revised to eliminate any
deficiencies identified in iberreview.

Information gathered frog hothduse iris/ suggests 4114 the materials
can stand alone ln the hands of A competent teacher and be successfully
implemented with no aid beyond that given in the Teacher's Guide.
The materials are being revised in preparation for pilot trial.

,J ,
4.

,
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The major claim to be made about h Aesthetic Education Program's.
instructional materials is that they represent the only cooprebeasive

curriculum resource based.on the-arts.that has been developed in the
United States Using the efully defined and implemented development

4' and evaluation proce&res as to-the concept of, an educational
development Ibboratory.

t

At all stages of developmenjt, a Rallaonal Advisory Committee of

-'educational psychologists, kducators, and arts educators riview.the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A-formatiye
evaluation is tarried,on durinkthe creation of ea *h packag
M4tertals developed by_the program. In the early stages of development
trained observers carry out'an observational monitoring of a trial
implementation of the package in prototype foiM. The information
iderived from:this' monitoring serves as a basis for revising the
materiali for further tribls. It-also serves as an early warning
system for the detection of any intridsic shortcom5nec in the parkage.,
After revision, a second, pilot-stage, evablation is-carried out in
-three classroomsr., ,In -this stage; the materials must pass three major '
rests: First, they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the
program. Seco6d, therePmust belevidence that the materials can stand
'alone iii the hands:of a competent teacher: Third, the materials must
meetcertain short -term payoff objectives, demonstrated by verification
of measurable Itifferences'in the b;havior Of the students who have
studied the" materials. After the pilot trial -of to materials, the
_program has continued to gain ipformation,on.utilization of the
published versiot of the packages= on a yearly -basis..

4 4.

ti

thiS time, only the hothdUse trial hastellco..1eted.. Information
received as.a result Of_ this trial has confirmed that this package
merits continued development. Necessary revisions are being made,
and the package will be pdvaribed to pilot irial" A t

.. .
AVAILABILITY

.

The anticipated `completion of Writers: Poets, Stbrytellers, and
Playwrights is Novcmber, 1975. The package is copyrighted.

I
/

INFaMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCR 19,75

,

27 )
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Evidence to Suppo* ASSUMW--P-331md Claims
for WriterelPoets, Storytellers, lad Playwrights

Careful Development:

Assurances and claims of careful development awe supported by the
Hasic Program Plan, Aesthetic Education Program (CEMREL,'1969, 1972),
and theSu6pfdment to the Basic Program Plan, AesthetIc Education
Program (CEM1tEL, 1973).-

These sources explain the standard procedures followed in the develop-
ment and evaluation of this 'product. ,A Plan for the Hothouse Testin
of Aestiletic Education Program Packages (pall and Thueinau, 1974)
explain's thig'phaie of evaluation in.greater detail. As employed
the Aesthetic Education Program, hothouse evaluation consists of
intensive observation-of packagd activities in a single classroom
trial. A Plan for the Pilot Testing'of Aesthetic Education Program
Packages (LeBlanc, 1974) explains the pilot test phase of evaluation
_in ,greater detail. As employed by tht Aesthetic Education Program,
pilot .eyaluation consists of,trial of the materials in- three claseroom
settings of varying ethni5.and socio-economic -characteristics.
Instrumentation tailored to the measurement of package objectives is
de'velaped and utilized in an experildntal or'quasi-experimental design
wit' treated and contra group classes. An Overview of Development
and Evaluation of-the Five Sense Store (Edwards, 1974) explains the

-prpcedure through which the program continues to gather information on
productg which have passed_cik pilot stage of evaluation. A hothbuse
report is currently in preparation and will be made available on this

.

package.
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E.- Aesthetics and the Culture Series;
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*Summary Statement:

Objectives:

Description:

Instructional units
itthis Series
include: Ttie arts of Yorubaland ; 5 & 6

Sypols of Ancient Mexico 5 & 6
. American Popular Culture 5 Z. 6

A Sensgrational Tour through Russia 5 E. 6
American Indians: he People of

Aesthetics dnd the Culture Selles (Grades 5-6)

To identify major concepts, approaches of study,
objectives, and alternate solutions to the pfoblems
of analysis and selection of curriculum Content for
aesthetic education applicable 02 the overall concept
Aesthetics and the :Culture for grades 5-6.. to.imple-
-dent the development trial teaching, and revision.
of units of instruction in ibis area by-preidaration of.
six multi -media instructional materials.

In these materials students explore the relationship
between aesthetic values and different cultures,. Each

set of materials presents the aesthetic values of a
particular culture., Students gain an understanding.of
these values as they emerge in art form/event/ritual.
Materials in the series introducg*students to the link
between aesthetic values and other values related to
societal,tradition, political history, religion, etc.
Togetherathe materials offer evidence that each culture
has identifiable aesthetic values which may differ from
those of other cultufes.

Outcomes:

_Earth and Sky
itled set bf materials 5 & 6

5 F. 6

The st t understands that each culture has its own
aesthetic lu

The student perc- es, describes, and analyzes the
aesthetic values o fferent cultures.,

The student engages in ar orm/event/ritual activitiei
which exemplify the aesthet values of'diffetent
cultures.

.

The studet. understandaithat the aes -tic values of N ..
T different cultytes,sre cioaely relat e other

values of those cultures.
(1

. i 4 & 4

The stUdentufidersta9ds that difsferenVcatta
...

eve Its
,

.1

. ,. different aesthetic values. .

. f
. .

, , ".
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-Status' Report :

4

As of November 30, 1975, three sets of
'Me its of Yorubaland; Symbols of Ancient Mexico;
A Sense- ational Trip.thxough_Russia) will be in the r.
testing, cycle: Two sets dfmaterials-(Ameripan -

Popular Culture; American Indians: The People of
Faeth and Sky) will beready for testing. - (The

coutent,of another-set.of materials has not yet been
determined.)

S4ries Prbducts: "The Aesthetics of Culture: A Position Statement"
by Morris Weitz. '

The following information describes each instructional- unit in more detail.

t

I ,

o

a.

. ,

!
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'THE ARTS OF YOE6BALAND

This set of instructional material,"one of the Aesthetics and the Culture
eries, introduces students to the Cri6itionalsarts of the Yoruba peoples

of southwebtern Nigeria; develops in the students an awareness of the
aesthetiC considerations Which shape the Arts of these peoples; and leads
then to an understanding of the special meanings and functioqs ofthese

I

of the Yoruba people of southwestern
music, and dance. Their art reveals
a heritage that is both unique and

arts..

The traditional cosmology, or world piety,
Nigeria is expressed in their myths, art,
to os their heritage--an African heritage
universal.

The Yorubq, like many African peoples, believe in life forces which pervade
all things -- forces which appear contradictory but aie; really complementhry.
There is a constant interplay of life forces--good and bad, beautiful and
ugly, order and disorder. Ite harmonizing of life forces is sought breach
individual working within at-0 framework of the community..

TWo_ major forces, the forces of order and disorder, arerepresented by
Orunmilla, the god of fate, and,bY Eshu, the trickster. The arts of the
Yoruba reflect the relief in the oppoting forces of,order and disorder and
reveal how society'ought to operate in'oraer to bring' about a balance between
the forces affecting people's lives.

.

The grts have n special meaning and function in the world of the Yoruba people
and are an'integral part of their lives.. They .fuse past aqd present as they
remind people to show respect for the past by honoring the gods, the ancestors
and the elders in order to insure the continued life of the community and to
brjng bale* and order to the world.

The students workprimarily,..with a text and tapes. They examine the myths,
art

/
music, and dance.of the Yoruba to understand how aesthetic elements which

.

shapt Yoruba art satisfy;the aesthdtic values oI th'ai'societ and express
beliefs and ideas that are sharga:by the whole community.
_. k,

. -v

The materials introduce studvfits to the oral tradition and visual art of Yoruba-*
land any t2.the ideas and beliefs whichgiye special meanings to those art forms.

JStudents e5cpilore how these art forms fu coon

4'

in maintaining and clarifying
carlunity values.: The students become aware of the concept of s yle,by
compiring and contrasting their own works of at with Yoruba visual art and

1,he ,risualait of other African peoples. - .. -
. 4

Students become aWareahat all of the arts of Yorubalandthe myths, att,.
music, and dance- -have gpeciai meadings and functions which convey ideas and
beliefs,which are shared by the community and which serve to 'affirm their
world view.) Students examine masks and' dance for their function and meaning,
create the/i own masks and dance based on Yoruba stylistic considerations,
and create theix own-dance-play based on a Yoruba myth which embodies the
Yoruba'conebpt of the cIorld.

.
317
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This set of materials will encouragestuientp to:

,- percdive the aesthetic elements which shape the traditional
arts of the Yoruba;- , .

understnd that eha.traditionAl'arr of the Yoruba, like ttuchiLl
-iraditional.African art, has a special meaning and ainction;

understaaithat thp traditional cosmology or wor--1.d view of

the Yoruba is expressed ig their arts'(myths, art,

mutic,'and flance);-. . I .

. . .
. .

understand that in traditional Yoruba cultUre the arts are

' an int4gral. pari of the lifeof the people; --,

,

become aware that the- expressive impulse fs shared by people
everywhere andethat the cu/iural ;,)aluesanar attitudes of a
people help give that 'impulse itt special form and meaning.

t

1

.4

-,

2 3
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SYMBOLS-OF ANCIENT MEXICO

fa,

-This set of instructional materials, one, of the Aesthetics and the Culture
'series, introduces students to the aesthetic values of ancient Mexico,
symbolism, and how the values and symbols emerge in ancient and contemporary.
Mexican visual .art.

Students explore the indigenous art of Mexico and its ---ach-urabolic heritage.
_They learn_that these Ancient symbols expose the strands tliat weave together
the Mexican- nation. They come to perceive that particular view And its
aesthetic valves that continues to influence Mexican aesthetic expression
today. Through a text, a slide/tape presentation, a sound/vocabulary, tape
and a recreation of several ancient rituals and games, students transfolFm,
their classroom into a microcosm of the ancient Mexican world.

The set of materials is divided into three lessons. In ;esson One students
learn that symbols are universal ways of expressing feelings about nature and
that each culture views nature in a special way. They are then introduced to
the specific.symbolism of ancient Mexico and to the Mexican-idea of nature.
By examining ancient myths for meaning and function, they discovery, how the
attitude towards nature shaped and,Imolded the artistic_ expression of the
Mexican people. "

4 '
In-Lesson

TO: students examine the ancient Mexican calendar which utilizes
the culture'lls most important visual symbols. The students"contrast and
cpmpare*theiir concept of time and_space with that of ancient Mexicans, then
they creatb their Own calendar and lse their calendars to ; determine events
in theif ownj lives. In this way tjsey come to understand more fully the

and deas "at.rdled the ancient' world.

i*7p A

Lesson Three,introduce§ students the art,of the Mexican murals and how
they convey ancient Mexlican cosmology through symbolism. StudeU.ts,study and
analyze ancient mura s as well as works of Contemporary muralists, Rivera,
Orozco, i'ild'Siqueiros Applying the esthetic assotiated-witf: symbolism,
students design, and cr te their own-mural.

These t off' materiald will encourage. students to:

rstand the origin 'and function, of sym bols in a

perceive "the- specf
.0- t

'

culture;

is symbolism of !Mexico and' flow it appears in
Mexictin.art"forms; . , 4 %'' -

.

( g .

understand that a ulture's relationshipsIto nathre'play influence
.ts 'aesthetic s; . _.,11.4.11i

, . k-l
'become aware that traditional MexiZan
relationship' witg nature;

I

ti -

art forms express a unique

know that the need to exPfesp feelings about one's world is a
desire of people ...sin all cultures and that the various manifesta.f
Lions of this need are a result- of'the'cultuKal differences.'

f/
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AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE

American Popular Culture, part of the Aesthetics iend the Culture series;
explores aesthetic values held by contemporary Americans as revealed by
television, radio,'newspapers, magazines,.street art; a4 art and fashion.

7 P

Students increase their perception bf contImporary American aesthetic
values by examining the sounds and images of media.and by studying objects
created by American, artists and non-artists. They create the-it- own media
soundsondjmages and make objects to express what they value aesthetically.

Possible discuSsion, topics, include:

the development of an ar*form from a human need, for example,
the art of fashion design as it grew from the need to cioth
the body, or the art of architecture as it grew from the need
for shelter;

the development of artistic expression as reprsented in
paintings which grew 'from the human need of self- expression
and personal aesthetic values;

the relationship between intent and effect, and what it
reveals abodt aesthetic values;

choice-making among sounds, images, and objects 4s an
expression of personal aesthetic values; 1

the media as a link of the people in,a heterogeneous culture;

4
how artists create sounds and images that express the impact of

F everyday'events and objects on the lives of the people.

,0

/ ..

//-
Activities for this set of materials may include: crating peisonal wall'

.......

posters from existing images; making designs and slogans for t-shiits to
,,. convey personal aesthetic values; conducting an in-class flea market of, .

A
imkges 4nd objects that exemplify contemporary, American aesthetic values;

...., . 'creating an advertisement that emphasizes the aesthetic qualities of pn object;
'16,reatTng an art object for a utilitarian purpose; and going on,obserpation

lks to (perceive individual aesthetic expression in yards, windows; hou)s
,

.. "d cars....i
J , /,r.; t r.

.

e 4terials in thisiinstructional unit include a teacher's guide and a t
.

. .

student text in Magazine format. The student magazine is tentatitrely"titled
.e. . Culture and,will contain' illuitrated artfcles'correspdtding to the lessons

and activities outIiried in'the teacher's guide. -Tape of radio programs insi
'

sii es will edmplement the student eact. actual use of real media and
.4.e.1 a trips to homes,.car lots, flea markets,s, stores, and junkyards will be .1

an important part of the activities, Tkemediaand field. trips will reveal
t AmericAts find adsthetically valuable today. '..

... . r
.,-

i

:.-,.

,_
L,,,......-,......- ..,....,_,,: .....
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This s t of materiatS, vial. encgurage students 0101:...

pe eive'moi-eclearry:-American a4stheyic vales as revealed
ifi Popular art forms;

f

examine American culture as it is presented by .the mass media;
1,0

understand that an'art forth may grow out of a htpab need;

become aware of the iltrinsic beauty in the everyday world
around 066.

4
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...YSENSEATIONAL TOUR OUGB EViSIA

Soviet apologist, Ilya Ehredburg states "that the whole World could be
covered-with asphalt, but that somehow, soother or later, green grass 'would.
break through." That bit of green is referred to by Eloieuburg as the Culture
of _people. A Sense-etional Tours...brough Russla,_partof.the-Ac.sthatirs
the Culture series, focuses on the Russian culture.

A game format is the vehicle of exploration. Through the use of a game design '

each player can'focus an different highlights of Russian culture, but eventually
all players will experience many forms of the culture.

Specific Gmr.P Procedures

1. Preparation. Before embarking on a trip to Russia, each student draws i0
symbol objects.which will represent various works and,values found in the
(student's own culture. These symbol objects--films, tapes, foods, clothes,
records, T.V. shows receive specific titles and names which reflect each
students personal value.

Example:

Student's Symbol Selection Specific Title Choice Exchanged For

Film object J.aws (to be completed)

Food Quarter Pounder with Cheese (to be completed)

Record. One of These Nights (to be completed)
by The Eagles

Students record and'title their choices es above. While playing this game,'
----SEtideral are a-Sledft) exChatige items they value for items the Russian people.

value.

2. Arrival. Four students may travel simultaneously on each game board.
Students choose various travel symbols (backpacking, motor biking, bicycling,

. stabs, Cross country skiing, etc.) which represent them on the game board.

The game board design is as .follows: 36 color-coded squares surround an
illustration of the Soviet Union; with special visual treatment of Russia and

-specific visual detailing of Moscow, Kiev and. Leningrad. The squares surrounding
this,illustration will be made up of six colors randomly sequenced.

The'sixtolors symbolize the, five senses plus incidents' By chance, students
move around on the game peard and land on various squares (sense or incident)
The six possibilities correspond with six'color-coded decks of cards which
encourages sense encounters for each student experience. Sight, sound, smell,
touch, taste and incident decks'help the students encounter Russian culture from
KGB and the Russian alphabet to a toy-making school outside of Moscow. Each

es
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sense card creates an experience:within the culture and encourages sense
awareness of the cultural forms. The incidents are resolved with the cooperar
tion of thd teacher, and the sense experience is resolved by each student with
the help of a Russian Cultural P. source Center, which consists of books, maga-.
zines, cassettes,: 35er slides, recipes and other naterials which give students
closer insight intoche Russian values, ideas and, creativity.

Certain play cards will ask students to exchange irens they value for things
ion Russians value. The duration of the travel is dependent.upon the exchange
rate each student chooses.

3. The Objectof the gene. Each card of the six color-coded decks has a 35mm *
slide equivalent in the Resource Center. As students travel the country they
accumulate the cards which they experience during their travels. These cards
.act as an outline-for a personal presentation'hy each student which illustrates
the pace and tone of what they had experienced.

.

As the culaipati,ng activity, students exchange cards for slides and prepare an
audiovisual tactile all-sense presenttion of their experiences. In their
final presentation students will discuss their choices and the values that
decided those choices--why did they like it? Did the people they exchanged
with like it?

Example Crds

Description of Visual and Content

Went to Moscow's Polytechnic Museum for a public reading of poetry.
by Rasul Ganzatov. Gamzatov is a native of Daghestan, the capital
of the Daghestan Autonomous Republic on the shore of the Caspian Sea.
His writings are read and appreciated.rn homes throughout the country.
His generous, heart-warming, fiery poems are reflections on life and.
love--the poet's-answer to universal questions:. It is very difficult
to get tickets to his public readings betause he is so popular. In
fact, so many people want to see and hear him that they crowd the
-stairs and aisles and even sit on the stage.

n

.

NOTE: Poems included.

SIGHT --
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pescription Of Visual and Content

Side Trip

Visited Uzbekistan, the biggest of the Soviet Central-Asian republics,
diring the gay and erotic festival of Kovnn Saili (Melon Festival).
The noisy Oriental bazaar abonzpded in piles of watermelons and musk-
melons, grapes; apples, pears, peachs--a veritable kingdom of fruit, a
hymn of abundanCe The sonorous sounds of the national instruments,
the karnai, surnai", tdMbourines and nogar, proclaimed the beginning of
the festival. This music immediately transported everone,hearing it
into the realm of oriental fairy tales. The young 'Uzbek boys and girls,
clad in bright national gowns, began to dance. The culmination of the
festival was the shmrinaki, ,or mass tasting of melons.

-- SOUND --

Description of Visual and Content

Went to the Museum of Ethnography of The Peoples of the USSR in
Leningrad, and saw an unusual eihibitiowl-the art of spice-cookie
making. Russian spice cookies are made of hard pastry, flavored with
honey, ,Masses and spices. They are baked in a'Variety of shapes
and iced. Spice cookies keep for a long time 4nd are often bought as
souvenirs. There are many spice-cookie motifs, such as: a fancy
fish, lions, a girl in a Russian- sargfan, birds or a deer.

NOTE: Recipe included.

-- TASTE

.This set of materAgls will encourage students a):

understand that the Russian culture has its own aesthetic values;

engage in art tow/event/ritual activities which exemplify the
aesthetic values of the Russian culture, and so internalize the
aesthetic values of that culture;

understand that the aesthetic valges of the Russian'culture are
closely related tothe ocher valdes of the Russian people.
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AMI:RICAN INDIANS: THE PEOPLE OF EARTH AND SKY

This set of instructional materials, one of the Aesthetics and the Culture
series, introduces students to the concept of ritual as an art form and bow
the oral tradition, the music, and the crafts of American Indians relate to
.the concept of rituaL__ -

For American Indians ritual is a way of maintaining harmony with nature.
Literature accompanies religious ritual, crisis rites, and curing ceremonies,
as well as work activities._ Its moial teachings help define all manners of
political and social relationships. Embodied in the stories and poetry, and
in the urratives and songs of the American Indians, are a series of rules
about human behavior. These rules define relationships between people, between
people and nature, and between people ar2 the supernatural.

The materials present an overview of various tribes' rituals through stories,
examine the function of ritual.and its origins, and explore the development.
of ritual. Students learn abbut the magical properties associated with
American Indian art and the function of oral tradition, music, and crafts as
they relate to the American-Indians' cosmologies.

The student activities reflect the concern with ritual and illustrate the
stories. Some of the activities are a cycle-of-life drama, sandpaintiag,
a potlach festival, and the building of a loon for cloth weaving:.

This set of materials will encourage students to

. understand the influence of ritual in the art forms, the.
American Indians;

explore the American. Indians' concept of ritual as a way of
maintaining harmony with nature;

examine the Indians' rules governing human behdvior as they
are embodied in the Indians' art forms;

understand that a culture's relationship to nature may
influence its aesthetic values.

D
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Summary Statement. Aesthetics and the Environment Series (Grades 6-7)

Objectives: To identify majoiconcepts; approaches to study,
objectives, and alternate. solutions to the problems
of analysis and selection of curriculum content for
aesthetic education applicable to the overall concept
Aesthetics and the Environment for grades 6-7, lb
implement the development, trial teaching, and,revisipn
of units of instructionin this area by preparation of
.seven multi-nedia instructional units.

Environment is the interaction of people and places.
Environments should` allow people to become involved
with and participate actively in the environments.
Aesthetic environments should reinforce the activity
and participation of people. The activities in these
materials will encourage students to explore, -analyze,
and make decisions about environments based on these
ideas and to provide opportunities for projects which
would make some immediate change in their own environ-
ments. Instructional units in this group should build
on the concepts in the six earlier series.

Description:

InstruCtional units
in this Series 4

include: Envifenment: People + Space = Place
Experiencing Environments Through Our Senses
Moving Through the Environment
The Individual and His Own Personal Space
Communities--Then and Now .

Environments_of Tomorrow
New Environments'Through Design

Outcomes: The student is aware that aesthetic considerations
play a major role in enhancing the quality of-his
environment.

Status Report:

The studbrit will be able to analyze, judge, and
value his environment for its aesthetic"properties.

The student is able to make decisions relating
functional and aeS.thetic-considerations in the
environment which affect the general human condition.

The student demonstrates his-interpretation of a
quality environment by organizing arts elemint,
and environmental components for chnge.

As of Novembee30r 1975, the content for the series
will be defined'and the writing of tbe first three
units. will be completed.



TEE SEAR FOR THE MOST EFFECTIVE APPROACH FOR
TEACHING ABOUT AESTHETIC QUALITIES OF ENVIRON=S

Due to the nature.of the material, several sessions were spent in the classroom
trying to determine the direction of the first instructional unit. Children
tee- asked to talk about/ illustrate. and do improvisations relating to
experiencing many environments, Different. stimuli were used to explore the

students' reactions to particular places. Most of their interpretations were
related to social aspects (who they were there with, what they did together)
and psychological aspects (I like to be alone, we can ride horses there and
that way we feel good; I can go there and get away from problems).

The question was '"Uhat would be the most effective approach to attending to
the aesthetic qdatities of environment?" One of the major focuses in exploring
environments is to degree people participate and become involved in creative
and imaginative ways. One of the goals of the series is to introduce students
to ways of creating more expressive environments. Aesthetic environments
should reinforce the participation and involvement of people.

ine following example illustrates this idea. In many downtown centers
skyscrapers are beCtilt with big open plazas. If nothing is done with these
areas people pass through them. Some of the plazas allow for a great deal of

participation. There are shops at street level foi people to look in. There

are benEhes and grassy areas for people to sit. Sometimes there are tables
and outdoor restaurants where people may come together. Occassionally there
is a small band of musicians. Along,with this there are sometimes trees or
other foliage and large pieces of sculpture. This kind of environment will
reinforce aesthetic experiences and allow for people to come together and

participate.

Various techniques are being investigated in terms of exploring environmental
aesthetics with the idea of people-participation in mind. The methods used
in analyzing works of art which are generally more static and complete do not
always apply when analyzing a COntinually evolving environment which is bom-
barding all of our senses.

The arts happenings of the sixties and early seventies come closer to the idea
of environment as A theatre for action and interaction through a single musical
event, poem, or painting:' In analyzing environments we will be looking at the
process of haw that environment evolved and continues to evolve. In comparison

to looking at art works, it would be similar to analyzing the creative process
the artist goes through.ratheT than the end product. The difference between
examining an Artist's work and an environment is that there are a series of
criteria for looking at works of art, whereas the criteria for examining
environments aesthetically is not as set and has many. more social, economic,

-.and political influences.

The information on the following pages is a brief description of. the seven,

units. The major concept that will run through all the units is: the

aesthetics of an environment enhances one's quality of life.
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FIRONIMiT: PEOPLE + ?LACE PLACE

The two major concepts for this unit are: Environment is the interaction of
people and place; -People make places and places r --Aire people.

The unit will give. the srnag.nrq a -fief3 1740T of envixo=eat-- get/1.ra'

objective is to have the students become acquainted with the idea that
environment is not an object, but an always changing phenomenon and that
people are part of.enviroaments% The second objective is to have the child-
ren explore ways to change environments to cake them better,.more'aesthetic
places for people.

A scoring activity will be developed. It will use a neighborhood street in
order to give the students a chance to analyze the environment, The Students
will examine texture, color, pattern's, etc. through the use of an objective
technique. This will help them develop a working language about environment.

331.
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MEEW=NC n niskomt-rs TERCEGH. OUR SENSES

.. .

The major concept for this unit is: We experience environments through our
senses. /

. The general objective is-to have the students'become aware that all our
senses play an importapt rolein how we interact with environments and how
the' environments make us feel.

The students%;ill be introduced to the idea that our senses tell vas about
places and that some places and the activities that go on in them appeal to
one or two senses more than the otheis.

The unit will take the children through a sensory exploration of many places.
Each of the senses will be singled 'out in exploring these environments. The
students uili,learn that some things appeal to our senses and others offend
our senses. Different reactions io, and appreciationiof, particular experiences
in various environments will be analyzed fiam this viewpoint.

332
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MOVING THROUGH THE ENVIRONMENT

The major concept for this unit is: Movement is both a functional and an
aesthetic coaponent of the environment. Environment is a theatre for action
and interaction.

The general objective is to have the students become aware of how movement
`helps to sli:ape their world and how they can create more pleasing environments
by being aware of moveent in the environment.

fThe unit will emphas ze the following concepts:

Places are spaces where events, ceremonies and happenings occur.
-Spaces are shaped by nature and by people.
Each time we enter into a space we add to it. We leave our mark.
We learn about our world by moving through space and in space,

1
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THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS bWN PERSONAL SPACE

The major concept for this unit is: People desire to define and personalize
the spaces they inhabit.

In the past people were more involved with their own spaces. As society has
changaand citieshave developed; people 'have become less directly involved
in building their own places to live, but the desire for a personal space is
still there. ,

.

"Knowledge about mares immediate environment, the hollows within his shelters
that he calls offices, classroomslsprridors, and hospital wards, is as
important as knowledge about outer space and undersea life. For too long we
have accepted physical forms and administrative'arrangements based upon out-
dated views of human activity. We are told'that'classrooms should have
straight rows of chairs so the children will face the teacher, priSoners
should be kept in separate jail cells, college students should have roommates,
and park benches should be Heavy and indestructible so that vandals will' not
cart them away. With or without a conscious philosophy or explicit 'recognition
of the fact, designers are shaping people as well as buildings."*. .

The general objective is to have the students become aware that one's environment
is an extension of one's self. The unit will give.examples of how people Rerson-
glize their environments. Through the unit the students will examine their own,
environments and will make some decisions and plans for change.

Environmental concepts to be explored in this unit are:
.

Places for 'Living,

.

Places for Shaping,
-...7.

.

PlaCes for Studying, .
-f.,

Places for. Playing,

Places fot;My Belongings.

the'word "apgropriate would be introduced in relationship to aesthetic
qualities. This term could then apply to many situations rather than to
making value judgments as the use of the terms good or bad would connote.

*Personal Space, The Behavioral Basis of Design, Robert Sommer, 1969.
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COMMUNITIES --THEN AND'OW

There are different sizes off. man. There isjthe sma- ll man which is
the single man, ind a large man which is the community - -of two or
of everyone. Something changes when the size jchanges. .Someane
needs to direct the traffic and invent the larger si3e ceremonies...

all bullt
larger man to celebrate, more muscles are needed...For a still
larger man to celebrate, it becomes more complex still. He needs -

more spaCe--a whole city, and more equiPment...So we need city,'
planners and they need to be in touch with the complex needs...
But if he only knows physical facts and knows no poetry or irony...
he will be Out of-touch..:And"the people...will become 'weak and
unable to act, unable to express_and explain themselves to each
other. They will disintegrate. They will not be able to remember

together who they are...And so this larger man will 'begin to do the
oppoaite of remembering--he will dismember..Witness Wit: or

Chicago or Harlem, where humans have been denied theright to
express need or anger or love. They respond in chaotic, destr c-
tive ways., We can only be grateful that they respond at all-::that
foe have not fully killed them.,. Always there remains this need to_
explain to 'each other, that we are good. We all have a constant
need to be reaffirmed.. The single man needs this. _The whole
human race needs a "Yea"--needs the large ceremonial pat on the
back -that. Says "Come on, come onl. We cah make it. "*

2

The major concept for this unit is: All people are builders, creators, molders,
and shapers of the environment; wejatle the environment. The emphasisiof this
unit will .be" on the community and on the,city and people's effect on them and
how they effect people. Environments inthis,unit will be examined by using _
the street as a path through the enift-onment., The street will be viewed as a
connector, a market place, a divider. There will be a look back-into history.
iCommunities will be explored as they were in the past and isthey are now to
ahowpecific examp4s of people's effect on environments. One of the possi-
bilitles is a critical look at the Santa Fe Trail, then and now, and a total

Louis, -past, present, and future. '
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ENVIRONMENTS OF TOMORROW

s

The major concept for this unit is: As people have dreamed of the future
they haVesbeen guide by the experiences of the past.

Some examples of this were the dre - "s orLeonardo da Vinci, M.G. Wells, and
the author of Flash Gordon. Students look at some of this literature in
terns of its historical time and of -what has come to be. They will then look
at some of the people of toollay such as, Solari and Fuller, in terms of their
thoughts for the future on the problems of today.

The:major object of the materials is t introduce the students to the idea

that artists' expressions of imaginary laces have gone on throughout history.

Many artists have been people ahead of their times. An-exploratian of various
contemporary artists' expressions of ideasof theluture will become a basis
for the students' own explorations of ideas for the,fisiure4
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NEW ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH DESIGN

The majorconcept for this unit is: ."When group interaction can be based on
a framework for group creativity, it will enhance and enlarge' individual
creatrvity."*

S
The generarobjective is to have to students solve a problem through a
simulation game. This gene represents what could very well be happening
in their school or community. The content of this unit would consist of a
small group of environmental problems where the major issue is the aesthetics
of that particular environment.

A simulation gene will be designed-in order to provide the students with a
structure for some creative problem solving.

*Laure 1pin and Jim Burns, Taking Part. 4
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BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENT ON
AESTHETICS ANT r ENVIRONMENT SERIES

.

In March 1974, the Aesthetic Educati9n Program began developing the conceptual
scheme for the Aesthetics and the Etiriromment series, grades 6 and 7. nathaniel
L Champlin of our Advisory Committee worked with us by meeting with the staff
and preparing a popition paper. Working from that position.paper we developed
a draft outline for the Environment series. We singled out various aspects
of the environment and the relatiomslip of these aspects to aesthetics. The
original titles were:

. -

,..

Aesthetics and the Environment.: An Aesthetic Field Trip
Aesthetics and fte Envirohment: Imaginary Environments
Aesthetics and the Environment: Aesthetics of Personal and Public Spaces

Aesthetics and the Environment: Around and Through the Environment

Aesthetics and the Environment: Environments of the Futrur

Aesthetics and the Environment: Aesthetics of Technology

Aesthetics and the Environment: Aesthetics of the Arts in the Environment

In setting up this outline, we felt that we covered the concepts that pertain

to aesthetics and the environment. In May of 1974 an ad hoc committee fromthe

etit

,,National Advisory Committee reviewed the draft. As we looked at t outline,

there was still some question of whether we had coverea i.-he most octant

concepts and whether we had any logical sequence. Even though. h'instructional

unit should stand alone, the series must hold together. The problem which the

committee found with our work was that we had started from the specific and

had moved to the general..

A group of consultants who are specialists in their fields, (an urban planner,

an architect, a specialist in designing learning environments--al/ educators)

came in August 1974, for three days to examine our ideas and help us develop

a better outline or plan for, the whole series. Specialists who took part in

the planning session included Dr. Ann Taylor, Upiversity of XeW Mexico, a
specialist in designing learning environments; Theo Van Groll, Department of

Architecture, University of Virginia; and Richard Whitaker, Jr., head of the

School of Architecture, University of Illinois.

The series still has the objectives originally intended by the first set of

titles. These are: to encourage in students an awareness of the aesthetic'
elements of the environment and to have them work with these elements. The

units will ask students to use their senses to explore their world, examine

what was appealing or offensive to their senses, examine how tfiese reactions
affected their experiences, and to snake decisions about, aesthetic changes in -

their environmentand act.on these changes.

We consulted with Louis Smith, educational psychologist, to re-examine the.

outcomes for the series; then likrefined them and also examined them for

sequence, .going from more siiiiiiTto more complex expectations. The outcomes

are as follows:
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The student is aware that aesthetic considerationsWay a majon,
role in enhancing the quality of his environment. 4

g

The student will be able to analyze, judge,"and value his
environment for its aesthetic properties.

The student is able to make decisions relating functional and
aesthetic considerations in the environment which affect the
general human condition.

The student demonstrates his interpretation of a quality environ-
ment by organizing art. elements and' environmental components for

change

This series has been developing somewhat differently than previoug series in
which each set of materials was developed one at a time, beginning to end. The

series is evolving across the instructional units which allows for constant
examination and analysis towards a tighter conceptual framework.

Each instructional unit will work wtih a definition of environment and have
students participate in activities, not just as passive observers, but as
active decision-makers considering and shaping the aesthetic elements oi. their

surroundings. The current titles, while fining the original objectives,

have a much more logical sequence, startik i'frod the general and moving to the
specific, and are much more_child-centered than were the original titles.

The titles and direction of the materials have been reorganized in tie
Tfollowing manneri

Ve
f

%
.

. CUS I

1

Environment:
People Space
Place.

2

Experiencing
Environments
Through Our
Senses

3

11.1bving Through

the Environment

Introduction

Exidoring the role our senses play in
experiencing environments

Exploring enyironmenta as theatres for
action. and interaction

Thefirst grouping is a Broader, snore general view. of bow we perceive and
experience environments and begin to make decision's concerning the aesthetic
qualities which would contribute toericher'experiences and more pleasing
environments.
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New Environments
Through Design

Focus ii

4

The Individual
and His Own
?ersonal En-
vironment

5

Communities--
Then and Now

6

Envirarments of
'Tomorrow

7

.

Exploring personal enviroameats.fron the
view that one's enviroumemt is an extension
of one's self

Exploring the evolving community or city and
the social, economical and political effects
on the aesthetic qualities of the environment

Exploring im aginative de signs for the future
based on artists' expressioni of environments
or imaginary worlds of the past and present

Exploring and solving problems towards designs
for living thtough group process

There areltwo optiqns which are possible solutions for the content of two

units. This involves units five and seven.

Option one is to develop the seven units as they are described above. Option

two is to. divide unit five, into two units which would then.become,upits five

and six. Unit six would become unit seven. Unit seven would be deleted.

This will be determined as the content.in the units under Focus II becomes

more concrete.

The second grouping becomles puch more specific in the nature of the environments
which we are exploringand the specific problems to be solved. Each unit will

entail behaviors such as perceiving, experidpcing, analyzing and acting, but
they will be directed towards very specific kinds of environments.

From this schene the perameters for the series were developed and each package

was sketched out. The following.is a working draft on the proposed series.

Aesthetics and the.EnvironMent

I. The activities in each set of materials will relate to the student's
immediate environment, where he will have to make decisions and judgments
that will affect his own and other students' environments. After the

series of activities there will be one jenor activity based on aesthetic
criteria that will-require sme change in the student's environment. Tin"

prOject will involve group and individual decisions and will result in
some design for change to improve the quality of the student's envirRnment.

' lit
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2. Each set of materials will involve perce ing and analyzing. judging and
valuing, and producing and performing environments.

3. Each set of materials will introduce the concept through a book. The book
will include the content base for all the activities and will be used
throughout the materials. The group of books across the series should
develop into a total unit in itself although each will stand alone.

4. Each set of naterials will include concepts previouSly taught in other
instructional units. Therefore,' each set of materials will contain a
resource guide which wfll include a list of materials that will help
reinforce the concepts from other instructional units previously developed
in the series.

fe
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G. instructional Materials for the Teacher
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Summary Statement: Materials for the leactef

Objectives:

Description:
, -

To identify major concepts, approaches to study,
objectives, and alternatk solutions to the problems
of analysis and selectiOkof content for aesthetic
education applicable to 'Oacher preparation for aes-
thetic education, To imTlement the development, trial
teaching, and revision of4Caits of instruction in
aesthetic education for hers by preparation. of
six sets of materials. 114,'elop training strategies
-and materials for teethe the program.

44

This series of multi-media instructional units is
designed to assist teachers in pre-service and in-
service education to develop an understanding of the
content of aesthetic educ4ion. The teacher is given
an overview of the idea of aesthetic education; some
insight into a method for esthetic perception; an
introduction to some el is in theatre, dance, visual
_arts, literature, and rusi*; experiences with the
creative processes of trartiforming arts elements into
whole works; an understanding of aesthetic influences
and decision making in daily activity and the crucial
part they play in human development; and specific
information on how to develop an aesthetic education
curriculum.

Instructional units
I-

in this Series
include: An Introduction to Aesthetic Education

Aesthetic Perception: What Do You Say After You
Say "I Dike It?"

Arts/Parts: Perceiving and Analyzing the Arts
Designing an Aesthetic Education Curriculum
The Creative Process.
Aesthetics in the Everyday World

Outcomes: The teacher develops insight into the characteristics
of aesthetic content in education and the aesthetic.
characteristics of the natural and man-made environment.

The teacher gains specific competency in perceiving
tasic characteristics of aesthetic phenomena, and in
recognizing and relating basic eleme6te Of.arts disci-
plines to the structure of a whole work. '

The teacher gains specific competency in organizing
aesthetic elements into a Whole work and knows haw
professional artists representing differeit forms,A

. .

approach this process.
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Status Report:

C

ti

The teacher gains specific competency it selecting
Xrd org=izing content for teaching and learning
it, .,-Jelf4etic education.

As of November 30, 1975, four instructional units
will be completed and two others will be- in devel-
opagnt.

4
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NIE PRODUCT: HOW DOES A RAINBOW FEEL?: AN INTRODUCTION TO
AESTHETIC EDUCATION

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missciuri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine 3. leyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Margaret Harrison, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Teacher Education series of the Aesthetic Education Program
includes this instructional package which deals with an overview of
aesthetic education in the elementary school. The pre-service and
in-service teacher, for whom the materials are designed, will view a
film entitled Haw Does A Rainbow Feel?, containing material and
Information relating to concepts in aesthetic education taken from
the Aesthetic Education Program's children's packages. The film
will illuitrate the variety of aesthetic qualities in our environ-
ment: sounds, shapes, patterns, colors, textures. It presents
works of art as illustrators of such qualities and then relates
these perceptions-to the elementary classroom. Children will be
seen actively exploring and discovering such areas as body movement,
shapes, point of view characterization, and dramatic plot, using.
materials from AEP"packages. The participants will view,children

joyfully perceiving and reacting to the aesthetic qualities in the
world around them as well as analyzing their works, making Choices,
and participating is creative decision,making proceises.

A paper by Dr. Harry Broudy which will discuss concepts in aesthetic
education and teacher education will also be presented in these
materials. ,It will provide the participant with additional inforiation
on aesthetic education and a rationale for materials and concepts such
as those developed by the Aesthetic Education Program.' Discussion
quettions will be provided-on-both the film and Broudy's paper.
Activities and resources relating to coneepts.on the film. and the
paper will be provided.

These materials will encourage participants-,to: 1) see the need for
aesthetic" education in the schools; 2) understand that aesthetic
educatian'is a balance between emotional.perceptions and reaction's
and intellectual analysis and articulation; 3) become familiar with

34
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one method of approaching an aesthetic education curriculim; 4) look
at a school sy4tem with which they are familiar in terns of an aesthe-
tic education curriculum; 5) discuss the role the arts have played in
their lives, both formally (going to a concert) and informally
(buying a plant for decoration); and 6) have an understanding of the
value of making aesthetic considerations part of every person's
decision making process.

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Teacher Education: Aesthetics, Aesthetic Education, the.Arts,
Curriculum Development

Introduction to concepts in desthetieeducation: an approach to
curriculum development in aesthetic education; the value of the
arts in elementary education. , '

INTENDED USERS. AND BENEFICIARIES

These materials will be designed for pre-service and in-service teachers
at the elementary level, although they would also be beneficial for
secondary school leathers. They may be administered in a college
course curriculum or in a teacher workshop situation. Although the
arts are used as examples for teaChing aesthetic education in thes'e
materials and the materi4p can be taught by arts, specialists and
aesthetic education specialists, the inforisation and activities Can
Also be easily usepiby Anon-arts specialist:.

G8AL(S1 OR pdOosi(s)

The purpose of this instructional package will be for participants
1)7to understand a rationale for aesthetic education Lathe elementary
school; 2) to note concepts and materials applicable for-curriculum .

developmenelnaesthetic education; 3) to undo Land the role of the
arts. in general education; aq- 4) to rel4ethi aesthetic qualities
of our environmentio thea.lementary Classroom and the arts.

iATTERN S OP USE *. 1a.

'How Does A Rainbow Feel?: An Introduction to sthetic Education
will be a self-contained-unit of instruction with activities that are-

400 sequentialand-cumulative: It may, be used to provide instruction in
the areas of aesthetics, aesthetic education, elementary' education,
curriculum development and arts in general edudation. It may be .

administered by-a teacher trainer or worked on independently by a
teacher group with the aid of a provided syllabus- These materials
will be applicable to a variety of educational settings, including
traditional university courses and short-term workshops.
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ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Learning will be assessed by the teacher trainer and the participants.
Specific procedures will be delineated during development.

.11:ME REQUIRLNENTS
f

It is estimated that these materials will take approximately 10 hours
to complete, defending on the class size, the educational setting, the.
tine the teathef group is together, whether it is taught alone or is
part of a largef curriculum plan, and how much utilization of outside
activities occ4;.

IMPLEMENTATIOAPIDCEDURES

. How Does A Rainbow-Feel?: An Introduction to Aesthetic Education
will not require a specialist teacher. Participants will probably
work individually and in small groups to enhance interaction. A
working space will probably be necessary. Specific procedures
appropriate to the learning experiences will be delineated during
development cycle.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Unknown at 'this time.
.

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A teacher trainer.vithout special trairling in aesthetic. education will
be able to implement this unit of'instructian...Currimatim,cansaltation,
is available from CEMREL. Costs for .such services can-.4e obtained from
this organization.,

ASSESSMENT AND CLAIMS
.

The initructional unit, How Does A kAabow Feel?: An Introduction
to; Aesthetic Education, is presently, in development. Mhen.conplete&
it will be tested as defined in the Basic Program Plan. (CEMREL, 1972)
and A General Plan for Evaluating The AestheticEducation Program's
Teacher Education Packages (Mavis, 1974). At that time appropriate
assurances, and claims will be made.

AVAILABILITY

This'product.is in prototype stage of development and is scheduled
forfield testing during the Summer 1975. The materials will be
copyrighted.

4..4+
.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF-MARCH 1975
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HIE PRODUCT: WHAT DO YOU SAY AFTER YOU sAy."I LIKE IT"?:
A METHOD OF AESTHETIC PERCEPTION
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMREL, Inc.
(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
'Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3128 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

.

Stanley S. Madeja,Ttogram DireeLr
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial Coordinator
Margaret Harrison, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

I'

The Teacher EducaO.On series of the Aesthetic Education Program includes
this instructional package, which deals with an introduction to aesthetic
education concepts and a method of aesthetic perception. The pre

,

service and in service teachers, for whom the materials are designed,
use a variety of-resources: a slide tape ("To Make New Again") with
related discussion questions; a book entitled How Many Ways 'Can You
Look At A Turtle?, which includes an explanation of Harry Broudy's wr,
method bf aesthetic perception and activities centered around it;
pertinent quotations on aesthetics, aesthetic education,.the use of
the arts as a vehicle far aesthetic education; as activity section
based on'the concept of an "education of the senses";, d relevant
reference readings frog experts in the field of aesthetic education.
'An activity involving discussion and arrangement of ph tographs of a
bus station for its sensory, formal and expressive qualities (Broudy)
illustrates to the partiCipant that aesthetic qualities can be found
anywhere. Final activities in the materials give the participant
the opportunity to choose from. Various arts activities designed to
illustrate knowledge gained in previous activities. Throughout the
materials, suggestions. are made as to how this knowledge can directly
,beapplied to'the elementary classroom.

These, materials encourage the participant to: 1) begin to define
aesthetid education aid the need fort it in the schools.; 2) understand
the arts as a vehicle for exploring aesthetic education; 3) become
familiar with commentary fiam individuals in a variety of fields who
have been concerned with concepts in aesthetic education; 4)'gain a
practical approach to understanding aestheqc perception by applying
Harry Broudy's method of looking at the seniory; formk, And expressive
qualities of an object or experience; 5) participate in activities that
emphasize Broudy's concept of the sensoryactivities which increase the
participant's personal sensory awareness and whith can be easily done
by a teacher in an elementary classroom; 6) understand that although
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the arts are clear les of the aesthetic qualities in our world,
such qualities can be found and explored anywhere; and 7). actively'
participate in arts activities which will begin to familiarize them
with possibilities for_using the arts in the classroom.

Sample LesSan

, c

"A Method of Aesthetic Perception" from Hoc. Many Ways Can You Look*
At A Turtle? ......---

0,.--7.-

------'-:-
.

This lesson is designed to provide the pxe-.-serVile or in-service
teacher with a practical approach to- aesthetic perception.
Harry Broudy's method of looking at an object from its sensory
/Orme', and expressive` qualities' is presented in a simple 'a
concise way, with illustrations indicating that an anal
thed is easily applicable to both arts and non-arts is .

*
abd events. '(The excerpt from Enli tened Cherish 1.here Breudy
discusses this method in detail is also preseate . :.thisaference

.

readings as reinforcement.) The particiPant.i rst p nted
with photographs of a turtle, emphasizing.; any objeCt can be
looked at in a variety of ways (biologi , scientifisplIy,
how parts make up a whole, humorously,, tractly, metaphorically,
et,) The connection is then-made t any object can also bei
loOked'at for its aesthetic qualit and this is doMe in the. .

text fOr theipaipicipant with a. ograph pf%a turtle'amd a,
delineation of Dis sensory, IQ and expressive qualities.,
The participants are then eaco aged to bringin a natural
object and go through the,prOCess again with the object to -

reinforce what they learned from the Photographs of the turtle.
. .r

,
Throughout this set of materials, the parpifiliant is asked to
keep a journal wherein Oservatiods, perceptions, notes and.
cgmments can be reco . After the turtle photograph, ,it is
time fa- the partic ts to begin defining these aesthetic
qualities and reco ng their perceptipns in their jourMals.

. The next photogra is of A natural ob3ect: a cactus. The formal
and expressive ities are printed for the participant,-who is
asked to fill the -=Actsory, qualities. In the next photograph,
a people-crea lid object of A series of telephone booths is
illustrated,-,The sensory and expressive qualities are provided.
The participant is to fill in the formal qualities. Finally, a
photograpb"-of'birds'percha on branches is provided. The parti- .

cipamt fillPtn--the 'sensoryi and formal, while the expressive I,

qualities of"the photograph are provided.

When the participant has a working knowledge of these, terms,
the focus is tuxned to the arts. A Trove scUlpturi is pictured'
and the sensory, formal, and expressive qualities of this art

-
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object are provided. Following thiisis a photographic collage
indicating the scope and variety of arts forts. Finally,
activities and discussion questions are'provided which tell
the participants to attend an arts event or bring in an actual
arts object and use Broudy's method of analysis in perceiving
the arts object or event aesthetically and to discuss how such
analysis heightens their appreciation and critical judgments.

Asking the participants to actually seek out such arts
experiences is an important goal of these aesthetic education
materials. Although every activity is self-sufficient within
a classroom or workshop situation, it is also crucial for parti-
cipants to have additional outside experiences to see show concepts
relate to the everyday world. Such activities and discussion
questions are .provided throughout and are strongly encouraged.
Therefore, each lesson nay vary in length depending upah the
amount of time alloted for such activities by the teacher
education group.

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Teacher Edimati : Aesthetics, Aesthetic Education, the Arts

Introduction to he idea of aesthetic education; how using a method
of aesthetic perception can enable the individual to find aesthetic
qualities both in the arts and in the "everyday" world; the relatiop7' :
ship of aesthetic eduction and the arts; an intellectual, historical/
perspective ad viewpoints on aesthetic education; the concept of
"educatibg the senses" as a basis for beginning an aesthetic education
curriculum.

INTENDED USER.? AND BENEFICIARIES

These materials are designed for pre-service and in-service teachers.
at the elementary level, although they would also be benefic5A1 for
'secondary school teachers; They may be administered in a college
course curriculum or in aoteather workshop situation.. Althougb the
arts are used as examples for teaching aesthetic education in these
materials and the materials can be taught by arts specialists and
aesthetic education specialists, the information and activities can
also,be easily used by a non -arts specialist and gli;ie the partici-
pant varied experiences in several arts forms (literature, drama,
dance,%visual arts, and music). . 4

GOALS) OR PURPOSE(S)

The purpose of this instructional unit-is for participants: 1) to
identify and explain in a general way the,goils and rationale of
aesthetic education; 2) to note that the arts are a vehicle for"the
expression of the aesthetic values of a culture; 3) to consciously
attend to and experience sensory data for its intrinsic value; and

*31:3
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. 4) to perceive, react to, and analyze those factors in an experience
or object which-contribute to or detract from its aesthetic character
by using a aethod of aesthetic perception.

PATTERNS OF USE

What Do You Say After YOU Say "I Like It"?: A Method of Aesthetic
Perception is a self-contained unit of instruction with activities
that are sequential and cumulative. It nay be used to provide
instruction in the areas:cf aesthetics, aesthetic education,
elemPntary education, and arts in general education. It may be
administered by a teacher trainer or worked On independently by a
teacher group with the aid of the provided syllabus. These materials.
are applicable in a variety of,eduolitionel settings, incicding
traditional university courses and short-term workahops.

ASSESSMOT -PROVISIONS

Learning is assessed by the participants and/or the teacher trainer. .

Students are givene pre-activity asking them to define aesthetic
educatir. This is also asked at the end of the materials and
participantsants can evaluate the growth of their perceptions, vocabulqry,
and updetstinding. Throughout the materials, participants are
encouraged to use the provided method of aesthetic perception as a
!leans of evaluation and analysis and to compare, contrast, discubs,
and share their questions, comments and insights with each other.
Wide/Ines for discussion questions are provided as a means of
suggesting standariWelbYdiscussion. Participants are also asked
to evaluate each others' work in the activity sections. -

TXHE REQUIREMENTS

What DC You Say Alter You Say "I Like It"?: A. Method of Aesthetic
Perception takes approximately 10 hours with individual session
being not less than 45-minutes tq complete depending upon the class
size, the educatioial settitig, the'time the teacher group is together,
whither it is taught alone 'or is, part ofa larger curriculum plan, and
how such utiIizatibit of outside activities occur.

a

DIENUXEMIATION PROCEDURES,

What Do You Say After You Say "I Like It"?: A. Method of Aesthetic
Perception does not require a specialist teacher., This set of
instructional materials has. been tested with both-pre-service and
in-service ,teachers. It is recommended that'it be taught in small
groups to enhance interaction and allow a teacher trainer to respond
specifically to each participant. Students will require space for
several of the activities and will need zoos to spread out some of
the materials. The syllabus outlines all such procedures and
has been rated as useful in testing situations.'
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If there is a teacher trainer with.a background in aesthetic education
or the arta, be-or she is encouraged to relate these materials to his
or her own curriculum, bring in.additional resourcesand relate the
learning experience to the specific needs and background of the teacher
group,-if

If the teacher trainer does not haVe such a background or if the group
is working independently, the syllabus provides all necessary informa-
tion for implementation.

A teacher trainer is strongly encouraged to make the outside activities
an integral part of this learning experience. Consunables are rdniTTJ0
and the materials in the package are easily aanipulated and stored.

NAMIALS, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Source it
1A Required Quantity Cost Per Replacement Different from_

Items Needed Item Rate Distributor

Pa5ticipant Materials:
Discussion cards for

-- slide tape
How Many Ways Can You
Look At A Turtle ?
book

Bus station photo
cards

Bus station activity
cards

Worksheets for,Bus
Station Game

Final activity cards
Re'ferende readings

Teacher Trainer Materials:
Syllabus_
Slide tape
Slidd tape synchronizer
manual

Aesthetics and the
,Problems of Education
by Ralph Smith, ed.

Enlightened Cherishing-
by Parry Broudy,

*Materials are still in the field test stage, therefore, cos ts have
not yet been determined.
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PeZeonnel-Renuired for Froi;uct Adoption and ispiesentat5.od

A teacher trainer without specAal training in aesthetic education can
implement this unit of instruction: Curriculum consultation is
available from CEMBEL._ Costs for such services can be obtained from
this organization-

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

Assurances

Information gathered by careful observation and questionnaires at
each of the four field test sites indicated no hair' has resulted
from the use of this, product.

Palicsges are carefully scrutinized to eliterinxre any form of social
bias, ethnic oe sexual stereotyping, or inappropriateniss of content.
Any question of such'bias or inappropriateness of content in the
package is-directd, to qualified persons in order to consider how
the materials should be revised to e3=ipate such shortcomings that
are identified.

Information gathered from four field tests of the materials indicates
Chat the materials can stand alone in the hands of aetent teacher
trainer in pre-service and in-service training settings.

Claims 9

A major claim to be made about the Aesthetic Education P.rogram1s
instructional materials in teacher education is that they represent
the onIrcomprehensive teacher wfucation curriculum resource based
on aesthetic education that has been developed'in the United States
using the carefully defined development and evaluation procedures
basic to the concept of an educational laboratory.

,
.

At all stages of development, ,a National Advisory Committee Of .

educational psychologists, educators, and arts educators review the
substance and form of the instructional materials. A formative
evaluation is carried on during the creation -of each package of
materials developed by the program. 11.12 the,early stages of develop-
ment, trained observers carry out an observational conitorine,of'a
trial implementation of the package, or various package components,
in prototype form.. The information derived from this monitoring
serves as a basis for revising the materials for further trials. It
also serves as an early warning system for the detection ofsny
intrinsic shortcomings in the package. Afteerevision, a second
fnvaluation is carried out in four or more teacher training settings.

this stage,.the materials must pass'three major tests: First,
they must be in keeping with the overall goals of the program.
Second, there must be evidence that the materials can stand alone
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in the t4Ailk of a competent teaches trainer. Third, the materials
must meet certain package-specific objectives, observable in the
behavior of the persons who have studied the materials. After the

_above testing of the materials, the materials are revised on the
basis of information gained during testing.

The evaluation of this product was carried out in four diverse pre-
service and in-service teacher education settings. Two were school
district in- service workshops and two were university based courses
in which the participants were predominantly preservice, elementary
teachers. Observation and questionnaire data indicate that even
teacher trainers who are not specialists in one or pore of the arts
are able to suCcessfully implement the package. Qualitative assess-
ment journals completed by package users indicate that most users
are able to complete the instructional activities in the =inner
intended by the developer.

User satisfaction and judgments about the wortkwhileness of the
package were universally posl.tive during the evaluation.

AVAILABILITr

This product has completed the test cycle and is undergoing minor
revisions. While a publication date has not been deterri4nd, it

-is, anticipated that this product will be available in the Fall 1975.
This product is covered by copyright.

.4.
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Evidence to Support Assurances and Claims
for whaater-atDoYouSAfLikett"?:Allethod

of Aestblitic Perception

Careful Development:
J:-

Assurances and claims for car `u development are supported by the
Basic Plan, Aesthetic!:Education Program (CEMREL, 1972).
A Genelal Plan for Evaluating'the Aesthetic Education Program's
leacher Education Packages (yolls, 1974) explains in greater detail
the application of these procedures for development and evaluation
to the area of teacher educatiOn.

Successful Implementation:

A trained observer from CEMRFEL was present at each of the four sites
when the teacher education patkage was tested-and was able to carefully
observe package implementation. In addition, a questionnaire was 4

administered to each teacher-trainer gathering information about the
manageability and degree of implementation (Checklist for Facilitators).
The observation and questionnaire data are presented and discussed
in detail in the evaluation report, What Do You Say After You Say "I
Like It"? Formative Evaluation of Teacher Education Package #1
(CEHREL, 1975). In teacher trainers' responses to the Checklist for
Facilitators, only one activity of eight total in the package was
judged by one of-four trainers to be "generally unmanageable in my
situation." All other activities were judged by each of the four
trainers to be "generally manageable" or "completely manageable."
The observer' judgments supported those of the trainers (Formative
Evaluation-of Teacher Education Package #1, p. 8).

A

EffectivenessF
s.

Claims and assurances of this product's effec'tiveness are documented
in the Formative Evaluation of Teacher Education Package #1. The
primary claim of,effectiveness rests on users' ability to apply
Harry. Broudy's method of analysis, as embodied within the instructional
materials, for identifying sensory, formal, and expressive qualities
within natural and man-made objects. Qualitative assessment of users'
applicaapn'of the method of analysis in daily journals and during
instructional activities indicates that by the end of training, users
are readily able to identify and describe sensory and expressive
qualitles'but continue to experience difficulty with the"forSal
qualities (p. 14). Reviiions will be made for improvidg-user appli-
cation of the concept of formal qualities.
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Satisfaction:

Judgments by users about their satisfaction with the package and
about its worthwhileness as an educatibnal activity were over-
whelmingly positive, -based on user responses to formal questionnaires
(Participant Questionnaire and Facilitator Checklist). All questionnaire
data are included in the Formative Evaluation of Teacher Education
Package #1.

Generalizability:

The claim for generalizability rests on the diversity of settings used
for the evaluation herein reported. A summary description of the four
test situations are presented in Figure I. A more complete description
is included in the Formative Evaluation of Teacher Education Package
#I.

,-`
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Say 'I LitLe LC: rornative
Evaluation of_Tencher
Education Package #1

Figure l - Comparison of Test Sites

Oakland
June '74

Memphis
July 174

'Monts State Oklahomstity
August '74110." Fall '74

(a) Type of
training credit
offered

,

.

.

Summer teecher
workshop for
inservice
credit on
salary scale.
Attendance by
teachers'
choice.

iversity credit
c3hrs. in Carr! -
- um and instruc-
lop) for AELC-

based summer work-
stop on aesthetic
education. Parti-
clown paid own

ItIon. Were
selected from
approx. 70 who
requested\the

As*part of a
university
course on ale-
nentary cum -
cuium.

.

University course
organized around
the teacher pack-
age. Regular
university credit
(2 hrs.) Atten -

dance by students'
ctolce.

. -

.

.

(b) Facilitator
description

Qr.)

Coordinator of
AELC. Previous
teacher train-
In; and admiral-

strative exper-
fence. Special
1st in Visual
Arts.

2 facilitators
(the AELC Coordi-
nator, whose
background is In
theatre and a
rafessor In
Curriculum and
instruction from
the accrediting ''

university.

Coordinator of Coordinator of
AELC end pro- AELC. Teaching
fessor In duties at univer-
Curriculum and city level in
instrsio-tion. Drum and Educe-

tion. Specialty
in Children's

' 1A° Theatre.
.

-
.

(c) Participant
description

.

.

.

e

Fifteen teach'
ors, parent
volunteers,
and admlnl-
strah>rs from
Oakland City
Schools: 10
teachers, ale-
mentary and
secondary; 1

elementary admi
nistrator; 4
perent motif*-

teerirfor 1(-3
school.

27 inservlce
teachers, elemen-
tary including f 'at
P.E. end;
Reading special-
fists. Most were
employed -ln the'
Memphis City
Schools. .

. -

-.
.

- ,
...,

. ,

-

Ten, mostly Seven university
elementary ed. 'students, Inclu-

;miasmic* ding 2 muster's
level, Ca students. A
teacher vert1 - mixture of majors
ficatiott pno- , (Elem. Ed., Bus! -
grams, floss Ed., Mass'

. Colmunic:ftions,
for **aegis.) .

_
_

_ _

,

.

(d) Duration of
training

..

Three consecu-
five days (2
.hrs.'per.day)

6 hrs: Instruc-
flan time.

,

Nino consecutive _Approx. 6 h Approx-113 hrs. of
days, 8:30ra.m.- of instruct, instruction spread
3:30 p.m. (approx. spread ove5 over nine weeks of
1/3 - 1/2 of the- consecutive classes. (Addition-
time was spent on days. . at "out ol class"
the toechor,pkg.) time was spent '

18-20 hrs. spent viewing ar=ts events)
on teacher pkg

. .

-

(t) Use of other
materials and
actletties

. '

.

Slight use of
AgP children's
pkgs. Less
than complete
covera6e of
teachor pkg,

About half of the Package use was Followed teacher
time was spent on spoil, but sap- package closely
AEP children's arate part of a and exclusively.
pick and inter- 1rger course.
por.enal relation,. Omitted Activity
actIvifi.)s In, 1 and 3 of Part
addition to the 11 and 3 of Part
to.4ch4r 09. . Ill.

.
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NIE PRODUCT: ARTS/PARTS: PERCEIVING AND ANALYZING THE ARTS
(Part of the Aesthetic Education Program)

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEKREL, Inc.

(Formerly Central Aldwestirn Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139'

. Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
-Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director

. Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Assad:ate Director
4Sharon Bocklage, EditOrial Coordinator
Margaret Harrison, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Teacher Education series of the Aesthetic Education Program
includes this instructional package, which deals with the arts as
examples for aesthetic education. In order to use the arts as an
effective teaching tool, the non-arts specialist must become familiar.
with the elements in arts forms and how they relate to the aesthetic
qualities of our world in order for the arts to be understood and used
creatively. Through the use of a large multi-media book entitled
Arts /Parts the teacher-participant expiates some of the elements is
each of five arts: drama, music, 'visual arts, dance, and literature.
The elements are introduced to the participant in each of live major
activities. Then the participant actively explores the elements
through additional activities using the arta vocabulary already
learned. The book is a self-contained unit consisting of such things
as a fold-out performing space board with moveable figures, a music
board, exerpts from dramk and literature, recorded selections, a
visual arts puzzle, various types of activity cards, photographs and
critical reviews. A,sammal within the book provides the participant
with objectives, directions and follow -up activities. Reference
readings by arts experts discussing the elements of each art form are
provided as is an extensive'bibliograPhy,and concept statements from

s related AEP children!s materials to aid the participant in curriculum
development. Final activities encourage further arts exploration and
ways of relating the knowledge learned to the elementary classrooi.

This package encourages-participants to: 1) explore such musical
elements of rhythm, melody, harmony, meter, tone color through a.
sound board with overlaya...and-a4eompanying tape recording and to
relate the knowledge learned to other musical compositions; 2).explore
such elements as line, color,-shape, texture, value through overlays
of Picasso's Guernica-and-relate this vocabulary to other works of art
as well as creating their own-com&sition with an elements puzzle;,
3) explore such elements as motion, space, and setting in drama and
dance through a performing space board with moveable figures and
setting cubes; 4) explore such elements of plot, conflict, intention,
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subtext, character, and setting in drama through analyzing and acting
out a written script; 5) explore these elements again by analyzing a r

scene from Hamlet with provided audio, tape to see how the written word
and the spoken word combine in drama; and 6) look at.such elements as
imagery, metaphor, figurative language, these, setting, character and
conflict in literature by analyzing a short story and a poem and then'
creating their own works by using Word Picture cards. Final activities
encourage the participant to go out and seek additional arts resources,
to become an active participant in arts events, and.to use the knowledge
gained in Arts/Parts in the elementary classroom.

Sample Lesson

Visual Arts Elements

This lesson familiarizes the participant with some visual arts
elements of line, shape, color, texture, and value, The first
activity involves Picasso's Guernica which has been taken apart ,

on a series of acetate overlays, each overliy showing one of the
above elements. The participant can see how Picasso used each of
these elements by first examining the overlays individually.' When
the overlays are all placed on top of each other the participant
can see how the work comes together to fora an aesthetic whole.
The same procedure is then done by the participant using Rousseau's
The Dream, using blank overlays and a provided grease pencil for
drawing and shading. In the third activity, an elements puzzle
made up of abstract black and white pieces is provided.. The parti-
cipants select a the and create their own visual arts work. They
are asked to articulate why they used various elements in a specific
way to best illustrate the chosen theme.

Finally, a series of photographs is presented which represent a
variety of visual arts forms indifferent periods and stylest
(painting, sculpture, architecture, etc:) Tfie participant, is
asked to discuss thege pictures using the vocabulary learned and
to make cotparisons and contrasts. The partitipant is also given
a reference reading by Reid Has tie from kacounter with Art which
further details the elements in the visual arts. Additional
information on the -visual arts used as examples in the photographs
is provided in a Resource Section in themanual as'is a detailed
analysis of Guernica.

SUBJECT AREA(S)

Teacher Education: Aesthetic Education, Elementary EducatiOn, Musics,
Visual Arts, Drama, Dance, Literature

Introduction to elements in various arts forms; how these elements
combine in a unique way to create a specific testi:fa-It' intentrthe
relationship of the arts to aesthetic education; the development of
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a vocabulary which can be applied both.to the arts and to the
aesthetic qualities of the everyday worldpthe development of a
critical, responsive audience to arts objects and events; curriculum
divelopment in aesthetic education.

PATTERNS OF USE

Arts/Parts: Perceiving and Analyzing the Arts is a self-contained
unit of instruction with activities that are sequential auercumulative.
It may be used to provide instruction in the areas of aesthetics,
aesthetic education, elementary education, arts in general education
and an.integrated arts course. It may be administered by a teacher
trainer or worked on independently by a teacher -group with the ale
of the provided manual. These-materials are applicable in a variety
of educational settings, including traditional university courses and
short-term workshops.

INTENDED USERS AND BENEFICIARIES

These materials are desigrred for pre-service and in-service teachers
at the elementary level, although. they would'also'be beneficial for
secondary school teachers. They may be administered in a college
course curriculum or in a teacher workshop situation. Although the
arts are used as examples for teaching aesthetic education in these
materials and the materials can be taught by arts specialists and
aesthetic education specialists, the informatlon.and activities can
also be easily used bye non-arts specialist and give the participant
varied experiences in several arts forces (literature, drama, visual arts,

and music)

GOAL(S) OR PURPOSES(S)

The purposes of thisA.nstructional unit is to teach participants
1) to identify elements that are in art forms; 2) to use a shared
critical language in disCussing the elements and in analyzing the
formal, part&hole relationships within works of art; 3) to use the
elements as ways of describing and analyzing the aesthetic qualities
in the environment and understand the similarities and differences
between natural objects,, and experiences and those created with
specific aesthetic intent; and 4) todirectly apply the vocabulary
methods, techniques and activities to the elementary classroom.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

Learning is assessed by the teacher trainer and .the participants.
Although the.participants are'encouraged to use their own perceptions
ifirst when analyzing works of art and developing a vocabulary, addi-
tional information from experts in the field is provided through.
reviews, critical analysis, reference readings, and information on
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photographs used in the visual arts and perfprming. arts section. The
participants use these sources to compare and evalUate their own.
perceptions as well as justifying and comparing their own. perceptions
in discussions With the teacher trainer, their peer group; and arts
specialists whom they contact. Participants-will also be able to
assess how their ability to analyze a professional arts. event has been
heightened through the use of vocabulary presented in Arts /Parts when
involved in the final activity telling them to attend an arts event.

TDIE REQUIREMENTS

Arts/Parts: Perceiving and Analyzing the Arts takes approximately
ti

10 hours with individual sessions,being not less'than 45 minutes to
complete depending upon the class size; the educational setting; the
kirethe teacher group is together; yhether it is taught alone or is
part of a larger curriculum plan; and how much utilization of outside
activities oceur.

IMPLEWITTATION PROCEDURES

Arts/Parts: Perceiving aad Analyzing the Arts does not require a
specialist teacher. Each participant may have their oda book or two
or three participants might share a bopk. Individual work and small
group discussion is encouraged to enhance interaction. Some of the
activities can be done on an individual basis, others have varying
degrees of Involvement with other members of the teacher education
group.,_Space is required as some activities inviolve movement aad,room
is needed to spread out'some of the materials. The manual outlines
all procedures and an Individual can go through this entire set of
materials without the aid of a teacher, trainer by flollawing the manual.

The teachei trainer or the teacher education group is encouraged to
rrlat6 ;hese activities to'profeasional arts events, to bring is arts
specialists to answer any questions and'provide further information;

t use the bibliography as a source for further ideas and rein-
:. r.rment. Participants are also encouraged to use'the concepts +
pr 7.14.d from AEP children's packages for actual curriculum development
.t.t.! try out these ideas with elementary schoo children.

.6
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.4ATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL uquitEmErs

Source if
,Required Quantity Cost Per 'Replacement Different from
Items Needed Item Rate 'Distributor

. .-

. ,

Arts/Parts book
Tape for music and 4
draRa.activities

Figures
1

Cubes
per

Greaseencil student Undetermined Reusable

Puzzle 6

Illustration of
The Dream

Word Picture-cards
Manual
Reference readings

Personnel Required for Product Adoption and Implementation .

teacher trainer without special training inAtes6etic education can
implement this unit of instruction. Cuiricullust consultation is, -

0 available from CEMREL. Costs for such services can be obtainl from
this organization.

ASSURANCES AND CLAIMS

The instructional unit', Arts/Parts: 'Perceiving and Analyzing the Arts,
is presently in development. When completed it will be tested as
defined in the Basic ,Program Plan (CEMREL, 1972) and A General Plan
for Evaluating The Aesthetic Eddcation Program's Teacher Education
Packages (Mania,. 1974)1 At that time appropriate assurances and
claims will be mite.

AVAILABILITY

This set of materials will undergo field test this Spring

1975. The product will be covered by copyright.

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975
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IRE PRODUCT: THE CREATIVE. PROCESS
(Part ,of the Aesthetic Mu:cation Programa

DEVELOPER/AUTHOR: CEMRSL, Inc. .

(Formerly Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.)

- 31'.Q...59th Street

St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Stanley S. Madeja, Program Director
Nadine J. Meyers, Associate Director
Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate DirectOr
Sharon Bocklage, Editorial CoordinatOr

. MArgaret Harrison, Product Developer

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Teacher'Education series of the Aesthetic Education Program includes
this instructional packagp which deals with the creative process. This
package is currently under development and the content can be outlined
-as follows:

The materials will emphasize the expressive qualities of an object or
experience: how individuals make unique statements by ricking choices
and structuring parts in a certain way foi.a specific aesthetic intent.

Activities will be provided to enable participants to actively explore
creativity through creatiig their 'bun works, becoming competent in
orgaiizing aesthetic elpments into a whole work and in articulating
their reasons for such4Choices.. Interviews and photographs of well-
known artists in various fields will be provided as well as discUssions
with noted educators and other individuals actively involved 'in
increasing aesthetic awareness. .Alt tough the materials will use the
arts ways of encouraging. the creative proCess in every
cbild tge necessity for schools to foster this process will also
be emphssized. Throughout this set of materials, practical suggestions
and'instructions for implementing the creative process td,the clasar
room will be provided. Concepts from related ASP childred's'packages
such as the Aesthetics and the Cfative procesa series and the
Aesthetics and, the Artist seriesfwill,be premented as well as :relevant ,

reference readings. and. a bibliography.

This package will encourage participant to 1) actively explore the
creative - process by 'creating .their own words of art; 2) expand their
critical language necessary for analyzingeand ju#ging-words of art;
3) use the arts as a teaching tool for aesthetic education; 4) nurture
the'creative proCess in every child; and 5) regularly seek out and
utiliii additional resources is the arts and-aesthetic education..

. . 1;
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SUBJECT AREA(S)

Ttacher Education: "Aesthetic 'Education.). Elementary Education,
Visual Arts', Music, Drama, Dance, Literature, Film

The Creatiie Process: Sow an. individual organizfs elements- for a
ppecific aesthetic intent; the development of critical language
for analyzing one's own work asp the work of professional artists;

understanding of different materials, methodologies and structures
of arts works; rationale for encouraging affective as well as cognitive.

**learning skills through the nurturing of the creative process in every' .

child.

INTENDED,USERS ANDIBENEFICARIES

These materials will be designed for pre-service and in-service teachers
at the elementary level, although"they would also be beneficial for
secondary school teachers.' They may be administered in a college
course curriculum or in a teacher workshop situation. Although the
arts are used as examples for teaching aesthetic education in-these
=ategials and the materials can be taught by arts specialists
and aesthetic education specialists, the ipformation and activities
can also be easily used-by.a nonartsapedislist and give the par-
ticipant varied experiences in .e cal arts forms (literature, drama,
dance, visual arts, and music). _______ .-,,

- ,i '1
...NI

0AL(S) OR PURPOSE(S)`,'

The purpose of this instructional package will be to teach participant)
to: 1) organize their own method or structure for completing a whole
work Of:their own design; 2) describe and analyze the aesthetic sF
decisions used in completing the wholeltrork; 3) transform the Clemenis-Aw-
into whole works in'a numbef of arts disciplines, therefore being able
to discusrftd.contrast the elements, methods, or structures of a
variety-of arts forms; 4) analyze and criticize works of art;
5) erceive, analyze and discuss how professional artists organize
elements into a whole work; and 6) understand.the needfor.aesthetAc
e406tion and the encouragement of creativity In the elementary schoolb.

PATTERNS OF USE

,

It is anticipated' that The,Creative Process will be a self-contained
N..unit of instruction with'activities that are sequential and cfimulative.

It'will be developed-for use 'as part of an ongoing college curriculum
or in teacher'workstiops. It may be part of an integrated arts course,
an aesthetic education course or an arts in general education course
and can he linked with AE? children'epackagea in the Aesthetics and
the creative Process and the Aesthetics and tire Artist series.

ti
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ILSSESSKipa- PlOVISIOES
.

Learning will be as sed by the teacher trainer and the participants.
Specific procedures will* delineatid during deVelopment..

TD REQuapearri.

It is estimated that these materials will take approximately 10 hours
to complete, depending on the clabs sizi4;the educational setting; the
time the teacher group is together; whether it is-taught aldne or is
part.of a, larger curriculum plan; and how much utilization of outside.'
activitieroccur.

710N PROCEDURES ,

e Creative Proceiswill not require a ap,&iiii.Pat teacher. Partici=
is will probably work indivittallyeand in small groups to enhance
eraction. A working space 31 probably be necessary. Specific

pr res appropriate to the learning experiences will be delineated
durindevelopment cycle.

y.TERIAL.S., EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Unknown at this time.

Personnel-Required for Product Adoption and Implementation

A teacher trainer without special training in aesthetic education will
be able to implement this unit of instruction. Curriculum consultition
will be available from CEMREL ..Costs for'suth services can be obtained
from this organization-

ASSEMMT.AIED CLAIMS

The instructional unit, The aetti Process;.is presently in
development. When completed it tested as defined in the
Basic Program Plan (CEMREL, 1972) General Plan for Evaluating
The Aesthetic Education Program's Teacher Education Packages (Herds,
1974). At that time appropriate assurances and claims will be made.

This product is scheduled to begin testing in the Summer 1975 and
it will be copyrighted:

INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 1975 ,'
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